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ABSTRACT
Saipan Carolinian, the language at the heart of this dissertation, was born from
several languages in the Carolinian (Chuukic) language continuum when a century of
migration from the western Caroline atolls to the Northern Marianas island of Saipan was
launched, starting in 1815; spawned by devastating typhoons. Three languages (or
dialect groupings) are the primary sources of Saipan Carolinian (SpnCRL): WoleaianLamotrekese (WOL), Satawalese (SAT), and Polowat-Pulusuk (POL). While SpnCRL is
commonly viewed by its speakers and academics alike to be most similar to SAT, the
current study contends that SpnCRL is a product of all three source languages; languages
that while being very closely related are nonetheless separate languages. Thus, I use the
term “blended language” to describe the unique character of SpnCRL (distinguishing it
from a “mixed language”; a formalized term describing languages born from unrelated or
remotely related languages).
The morpho-syntax of SpnCRL comes from a common template shared by all
Chuukic languages. Its phoneme inventory, however, is most similar to WOL, while its
lexical inventory is most similar to POL—two languages that are unintelligible with each
other.
The original settlement of Arabwal on Saipan (later called Garapan) was
dominated in the first half of the 19th century by migrants from atolls between and
including Woleai and Satawal, and dominated in the second half of the 19th century by
migrants from atolls east of Satawal—primarily Pulusuk and Pollap and atolls between
them. This sequence of migration is stored in the linguistic code of today’s SpnCRL
speakers by virture of their retention of phonemes from the earliest WOL settlers and
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their significant compounding, or amalgamation, of their lexicon due to the later POL
migrations.
Today, SpnCRL continues to change rapidly in the face of English, which has
dominated Micronesia since WWII. There is only a small percentage of Carolinian
children left on Saipan who can confidently speak the traditional form of SpnCRL.
Before long, SpnCRL may even be more similar to English than to Chuukic; one
language, in that event, that has illuminated, during its mere decades of existence, so
much about the mysteries of language.
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Preface (Dissertation Summary)

The present-day Saipanese Carolinians speak several mutually intelligible
dialects which are evidently an accommodation of the original mutually
unintelligible languages which their forebears took with them.
(Quackenbush 1968:9)
It is not likely that one would find total agreement on Saipan as to which of the
outer Caroline Islands languages are the source(s) of the Saipan Carolinian language.
Some say Saipan Carolinian (SpnCRL) is a “chop suey” kind of language, mixed from
several of the atoll languages between and including, roughly, Woleai and Pollap.
Others, including linguists such as Jackson (1983), have come to the conclusion SpnCRL
is most similar to Satawalese, even though it has some influences from speech
communities located anywhere in the Carolinian (Chuukic) continuum stretching from
the southwest islands of Palau to the southern tip of the Mortlocks. Discovering the
authentic sources of the SpnCRL language, and exploring just which of those source
languages’ linguistic features have been bestowed upon SpnCRL is what this current
study is all about.
I start by describing the sociolinguistic setting of SpnCRL and the Chuukic dialect chain
(which I usually refer to as the Carolinian continuum). In the course of that (Chapter 1), I
show results of my earlier language intelligibility study which gives the reader an
accurate picture of “who understand whom how well” throughout the continuum. A
particularly significant result of the study is that two of SpnCRL’s source languages,
Woleaian and Polowatese, are unintelligible with each other. And yet, I will also explain
how Chuukic speakers, such as Woleaian and Polowatese speakers, are often able to
carry on a normal conversation together; each in their own language—or rather, a “bent”
form of their own languages—in spite of the great intelligibility distance between them. I
explain and give an example of “language bending” at the close of Chapter 1.
I then explore (Chapter 2) the linguistic history of SpnCRL, and the chronology of
research on the Carolinian continuum. I cover the reasons why the Chuukic language
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family has been such a dynamic family through time and the resultant difficulty in
pinpointing the source of SpnCRL. I also show from Jackson’s 1983 and 1986
diachronic studies that SpnCRL had to have been sourced by a number of languages, not
just Satawalese and not primarily Satawalese. I illustrate why SpnCRL is a maverick
among the Chuukic family, including that it was created in a very short time—during the
course of the 1800s.
In view of my position that SpnCRL is primarily blended from three source
languages (the Woleaian dialects, Satawalese, and the Polowatese dialects), I then
proceed (Chapter 3) to point out how specific linguistic features of SpnCRL have been
inherited from different source languages. In focusing primarily on the similarities and
differences in phoneme inventories of SpnCRL’s source languages, I provide evidence
that the phoneme inventory of SpnCRL was most strongly influenced by the inventory of
Woleaian (more likely the dialect of Lamotrekese), in that the two share several
phonemes exclusively. On the basis of a 552-word database of the lexicons of the
continuum languages, I provide evidence showing that while SpnCRL’s lexicon was
indeed built primarily from the three languages just mentioned, it is the Polowatese
dialect group that shares by far the greatest number of lexical items with SpnCRL—on
the basis of over-all shared items and exclusively shared items.
My final objective is to expose what happened in the course of human events that
made this strange blended language, SpnCRL, what it is today. From existing historical
documents I go far back into history to discover that the Chuukic language communities
carried on a great deal of contact with each other from an age preceding1664. I present a
number of reasons for this: particularly the need for survival after typhoons but also
marriage, trading, battles, and apparently just the enjoyment of traveling around the
extensive Carolinian ocean “highway” system. I point out that with such a heritage, it is
quite understandable how a young Satawalese chief could succeed in establishing, in
1815, a settlement on the (then uninhabited) island of Saipan, and that regardless of the
fact that the relatively large population of Lamotrekese and Woleaian early migrants held
a higher social role over migrants from other atolls, and regardless of being inundated by
arrivals of Pulusuk and Pollapese migrants a half century later, this diverse group of
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people speaking diverse languages melded into a single society speaking the one blended
language known today as Saipan Carolinian.
In addition to information from the first four chapters, I point out in the Conclusion
(Chapter 5) some characteristics of this particular blended language—SpnCRL—that are
particularly interesting. The first is that the SpnCRL language had a tendency to
“amalgamate” features from its many source languages. To exemplify that I show the
many instances where the other languages have perhaps one or two synonyms for a given
sememe, SpnCRL has up to four, five, or even six different synonyms for a given
sememe; with each one of those synonyms often having been inherited from different
members of the continuum. I also bring out the fact that there is a parallel between the
human migration to Saipan—actually the sequence of that migration—and the linguistic
code that is held in the minds of older SpnCRL speakers. I end with a prognosis for the
future of SpnCRL.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Subject of study, hypothesis, study objectives and organization
1.1.1 Subject of Study
The subject at the center of this study is the language called southern Saipan
Carolinian. Two aspects of Saipan Carolinian are at the forefront of this study, its
linguistic relationship to other languages in the Chuukic language family from which it
emerged between 100-200 years ago, and the story of its development over the course of
those years to become a new language distinct from its founding languages.
While the vast majority of Saipan Carolinian speakers live on the island of
Saipan, the name of the language alerts the reader to its origin—it is not from among the
Mariana Islands where Saipan is located. It is sourced from among the western Caroline
Islands, located several hundred miles south of Saipan. The Carolines are comprised of
hundreds of islands, atolls, and miniscule islets dotted between the Philippines and the
Marshall Islands. The name has a Spanish source (Levesque 1997 v9:64):
In 1686, a Spanish ship, being near the meridian of the Marianas, and a
little to the South of the track usually sailed from New Spain to the Philippines,
fell in with an Island, which her Commander [sic], Don Francisco Iazcano,
named La Carolina in honor of the King of Spain, Carlos II. By others, the Island
of 1686 was called San Bernabe, because it was discovered on the festival of that
Apostle, and in some Spanish charts, an Island San Bernabe is placed to the South
of Guahan; but the name Carolina prevailed, and it has been extended over all
the space between the parallels of Guam and 5 degrees of North latitude, and
Eastward of the Philippine Islands as far as to 35 degrees; every Island within
those limits, whether known or not, having been comprehended under the general
denomination of the Carolinas or Caroline Islands. But the particular Island
which was first named Carolinian 1686, has not since been recognized.
These two strings of islands, the Caroline Islands and the islands stretching along
a line to its north, the Mariana Islands, make up a large part of the region commonly
known as Micronesia (Section 1.2.1 provides more information on Micronesia). Saipan,
located at 145E / 15N, is the fourth member of the Marianas chain of islands which
1

extends along a line from the southern-most island of Guam to Farallon de Pajaros, which
is at the northern tip of a string of small and mostly volcanic islands. All of the fourteen
islands of the Mariana Islands, and a few more even further north that are under Japanese
jurisdiction, lay along the western edge of the Marianas Trench, which is located about a
thousand miles directly east of the Philippines and Taiwan.

Figure 1-1. The Caroline Islands (public domain)
1.1.2 HYPOTHESIS
The hypothesis that enfolds the far-reaching scope of this study is that Saipan
Carolinian (SpnCRL), a member of the Chuukic language family, is linguistically
blended from other languages within that family. And the result of that blending reveals
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not only which of the Chuukic languages are responsible for SpnCRL, it also exposes the
respective unequal influence of those languages upon the SpnCRL language of today.
1.1.3 Organization and objectives of the study
My defense of the hypothesis is addressed from two angles. The first—making
up Chapter 3—addresses the linguistic relationships and correspondences that SpnCRL
shares today with the ancient languages spoken in the western Caroline Islands that gave
birth to it: particularly Woleaian, Satawalese, Polowatese and their surrounding
neighbors—languages which are still robust today. The complementary interest of this
study—making up Chapter 4—addresses three things: first, the circumstances under
which the ancient continuum of outer island languages flourished, second, the
composition of who and why certain of those language groups shifted to Saipan, and
third, how they eventually developed a single common language different from any of its
founding languages. Chapter 2 covers previous research that has been carried out on
SpnCRL and the implications of that research for positioning SpnCRL within the
Chuukic family tree.
It is commonly known that Saipan Carolinian came into existence early in the 19th
century as a result of a series of migrations from atolls in the Caroline Islands to Saipan.
Devastating typhoons that occurred in the western and central Carolines at different times
during the 19th century (and continuing to occur from time to time today) are believed to
be the main reason why otherwise content atoll dwellers left their home islands to make a
new life on Saipan, as well as on certain other islands in the Northern Marianas—all of
which were uninhabited at the time.
If it is true, as my hypothesis claims, that SpnCRL was born from different outer
island Carolinian languages, then its linguistic makeup should indeed reflect that fact.
That is something that has already been attested by earlier Chuukic researchers. Various
terms have been used to describe the ‘strange’ speech system of the southern Saipan
Carolinians. Quackenbush (1968:11) calls SpnCRL a “hybrid language.”
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But what actually is Quackenbush referring to by the term “hybrid language?” A
few pages earlier Quackenbush (1968:8,9) refers to the language as an “accommodation”
of several outer island Carolinian languages:
The present-day Saipanese Carolinians speak several mutually intelligible
dialects which are evidently an accommodation of the original mutually
unintelligible languages which their forebears took with them. [emphasis mine]
Is SpnCRL actually made up of several different languages? languages that are so diverse
that their speakers cannot understand each other? If so, Saipan Carolinian may fall into
the category of a “mixed language.” 1
But Quackenbush gives another impression a few pages later (p19). Here he
writes that Saipan Carolinian is created from a large number of dialects, presumably
members of a common language.
There are two full-length studies of “the language of the Central Carolines,” a
term which implies that the field-work was done on Saipan under the (essentially
correct) assumption that Saipanese Carolinian is somehow representative of all
the dialects used on the islands west of Truk.
Is Saipan Carolinian, then, merely made up of different dialects or is it composed from
different languages? The answer is, both. Among the group of speech systems that are
known to be sources of SpnCRL, there are indeed different languages—although all very
closely related. And at the same time each language can be considered a dialect of its
adjacent neighboring languages. “The language of the Central Carolines,” as written in
the quote above, can be viewed as either a continuum of languages or a chain of dialects.
The term “Carolinian continuum,”—which I will often refer to as simply “the
continuum”—comprises all the dialects in the “Chuukese dialect chain.” The term
“dialect chain” will be clarified in section 1.3.4 below. Both terms are descriptions of the
Chuukic language family. The term “Carolinian” is what was used in the early days of
discovery to describe all the atoll dwellers in both Chuuk State and Yap State, including
the remote southwest atolls of Palau (see section 1.3.3 for specifics).
1

The term “mixed language” has been formalized (see e.g., Bakker 1997) to refer to a language sourced
from two unrelated or very distantly related languages.
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As Quackenbush says, then, Saipan Carolinian “is somehow representative” of
languages in the continuum. But that brings up an intriguing question. How are the
continuum languages represented in SpnCRL? Or, which of the unique features of these
particular languages have been transferred to SpnCRL? And is there a pattern of
influence from among those source languages in the continuum, i.e., has SpnCRL
absorbed one type of linguistic phenomena from one language and another type of
phenomena from another language? These are questions that are at the heart of this
study, and again, they will be fully addressed in Chapter 3. There I will give results of
my study showing that Woleaian, Satawalese, and Polowatese are the main contributors
to SpnCRL. I will also show that these three languages each contributed in distinctive
ways to SpnCRL, particularly that Woleaian greatly influenced SpnCRL’s phoneme
inventory while Polowat greatly influenced its lexical inventory.
In this introductory chapter I will need to tackle a troublesome issue contained in
Quackenbush’s first quote given above. Quackenbush says that while there is dialectal
variation on Saipan the dialect difference is small; the dialects are “mutually intelligible.”
But Quackenbush goes further to claim that (some of) the languages used to create
SpnCRL are not even intelligible with each other. What does he really mean by that? Is
there a specific threshold of intelligibility that makes a language either intelligible or
unintelligible with another language. That is a critical question running throughout this
study. It requires that I explain, in this introductory chapter, how I am using the term
“intelligibility” and that term’s role in defining a difference between “language” and
“dialect” (that discussion is found in Subsection 1.4.1 below).
Preceding that discussion, however, a short description is needed of the
sociolinguistic situation on Saipan (Section 1.2). This will include a short description of
the dialect/language situation on Saipan, and also an explanation as to why the northern
Saipan Carolinian language is not a primary part of this study. Also needed is a short
description of the physical, political and linguistic context of the Carolinian languages, as
constituents of the Micronesian region (Section 1.3). A study of “language intelligibility”
within the Carolinian Continuum/Chuukic language family will, as just stated, make up
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section 1.4. I will then complete this introductory chapter by providing a short
description of “language bending.”

1.2 General information about Saipan today and the Carolinians who
live there
1.2.1 Carolinian life on Saipan
Saipan Carolinians make up a population of some three to four thousand people
(depending on preference in means for counting mixed blood lines) that share the island
of Saipan with Chamorro people (over 16,000). Some of the Saipan Carolinian people
also live either full time or part time on a few islands to the north of Saipan, mainly
Anatahan, Pagan, Aghrigan. There are also a number of Saipan Carolinians living on
Guam and (to a lesser extent) Hawai’i in addition to many presently living in other places
on the United States mainland.
Life for the Saipan Carolinian islanders in the Northern Marianas is quite different
from life on the outer islands of the Carolines. Saipan, being under US jurisdiction, has
attracted a considerable amount of foreign investment in the last thirty years. Many of
the things enjoyed on, say, Hawaii, can also be enjoyed on Saipan. There are eleven
major tourist resorts along the beaches of Saipan and there are various retail businesses
found in other places on the island, for example, McDonald’s, Kentucky Fried Chicken,
Ace Hardware, Napa Auto Parts, and the list goes on. The Carolinians living on the outer
Caroline Islands, by contrast, have nothing even approaching these retail outlets. Apart
from the semi-regular arrival of field-trip ships and the few airstrips that can receive offisland goods, the extent of resources there remains similar to what it has been for
centuries. Only two or three functional airstrips for small planes exist among the outer
Caroline islands, while on Saipan there is a modern international airport with jumbo jets
flying in and out every day. Furthermore, the number of US government posts and
departments on Saipan completely dwarfs whatever government posts exist on the
Caroline outer islands. This being the case, the average wealth of the Saipan Carolinians
is high in comparison to their outer-island kin. Saipan Carolinians also have access to US
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teachers and an education system that rivals small towns in the States. The same can be
said regarding access to health care on Saipan.
As allowed by US law, many hundred outer-island Carolinians have re-located to
Saipan at one time or another over the years. These outer islanders—many, but certainly
not all—resign themselves to the lower-paying jobs. They also, again, for the most part,
have had to settle for a somewhat lower social class role to that of Saipan Carolinians
(who, themselves have struggled under the burden of a second-class role to that of the
dominant Chamorros throughout their history together on Saipan). In view of all these
circumstances it is no wonder that Saipan Carolinian children—at least up until more
recent years—have lost a sense of connection with outer-islander Carolinian life.
The loss of connection just described had seeds of change in the early 70’s with
the resurgence of traditional navigation (McCoy 1976). This astonishing skill, traveling
across the ocean on a sailing canoe without any modern instruments, was maintained only
by master outer-island navigators. As this ability began to claim worldwide attention,
primarily due to the willingness of Satawalese navigator Mau Pialug to share this ancient
knowledge with Hawaiians, certain Saipan Carolinian visionaries, Lino Olopai in
particular, helped to reintroduce the cultural ties between Saipan Carolinians and their
ancestral Carolinian islands. It is primarily due to this change of events that the Saipan
Carolinian population has become eager to identify themselves with their outer-island
Carolinian heritage.
1.2.2 The state of Carolinian languages and dialects spoken today on the island of
Saipan
When people use the term “Saipan Carolinian” for the language spoken on
Saipan, they are usually referring to one of two things: The language spoken by all those
whose ancient heritage stems from the western Caroline Islands, or to just those that
initially settled in the Garapan village and in villages south thereof. When referring to
the latter, the name “southern Saipan Carolinian” is in contrast to those that originally
settled in the village of Tanapag in northern Saipan. Their language is often referred to
as “northern Saipan Carolinian,” and some differences with the “southern” will be noted
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below. But the Tanapag villagers often prefer the name “Talaabog” for their language.
That’s the name I will be using in this study.
The language of Talaabog, a member of the Chuukic language family, has until
the last two or so generations been spoken entirely in the village of Tanapag on Saipan.
The Talaabog people who settled on Saipan were islanders that had been contracted
mostly from Onoun (in Namonuito Atoll) and its neighboring islands to work agricultural
projects on Tinian (located just south of Saipan) and elsewhere in the Marianas (see maps
below, Figures 1-3,5). These projects failed a few years later and instead of returning to
their island of origin, the plantation workers received permission to settle on Saipan.
Exactly when is not clear (Spoehr 1954:71,74):
In 1869, however, an attempt was made to establish a more permanent
settlement on Tinian, when one H. G. Johnson obtained a concession that gave
him the usufruct of Tinian for eight years. He imported some 230 Caroline
islanders from Namonuito.... The colony, however, was not successful. Johnson
died in 1875 and a number of years later the people moved to Saipan..... At the
end of the century, Tanapag village, a few miles north of Garapan, had become
established, and here too a small masonry chapel was built. .....On Saipan today
the village of Tanapag is largely inhabited by descendants of these [Namonuito]
islanders....
These new-comers who settled in Tanapag were set apart from the rest of the
Carolinians who had earlier settled on Saipan during the previous fifty years (those
originally from the Woleai, Lamotrek, Satawal, etc.), hence, the Talaabog speakers (or
more rightly, the Namonuito speakers) were at some point referred to as “northern Saipan
Carolinians” while all the other Carolinians were considered southern Saipan Carolinians.
There are different ways to categorize and name the Carolinian speech varieties
spoken on Saipan today and it is difficult to keep them straight. One system is that
described by Elameto in his 1977 thesis, where he gives the following names for three
dialects. The first is the “Elle” dialect which he describes as being spoken (at the time of
his writing) in the villages of Garapan, Oleai and Chalan Kanoa. The second is the
“Enne” dialect spoken in the northern village of Tanapag. And the third, “Elle-Enne,” he
describes as a dialect that is merging from the first two. This dialect designation is
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carried forward in Jackson 1984. The difference among these three is based on the fact
that for “Elle” speakers, both proto *l and *n are merged into the /l/ reflex, while for
Enne speakers both proto *l and *n are merged into the /n/ reflex, and Elle-Enne speakers
use both of the two reflexes. (Elameto p.c., Jackson and Marck 1991). The system gets
messy, though, when trying to assign vowel differences to the various dialects. Jackson
(1984) writes:
Although there is some variation among the different dialects in the
vowels used in individual words (indeed, there is significant variation among
individual speakers of a single dialect), all three dialects have the same nine
vowel phonemes, each of which may occur both short and long.
In respect to the southern Saipan Carolinian group alone, these dialect differences are still
retained, to varying degrees, and are probably the last remnant of speech variation
stemming from the distinct outer-island languages that gave birth to SpnCRL.
Another commonly-used system to categorize the 'dialects' on Saipan is straight
forward—southern Saipan Carolinian for the villages from Garapan south and northern
Saipan Carolinian or just Tanapag ( or rather, Talaabog) for the 'dialect' spoken in
Tanapag village.....the difference being not just [l] vs. [n], but also [sch] vs. [rh], and [s]
vs. [h], plus a number of lexical differences.
The above two ways to name speech varieties on Saipan are noted in the 1991
Carolinian-English dictionary compiled by Jackson and Marck. There, the confusion is
handled by giving two meanings for the name “Enne”; one for the language spoken in
Tanapag and the other as a:
.... name for [one of] the 'southern' Carolinian dialect(s) which retains the
distinction between /l/ and /n/, spoken by those with Tanapag heritage who have
spread to other areas on Saipan in the recent past. And the description of the
Elle-Enne dialect is adjusted as being… characterized by some retained contrast
between /n/ and /l/, but otherwise now very similar to the Elle dialect.
What I’ve been told (G. Tagabwel, personal communication 2004) is consistent with that
just quoted from Jackson and Marck; that while all Talaabog speakers used to live in
Tanapag, a large number have since intermarried with southern Carolinians and are living
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in different areas on Saipan. That group of people has thus had their Talaabog speech
altered to become much more similar to that of the southern Saipan Carolinians. 2
People on Saipan, including most Carolinians, are not likely to view the
Carolinian spoken in Tanapag Village as being a “separate language” from that spoken
on the southern part of Saipan ( mainly in the villages of Garapan, Oleai and Chalan
Kanoa). As just explained, some people view Talaabog as one of three Carolinian
dialects spoken on Saipan, while others view Talaabog as being a very distinct dialect
from the three that are recognized among southern Saipan Carolinians. What qualifies as
a “different” language is influenced by the fact that all adult Carolinians are fluent in
Chamorro—a very different language which they know firsthand to be only distantly
related to Carolinian languages.
In the end, I believe it is more useful to say there are two Saipan Carolinian
languages, one spoken in Tanapag, which the speakers themselves like to refer to as
Talaabog, and the other spoken in the south—it being composed of the perceived three
dialects of Southern Saipan Carolinian (SpnCRL). The former are often called
Repagunorh and the later Refaluwasch. Thus, the southern Saipan Carolinians call
themselves Refaluwasch and also call their language Refaluwasch.
In the early days of my research, I could perceive little linguistic difference
between the two languages. I thought it strange for it to be so important, at least among a
few from Tanapag Village, that Talaabog be treated as a distinctive language or dialect in
its own right in contrast to SpnCRL. And yet the bilingual programs continued to put
much effort into producing parallel school booklets; one in the Talaabog language and
the other in SpnCRL. Still today I see no great difference in written materials produced
for each language. I've only noticed a few words that are not cognate between the two

2

There is one more avenue by which northern Saipan Carolinians might have dispersed to the south.
Spoehr (1954:326) talks about Namonuito speakers only from Pisaras (east part of Namonuito) “returning”
to Tanapag from Chalan Kanoa after WWII, while Namonuito speakers from Onoun (west part of
Namonuito) moved in with Garapan Carolinians, and most of those later moved to Chalan Kanoa. I don’t
know the source of Spoehr’s information; and it comes as a surprise to me since I have yet to come across
any Talaabog speakers who claim heritage from Pisaras.
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and even fewer word order changes. But my own intelligibility studies, described in
section 1.4, suggest that the two should be considered separate languages to the same
degree that Namonuito is considered a separate language from Satawalese—or even from
Polowatese. (Again, the threshold between “language” and “dialect” will be given
meaning in section 1.4.1.)
As to the apparent similarity between Northern Saipan Carolinian and Southern
Saipan Carolinian, I suspect that some of that similarity is due to Tanapag speakers
altering their speech to be understood clearly by people from the southern villages. This
is very relevant to the phenomenon of “language bending” which I will be describing in
section 1.5. I also suspect that the northern speakers make “accommodations” to
conform their writing to that of the southern Saipan Carolinian written forms.
1.2.3 Why Talaabog (Northern Saipan Carolinian) is not a primary part of this
study
In the previous section I stated my preference that Talaabog be considered a
separate language from Southern Saipan Carolinian (SpnCRL). The Saipan Carolinian
language I refer to in my hypothesis refers only to the southern Saipan Carolinian, not
Talaabog. This is not because Talaabog is less important. In fact, in terms of urgency for
language documentation, Talaabog should be given priority over SpnCRL because
Talaabog has precious few speakers left. However, my focus in this study is to
demonstrate how SpnCRL is built from different languages in the Carolinian language
continuum (namely, WOL, SAT, and POL). Talaabog has a very different history from
SpnCRL in that it—Talaabog—was built from other languages, primarily Namonuito.
But it is not just a difference in origin that makes one language community different from
the other. There are a couple other reasons.
Carolinians from the village of Tanapag are set apart from SpnCRL in some key
ways when it comes to language use. All SpnCRL speakers, on the one hand, are
completely fluent in the Chamorro language (barring younger people who are shifting
solely to English). Yet they clearly prefer to speak SpnCRL among themselves and with
anyone else who has learned the language. People from Tanapag, on the other hand and
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for the most part, prefer to speak Chamorro with each other. No one seems to know why
Talaabog speakers shifted from speaking primarily Talaabog to speaking primarily
Chamorro. As I will mention in Chapter 4 on history, a Chamorro village was
established nearby Tanapag and intermarriage between the two groups was certainly a
factor in Chamorro influence on Tanapag’s language and culture. Beyond that, it could
have something to do with the Talaabog speakers feeling left out, to some degree, of the
wider Carolinian society dominated by the already well-established southern Saipan
Carolinians when the northerners established Tanapag Village, as suggested in the
previous section. It would be understandable for the new-comers if, rather than accepting
a secondary role in Carolinian society, they had attempted to leap-frog over the
southerners by projecting themselves as part of the Chamorro society. 3 Nonetheless,
regardless of whatever social factors may have existed, there are now only a handful of
people from Tanapag who are willing to claim that they are still fluent in Talaabog. At
the time I was working to complete the Talaabog dictionary, in 2005, there was only one
elderly woman who was able to take a lead role in editing Talaabog lexical entries. And
even she would sometimes say, “Go ask so-and-so (one of the Namonuito people living
on Saipan) what the word for that is.”
I find it not easy to accept that Talaabog, as it was still used, say, a generation ago
is essentially now out of reach for Tanapag people. On an encouraging note, however, I
was informed on my last visit to Saipan, in February 2009, that there has been a
renaissance of interest in learning Talaabog on the part of school children. The Talaabog
bilingual class at Tanapag school is well attended by children—children who are
apparently going home and teaching their parents Talaabog words. Unfortunately, the
only people capable of teaching the Talaabog bilingual class are themselves originally
from Namonuito. Added to that is the fact that, as would be expected, the lexicon of
Talaabog has become filled with many Chamorro loan words.

3

By the time Tanapag was settled, some 100 years ago, Chamorros from Guam had already been steadily
increasing in number on Saipan. And it was to the Chamorros that the Spanish gave administrative
positions—in view of their eagerness for Europeanization—thus launching a duel social class with
Chamorros being higher and Carolinians being lower.
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Looking at the Talaabog situation from another angle, they have a great advantage
over the speakers of SpnCRL—a language which itself may soon become moribund.
Due to the course of events leading to the establishment of Tanapag Village, the
Talaabog language of a few generations ago was probably only a slight dialectal
difference from Namonuito. Thus, by learning Namonuito they are essentially learning
the Talaabog speech of their great grandfathers. More history of the Tanapag speech
community that bears this out will be given in my Chapter 4. Tanapag history aside, the
evidence that Talaabog has changed little from Namonuito is shown in the high degree of
inter-intelligibility that speakers from both places have demonstrated in recent years
(section 1.4 below).
In July of 1993 a group of about 30 Tanapag villages made a journey to Chuuk to
visit their 'relatives' on Onoun (Ellis 1993). Many, if not most, had not even been aware
of their heritage with the outer islands. But both the older people from Saipan and the
people on Onoun were very surprised at how very much the same their languages were-although the people on Onoun thought it entertaining that the people on Tanapag spoke a
lot of “the old words.” This visit by Tanapag villagers to NamonWeite left little doubt in
their minds that their languages, minus the Chamorro, are still essentially the same.
The following month I arrived on Onoun to carry out intelligibility testing
between Talaabog and NamonWeite (and also between Southern Carolinian and
Namonuito). The results were quite remarkable. They demonstrated that Talaabog and
Namonuito clearly fell into the category of being the same language, at 90% intelligibility
with each other (see section 1.4 for these and all other results of my intelligibility
research).
In sum, then, I am treating Talaabog and NamonWeite as dialects of the same
language (minus the impact by Chamorro on Talaabog and by Lagoon Chuukese on
Namonuito). And I have already noted the different histories responsible for creating
Talaabog (Northern Saipan Carolinian) as opposed to SpnCRL (Southern Saipan
Carolinian). Combining those two points with the fact that it is only SpnCRL that
contains the unusual linguistic features at the core of this study, I am not including
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Talaabog as a primary subject of this study. Furthermore, there is no documentation
showing that either Talaabog or NamonWeite have influenced the form that SpnCRL has
evolved into.

1.3 Saipan Carolinian in the context of Micronesian and the Chuukic
language family
1.3.1 General information about Micronesia today
Technically, there is no country called Micronesia. It is, rather, a region,
commonly viewed as the area of the Pacific contained within the former Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islands, which was administrated by the United States after the end of
WWII. Today, that realm includes five separate political entities: The Republic of Palau,
Federated States of Micronesia (FSM), the Republic of Marshall Islands, Guam, and the
Northern Marianas.
The languages spoken in two other countries, Nauru and Kiribati, are certainly
part of the “greater Micronesian” language family, as described by Jackson 1986 (see
Figure 1-2). But they are, in whole or in part, physically located in the southern
hemisphere of the Pacific. They both have primary political and social ties with other
countries in the southern Pacific rather than with the US. All other political entities in
Micronesia fall clearly into the American sphere of influence.
The Republic of Palau, located in the far southwest portion of Micronesia and
directly north of West Papua in Indonesia, is an independent country having a political
status with the US described as, and called, Free Association. A little north of, and
stretching far to the east of Palau is the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM), also an
independent republic in Free Association with the US.
The FSM is composed of four states, going from west to east; Yap State, Chuuk
State, Pohnpei State and Kosrae State. Each of these states has a high island which is the
commercial and political center of that respective state as well as many low islands
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(except for Kosrae) located throughout the geographical area of that state. The low
islands are dependent upon their respective commercial centers for goods and services.
East of the FSM is the Republic of the Marshall Islands, also in Free Association
with the US. The Marshalls have no high island but do have two commercial centers;
Majuro and Kwajelin. The Marshall Islands cover a huge geographical area of the
northern Pacific and contain a very large number of inhabited atolls scattered throughout
its territory.
Guam is politically classified as a territory of the US and is the home to several
large US military bases. Although a rather small island, it is nonetheless the largest by
far in Micronesia. It is also considered the hub of Micronesia in terms of goods and
services.
The remaining island group in Micronesia is the Northern Mariana Islands. It
makes up the northern-most thirteen of the fourteen islands described earlier. It is
officially known as the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI).
Although it is a possession of the US, it is governed by a tailor-made political covenant
that spells out both obligations to, and benefits from, the US.
The total population of Micronesia (not including Nauru and Kiribati) is well over
200,000, with the vast majority of that number living on Guam. By far, the most
common geography for inhabited islands in Micronesia are small bits of slightly raised
coral islets, often circling a common lagoon, with populations just in the hundreds, all
dependent on irregular visits by government ships that, in addition to various services like
medicine and communication, supplement traditional sources of food and clothing.
1.3.2 Languages of Micronesia
There are seven languages in Micronesia that are generally viewed as “main
languages,” at least politically, and many more that are politically secondary ones—all of
which are diverse members of the Austronesian language family. The first of the main
languages going from west to east is Palauan. Palauan is spoken only on the main islands
of Palau, and there is a small group of outer island languages, far to the south of the main
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islands, that are part of the Chuukic dialect chain (to be described shortly). The FSM has
four main languages: Yapese (an Oceanic but not a Micronesian language) is the
language of Yap Island, and there are three or four languages (depending on how you
count them) on Yap’s outer islands that are linguistically part of the Chuukic continuum.
Chuukese is the language spoken in the Chuuk Lagoon, and there are some four
languages on the outer islands of Chuuk State, all of which make up the eastern end of
the Chuukic continuum. Pohnpeian is the language of Pohnpei Island, and on its outer
islands are two or three languages (again, depending on how you count them) that are
closely related to Pohnpeian; also located far to the south in Pohnpei State are two
Polynesian Outliers. Kosraen is the language of the Kosrae Island. Marshallese is the
language of the Marshall Islands (with an east vs. west dialect division). Chamorro is
spoken both on the island of Guam and in the Northern Marianas. SpnCRL, a member of
the Chuukic continuum, is also spoken in the Northern Marianas.
As already stated, although Nauru and Kiribati are not usually considered part of
Micronesia politically speaking, their two respective languages are nonetheless within the
Micronesia language family.
The Chuukic language family (referred to as Trukic in most literature from the
80’s and before) is most closely related to the Pohnpeic language family (in previous
years referred to as Ponapeian). Together they make up a sub-family whose closest
branch is the language of Marshallese. These relationships are diagrammed in Figure 2
below. The diagram also illustrates the relationship of Kiribati, Kosraen and Nauruan
within the greater Micronesia language family. The greater Micronesian language family
is a branch of Oceanic—one of many branches of Oceanic such as Polynesian and
various Melanesian language families. Oceanic is one of many branches of the great
Austronesian language family that stretches from Madagascar to Easter Island in the East
and from the island of Formosa (Taiwan) to Maori-speaking New Zealand.
(Abbreviation page is in the front material.)
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Proto Austronesian
Proto Oceanic

Proto Greater Micronesian

Proto Nuclear Micronesian

Proto Ponapeian-Trukic

Proto Trukic

Chuukic Languages

Ponapeic Languages

MRS

KIR

KSR

NAU

FIGURE 1-2. PROTO GREATER MICRONESIAN FAMILY TREE 4 (ADAPTED FROM JACKSON
1983 & 1986)

1.3.3 General information about the Chuukic Language Family/Carolinian
Continuum
As stated in the previous subsection, apart from the Yapese language, all of the
indigenous language varieties spoken in Yap State and Chuuk State are part of the
Carolinian language continuum (see map, Figure 1-3.). This includes the languages of
Ulithi, Woleaian (which contains a number of language varieties), Satawalese,
Polowatese (or, Puluwatese, and including Pulusuk, or Houk), Pollapese (or, Pulapese),
4

The languages/dialects of Chuuk and Yap States (barring the language of Yapese), plus the Sonsorol-Tobi
group and SCRL, make up what is referred to in earlier literature as Trukic, or the Trukic dialect
chain/continuum. Since the late 1980’s, when the name officially changed from Truk to Chuuk, it has more
and more been referred to as either the Chuukic dialect chain or the Chuukic language continuum, or, as I
often refer to it, the Carolinian continuum.
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Nómwun Wiité (or, Namonuito), Pááfang (or, Hall Islands), Mortlockese, and Lagoon
Chuukese (or, Trukese/Chuukese). The Carolinian language continuum also includes the
Sonsorolese-PuloAna-Tobian group southwest of Palauan islands. Additions to the
Chuukic continuum within the last 100+ years are the two Saipan Carolinian languages
already discussed in section 1.2.2. One is usually referred to as southern Saipan
Carolinian, and is the subject of this study, and the other as Northern Saipan Carolinian
which is spoken in Tanapag village. (As already stated, I refer to the latter language as
Talaabog—as suggested by its speakers.) Southern SpnCRL is also spoken in various
other Northern Mariana Islands (see map, Figure 1-5). There is also a Chuukic language
spoken on Pohnpei that was established by typhoon refugees from the Mortlocks many
years ago and remains basically unchanged—at least as spoken on the Sokehs peninsula
of Pohnpei.

FIGURE 1-3. THE CHUUKIC LANGUAGE/DIALECT CONTINUUM; ULITHIAN TO
MORTLOCKESE (LEWIS 2009)
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FIGURE 1-4. CAROLINIAN LANGUAGES IN THE REPUBLIC OF PALAU (LEWIS 2009)
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FIGURE 1-5. CAROLINIAN LANGUAGES IN THE NMI (SAIPAN CAROLINIAN AND
TALAABOG) (LEWIS 2009)
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1.3.4 A preliminary look at the linguistic relationships within the Chuukic Group
and Saipan Carolinian’s relationship to it
There have only been two previous studies whose subject matter represent well
the whole Carolinian continuum; that by Edward Quackenbush (1968), and that by
Frederick Jackson (1983) (where the historical position of Chuukic, both internally and
within Micronesian as a whole, is well defended). Others who have contributed to our
understanding of Chuukic languages will be listed in Chapter 2, and the works of
Quackenbush and Jackson will be studied in detail in Chapter 3.
Unlike Jackson, Quackenbush’s primary purpose was not to establish the position
of the Chuukic subgroup within the Micronesian family. Nor was his purpose, for that
matter, to establish the historical relationships of the languages and dialects within the
Chuukic continuum. As he said on the first page of his study, “The aims of this study are
comparative and descriptive.” His purpose was to establish the synchronic relationships
between the languages in terms of linguistic similarity—particularly lexical similarity
(1968:26, 28). To this end the basic plan at the outset of his study was to sort out dialect
boundaries across the continuum; he figured (1968:32) that, “a close examination of the
morphophonemics of each of these languages would disclose a patterned basis for dialect
boundaries.”
One thing Quackenbush discovered is that there are no clear language boundaries
separating the languages. Instead, he found an extensive overlap among the languages.
Perhaps for this reason Quackenbush avoided using tree diagrams to describe Chuukic
relationships. He recognized early on that such diagrams would not readily fit with the
nature of relationships existing between members of the continuum. For that reason, he
often referred to the continuum as a dialect chain (1968:28). A summary diagram of the
Chuukic group in his dissertation reflects that chain concept (Figure 106). Each rectangle
constitutes a different language containing its respective dialects. (See Figure 1-7 for
language names and locations of abbreviated names used here.) Also, the dotted line
indicates a link in the chain established by Quackenbush 1968 whereby SON and TOB
are connected with ULI; Jackson 1983 however places SON and TOB in a position that is
linked indeterminately with either ULI or WOL.
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Figure 1-6. Carolinian Language/Dialect Groups within the Chuukic Language
Continuum (adapted from Quackenbush 1968)
Although Quackenbush’s work was not intended as a study of the history of
Chuukic languages, he does give some indication of how he thought the Chuukic
languages should fit within the context of related Micronesian languages. He uses the
phrase at one point, for example, “The unity of the Truk subgroup” (1968:28), implying it
to be a group that originated together from an earlier proto language in contrast to its
sister language family, Pohnpeian. He writes (1968:31):
Assuming that these similarities evidence a common origin, a further assumption
can be made—that there is, in some sense, an overall linguistic structure for the
Truk subgroup.
As to the place of SpnCRL within the subgroup, I suspect that Quackenbush felt it
served little purpose to give SpnCRL the same emphasis as the sixteen others since he
believed it to be a recent compilation (SpnCRL was probably less than a 100 years old at
the time Quackenbush carried out his study) of almost all the other languages (1968:19),
and, as such, SpnCRL did not fit into the picture of what was otherwise an “exceptionally
well-defined example of a linguistic continuum.” Nonetheless, although “Saipan was not
included in the calculations” (1968:82), Quackenbush did collect several hundred
SpnCRL lexical items and included them in his list of 585 lexical items, which he used as
the basis of his study (1968:23):
Saipanese Carolinian is not well integrated into the continuum but the partial
data collected on Saipan is included as a matter of interest.
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While Quackenbush refrained from using any tree diagram for modeling the interrelationships of the Chuukic family, Jackson (1983) used a good number of them. His
trees show the various possible paths that eight of the Chuukic languages could have
followed through time, beginning with Proto-Chuukic and branching through to the
current place of modern languages, including SpnCRL. Jackson concluded that the
languages in the western sphere of the continuum made early separations from ProtoChuukic, starting alternatively with either ULI or PuloAnna (in the SON-TOB group),
followed by WOL, SAT, POL, MRT, and CHU, each of which made progressively later
separations. I will put off a discussion of Jackson’s historical work and language trees
until the latter part of the following chapter (Chapter 2). It is there that I will take a close
look at Jackson’s trees and where I believe them to be misleading—namely, in regards to
SpnCRL.

1.4 “Who Understands Whom How Well” within the Carolinian
continuum ( or, the Chuukic language family)?
In my hypothesis I wrote that SpnCRL is “linguistically blended from other
languages.” Already established is that these “other languages” are all closely related to
each other. Were these “other languages” not related to each other, this would be quite a
different study from what it is. Conversely, were these “languages” nothing more than
dialectal variations of the same language, this would again be a very different study from
what it is. But this is a study about neither of those situations, it is a study of something
in-between (or, I might go so far as saying everything in-between). It is true that some of
those languages are in fact mere dialects of each other—such as Polowatese (POL) and
Pollapese (PLP). But it is also true that some of those languages, while indeed being very
closely related, are nonetheless clearly different languages—such as Woleaian (WOL) vs.
Polowat (POL). There is no single term I know of that successfully categorizes the
relationship of those speech systems that are responsible for the founding of SpnCRL.
Therefore, to faithfully describe the inter-relationships of languages and dialects within
the Carolinian continuum, I will need to explain the relationship that exists between any
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two speech systems anywhere in the continuum. Each speech-system pairing tells a
different story.
To say that the Carolinian continuum of languages is a chain of linked dialects
gives a fair picture of the situation (review Figure 1-6). But that picture cannot describe
what differentiates one link from another in terms of levels of intelligibility contained
therein. In other words, the chain picture cannot fully answer the question, “Who
understands whom how well?” And if the reader cannot answer that question, especially
for any two source language/dialects from which SpnCRL is blended, then the picture
composed by the reader will likely be misleading. This is a study that is unlike other
studies whose subject matter is languages in contact. That is, SpnCRL is neither a
mixture of completely different languages nor is it a variation of any other single
language/dialect in the dialect chain.
Therefore, the following sub-sections, 1.4.1 and 1.4.2, will provide a basis upon
which to compare one link to another, or even one set of links to another, in terms of the
levels of intelligibility existing within those links or sets of links. In other words, I will
describe a standardized measuring device which allows one to put all languages/dialect in
perspective to one another. Then, I will display, in section 1.4.3, the results of my own
attempt to carry out the measurement of “distances” between languages as opposed to
“distances” between dialects. In this way, whenever the reader comes across any set of
language names (or abbreviations) in the following chapters, that reader will know the
relative distance between those two languages or dialects in respect to any other pair of
languages or dialects in the continuum.
1.4.1 Intelligibility vs. bilingualism, language vs. dialect
Just above, I mentioned a “standardized measuring device” for revealing relative
distances between speech systems. In the literature that device goes by the term
“intelligibility testing.” But I’ll not get far in describing it without first explaining what I
mean by intelligibility and the threshold between language and dialect.
Two people are able to communicate with each other by virtue of one of two
means: an adequate level of language intelligibility or an adequate ability in
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bilingualism, or a combination of both. In the first instance speaker A comprehends
speaker B simply due to the fact that a speech variety known by speaker A is very similar
one known by speaker B. Language A can be one that speaker A knows either by
acquiring it in his upbringing or by learning it sometime during his life. In either case
speaker A can comprehend the speech of B for no other reason than that the two speech
varieties, A and B, are so similar. An example of this would be Norwegian and Swedish.
In the second instance, speaker A comprehends speaker B due to the fact that he has
studied language B or has otherwise had significant contact with it. An example of this
would be English and Chinese. In Simons (1983:2-3) there is a good discussion about
distinguishing the two concepts. He notes that they both involved intelligibility (where
the root is intelligible, not intelligence). The first instance he refers to as “inherent
intelligibility.” The second would be intelligibility by virtue of contact, or perhaps
intelligibility through “bilingual ability.” I will be referring to the one as language
intelligibility (or simply intelligibility) and the other simply as bilingualism.
A person certainly need not have one to the exclusion of the other—particularly
so on atolls that are satellites to a main island. In those cases there is usually a bilingual
overlap upon a satellite-islander’s inherent intelligibility with the main island language.
The atolls of Lamotrek and Satawal, for instance, are very difficult places to carry out
intelligibility testing because it is hard to find respondents who don’t have a great deal of
contact—and hence, bilingual overlap, with other continuum members. The problem will
be addressed in a footnote to Table 1 below.
The degree to which one language is intelligible to another can be from 0% to
100%. By the same token, one’s degree of bilingualism in another language can run from
0% to 100%. The aim of this section, however, is to reveal the degree to which any
language or dialect in the continuum is intelligible to any other language or dialect in the
continuum. Thus, I will be describing in the following sub-section the process of
intelligibility testing, not bilingualism testing. Before taking care of that, it is important
that I attempt to make a distinction between “language” and “dialect” because I will not
be able to avoid using the terms as a means to emphasize the differences and similarities
that exist between those speech systems that are responsible for SpnCRL.
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Just mentioned is that one’s intelligibility of another language can run from 0% –
100%. The level of intelligibility that a speaker of one language has with that of a totally
unrelated language would most likely be placed towards the 0% side of the scale. And
the level of intelligibility that a speaker of one dialect has with that of only a slightly
different dialect is towards the 100% side of the scale. At some point along the scale
from 0% to 100% is a threshold between “language” and “dialect.” The problem is that
no one (including within the linguists community) has succeeded in describing a
threshold that is acceptable to everyone; especially when there is a political benefit to
either deny or claim the existence of a speech community. Because of that the best I can
do in building a relative network, or map, of “who understands whom how well” is to
prescribe a threshold between “language” and “dialect.”
In prescribing a threshold I make use of the intelligibility testing method
described below to generate a figure between 0% and 100%. The resulting percentage
indicates the level of intelligibility between one speech community and another. The grid
I use for plotting the degree of intelligibility that exists between any two given speech
communities is the same grid I use for plotting the level of intelligibility between all
language pairings. Doing so has made it useful for me to make statements like,
“Satawalese speakers understand Woleaian speakers better than Woleaian speakers do
Ulithian, and they all understand each other better than Sonsorol and Tobi speakers
understand any one of them.” Intelligibility testing, then, is the standardized measuring
stick I used in the study described below to reveal the distance between any two speech
systems (“languages” or “dialects”) in the continuum.
Having one measuring stick has allowed me to prescribe a threshold between
language and dialect and to apply that threshold equally across the continuum. The
threshold I selected is not a single percentage point but is, rather, a narrow range of
percentages, that being between 80 – 90% (even among closely-related people and
languages there are factors which play out in different ways from one speaker to the next,
thus creating an unavoidable range of standard deviation). When a speech community A
scores 80% or lower with another community B, the A speakers are listening to a
different “language” when they hear the speech of B speakers. On the other side of the
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range, when speech community A scores 90% or higher with another community B, the
A speakers are only listening to a different “dialect” (or the same “dialect”) of the
language in common to A and B.
This is not just an arbitrary threshold. It is motivated by my experience among
Chuukic speakers where I observed a marked difference in a respondent’s manner while
testing their comprehension of another Chuukic speech form. There are visual clues that
validate that a change in manner will occur, nearly always, somewhere within that
threshold. A respondent’s success in comprehending a given speech form above the 8090% threshold is indicated by a confidence, a high comfort level, an enjoyment of the
testing process on the part of the respondent. Below the 80-90% threshold there is a lack
of confidence, a low comfort level, a lack of enjoyment of the testing process on the part
of the respondent. When respondents are tested on multiple speech forms in which their
success in comprehension progressively degrades, there is invariably a point within that
range of 80 -90% where the respondent’s manner changes—he goes from having
confidence to lacking confidence. And in view of the large number of respondents I
worked with (some hundreds in total), this admittedly anecdotal observation does attest to
the threshold I am proposing.
This threshold also compares well with the experience of other language
intelligibility researchers regardless of wherever in the world their research may be
carried out. The center of my threshold, 85%, is the cutoff figure that most intelligibility
researchers use as the lowest confidence level in assuring that two speech communities
can be considered dialects of the same language (e.g., for a combined language
development process). One who has carried out and written extensively on intelligibility
testing is, again, Grimes. He writes (1992:22):
Intelligibility seems to have to be above 85%, as measured on narrative [-based
testing], before much complex and personally revealing communication is likely
to take place; Casad’s discussion of Kirk’s validation tests for Mazatec (Casad
1974:83-86) points to a 90% threshold for being able to extrapolate from a test
on narrative to more complex kinds of communication.
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Language survey workers with SIL are the most numerous users of intelligibility testing.
The method they use, as well as the one I used, is patterned after the procedures first
spelled out in Casad’s 1974 book Dialect Intelligibility Testing. Updated step-by-step
procedures for carrying out language surveys are concisely contained in a pocket-sized
booklet by Grimes (1995) called Language Survey Reference Guide. It was prepared
specifically for language surveyors working directly in the field and has been used as a
standard resource for many years. On page 22 of that booklet Grimes gives a description
of a language threshold:
At threshold levels high enough to guarantee good communication from
the central dialect to its periphery (usually 85% or above), it is reasonable to
speak of the dialect cluster as a single LANGUAGE from the linguistic point of
view. Speech varieties that come together at only 70% or below are too distinct
to qualify as the same language. In between, 70% to 85%, is an area of
MARGINAL intelligibility where some communication is satisfactory and some is
not. The threshold depends on the risk associated with not communicating well;
the final criteria are not purely linguistic.
Note that when Grimes refers to figures between 70 – 85% he is talking about “marginal”
intelligibility, not necessarily “adequate” intelligibility for most purposes. He is reticent
to consider two speech varieties as dialects of the same language unless the level of
intelligibility is about 85% and—equally important—the standard deviation of results is
below 15% (Grimes 1992:32). If there are wide swings of results demonstrated by a
speech community, that is a clear indication that bilingualism is at play and is skewing
the intelligibility results.
I should mention before leaving this section that other research methods have a
degree of value in predicting whether or not one speech community will be able to
comprehend another speech community, in terms of inherent intelligibility between the
two. Historical linguistics, using the comparative method, sets out to determine
languages that share a common history. Knowing historical relationships is helpful to
intelligibility research in that it reveals which languages will clearly have no or very little
inherent intelligibility with each other. Intelligibility testing projects can be spared a
great deal of time and energy by first consulting historical linguistics research.
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The tool of Lexicostatistics can also identify languages which are clearly
unrelated. But it can take the prediction of intelligibility one step further (through lexical
comparison of basic vocabulary) than the comparative method by indicating that a high
degree of intelligibility is a possibilty needing further investigation. That is,
lexicostatistics can supply a very rough measure of intelligibility that can then provide
the direction needed to design an intelligibility testing project. But neither tool is an
attempt to measure intelligibility directly. In fact, depending solely upon high lexical
similarity between languages to also imply high intelligibility can easily be an exercise in
futility. Reasons why this is so is explained by Grimes (1992:17).
The reason why high similarity is a poor predictor of high intelligibility is that
there are other factors besides similarity in vocabulary that influence
intelligibility. Even when vocabulary similarity is high, these factors can get in
the way—the effect of differences in functions words and affixes, syntactic and
morphological rearrangements, certain kinds of regular sound shifts, and
semantic shifts in both genetically derived vocabulary and loans.
What is required to measure intelligibility is the measuring stick I have been referring
to—the tool that attempts to directly measure inter-dialectal intelligibility (or the lack
thereof): “language intelligibility testing.” Below I will briefly describe the method as
used in my field research. And in Subsection 1.4.3 I will show the results I arrived at
through my implementation of the testing.
1.4.2. Method of language intelligibility testing
Suppose the level of inherent intelligibility that language community A has with
related language B is what is to be tested, and vice versa—although, typical testing would
also include several additional related languages in the region. In order to find out “who
understands whom how well,” all speech communities that have any chance of having a
dialect similar to the target communities should be tested—or, at least a representative
sampling of them should be.
The first step is to obtain a short recorded narrative from each language
community involved, let’s say languages A through E. Questions about the content of
narrative A are designed with the help of a qualified speaker of language A. Make note
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that these questions are not designed carelessly. Designing questions that zero in on a
wide range of morpho-syntactic variation, as well as lexical concerns (e.g. specialized or
borrowed words that would skew results), is a critical part of the test-development
process. These questions, at least ten, are then dubbed into the narrative at a spot just
following the narrative content to which the questions pertain. Speakers of language A
are then tested on the A narrative to ensure both the narrative and the questions are
adequate.
The ten questions on narrative A are then translated into language B. The B
questions are then dubbed in, replacing the respective language A questions. Language B
speakers are now ready to be tested on language A.
By this time questions for language A speakers are similarly dubbed into the
narrative B so that their level of intelligibility with language B can be tested. If
languages C, D, and E are to be included in the research there will a corresponding test
constructed for each of those language communities, as well.
As an example for the testing procedure, let’s say speakers of language B are
selected, preferably at least ten, and asked to answer comprehension questions (in the
typical speech of language B) based on the B narrative. Assuming that step presents no
surprises, that is followed by testing the B speakers on the narratives A, C, D, and E (not
necessarily in that order). It is important to note that test-takers, or respondents, are
screened to insure the appropriate sector of the community is used in the testing process.
Some community members do not have the cognitive ability to participate in the testing
(such as children in the lower elementary grades or people with mental disabilities).
Community members who have had previous exposure to the other test languages should
preferably not be used. If there are no community members who have had either no or
little exposure to the testing language in question, it will not be possible to carry out
intelligibility testing. The intelligibility test can certainly be used but it will, most likely,
yield levels highly skewed by the influence of bilingualism.
With headphones on, a respondent from language B will hear a short portion of
narrative A followed by a dubbed-in question (in language B) about that portion. Then, a
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second short portion of narrative A will be heard on speaker B’s headphones followed by
another question in his own language … and so on through the whole A narrative. After
the test, the results are evaluated and tabulated according to a set procedure. This process
produces a score for respondent #1 of language B. The score indicates the level of
intelligibility which the respondent has with narrative A. Then, respondent #2 of
language B will be given the same language A test … and so on through the selected
respondents from language B.
Finally, the complete test results from all language B respondents are combined
and averaged, thus yielding a figure that corresponds to the level of intelligibility that
language B speakers have with language A. The same procedure is followed in testing
the language B respondents with languages C, D, and E.
The above procedure is carried out until the level of intelligibility that each of the
five language communities has with each other is determined. Often other language
communities in the neighborhoods of A – E are also tested on some or all languages A –
E. In this way the network of intelligibility percentages that each language in a region
has with language A – E can be mapped out. Calculating standard deviations and other
statistical measures provide a deeper understanding of the results and can be used in
establishing varying levels of statistical confidence.
Once the language intelligibility testing yields a figure or a percentage showing
the degree of intelligibility that language X has with language Y, that figure can be
plotted on the 0-100% intelligibility scale. That is the “measuring stick” referred to
earlier which allows one to see the individual levels of intelligibility that each language
community has with each of the other languages within a continuum or language region.
Once the “measuring stick” is designed and applied, it is then possible to depend
less on widely-ranging opinions on “who understands whom how well” and more on
what the “measuring stick” reveals.
For my first intelligibility study, carried out in 1988-89 (Ellis 1996), I selected
five reference point languages at key points along the Chuukic continuum: Ulithi in the
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west, Lagoon Chuukese in the east, and between them, Woleaian, Satawalese, and
Pollapese. I then selected thirteen test points: Sonsorol-Tobi, Ulithian, Woleaian,
Lamotrekese, Satawalese, Polowatese, Pollapese, Namonuito, Mortlockese, Lagoon
Chuukese, Pááfang and Saipan Carolinian, and at a later time in 1993, Talaabog. This
meant that I needed to produce 65 test recordings (thirteen test point languages times five
reference point languages). Needless to say, the project was time-consuming and
extremely tedious. In fact, there were six test points where I did not test respondents on
all reference point languages; the results would have been so low as to be unreasonable
(and it was almost impossible to test respondents on language after language which they
had virtually no comprehension of—there is a limit to patience even among islanders!).
I should also mention that no one carrying out intelligibility testing can claim to
be free from all subjective judgments. In the same way that most researchers are faced
with making a judgment call when results fall on the line between one thing and another,
so the intelligibility researcher must make a judgment call when a respondent’s answer is
somewhat ambiguous. There are safeguards put in place, however, to ensure that a
response is interpreted as correctly as is realistically possible. No intelligibility testing,
for example, can take place without both the researcher and a mother-tongue assistant
assessing test responses together. The mother-tongue assistant, especially, has the ability
to consider all the verbal and non-verbal linguistic cues of the testing event.
1.4.3 Results of intelligibility testing in the Carolinian continuum
Table 1 below shows the results of my intelligibility testing throughout the Carolinian
continuum, excluding the SpnCRL and TAL data which are handled separately in Table
2. Table 1 lists in the upper-most row the five languages that all the test-takers, or
respondents, were tested on. The left-most column lists islands where a group of
respondents were tested. The first thing to note is that each of the groups that were tested
on their own language achieved an intelligibility score of 100%—meaning that the tests
were working as intended (a score of less than 100% in these instances would indicate a
problem with the design or implementation of the test). Also note that adjacent neighbors
to any one speech communities have higher scores than progressively distant.
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Scores that are underlined highlight that some of the founding speech systems of
SpnCRL are clearly different languages from each other based on my criterion just
discussed. Refer to following map (Figure 1-7) for locations of languages in the
following table.

Nautical Miles
0

200

Saipan (SpnCRL)
Tinian

400

Rota
Guam

Ulithi (ULI)
Fais

Yap

Palau

Ngulu

Sonsorol (SON)
Pulo Anna

Faraulep

Namonuito (NAM)
Paafang (PAF)

Lamotrek (LAM)
Pollap (PLP)
Sorol
Oroluk
Chuuk (CHU)
Elato
Woleai (WOL)
Upper
Satawal
(SAT)
Polowat
(POL)
Ifaluk
Mortlocks
Euripik
Pulusuk
(MRT)
Lower
Mortlocks

Merir

Nukuoro

Tobi (TOB)

Kapingamarangi
Mapia Islands (Indonesia)

FIGURE 1-7. CAROLINIAN CONTINUUM LANGUAGES/DIALECTS (ADAPTED FROM
QUACKENBUSH 1968).
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Table 1-1. Carolinian (Chuukic) Language-Continuum Intelligibility Test Results
Languages tested:

Ulithian
Text

Woleaian
Text

Satawalese
Text

17%

54%

7%

81%

100%

82%

99%

Pollapese
Text

Chuukese
Text

Respondents from:

SON/TOB 5
ULI
WOL
LAM 6
SAT
POL
PLP
NAM
MRT
CHU
PAF

100%

92%
21%
21%
-

6%
-

0%

-

85%

57%

23%

11%

100%

100%

95%

61%

40%

89%

100%

100%

49%

96%

92%

84%

100%

38%

64%

2%
8%

18%

10%

11%

10%

16%

36%
77%

100%

32%
59%

100%

75%

100%

77%

95%

82%

100%

Note: The underlined figures demonstrate the low intelligibility between WOL and POL/PLP speakers.

5

The testing of Son/Tob occurred on Palau, where I had a six-hour lay-over. In that time I was able to
prepare a Son/Tob test tape but only had time to test one SON speaker and one TOB speaker. The figures,
therefore, are unreliable and are included here as a matter of interest.

6

In section 1.4.1 I introduced the problem of bilingual overlap which was exhibited by the Lamotrekese
and Satawalese respondants in particular, thus having the effect of elevating score results in their cases.
The three outer islands in this study that I have not personally visited are Woleai, Lamotrek, and Satawal.
This created a challenge for finding respondents from these islands that had not had appreciable exposure
to other surrounding languages. However, the problem was addressed somewhat since the High School for
outer islanders is located on Ulithi where English is the medium of instruction. Students from Woleai,
Lamotrek and Satawal had their own dormitory and dorm parent(s). Many of them arrived on Ulithi that
school year having never before traveled beyond Woleai. I am therefore confident that the Woleaian
results are not significantly skewed. However, all students from Lamotrek and Satawal had spent their
junior-high school years on Woleai. Woleaian students would not have had their comprehension of
Lamotrekese and Satawalese significantly altered, especially since Woleai holds a higher status over the
other two islands. These circumstances may have had some affect on the LAM and SAT students’ scores.
It is also the case that the LAM and SAT dorm parents, whom I included in the testing, had had extensive
exposure to all Chuukic languages from Ulithi to Chuuk Lagoon. Therefore, the percentages represented
for Lamotrek and Satawalese test points are somewhat skewed toward higher percentage levels.
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Table 1-1 above is the intelligibility “map” of languages and dialects in the outerisland Carolinian continuum. Moving from languages located west to east, following is a
discussion of what the scores mean based on the threshold of 80 – 90% discussed earlier.
SON/TOB: While little confidence can be placed in these figures, for reasons explained
in footnote 5 above, they are nonetheless so low that it is unlikely these two speech
communities could be included in the domain of any other Chuukic language.
SON/TOB, however, are included in all other studies as being part of the continuum due
to their close linguistic relationship to other Chuukic languages, and are thus included
here.
ULI: With a score directly in the middle of the “language” vs. “dialect” threshold,
Ulithian can probably be considered a dialect of a language shared together with WOL.
The scores exhibit that ULI, however, is a completely different language from all others
beyond WOL.
WOL: The scores of 81% on the ULI test and 84% on the SAT test indicate that WOL
could possibly be considered a dialect of a language shared by ULI, and it can probably
be considered, at the same time, a dialect of another language shared by SAT. WOL,
however, is clearly a separate language from either PLP or CHU.
LAM and SAT: The results for these two communities are most likely skewed, for
reasons explained in footnote 6. Allowing for the skewing, however, the scores do
indicate that LAM and SAT could possibly be considered dialects of a language shared
by both ULI and WOL; otherwise LAM is clearly a dialect with WOL on one hand and
with SAT on the other. The score that LAM has with PLP is the clearest example of
significant bilingual overlay. It is unlikely that a faithful score of LAM’s intelligibility
with PLP would be very much higher than that for SAT—which scored slightly below
my 80% threshold. Note, however, the following score that POL speakers achieved with
SAT.
POL and PLP: These very similar speech communities are clearly speakers of a single
language that is distinct from either ULI or WOL. The scores indicate however, that
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while SAT and PLP are not members of a single language, POL is almost certainly a
dialect of a single language shared by SAT. It is unfortunate that I was not able to test
POL and PLP’s intelligibility level with NAM and MRT. (POL and PLP respondents all
claimed that POL, PLP and NAM would qualified as all being dialects of one language,
but not so with MRT; but until further testing is carried out there remains a hole in the
data regarding the intelligibility that POL and PLP speakers have with NAM and MRT.)
Similar to the situation in footnote 6, it is very difficult to find any POL or PLP speakers
who do not have significant bilingual overlap with CHU. Still, I suspect a score from
proper testing would suggest that POL and PLP to be dialects of one language along with
CHU. That suspicion is based on the fact that CHU scores breeched the threshold of
possibly being considered a dialect of one language with PLP.
NAM: The intelligibility results of NAM speakers are quite clear. NAM is a dialect of a
single language along with POL and PLP, one that, based on the 92% score, would also
include CHU. SAT, at 49% however, is a separate language from NAM.
MRT: The results show that MRT is part of a language that is very different from that of
ULI and WOL. MRT also scores as being outside the domain of a language containing
PLP. Another hole in my data is the level of intelligibility that POL speakers
demonstrate with MRT, and vice versa. Although, it would be no surprise to find that the
two would breach the threshold of 80% with each other.
CHU and PAF (Pááfang or Hall Islands): The results of respondents of these two speech
communities indicate that they cannot be considered as being part of the same language
as ULI, WOL, or SAT. CHU and PAF are clearly dialects of a single language according
to the results (although, it would be useful to test CHU intelligibility with PAF to verify
this claim). It is not as clear, however, as to whether or not the two languages can be
considered dialects of a language shared with PLP since one is just above the 80%
threshold and the other just below.
The above results make up the picture (or map) of intelligibility among the outer-island
Carolinian languages—not including the Carolinian languages on Saipan. The results of
testing with SpnCRL and TAL speakers are displayed in Table 1-2. The goal of this
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testing was to discover the level of intelligibility that SpnCRL (and to some extent TAL)
has with the other Carolinian languages. Since I developed the SpnCRL and TAL test
recordings after I had already finished the outer island field work, I have not been able
(as of yet) to test the intelligibility of the other Carolinian languages with either SpnCRL
and TAL. The one exception is the language of Namonuito, a place where I was able to
make a follow-up trip.
I will also note that it served no purpose to test the SpnCRL and TAL speakers
with each other. The two communities have had extensive exposure to each other for
many years.
Table 1-2. Saipan Carolinian and Talaabog Intelligibility Test Results
Languages tested:

Ulithian
Text

Woleaian
Text

Satawales
e Text

Pollapese
Text

Chuukese
Text

4%
-

11%
-

48%
67%

88%
94%

5%
90%

Respondents from:

SpnCRL(1989)
TAL (1993)

Note: No testing between SpnCRL and TAL due to continuous contact between speakers.

________________________________________________________________________
Also from 1993:
NamwonWeito respondents scored 47% with Saipan Carolinian (SpnCRL) and 90% with
Talaabog (TAL).

It is unfortunate that I have not as yet been able to make a follow-up trip to the
Carolines to test all members of the Carolinian continuum with SpnCRL and TAL. It is
difficult to predict whether outer-island scores would yield generally higher or lower
percentages than those above. The lexicon of SpnCRL, and more so TAL, is infiltrated
with Chamorro loan words as well as English and other languages.
The percentages in Table 1-2 provide the following information on the two Saipan
languages:
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SpnCRL: The greatest surprise of the entire intelligibility testing project is that SpnCRL
intelligibility scores with SAT are so low. All SpnCRL speakers with an interest in their
languages of heritage expected a much higher score than 48%. Something in the 90
percentile is what was expected. This expectation is probably the result of two things.
First, it is generally assumed among Saipan Carolinians that their migrant ancestors came
largely from Satawal. My Chapter 4 on the history of the Carolinians will demonstrate
how that assumption is inaccurate. (More migrants came from Lamotrek than Satawal;
and the same is true in regards to Polowat/Pollapese migrants.) The second is that much
of the linguistic research up until this study has reported that SpnCRL is merely a dialect
of SAT. In the following chapter I will go into some detail to explain why this is not
true.
The curve that the SpnCRL test results follow is perplexing. Although heir score
with ULI, at 4%, is not particularly surprising, the score with WOL, at only 11% is
unexpectedly low since WOL is not viewed as an extremely different language from
SAT—SAT being a language with which the SpnCRL speakers at least scored 48%.
Also unexpected is the relatively high score that SpnCRL speakers achieved with PLP, at
88%. The fact that a large number of migrants came from Pollap and Pulusuk might help
to explain that figure. But large numbers of migrants also came from other atolls,
especially Lamotrek, but also Satawal. This anomaly is another thing that will be
addressed in Chapter 4 (there I will point out that the Pollapese migrations to Saipan were
later than those from other atolls). Finally, it is perplexing why the curve drops so
dramatically between PLP and CHU, from 88% down to only 5%. Even ULI has a
higher score with CHU than that. This contrasts greatly with the TAL results, which
follow.
TAL: It has already been explained in section 1.2.2 of this introduction that the migrants
responsible for the TAL language came largely from Namonuito some 100 years ago.
The fact that NAM speakers achieved a high score with CHU, at 92%, may help to
explain why “same-language” TAL speakers also have a relatively high score with CHU.
Also high, as expected, is the TAL score with PLP, at 88%. My confidence in these
figures is raised by the fact that NAM, a language in between PLP and CHU, also scored
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high with TAL (while only scoring 47% with SpnCRL). It is also revealing that the TAL
speakers scored higher with the clearly different language of SAT, at 67% (while the
SpnCRL speakers themselves only scored 48%). This suggests that TAL is generally
more similar to Carolinian languages than is SpnCRL. I might add that older Talaabog
speakers were not willing to be tested on languages where they expected to get a low
score, hence, the blank entries for Ulithian and Woleaian.
Viewing the overall results of this intelligibility study brings out things that are
particularly important to understand. The first is that only one of the primary founding
languages of SpnCRL, the POL/PLP language alone can be considered a co-member of a
language shared with SpnCRL. SAT, on the other hand, should be considered, in terms
of the intelligibility threshold, a founding language that does not include SpnCRL as a
dialect of it. And by the same criterion, WOL is a founding language that clearly
excludes SpnCRL as a dialect of it. Knowing this makes the pattern of SpnCRL’s
blending particularly interesting. The amount of contribution of WOL to SpnCRL is as
generous as the contribution of POL/PLP. But the nature of their contributions is very
different indeed. The various differences in linguistic contribution to SpnCRL on the part
of its founding languages are thoroughly explored in Chapter 3 of this study.
An important question that arises from the intelligibility results is this: In view of
the fact that the islanders who migrated to Saipan throughout the 1800s carried with them
a variety of languages, not just a variety of dialects, how did these speakers of different
languages manage to establish and maintain one settlement on Saipan for so many
decades? How did they succeed so well in comprehending the speech of each other? The
whole story of Carolinian migration to Saipan is what makes up much of Chapter 4 of
this study; so answers to the questions will become clear in that chapter. Still, one point
needs to be introduced at this point in the study.
I believe there is a reason why the Carolinians were—and still are—able to
communicate in spite of their differing languages. It is the phenomenon I’ve been
referring to as “language bending.” The subject of “language bending” will be brought
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up on several occasions in the remainder of this study. Thus, a final section of this
introductory chapter is needed to briefly explain what this phenomenon is.

1.5 “Language Bending,” a means for spanning large gaps in language
intelligibility
In section 1.2.2 above I introduced the term “language bending” in the context of
TAL speakers altering their own speech to be better understood by SpnCRL speakers. It
is important that I include in this introductory chapter a few comments regarding
language bending because that phenomena can greatly affect any attempt to determine
“who understands whom how well.” My presumption is that language bending is
something that has existed throughout the history of the Carolinians. And it was the
capacity that Carolinians had in language bending at the outset of migration to Saipan
that helps to explain why outer islands from opposing distant atolls were, in spite of that
distance, able to communicate with each other. Following is a brief explanation of
language bending.
All the material for this section on “language bending” is taken from an earlier
paper on the subject (Ellis 2007). Some of the following are direct excerpts from that
work.
“Language bending” is the fool’s gold of mutual intelligibility in Micronesia.
Islanders coming together from distant language communities can somehow
communicate with each other, often with relative ease, and this is assumed to be because
of mutual intelligibility. Although there is, in fact, considerable comprehension taking
place, it in no way means that their languages are mutually intelligible. It is more often
than not the result of language bending. Language bending allows communication
between two people, even though they have not learned each other’s language (i.e.,
bilingualism), and even though the relationship between the languages is too distant to
allow adequate intelligibility.
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Language bending involves linguistically related speech systemslanguage A
and language B. While languages A and B must be linguistically similar they are
nonetheless not similar enough for an A speaker to understand conversations that two B
speakers are having with each other (unless, of course, speaker A has had extensive
exposure to language B). In spite of that limitation, language bending allows speaker A
and speaker B to converse with each other on a casual level, even though one or both
have had only scant exposure to the other’s language. To accomplish this, one or both
speakers are altering the way they speak their own language by incorporating features of
the hearer’s language.
Quackenbush 1968 includes a number of anecdotes that clearly suggest the
phenomenon of language bending does indeed exists. For one thing, he revealed that
conversations between speakers of distant languages need not be dependant upon “mutual
intelligibility” to succeed in communication (p97-8):
But the mere fact that two people are able to carry on a dialogue does not
establish that their languages are mutually intelligible in any useful sense of the
term ... In parts of the Caroline Islands, communication on a regular basis takes
place among speakers of mutually unintelligible languages. ... Thus we may
formulate the principle that direct observation of speech behavior can give
reliable negative evidence as to mutual intelligibility, but affirmative evidence
thus derived is apt to be misleading.

In the Carolinian continuum today the one language that speakers from one end of
the continuum to the other can use is English. And even if two speakers from distant
points on the continuum decide they are going to communicate with each other using
whatever language bending skills they have, it usually isn’t too long before they tire of
the attempt and resort back to English. Quackenbush reported just such an instance
(1968:105)
I once heard a speaker of Pullap and a speaker of Woleai, who were both
competent speakers of English, trying to carry on a conversation. The Woleai
speaker had had no previous experience with languages east of Satawal, and
what success they had at communicating was mainly to be attributed to the efforts
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of the Pullap speaker to alter his own speech by using pronunciations and
vocabulary that he knew, or thought, to be Woleai forms. With obvious difficulty
and painful slowness, they talked for perhaps four or five minutes before they
gave up and switched back to English. The Carolinians have a term for this kind
of speech—gasel mataw (to use the Woleai form) ‘language-of the ocean’—
although if it is a language, then it is one that truly has no fixed grammar,
phonology, or lexicon. What gasel mataw means ultimately is that if a canoe goes
adrift from the Truk District and washes up on, say Ulithi, the survivors (if there
are any) can somehow manage to communicate with the Ulithians.
Back in 1815, at the outset of migration to Saipan, defaulting to English was of
course not an option. But there have also been instances in recent times when language
bending was the only option. Quackenbush again reports on such a situation (p101-2)
Ulithi is barely mutually intelligible with Tobi but probably not with Sonsorol,
while Woleai is not mutually intelligible with either. When asked to characterize
his ability to understand Sonsorol, one speaker of Ulithi who has worked for
many years aboard the ship which makes the field-trips to Sonsorol replied that
he could understand “about 60%” of a conversation between two speakers of that
language. Another Ulithian, who had heard Tobi spoken only a few times, told me
that aside from being able to recognize a few words, he was essentially unable to
understand any of a conversation between two speakers of Tobi. However, one
incident illustrates that in case of necessity it is possible for a speaker of Tobi and
Ulithi to communicate even though neither has had previous experience with the
other’s language. A Ulithian who happened to be on Guam was recently called
upon to interpret for an old man from Tobi who was in the hospital and could not
communicate at all in English. It proved to be difficult and tedious, but not
impossible.
The above examples are instances where English, when it is an option, is
preferred. However, it is quit common today, and preferred, for Carolinians to use their
own atoll languages (or variations of them) whenever it is possible to do so.
While on Guam in May 1991 I found a young Satawalese male with whom I was
able to discuss the concept of language bending. He claimed that there is indeed such a
phenomenon, and he went on to explain that even if Satawalese speakers had never
visited Ulithi or Chuuk, they would be able to “bend” adequately to carry on a
conversation. He then proceeded to demonstrate how he would alter his Satawalese to be
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comprehended by a Ulithian speaker on the one hand, and then again alter his Satawalese
to be comprehended by a Lagoon Chuukese speaker on the other hand. A portion of that
exercise I have included below. Lines (2) and (4) are the language bending attempts,
Line (3) is the original Satawalese test, and line (1) and (5) is how a Ulithian speaker and
a Chuukese speaker, respectively, would probably say the same thing in their own
languages.
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(1) Text translated into Ulithian:
Choako

re

they.just 3p

yengaaeng

yigla

yathol

grade

seg

mo

ruwow.

work

here

belong.of

grade

ten

and

two

(2) Satawalese-bent-to-Ulithian speech:
Choka

re

engang

ikila

ngo

oauton

seik

me

ruou

rak.

engang

ikina

ie

oauton

seik

me

ruou

rhak.

work

present Conj

belong.of

ten

and

two

grade

ie

oauton

engon

me

ruou

chak.

engon

me ruwuuw

mwmwúch

repwe

angaang.

ten

and two

end

3p.Asp work

(3) Original Satawalese text:
Rhoaka

re

they.just 3p

(4) Satawalese-bent-to-Chuukese speech:
Choka repue

angang

ikina

(5) Text translated into Chuukese:
Ekewe

chóókka ra

nnomw nóón

the.Pl

they.just 3p.Perf stay

inside

(6) Free translation:
“Only those12th graders were (present/inside) working.”
In analyzing the results I found that my Satawalese friend altered his speech in
several ways. He attempted to use the regular sound correspondent used in the target
language. He made a few morphological and syntactic changes. And he also made some
lexical changes. His language bending efforts resulted in forms of speech which were
neither Satawalese nor the respective target language of Ulithian or Lagoon Chuukese. It
was something in-between. In the previous section showing my intelligibility-testing
results, Ulithian speakers’ intelligibility with Satawalese was determined to be only 57%-clearly below the threshold needed for adequate communication. And the percentage of
intelligibility that Lagoon Chuukese have with Satawalese is far lower—11%. And yet
my Satawalese friend found conversations with either Ulithian speakers or Lagoon
Chuukese speakers to be very comfortable when he altered his speech to accommodate
his respective listener. And it seems apparent that my Satawalese friend was able to
comprehend the speech of the Ulithian or Lagoon Chuukese speaker due to those
speakers doing some Satawalese-directed bending of their own.
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Apparently “language bending” also has an indigenous term. The Satawalese
speaker who provided examples claims that there is indeed a label for the languagebending phenomenon. The term is sore fetale kapas which he translated as “turn
language”. I asked him about Quackenbush’s term gasel mataw, and he explained that
that meant “the ‘one’ language of the outer islands” (from my field notes, May 1991).
This concludes the rather extensive amount of information that I believe is useful
to pave the way for the following chapters. Previous research on the Carolinian
continuum covered in the following Chapter 2 and the discoveries discussed in Chapter 3
will be better understood and appreciated based on the foundation of information from
this chapter.
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2. A CHRONOLOGY OF LINGUISTIC RESEARCH ON CHUUKIC
AND SAIPAN CAROLINIAN’S PLACE WITHIN THE
CONTINUUM

Introduction
The current chapter is a history chapter. But it is a history of academic research
on the Chuukic language family, and on Saipan Carolinian (SpnCRL) as a recent product
of it. It is in Chapter 4 that I will cover the history of the Carolinian people, that is, their
human history—starting from the 1664 drift voyage through the time of permanent
settlement on Saipan and on to modern times.
The purpose of this chapter is to give the reader an understanding of research that
has been conducted on the Chuukic continuum leading up to my current study. But it
goes beyond that. It also seeks to explain why SpnCRL is such a unique member of the
Chuukic family. SpnCRL did not emerge as one of many family members that slowly
developed into their current form after centuries of intermittent contact with other
members of the family. In contrast, it’s almost as if SpnCRL came into being at a
“moment” of time—that moment being the 19th century. It came into existence at that
time by being cobbled together from among the old Chuukic languages that existed at the
time; and that still exist today (some barely so).
Even a thorough linguistic investigation of SpnCRL by itself, without also
providing the background context of the Chuukic family as a whole, would be to sell
SpnCRL short. It would be like trying to describe to a tourist the Hōkūle’a without
reference to Hawaiians. Yes, the Hōkūle’a itself is a remarkable piece of work, but
without the history behind it, without understanding its role in current Hawai’ian society,
would be to reduce it to an interesting novelty.
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Getting a well-rounded picture of how previous linguists have presented the
continuum and the current place of SpnCRL within it will help the reader to understand
the complex lines of inheritance by which SpnCRL was derived from the western
Caroline languages. Chapter 3, which deals with SpnCRL’s lines of linguistic
inheritance, will be best understood within the context of what previous researchers have
discovered and concluded about the continuum languages. In this chapter I will deal not
with each language in particular so much as I will focus on the continuum as a linguistic
phenomena, and Saipan Carolinian’s place within it.
This chapter will begin the process of explaining why I believe SpnCRL is a
combination of outer atoll speech varieties—those being, primarily, the various dialects
of Woleaian, the language of Satawalese, and the various dialects of Polowatese.

2.1 Earliest Research on the Chuukic language
If learning to communicate with Carolinians in their own language counts as
linguistic research, the prize for earliest research would go to a Spanish priest stationed
on Guam when a Carolinian drift voyage somehow made land there in 1721. In the
following chapter I will tell the story about the 1721 voyage and both the linguistic
accomplishments and unfortunate fate of Fr. Antonio Cantova. Unfortunately, no lengthy
wordlists or other language analysis is preserved from Cantova’s time. However, in 1787
there was another group of Carolinian voyagers who made their way to Guam. Assigned
to Guam at that time was Captain/Fr. Luis de Torres, a high Spanish official on Guam
and also a priest. He was extremely fond of the Carolinians. I presume Torres had had
no linguistic training before being assigned to Guam. But he must have developed quite
an understanding of how languages work during his long tenure there since records
suggest he was quite competent in several languages including outer-island Carolinian—
the dialects of Lamotrekese and Woleaian in particular. A list of over a hundred
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Carolinian words was collected during de Torres’ time 7 and will be mentioned in my
following chapter on Carolinian history. Apparently, no other written records remain on
whatever Cantova and de Torres may have gathered about Carolinian languages.
The first major voyages of scientific discovery in Micronesia (of interest to my
current study) were conducted in 1817 and 1819 on a Russian and a French ship,
respectively, just at the time when the first Carolinian settlements were being established
on Saipan. Scientists, or naturalists, were on board during those European voyages and
several hundred words were collected by them. One of them, Adelbert von Chamisso of
the Russian expedition, using German, elicited a few hundred words from Woleaian
speakers whose language he called “Carolinian,” as well as word lists from other
Micronesian languages, including at least Chamorro, Yapese, and Marshallese.
Chamisso did not publish grammatical descriptions beyond a few notes on how to
pronounce the materials he elicited from the islanders. The artist on the French voyages,
Jacques Arago, also gathered some word lists. Of interest to this study is his wordlist
provided by Carolinians living on Guam during Arago’s time there (over 400 entries).
On the same voyage there was a naturalist, Gaimard, who collected over 300 words
which he attributed to Satawalese speakers. That wordlist will be used later in this
chapter to provide insight into how the modern SpnCRL phoneme inventory came into
being.
A later scientific voyage published a Satawalese wordlist (d´Urville 1834).
D’Urville was on Guam when some Satawalese happened to be visiting the island.
However, he also explained that his crew was in no condition to carry out “philological
research.” So the list he published was that collected by Gaimard in 1819 (Kerr 2010)
during Freycinct’s voyage to Guam. Quackenbush (1968:16) also mentions the word list
collected during Lütke’s voyage—words from several “places in the Woleai area.” Lütke
(1835), who was very precise in his Carolinian transcriptions, published wordlists of a
few of the languages in Micronesia, including one in Mortlockese of about 100 words
7

This list was preserved by Chamisso (see following paragraph) along with the rest of de Torres’ journal;
as per Lütke (1835:113): His interesting journal, of which all the contents are contained in the memoirs of
M. Chamisso, was also very useful to me.
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accompanied by about half that number in both Woleaian and Ulithian (Feis). Although
Lütke viewed the continuum (barring the SON-TOB group) as one big language he did
give a remarkably accurate view of its internal state (1835:350-1):
All these languages resemble one another, but from Lugunor[lower MRT]
to Ulüthy the same basic language is spoken, although with considerable
modifications, chiefly because of the differences in pronunciation. The
Englishman whom we met at Murilö[Hall Islands], who spoke the language of this
group fluently, could also to some extent converse with the Uleaians [WOL], but
he understood nothing of the language of the inhabitants of Ulüthy [ULI].
According to him, the members of neighbouring groups themselves, e.g. on
Murilö and Satawal [i.e., Satawan, the southern-most island of lower MRT], did
not at first understand each other, but they soon came to comprehend.
Around the same time as Lütke, Horace Holden, an American sailor, also
collected some language material during a two-year unplanned and nearly fatal stay on
Tobi, which was published by Pickering (1845). Some of the above mentioned word lists
will receive attention during the course of this study.
In the late 1800s there was another string of publications, mostly by German
naturalists, that included linguistic notes and/or wordlists of Carolinian languages. R. G.
Latham (1862:320-2), in his massive 774-page survey of hundreds of languages and
dialects around the world, included a few words for Tobian and several dozen words for
both Woleaian and Satawalese. These, however, were drawn from earlier wordlists
mentioned above.
A several hundred page ethnography covering mostly Palau and Yap, but also
including Sonsorol, Mapian, and Chuuk, is that by Stanislaw Kubary (1895), who
married a Pohnpeian woman and spent many years throughout Micronesia before
eventually dying on Pohnpei. Indigenous names for things are scattered throughout
Kubary’s document and there is also a short comparative word list. Apparently, Kubary
had a great interest in comparative linguistics, demonstrated by the fact that in 1876 he
“lectured on the classification of Polynesian, Melanesian and Micronesian languages” at
a congress of physicians and naturalists, and was said to be an expert in Oceanic
languages (Paszkowsky 1971).
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C. M. Pleyte, who in 1887 had became director of a museum in Amsterdam, came
across an old notebook that had been stuffed in a corner along with a lot of other
unspectacular ethnographic objects many years before. In the notebook he found a
Woleaian wordlist, written by hand, probably during the mid 1800s, “by some person
who had long resided there [on Woleai]... It might have been a missionary...the author
was evidently an Englishman.” The wordlist is valuable since it consists of a few
hundred entries where, “Every detail shows that the list of words had been made with
great care” (Pleyte 1890:496).
In the same journal containing Pleyte’s material are some notes by Ray
(1890:500-3) and a short comparative wordlist of Mortlockese and Kosraean. Ray noted
that the “dialects” of Woleaian and Mortlockese are closely related, saying, “[Woleaian]
is closely allied to the dialect of Mortlock, as will be seen from the vocabulary
appended.” He further indicated that Woleaian is more loosely related to the other
languages of the Carolines: “The dialect of Ulia appears to vary somewhat from that of
the other Caroline Islands.” He was also well aware of lexical similarities that connect
western and eastern Caroline Islands languages with both Polynesian and Melanesian, “ a
very large number of words [of the Carolines are] almost identical with those in common
use in the south and west of Oceania, in Melanesia and Polynesia.” Ray’s wordlist
contains a couple hundred entries of both Mortlockese and Kosraean (also called Ualan
or Strong’s Islands).
Last on the list of 19th century research, Quackenbush (1983:18) gives mention of
a grammatical sketch of Mortlockese by Schmidt (1899) who gathered his information
from “secondary sources.” I should add, however, that a fair bit of linguistic work must
have also been carried out towards the end of the 19th century since at least some Bible
portions were translated for various Chuukic languages; and the Mortlockese had a
finished New Testament by the year 1883, published by the American Bible Society.
That work is referenced in Thalheimer (1908).
Apart from the above, I have found no other records of linguistic research in the
1800s (so far) that pertain to Carolinian languages or the Chuukic continuum. No
comprehensive studies on the internal relationships of Chuukic languages, based on
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previously-published word lists, appear until Thalheimer (1908), whose material was
published shortly before the extensive research carried out by the Hamburger Südsee
Expedition on many Micronesian cultures during 1908 -1910. Both are discussed next.
2.1.1 Thalheimer
As mentioned earlier, Chapter 4 covers the complete history of the Carolinian
people. And in that history I will uncover the earliest hints that indicated the Chuukic
languages made up a continuum. The languages that we today consider Chuukic
languages were first reported on in 1671 (story of the 1664 drifters). But the first
academically-based linguistic classification of Micronesian languages, including Chuukic
languages, was probably from a 1908 document written by August Thalheimer, a doctoral
thesis that covered the personal and possessive pronouns of the Micronesian languages
and their patterns of vowel shift. From that work Thalheimer produced the following
family tree of Micronesian language relationships (1908:96) (Figure 2-1 below).
Other than labeling the nuclear Micronesian language as “Melanesian,” the tree is
similar to the most recent and the (so far) only detailed study of all of Micronesia’s
internal and external relationships. In comparing Thalheimer’s tree to that of Jackson
1983 in section 2.4.2 below (Figure 2-9), it is apparent that Thalheimer was correct in
postulating that Palauan and Chamorro are in the same branch as Philippine and
Indonesian languages, while all the rest are on a separate branch of Oceanic languages
(sourced from Melanesia). Apart from Yapese being postulated as a sister language to
Kosraen, Thalheimer was otherwise correct in showing that all the Chuukic languages
descended from a common node with Pohnpeian, which together descended from a
common node with Marshallese, which together descended from a common node with
Gilbertese (Kiribati), which together descended from a common node with Kosraean.
Only Nauruan is missing from the Micronesian tree. (The language which Thalheimer
labeled “Bunay,” placed as a sister to both Chuukic and Pohnpeian, is Mapian.) The
Chuukic languages that he included are Ruk (Lagoon Chuukese), Mortlock, Satawal,
Uleai (Woleai), Uluthi (Ulithi), and Merir (a currently uninhabited island of the SonsorolTobi group). The only main language missing was a representative from the part of the
Carolines running from Pulusuk to Namonuito.
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FIGURE 2-1. EARLY CONCEPT OF CHUUKIC LANGUAGE FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
WITHIN OCEANIC (THALHEIMER 1908, FROM SPENNEMAN 2004, DOC1012)

2.1.2 The Hamburg Südsee-Expedition of 1908-1910
About a decade after Germany obtained political administration of Micronesia
in1898 an extensive exploration of Germany’s new colonies in Micronesia and parts of
Melanesia and outlier Polynesia was carried out. As explained by Petrosian-Husa (2004),
“The expedition was undertaken in order to register all the islands in German possession
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and to study their people.” Berg (1988) makes it clear that one museum collector in
Berlin, Georg Thilenius, was the force behind the whole enterprise—from the planning in
1904 to the last publication on Micronesia in 1938 (and on New Britain, in 1954),
producing thirty large volumes of scientific data. The enormous expense of the
expedition was shouldered by the Hamburgische Wissenschaftliche Stiftung... thus the
name Hamburg Südsee-Expedition. This was not to be an expedition to reap the riches
of Germany’s young Pacific colonies. The Germans already knew, certainly in the case
of Micronesia, that there were no vast riches to reap. Nor was it an expedition to
“investigate preliterate peoples living in pristine simplicity. ... Thilenius did not simply
want to collect objects, although a great many were collected, but he preferred to study
people where they lived and all aspects of their lives (Berg 1988:95).” Berg goes on to
say that anything of academic value produced by Spanish, Russian, French, or American
scholars before the expedition didn’t “come close to matching the breadth or the quality
of German scholarship.”
In the end, the primary benefit of the expedition was ethnography and material
culture, with the collection of 6,000 artifacts and many hundreds of photographs and
sketches. Berg also states: “All Micronesian volumes contain an impressive amount of
linguistic information.” That linguistic information left to posterity is mostly in the form
of indigenous names for things, and long word lists some numbering in the hundreds and
thousands of lexical entries for each place visited. Apart from the many monograph
volumes, there was supposed to be three additional categories, each of multiple volumes,
that were expected to be published in 1937. One of the categories was to be comparative
linguistics. Most unfortunately, as Berg explains, the outbreak of World War II
interrupted everything, and the precious volumes never saw the light of day. One
promising note is the mention of “100 phonogram recordings.” He says, “Much of this is
now in the attic of the Hamburg Museum für Völkerkunde, lying unused and unseen in
boxes...” Perhaps these treasure chests, if they still exist, will one day be digitally
archived. What has survived besides wordlists and sketches of a few aspects of the
grammars, are “extensive collections of vernacular songs and legends.” I am aware of
only a few of these that have been adequately translated from German to English. For the
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purposes of this study, then, the word lists are what is of value. The Südsee-Expedition
gathered information on all inhabited island areas of Micronesia.
In spite of high admiration for the meticulous nature in which the German
research was carried out, not everyone was impressed with the linguistic portion of it.
Quackenbush (1968:16-17) writes:
These word-lists and the sketchy grammar notes that sometimes accompany [the
Südsee publications] all fail to measure up to the high scholarly standard
established by the other sections of the ethnography.
Also, I read from Berg (1988:100) that only one of the eight German researchers was a
“linguist by training.” That was Wilhelm Müller who worked only on Yapese. Along
the same line, Petrosian-Husa (2004) has this to say about the primary researcher for
languages in the Carolinian continuum:
For linguistic researches, Krämer’s dictionaries of the different islands of the rei
metau are not reliable. Again his informants were usually men, and many of them
came from neighboring islands, having married to the island of their residence,
and they therefore spoke another dialect. On Lamotrek, he used Lewis as an
informant, asking him to compile a dictionary: “Due to our short length of our
stay an exact record of the language of Lamotrek Island was not possible;
therefore the presence of the mentally quick English trader Mr. Lewis was a
considerable help to us. I gave him a booklet with the dictionary from the
Museum of Hamburg in which he made records, though he could only fill part of
the booklet.”
While the above is probably accurate, for my purposes all wordlists are valuable.
Even if a word is out of place socially, or if the senses of words are not completely
accurate, they nonetheless give insights into how the languages were used during a period
of time in the past. Having those insights tells us much about the path of human history,
thereby giving us insights into why a language spoken today has the certain set of
linguistic features that it does have. (Pointing out the unique linguistic features which
make up SpnCRL and the sources of these features is what Chapter 3 is devoted to.)
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2.1.3 Research on Carolinian languages leading up to WWII
In addition to the many German researchers of the 1908-1910 Südsee Expedition, another
German, Georg Fritz, must also be mentioned. He was a well-known official in
Micronesia during the German era of 1898-1914. Besides being an effective
administrator Fritz made a number of linguistic contributions. His main works, being
that he was stationed on Saipan, were his studies of Chamorro (Fritz 1903) and
Carolinian (Fritz 1911). His Carolinian work is of particular importance to this study
since it was the first description of SpnCRL. As I will point out in the later humanhistory chapter, it was during Fritz’ tenure that SpnCRL finally crystallized into a
language separate from its several source languages in the Carolinian continuum.
Comparing his extensive word list to modern lexicons gives us insight into how the
language evolved throughout the 1900s.
There was further work on Micronesian languages, including Carolinian
languages, in the years before WWII. Quackenbush pointed out (1983:19) that the work
by Japanese researchers was “voluminous.” He also said that those works were almost
“impossible to obtain” and therefore “difficult to assess.” But he does mention in
particular, Shizuo Matsuoka (1928, 1935) who, in addition to “several lengthy general
ethnographic descriptions,” produced full-length grammars of Pohnpeian, Marshallese,
Chamorro, Yapese, and Palauan, as well as Saipan Carolinian. However, Quackenbush
also writes that Matsuoka’s linguistic work showed “evidence of hasty workmanship,”
and that, among other problems related to the use of katakana and romaji script, his
phonetic descriptions were “totally inadequate.” There has been a more recent attempt to
evaluate the extensive amount of Japanese material, but so far no use has been made of it.
Another pre-war ethnographer and Capuchin missionary, Laurentius Bollig,
apparently produced a manuscript “of a 10,000 word dictionary of Trukese” which
Quackenbush says has never been published. He also produced a very short study of
Chuukic grammar (Bollig 1927) as part of his work on the religion and life of
Micronesians. (Bollig produced another Chuukic grammar in 1945 that was apparently
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more substantial.) None of the pre-WWII work on Carolinian grammars is viewed by
Quackenbush as being particularly useful.
2.1.4 Post-WWII research on Carolinian languages
Although the awareness of similarities among individual lexical items gave
rise to speculations about the histories of the Trukic languages and peoples
among the first Westerners to visit these islands (see, e.g., Cantova 1722,
Kubary 1889, Fritz 1911, Krämer 1937), scientific comparative and historical
study of these languages appears to have begun after the second World War.
(Jackson 1983:8)
The close of the war brought about an age of American-sponsored research on
Micronesian languages and cultures that has never let up. The first large American
program in the humanities arena, called CIMA (Coordinated Investigation of
Micronesian Anthropology), involved a number of ethnographers and linguists—
particularly from Yale University: Murdock, Gladwin, Goodenough, LeBar and Dyen.
Quackenbush (1968:21) highlighted Dyen’s grammar of 1965, resulting from Dyen’s
fieldwork in 1947, as the first “really adequate linguistic description of a Trukic
language...”. Quackenbush noted that while the “western dialect of lagoon Trukese” was
the main object of Dyen’s study, it nonetheless served to describe in general the grammar
of all the Carolinian languages in the Chuukic continuum. I comment more on Dyen
shortly. Other work carried out under CIMA that Quackenbush mentioned included the
ethnographic work of Lessa (1950) on Ulithi, and that of Burrows and Spiro (1953) on
Ifaluk. These latter works added to the collection of word-lists but offered little in terms
of full lexicons and grammatical descriptions.
Another publication in 1950 is that by William Matthews. According to Jackson
(1983:10), Matthews’ work constituted an early classification of Micronesian languages,
saying:
...the Trukic languages belong to a nuclear Micronesian subgroup of
Austronesian that also consists of the Ponapeic language, Marshallese,
Kiribati, Kosraean, and , more questionably, Nauruan and Yapese.
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The first publication cited by Quackenbush as an important linguistic publication is
Elbert’s Trukese dictionary (1947b). That was followed by Capell’s (1951) grammar of
Sonsorol-Tobi, also under the auspices of CIMA, which Quackenbush noted was
valuable for its data—not so much other aspects of the grammatical description. He also
mentioned Smith (1951) that wrote a guide to Woleaian spelling. Comparing the
phonologies of Capell and Smith against that of Dyen (1965b), Quackenbush noted,
probably with tongue in cheek, that “The three [descriptions] manage to make them [the
three languages] appear almost as if they were unrelated.”
Dyen has three publications cited often by later researchers of Chuukese and the
Chuukese continuum. In 1949, two years after his fieldwork, he described the history of
Chuukese vowels (Dyen 1949). Also, according to Quackenbush (1968:21), as a result of
Dyen’s fieldwork carried out in 1947, mimeographed copies of his typewritten grammar
were circulated “among students of Trukese for years.” But it was not until eighteen
years after the fieldwork that most linguists could benefit from a published version of
Dyen’s A Sketch of Trukese Grammar (1965b). The same year, Dyen (1965a) published
his classification of the Austronesian language family based on extensive lexicostatistical
studies. He included the placement of Chuukese languages within the family. Jackson
(1983:9) wrote that Dyen:
....in his massive lexicostatistic study of more than 200 Austronesian
languages, also included data from Trukic languages and computed that
“Woleyan” (consisting of Woleaian, Satawalese, and Puluwatese) subgroups
with Trukese as members of a Trukic subfamily. Dyen further proposes that
Trukic, Ponapean, Marshallese, and Kosraean form the Carolinian Subfamily.
It was not until Dyen’s work on what he called at the time, “the Carolinian
subgroup,” that the internal nature of the continuum of languages began to take shape.
From his “brief field study” on Chuukese, Dyen summarized his understanding of
Chuukic languages relationships in “the Carolinian subgroups” (1949:ix):
Trukese [is the language that] is spoken...inside the Trukese lagoon. A
Trukese dialect is spoken in the Hall Islands which was identified by a western
lagoon dialect speaker with one of the eastern lagoon dialects, specifically with
one of those on the island of Moen. My own experience with a speaker from the
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Mortlocks (south of Truk) leads me to conclude that there a Trukese dialect is
spoken which, however, probably differs from any of the lagoon dialects more
than any of the latter differ among themselves.
Trukese apparently could not be used as a means of communication with a
man from the Namonuito Islands (Onon) or with a man from Puluwat who spoke
only his native language. ... A brief contact with a native from Ulithi, whom I met
on Guam, led me to conclude that the language spoken there is closely related
with Trukese, but it was also clear that Ulithian and Trukese could not possibly
understand each other’s language.
But Dyen was not able to determine during his brief field study just how the Chuukic
speech forms were related (1949:ix):
This leads to the interesting question: What is the linguistic relationship
of the languages or dialects lying between Truk and Ulithi? Is there only a
gradual increase of differentiating features in the languages or dialects as one
progresses in one direction through the islands lying between those two? Is the
gradual increase of differentiating features only such that the languages or
dialects which are somewhat remote from each other are mutually unintelligible
while those which are geographically neighbors are always mutually
comprehensible or nearly so? In either case, how many different languages are
there?
The mantle for Chuukic research would fall to Quackenbush 1968, a discussion of which
follows.

2.2 Summary of Quackenbush’s 1968 Study
The first extensive typological study of Chuukic languages from one end of the
continuum to the other is that of Quackenbush 1968. In that study he explained that the
purpose of his dissertation was to understand the nature of linguistic relationships
between the many Chuukic speech forms, whatever they were to be—not being limited
by the terms “language” and “dialect.” He didn’t get beyond his first page before using
his preferred term “dialect chain” (Quackenbush 1968:ii).
Quackenbush (1968:21) lauded Dyen’s work by admitting “very great
dependence upon Dyen for my understanding of Trukic structure.” He further stated
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(1968:5) that questions asked by Dyen “which are both interesting and worth seeking
answers to” served as the motivation for his dissertation. One result of Quackenbush’s
1968 study was the answers to the questions posed by Dyen (just quoted above). They
were essentially this: the differentiating features in languages/dialects between Chuuk
and Ulithi is gradual, and there is a high intelligibility level between adjacent neighbors
which drops off successively to the point where distant members of the continuum have
almost no intelligibility with each other at all. Thus, Quackenbush did not draw any
language boundaries; he found all speech communities in the Chuukic family to be too
similar to their adjacent neighbors to warrant assigning them to strict language
boundaries.
Quackenbush was the first to substantiate the reality of the Carolinian language
continuum, demonstrating clearly that “the languages in the Truk subgroup form a dialect
chain...” Later works, such as Marck 1977 and Jackson 1983, did a more complete job of
specifying the internal makeup of the continuum, and of establishing its relationship to
the proto language from which it derived.
The database that Quackenbush’s study was built upon was his own elicitation of
nearly 600 lexical items from each of seventeen languages between, and including, Tobi
and the Chuuk Lagoon. His study was primarily a lexical study from which he calculated
lexical similarity percentages between all pairings of the language communities studied
(apart from SpnCRL which was only partially studied). It was largely from those
percentage counts that Quackenbush designed the following graphic of language
relationships (also used as Figure 6 of Chapter 1). Any box can be viewed as a language,
in which each of the speech forms (labels) inside it can be viewed as dialects of that
language. The figure makes it easy to understand why the continuum cannot be divided
up neatly into a specific number of languages.
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FIGURE 2-2. CAROLINIAN “DIALECT CHAIN” WITHIN THE CHUUKIC LANGUAGE
CONTINUUM (ADAPTED FROM QUACKENBUSH 1968)
Figure 2-3, below, is the same map of Carolinian speech forms that was given
earlier, in section 1.4.3 of the Introduction. The difference between the two is that
languages/dialects labeled below are now associated with a number, the number
assignment being that of Quackenbush 1968.
Nautical Miles
0

200

Saipan (8)
Tinian

400

Rota
Guam

Ulithi (3)
Fais (3)

Yap

Palau

Ngulu (3)

Faraulep (5)

Lamotrek (5)
Sorol (3)
Woleai (5)
Elato (5)
Satawal (7)
Ifaluk (6)
Euripik (5)

Sonsorol (1)
Pulo Anna (1)
Merir (1)

Namonuito (12)
Pullap (11)
Pulawat (9)
Pulusuk (10)

Halls (13)
Truk (16, 17)
Nama (14)
Losap

Oroluk

Namoluk (15) Lukunor
Etal
Satawan (15)

Nukuoro

Tobi (2)

Kapingamarangi
Mapia Islands (Indonesia)

FIGURE 2-3. CAROLINIAN LANGUAGE/DIALECT NUMBERING SYSTEM (FOLLOWING
QUACKENBUSH 1968)
Numbers used by Quackenbush in the map and in all his various graphics, such as Figure
2-4 and Table 2-2 below, correspond to the following Chuukic language names in the
following Table 2-1, which are displayed from west to east. As his research progressed,
Quackenbush eventually combined two (slight) dialects of the Ulithi lagoon into one
language, Woleaian and Ifalik into one, Polowat and Polosuk (Houk) into one, and the
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two dialects in the Chuuk Lagoon into one language. His number 8 refers to all Saipan
dialects. Also, for his tables he often combines languages 9-12 into one column. The
two Mortlockese dialects are often combined into one column, as well. (Nama and Losap
in the above map are part of “upper” Mortlockese and the atolls below that are part of
“lower” Mortlockese.)
TABLE 2-1. QUACKENBUSH’S SELECTED POINTS OF STUDY ALONG THE CHUUKIC
LANGUAGE CONTINUUM (FROM QUACKENBUSH 1968:3)
1

2

3/4

5/6

7

8

9-12

Tobi

Sonsorol

Ulithi

Woleai

Satawal

Saipan
CRL

Polowat(9),
Polosuk or
Houk (10),
Pollap (11)
and Namonuito (12)

13

14/15

Halls
(Paafang)

Mortlocks
upper (14)
Mortlocks
lower (15)

16/17
Chuuk
Lagoon

In addition to his lexical comparison studies, Quackenbush used his data for
limited phonological analysis. One thing that particularly interested him was the sound
correspondence patterns laid out across the continuum, which he found to be very
regular, even more regular than he expected (1968:28):
Perhaps the most significant result of this project was the discovery that the
phonology (in particular, the consonants) affords dialect evidence that is much
more regularly patterned than that which one would expect to find in a study of
comparative vocabulary.
His results on phoneme correspondence boundaries are summed up graphically in the
following Figure (reproduced from Quackenbush 1968:76).
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s/c

th/s
l/g

r/l
g/r

l/l~n
th/t

(b)

s/j

g/j

l~n/l/n
t/s

3

bw/pw

g/k

9

7

l//n/n
ng/n

(c)

11
10

4

h/s

k/s

12
13

ṙ
c
sh

2

1

16

14

5

17

15

6

FIGURE 2-4. POINTS ALONG THE CONTINUUM AT WHICH SHIFTS IN REGULAR SOUND
CORRESPONDENCES TAKE PLACE (QUACKENBUSH 1983)

The above chart reveals an interesting pattern. Each of the perpendicular lines in the
square above show a point along the continuum where one phoneme is replaced by its
regular sound correspondent. Languages (i.e., their corresponding numbers) to the left of
a dividing line above have one phoneme, and those to the right have the corresponding
phoneme. The fact that perpendicular lines are spread almost randomly going from west
to east is indicative of a language continuum. (The fact that there are five internal boxes
indicates that we are working with real languages here—which rarely fit patterns
perfectly.) Chapter 3 will show that the phoneme pattern above and the variation in
lexicon follows a different pattern from each other.
Quackenbush’s following Table 2-2 shows the occurrence of phonemes from a
different perspective. Here, one can see (ignoring the shading momentarily) that there is
much similarity among all languages. This phenomenon makes a good graphic display of
how these languages are all part of one language continuum.
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In Table 2-2, the SpnCRL phonemes are in bold type and are shaded. And
wherever the phoneme from another language matches that of SpnCRL, it is also shaded.
In regard to articulation, note that in the “c” row, the sh and rh are both
phonetically retroflexed and share the same point of articulation as the affricate c. In the
“th” row the th is phonetically [θ].
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TABLE 2-2. CONSONANT CORRESPONDENCE TABLE FROM QUACKENBUSH (1968:59)

w

p
p
th
k
k-J
(w)
k-Ø
k-s
f
t
s
s-y
(w)
s-Ø
c
mw
m
ng
ng-n
n
l
r
j
w

1
bw
p
t
g

2
bw
p
t
g

3/4
bw
p
th
g

5/6
bw
p
t
g

7
bw
p
t
g

8
bw
p
t
g

9-12
pw
p
t
k
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There are twenty-two rows in Table 2-2, each headed by what is essentially
Quackenbush’s reconstruction of twenty-two Proto Chuukic consonants. Each row
contains the reflexes that have emerged from the one respective historical PTK phoneme
(from Quackenbush 1983).
Jackson (1983:141) concurs with Quackenbush with few exceptions.
In fact, the only substantial differences between the cover symbols set up by
Quackenbush and the Proto-Trukic consonant system that we have been assuming
are that Quackenbush has a cover symbol for a palatal glide (J) and that he sets
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up two cover symbols (T and S) for the sets of correspondences that we have
reconstructed as PTK *t.
The consonants that SpnCRL incorporated reveal how SpnCRL aligns itself with
the other languages. The shaded cells show that SpnCRL (Column #8), by
Quackenbush’s reckoning, almost always follows the Satawalese pattern (Column #7),
regardless of whether the SAT consonants side with their western language neighbors or
with their eastern ones, or both. But at the same time, in respect to the reflexes for ‘c’,
SpnCRL fails to follow SAT, and instead follows along with WOL and MRT. This is an
early indication that throughout this study SpnCRL is not consistently loyal to any other
language in terms of whether it will or will not align itself with it.
Beyond using his word list for limited phonological studies, Quackenbush also
used it to make some very basic grammatical comparisons across the continuum, such as
with personal pronouns. Both of these domains, along with a thorough examination of
Quackenbush’s lexical results, will be covered in the following chapter.

2.3 Carolinian research conducted during the period between
Quackenbush 1968 and Jackson 1983
Shortly after Quackenbush completed his dissertation in 1968 his wife, Hiroko
Quackenbush, also finished her dissertation, in 1970. In her study she carried out a
comparative phonological study of four languages within the Carolinian continuum: one
at the western end, Sonsorol; one at the eastern end, Chuukese; and two in the middle,
Satawalese and Pollapese. She proposed vowel and consonant phoneme inventories for
the four languages. She then attempted to account for their respective allophonic
variations using the framework of “generative phonology as formulated primarily by
Chomsky and Halle” (H. Quackenbush 1970:2). Within that framework she also carried
out “morphophonemic analyses of inalienable nouns” in the four languages. In
particular, she attempted to account for the interesting allomorphic structure that
characterizes Chuukic noun stems and their anaphoric affixes. In the course of her work
she dealt with Chuukic phenomena that have become the subject of many papers through
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the years; “low vowel raising,” “compensatory vowel lengthening 8,” “final vowel
devoicing,” etc. These processes have become better understood and are better described
in later studies.
Neither of the Quackenbushes’ studies was intended to propose a historical
classification of either external or internal Chuukic family relationships. As I will show
shortly, that effort wouldn’t get serious attention until Marck 1975 and Sohn 1977.
Although, as mentioned in section 2.1.3, Matthews (1950) did make an early attempt to
give a general classification of Micronesia languages as a whole. Jackson (1983:296)
wrote:
The probability that certain languages within geographical Micronesia are very
closely related to each other has been recognized by American linguists since
shortly after World War II, when Matthews (1950) considered five languages in
Micronesia and decided that the Chamorro and Palauan languages were of “a
marginal Indonesian type,” while the languages of Ponape, the Marshalls, and
the Gilberts comprised a “nuclear non-Indonesian type.”
The next attempt to collect the best possible picture of Oceanic at that time was
that by Sebeok (1971). In Sebeok’s volume, Bender (1971) answered the call to comment
on the Micronesian language scenario. Jackson (1983:296-7) summarized his comments:
In his review of the Micronesian language situation, Bender (1971:429) ...
proposed that the nuclear Micronesian group consisted of the languages of the
Gilberts, the Marshalls, Kosrae, Trukic, and [Pohnpeic] ... Chamorro and
Palauan were specifically excluded from the nuclear group, and Yapese and
Nauruan were listed as “questionably nuclear” (1971:434-435).
The comparative studies available in the early 1970s did not allow for more than
somewhat subjective appraisals of the internal relationships with the Chuukic continuum.
The comparative studies needed for that task would not start appearing until the later
1970s and early 80s.
Jackson listed Marck 1975 as the first step in the attempt to classify the Chuukic
family position within the wider Micronesian family using both “quantitative and
qualitative evidence” (1983:10). Pertaining to this work and that of Quackenbush 1968
8

Note: refer to Rehg (1984a) for an updated analysis of this phenomenon.
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before him, Jackson noted that these were the first studies to present solid “arguments for
the integrity of the Trukic Languages” (1983:35). The reader should note, however, my
earlier remarks in section 2.1.1 above regarding the much earlier work of Thalheimer
1908. Thalheimer did use all available documentation at that time to do a comparative
study and to propose historical relationships of the Micronesian language family and of
the Chuukic family within it. (Jackson does not list Thalheimer in his references and I
assume, it being written in German, it was not widely available until more recently.) A
more detailed and systematic effort to classify Micronesian and Chuukic within it was
carried out by Marck in 1977, based on regular consonant correspondences. Marck’s
extensive work on consonants was subsumed and improved upon by Jackson 1983. It is
in my section on Jackson (section 2.4 below), that I present his evidence for establishing
the proto consonants of Proto-Chuukic and the path those consonants ultimately followed
through the generations of daughter languages. Here, I will continue with the chronology
of academic research on Carolinian languages.
The work in 1977 by Sohn, Tawerilmang, Langal, and Yangilmau is next on the
list. Jackson wrote that “this is the only prior study [to Jackson 1983] to state principled
grounds for subgrouping within Trukic...” That work was an inspection of data primarily
from Sonsorolese, Ulithian and Woleaian, but also some Lagoon Chuukic, in which the
authors built on the assumed integrity of the Chuukic family to propose that “Ulithian
was the first language to separate from [Proto Chuukic], and that Woleaian and
Sonsorolese also subgroup apart from” the other Chuukic languages (Jackson 1983:1011). This means that Sohn et al (1977) proposed a split of the western and eastern
occurring at the point between Woleaian and Satawalese. More will be said about Sohn,
et al., in Chapter 3.
Next on the chronological list is Goodenough and Sugita (1980) who gave some
basic information on Chuukese languages in the front material to their Trukese – English
dictionary. There, they proposed something different to Sohn, et al., in saying that the
border between western and eastern continuum languages should be placed between
Satawalese and Polowatese. Data justifying that proposal are not found in the 1980
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dictionary. It will likely be found in the Chuukese grammar, the publishing of which, as
of this date, is still wanting.
I will end here with my history of research on Carolinian (Chuukic/Trukic)
languages leading up to the work of Jackson 1983. There are a number of additional
works giving information on linguistic aspects of the Carolinian (Chuukic) languages that
have been produced by various academics not listed here. Some I will refer to in the
course of my Chapter 3. (And some are probably still waiting to be discovered in various
archives in the medium of other languages.) However, the essential benefits from the
majority of earlier works have been captured by Jackson in the course of producing his
1983 dissertation. No one has since attempted to match the extremely detailed and
thorough work of Jackson in establishing the internal and external relationships of the
Chuukic continuum. It is from that work, therefore, that I will describe the current
understanding of the Carolinian language continuum (the Chuukic dialect chain) from the
perspective of historical linguistics.
Although to many readers, work done in the 1960s is far from “recent,” it is
nonetheless the time during which dictionaries and grammars started to appear, and these
continue to be the basis upon which Carolinian research is still carried out today. The
following is a listing of the primary works that exist as of this writing. Several of the
following have already been mentioned in the course of this chapter.

Resource

Author

Year

Grammar & Vocabulary of the Language of Sonsorol-Tobi. Capell

1969

Puluwat Dictionary.

Elbert

1972

Puluwat Grammar.

Elbert

1974

A Ulithian Grammar.

Sohn/Bender

1973

Woleaian Reference Grammar.

Sohn

1975

Woleaian-English Dictionary.

Sohn/Tawerilmang

1976

The Syntax of PuloAnnian.

Oda

1977

Trukese-English Dictionary.

Goodenough/Sugita

1980

English-Satawalese dictionary : trial version

Tiucheimal/Marck

1980
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Micronesian Cognate Sets.

Bender et al.

1984

(Satawalese-English word list)

McCoy/McCoy

1990

Carolinian-English dictionary.

Jackson/Marck

1991

Ulithian – English Dictionary.

Mellen/Uwel

2005

Talaabog-English dictionary in Toolbox (digital file)

Ellis

2005

Sketch grammar of Satawalese (and dictionary in Toolbox) Roddy

2007

Carolinian-English dictionary in Toolbox (digital file)

current

Ellis/Fruit

A good resource of not only grammars and dictionary resources but also orthography
efforts leading up to 1990 can be found in Spencer (1990).

2.4 An exploration of Chuukic history according to Jackson 1983
I have two tasks remaining in this chapter. In this section I want to give the
reader a sense of what the Chuukic continuum is like through the eyes of Jackson 1983.
To accomplish that I will explore in some detail the paths, established by Jackson, that
individual phonemes have taken from the time of Proto-Chuukic, perhaps 2,000 years
ago, up until today. Then, in the following section (2.5), I will state my case as to the
special standing that SpnCRL has within the diachronic structure of the Chuukic
continuum; particularly, that its entrance into the Chuukic family, and its position therein,
is completely unique from that of the other languages.
2.4.1 Introduction to Jackson’s 1983 study
Jackson (1983) had three objectives for his dissertation: 1) to establish the
Chuukic languages as a sub-group, 2) to determine the sub-group’s internal relationships,
and 3) to determine its relationship to other Micronesian languages. Jackson used
evidence from the phonemes, phonological processes, morphological and syntactic
features, and the lexicons of most of the Chuukic languages to build a model of the
historical family tree of Chuukic, going all the way back to Proto-Oceanic. Jackson’s
work is still the standard upon which further comparative research is based.
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Jackson’s work is all about diachronic relationships within and beyond the
Chuukic family. My work, on the other hand, has not been so much about diachronic
relationships as it has been on the synchronic relationships that Chuukic languages
exhibit in modern times—relationships based on current linguistic features of the
languages. Jackson’s work, especially that of his objective 2) above, is my starting point
for understanding the relationship that Saipan Carolinian has with its Chuukic kin. It is
important in this section to explain what Jackson discovered about the family tree of
Chuukic languages because in the following section (2.5), I will use Jackson’s tree as a
framework from which to build my own arguments—arguments explaining what is
special about Saipan Carolinian’s placement on that family tree.
As a side note, the lion’s share of my study—particularly chapter 3—is based
primarily upon data, analyses and conclusions from the studies of both Quackenbush
1968 and Jackson 1983. Therefore, most of Jackson’s 1983 material will be presented in
that chapter. For this chapter I will limit myself to Jackson’s findings on the origin of
Chuukic consonants. The tree that Jackson ultimately built to summarize his findings is
based to a large extent upon the historical route that the Chuukic phonemes have taken.
Linguistic family trees imply, of course, the existence of a language community—
perhaps a language community that lived way in the past—whose language died out
centuries or even millennia ago. In spite of those languages having long disappeared,
basic features of them can be reconstructed, using standard methods, from modern
languages (and formerly spoken languages of which there is adequate documentation).
Both the old and the ancient reconstructed languages are given a proto-language name
and are positioned on an inverted tree. Trees are usually constructed according to
standard divergence models. One “rule” of the divergence model requires that two lines
never cross or meet up again at a point.
As an example, let’s say a hypothetical language was spoken by an ancient
language community. And over a period of time this proto language community breaks
up, with some speakers going one way and other speakers going either another way or
staying at home. And then let’s say that the group who leaves develops innovations
unique to themselves, and then passes those innovations along to their linguistic progeny.
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Let’s also say that the same thing happens with the home group. A family tree diagram
which is used to illustrate these relationships would begin with two branches stemming
from the original proto language and ending in nodes representing the two offspring
languages. Then, those two younger languages themselves each produce two additional
offspring languages, yielding the following tree diagram.

Original Proto-Language

Proto-Language AB

Language A

Language B

Proto-Language CD

Language C

Language D

FIGURE 2-5. TYPICAL DIVERGENT TREE MODEL SHOWING PATH BACK FROM
LANGUAGES A-D TO EARLIER LANGUAGE IN COMMON
A divergent tree model implies that each language has inherited its linguistic
features (barring innovations and borrowings, momentarily) from the language node
directly above it. Each language in the bottom row above was “born” from the one
language directly above it.
Of course, if the Chuukic language family were such that it could be described by
a simple divergence tree the history and language of the Saipan Carolinians would
certainly be much different than it is today. The fact that the Chuukic family does not fit
into a typical diverge tree is why SpnCRL and its origin is so unique. The lines of descent
in Chuukic history have probably never fit a divergence model tree. My following
chapter on Carolinian human history will explain that the ocean “roads” carrying daring
Carolinian settlers to one new atoll after another, never fell into disrepair as land roads
typically do. In fact the “roads” only increased in usability as markers along the way
(and in the sky) became better defined in the minds and memories of navigators. The
only “road closed” barriers that Carolinian navigators faced would have been erected due
only to typhoons or inter-island conflict.
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My human history chapter (Chapter 4) will explain how two factors worked
together to create and maintain the continuum. One is that an open ocean voyage is never
safe and without danger (the number of accidental drift voyages to places well beyond the
Caroline islands give testimony to that). The competing factor is that no Chuukic atoll is
positioned more than an overnight’s voyage away from the next atoll—a situation that
exists from the southern tip of the Mortlocks to the atolls of Ulithi. (Only the sector
connecting the SON-TOB group with the rest of the continuum presented a greater
challenge than an overnight voyage.) In view of the latter fact it is unlikely that any
newly settled atoll became isolated in the past, at least not for very long. In view of the
former fact regarding the dangers of sailing—if the capacity of highly trained and skilled
navigators can be left out of the picture, momentarily—one could not expect anything
other than a different language for each successive atoll. Thus, the one scenario augurs
well for a single language encompassing all Chuukic islands and the other for a different
language on each island.
Quackenbush’s 1968 work makes it blatantly clear that neither the former scenario nor
the latter describe the reality of relationships between the Chuukic languages and dialects
(refer to the “problem” of “dialect” vs. “language” addressed in Subsection 1.4.1 of
introductory chapter). As discussed in Section 2.2 above, Quackenbush describes the
Chuukic language family as a dialect chain, as illustrated in Figure 2, above.
In view of the points above, there is no way the typical divergence model tree can
account for a language family like Chuukic. Roddy (2007) who carried out his field
research on Satawalese had this to say regarding the difficulty of depending on language
trees to illustrate the relationship of Satawalese to its kin (2007:3,4).
Theories of separation based on the comparative method and reliance on
resulting language trees are useful for many language families spoken in
the world, but are problematic here because of robust multilingualism and
the “language bending” 9 abilities of speakers in the continuum.

9

Refer to section 1.5 in the Introduction for a description of “language bending.”
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As I will document in my history chapter (Chapter 4), no language in the
Carolinian continuum has become an isolated daughter of PTK—not, anyway, within the
last 350 years. The one possible exception to that is the Sonsorol-Tobi group whose
human history is harder to nail down. This means that there has been continuous
interaction among Chuukic speech communities for many generations. Therefore, the
only kind of tree that can better account for the Chuukic family circumstances is a
convergence tree model (commonly referred to today as one type of wave model). (Many
different kinds of wave models 10 and combined wave-divergence models exist that
attempt to capture a more realistic picture of a language family’s history. I will limit my
discussion here to convergence tree models.)
One article, now thirty-five years old, that gives a clear explanation of language
convergence is that of Simons (1977) in which he defines language convergence as “the
process by which two varieties of speech in contact become more like each other.”
Simons writes (1977:108):
The phenomenon of language and dialect chaining has long proved a stumbling
block for lexicostatistic analysis (McElhanon 1971:136-140). The lexicostatistic
model as developed by Swadesh allows only for the divergence of speech groups.
... Thus any form of change brought about by the influence of a neighbouring
language group, is not permitted by the model. However, such change
(borrowing) does occur, and quite frequently. If these borrowings have sufficient
time depth or do not include sounds that have undergone diagnostic sound
changes, they cannot be detected by the comparative method. The result is
lexicostatistic figures which are inflated and a language chain appears.
A tree model that Simons uses to illustrate the historical relationships of languages in a
hypothetically perfect “chain” relationship is the following one (Figure 2-6). (I have
added the bottom arrows to underscore that innovations, for example, can spread
horizontally from one side of the tree to the other at any given stage in a convergence
tree.

10

Heggarty, Maguire, and McMahon (2010), for example, discuss various “split,” “wave,” and “network”
models (and various combinations of those) which look like mishapen webs and complicated plumbing
schematics where the original proto-language fits somewhere in the middle of the design.
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FIGURE 2-6. TREE DIAGRAM SHOWING THE DIACHRONIC (AND CURRENT)
RELATIONSHIPS OF LANGUAGES IN AN IDEAL “CHAIN” RELATIONSHIP [ADAPTED
FROM SIMONS 1977 (ARROWS ADDED)]

Any given chain of related languages making up a subgroup as illustrated in Figure 2-6,
is essentially an admission that the actual history of participating languages cannot be
adequately unraveled. But the Carolinian continuum does not make up a perfect chain
relationship. It only comes very close in many respects, particularly in terms of its
lexical history.

Language convergence, particularly in regards to lexicostatistics, is not a new
topic in Micronesian studies. It has been recognized as a phenomenon by linguists for a
great many years. Jackson (1983:108) points out that Grace 1967, for example, shows
that “cognate retention may be inflated due to contact.” Jackson does not even attempt to
provide a tree structure for Chuukic languages based on his lexicostatistical data.
Instead, he points to “the danger that the forms might have come to be shared as a result
of borrowing” (1983:80). Thus, he defers to the same mental picture of an interlinked
chain as in Quackenbush 1968, saying (1983:274) “The ‘chain’ phenomenon observed by
Quackenbush [can be] observed in these [lexicostatistical] figures...”. The image of a
chain, however, is not good at illuminating the historical relationships of languages. That
is why “tree” images have not out-lived their usefulness in spite of the skewing of
language convergence.
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I suspect there is little here that Jackson would disagree with. The sole aim of his
dissertation was to establish firm grounds for historical relationships; and as such, he
used the comparative tools designed for that purpose. And although he used family trees
based on a divergence model to best account for Carolinian languages and the
Micronesian family as a whole, he was well aware of the reality of Chuukic language
relationships (1983:31, 84):
The following sections will present a substantial body of grammatical, lexical,
and lexicostatistical evidence for a Trukic group. The reader should keep in
mind, however, that the latter two types of evidence [lexical and lexicostatistic]
may reflect convergence over a period of extended contact, rather than common
origin. ... It is not impossible that a form could have been innovated in one
language within Trukic, and then have spread to the other Trukic languages in the
same way that the identified loans must have done.
It has to be said that Simon’s definition of language convergence above, which is,
“..the process by which two varieties of speech in contact become more like each other,”
is simple and accurate. However, that definition by itself is not effective at describing the
Chuukic situation. There are multiple reasons as to why the linguistic features of
Chuukic languages have become so inter-twined with each other. The complicated
pattern of relationships that Jackson ends up portraying might have contributed to his
decision to stick with a classic tree model.
There are several terms that Jackson uses to explain the similarities and
differences that exist among Chuukic languages. These terms are “diffusion” (1983:viii),
“dialect-mixture” (p.163), “spread” of linguistic forms (p.29), and “parallel development”
(p.175). These four concepts will be visited throughout the rest of this section, so it will
be good to describe and discriminate between them at this point before proceeding.
2.4.1.1 “Diffusion” and “Dialect mixture”
It is not always easy to follow what Jackson means when he uses the term
“diffusion.” In terms of “diffusion” of a phonological rule, for example, it means that
within the lexicon of a given language an increasing percentage of its lexical items reflect
that rule as time goes on. With each successive generation in a family tree, the rule
becomes applied to a greater and greater extent within each succeeding language’s
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lexicon. So to take rule (15) as an example, there was in the lexicon of PTK a relatively
small number of words containing *t that had already undergone lenition from *t to [s]
when followed by [a]. Through the ages, the daughter languages started applying rule
(15) to more and more lexical items in their respective lexicons. By the time POL, MRT,
and CHU had broken off as a group from the main tree, all the lexical items which
fulfilled the phonological conditions of (15) were pronounced as [s], and no longer [t].
The use of the term “diffusion,” however, gets used in more ways within
Jackson’s dissertation. In the course of explaining some of Quackenbush’s (1968) work,
the term is used in the context of “dialect diffusion” where a phonological process is not
received from a parent, but is, rather, received from a sibling (1983:144)
In addition,*k frequently changes to g before a high front vowel in Murilo and
Truk lagoon, and more sporadically in Pullap, Namonuito, and the Mortlocks.
These latter cases are attributed by Quackenbush to "dialect diffusion outward
from Truk" (1968:64).
In the course of explaining some of Sohn’s (1975) work, the same concept is
expressed by Jackson in the term “areal diffusion,” and it pertains to diffusion from ULI
to neighboring languages (1983:151).
They also propose, however, that diffusion outward fromUlithi has affected the
phonologies of both Woleaian and Sonsorolese.
Jackson also uses the term “lexical diffusion” (1983:152,176, etc.), a process
which he contrasts with “dialect-mixing.” In this case, the term is used to explain rule
(11) which seems to appear from nowhere in CHU, alone, and starts spreading to more
and more lexical items in CHU’s lexicon that fill the phonological conditions.
The two different reflexes in TRK [k, s] appear to represent an example of
lexical diffusion (cf. Wang 1969...). There is no possible source for "dialect
mixture," and there do not appear to be any conditioning factors. As the
following list of a11 the TRK reflexes of *k before *i shows, spirantization has
occurred in about 30% of the etyma.
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That brings us to the term “dialect mixture.” Jackson only uses the term in
instances where a phoneme used by speakers of one atoll is substituted for the regular
sound correspondent used by a neighboring atoll—due in this case to ease of movement
between the two atolls.
2.4.1.2 “Language spread”
“Language spread” has to do with instances where a lexical item, usually sourced
external to Chuukic, is carried from one language by inter-island contact to other
languages within the continuum. Although Jackson never uses the term “language
spread” it is nonetheless clear that he is giving reference to it as a phenomenon. For
instance, he talks about the “spread of loans in the Trukic chain” (1983:130), and loans
that “may have developed in one language and then spread through contact to other
communities” (1983:252). Therefore, when Jackson is discussing the phenomena of
“language spread” he is usually referring to the “spread” of loan words that are passed
from one Chuukic language to another within the continuum—words that may have
originally entered the continuum from related, or even unrelated, languages. He is
therefore talking about a special kind of “borrowing” (1983:80-1, 106).
... the [non-indigenous] forms might have come to be shared as a result of
borrowing ... the opportunity for borrowing among Trukic languages is great. ...
long-distance travel occurred far more frequently in earlier times, and ... the
areas of contact then were considerably larger than they are today ... there is
absolute evidence that such borrowing did take place ... A third possibility, of
course, is that Trukic borrowed the form from Kiribati , and that the form then
spread across the Trukic chain.
It seems, however, that Jackson also uses the term “spread” to describe instances
where a word that is innovated somewhere within the continuum is spread horizontally to
other areas within the continuum (1983:84).
It is not impossible that a form could have been innovated in one language within
Trukic, and then have spread to the other Trukic languages in the same way that
the identified loans must have done.
One thing that is curious about Jackson’s use of the term “spread” is that he seems
to apply it not just to lexical forms but also to phonological rules that get spread from one
language to another within the continuum. The earlier quote I gave from Jackson
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1983:29 may refer to such an instance. A clear instance where Jackson associates the
word “spread” with a phonological rule is in his section 3.3.2.4 (1983:422), where he
provides evidence that seems to indicate that Proto-Pohnpeic could also be a member of
the PTK subgroup (see Figure 2-9, below).
Section 3.3.2.4 demonstrated that spirantization and loss of PTK *t have been
gradually spreading through the TK lexicon...
Using the term “spread” in the above context makes the term almost synonymous with
Jackson’s use of the term “diffusion.” It is possible, however, that Jackson, in the above
two cases, is using the word “spread” in its generic sense and not as a linguistic
descriptor.
2.4.1.3 “Parallel development”
The final term I will touch on is “parallel development.” The phenomenon
whereby a certain rule or other development appears in more than one language in a
family group, but which also appears independently in each language—no matter if they
are closely related languages or even somewhat distantly related—is a phenomenon that
can and does happen in language families around the world. One possible reason (among
many) for that, is that there is something intrinsic to the proto-language that gets passed
down to affected languages and only comes to the surface at a time in history more recent
than the period when the proto-language first broke up. These kinds of phenomena are
called “drift” in the literature; Jackson (1983:175) uses the term “parallel developments.”
The reader should keep in mind while reading the following section that Jackson
strived, by and large, to find reasons to account for developments based on shared
inheritance from an earlier proto stage (rather than shared innovation or borrowing). This
gives the impression, I think, that Jackson preferred to account for lower level
innovations by drawing attention to the seeds of those innovations already existing at the
PTK level—that is, the conditions for lower-level splits were already present at the ProtoChuukic stage or earlier. Nonetheless, Jackson also realized that cases existed where
some lower-level developments or “language specific developments” occurred that he
could not attribute to any proto-community (1983:187). All of this will be apparent in the
following subsection where I present the end results of his study.
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2.4.2 End results of Jackson’s 1983 Study
Before I portray Jackson’s (1983) end results regarding Chuukic family
diachronic relationships, it may be helpful for me to correlate the list of continuum
languages chosen by Jackson, for his study, against that of Quackenbush. As already
shown in Table 1 above, there are seventeen points along the continuum that
Quackenbush initially selected to represent the continuum as a whole. The following
table, Table 4, shows how Quackenbush’s division of the continuum (rows 1 and 2)
matches up with Jackson’s division of the continuum (row 3)—Jackson having only eight
data points along the continuum (but sometimes including Sonsorol) to Quackenbush’s
seventeen. I have included a forth row to show where my own 3-letter language
abbreviations differ from Jackson’s.
TABLE 2-3. CORRELATION OF LANGUAGES STUDIED BETWEEN THAT OF QUACKENBUSH
AND JACKSON

1

2

3/4

5/6

7

8

9-12

13

14/15

16/17

Tobi

Sonsorol

Ulithi

Woleai

Satawal

Saipan

Polowat(9),

Halls

Mortlocks

Chuuk

CRL

Pulsuk or

(Paafang)

upper(14)

Lagoon

Houk (10),

Mortlocks

Pollap (11)

lower(15)

and
Namonuito
(12)
PUA

ULI

WOL

STW

CRL

PUL

(PuloAnna, and

(Polowat

sometimes SNS)

only)

TOB – PUA - SON

“

“

SAT

Spn

POL

-

MRT

TRK

-

“

CHU

CRL

Although the scope of Jackson’s 1983 work includes all languages within the
Proto-Micronesian subgroup, the part of that which covers the internal relationships of
the Chuukic family is what is under consideration in my study. So I will first give
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attention to just the Chuukic family before briefly touching on the whole ProtoMicronesian family.
Suffice it to say that the data Jackson analyzed did not lead him by any means to
the same configuration of tree in each case. There is not one all-inclusive story that
clearly emerges from Jackson’s analysis. The conclusions that some diachronic
processes lead to are not the same conclusions that other diachronic processes lead to.
For example, the result of reconstructing the proto-phonemes *c, *k, and *t leads to nine
different tree shapes. In fact, for the *t alone, Jackson came up with three different--but
all justifiable--tree shapes (Figure 7) for the reconstruction of *t when succeeded by the
vowel *a (let alone the other four vowels). (Jackson’s reconstruction of all consonant
proto-phonemes is the subject of the following section.)

FIGURE 2-7. THE THREE MOST HIGHLY WEIGHTED TREES (AMONG NINE POTENTIALLY)
REFLECTING A CONFIGURATION THAT ACCOUNTS FOR THE RECONSTRUCTION OF

*T BEFORE *A (JACKSON 1983:204)
In the end, Jackson’s extensive analyses of the various lines of linguistic inquiry
(phonology, grammar, lexicon) all led him to basically the same conclusion regarding the
Chuukic family tree. The only point at which the data would not reconcile is in regard to
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whether the TOB-PUA-SON group of languages developed with ULI as a split in the
same branch of PTK or as a separate branch. That being the case, Jackson offered the
following two alternate trees to explain the history of the Chuukic family.
Alt. 1 Chuukic family tree

Alt. 2 Chuukic family tree

PTK

PTK
PSTK
PNTK

PNTK

PCTK

PCTK
PETK

PWTK
PSTW-CRL

ULI

PUA WOL CRL

STW PUL MRT

PETK

PMRTTRK

PSTW-CRL

TRK

ULI

PUA

WOL

CRL

PMRTTRK

STW PUL MRT

TRK

Figure 2-8. Jackson’s (1983) alternate conclusions on the internal history of Carolinian
languages
Jackson’s proto-language abbreviations:
PTK – Proto Trukic (Chuukic)
PWTK – Proto Western Trukic
PSTK – Proto Southern Trukic
PNTK – Proto Northern Trukic
PCTK – Proto Central Trukic
PETK – Proto Eastern Trukic
PMRT-TRK – Proto Mortlockese-Trukese
PSTWCRL – Proto Satawalese-Carolinian
Taking the tree on the right as an example, the diachronic story of the family goes
like this. The first split in the family was when ULI separated from the rest of the family.
Then SON-TOB split away from the rest of the family followed by WOL’s split from the
family. Some time after that the remainder of the family split in two. The tree then
makes it look like Jackson is saying that the progenitor language to SAT and SpnCRL
was next to split from the rest of the family. And that was followed in turn by the
sequential split-offs of POL, MRT, and CHU, in that order. However, it is at this point
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that I feel the tree is most misleading. As Jackson would certainly agree, the three family
members stretching east from SAT—POL, MRT, and CHU—all made their respective
splits at an earlier time than the supposed PSTWCRL split. But as I will explain in the
following section of this chapter, SpnCRL and SAT were never sole members in common
of an earlier progenitor language; the PSTWCRL node never existed.
I have already covered some of the limitations of the divergence-type tree models
that Jackson used. And in the following section I will give specific examples of where
some of the problems lay regarding the Chuukic tree itself.
First, however, some readers will be interested to know how the Chuukic family
fits into the picture of the wider Micronesian family. Following is the reconstructed tree
of Proto-Micronesian showing the putative historical development of nine Chuukic
languages, the Pohnpeic languages (which includes Pingelapese even though it is not
included in the Figure 8 below, nor is Ngatik included), Marshallese, Kirbati, and
Kosraean. Regarding the dotted lines, Jackson (1983:433) writes, “The dotted lines are
used if the historical relationships are not reasonably clear.” Jackson uses dotted lines to
accomplish two things. First, it is a way to put the two alternate trees above on the one
figure below. Jackson placed the other two dotted lines in the figure, both attached at
PPP, to indicate that PPP could have developed directly from the PTK-PP node or it
could have developed from within the PTK tree at the node designated as PCTK.
Jackson (1983:126) explains why he proposed the two possible sources for PPP by saying
that he has presented a body of evidence that:
... the languages which have traditionally been termed "Trukic" constitute a
single subgroup of Oceanic. Although there is also some evidence that the
Ponapeic languages of Micronesia may be members of this group as well.
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PMC

PCMC

PWMC

PTK-PP

PTK
(PSTK)
PNTK
PCTK

(PWTK)

PPP

PETK

ULI

PUA (MAP) WOL

STW-CRL PUL TRK MRT

PON

MOK

MRS

KIR

KSR

FIGURE 2-9. JACKSON’S (1983) ALTERNATE CONCLUSIONS ON THE EXTERNAL
HISTORICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF CRL LANGUAGES

The above tree actually needs one more branch. In Jackson’s 1986 study he
supplied evidence establishing that Nauruan needed to be added to the tree. However, the
addition of Nauruan required a higher node than PMC to which Nauruan could be
attached; Jackson called it Greater Proto Micronesian (GPM). While Kosraean is the
most distant Micronesian language from Chuukic in the above figure, even more distant
than Kiribati which spans both the North and South Pacific, Nauruan is clearly the most
distant member of the Micronesian family.
Now that Jackson’s final historical results have been displayed for the Chuukic
language family the next question is, how did Jackson comes up with those results?
What data and criteria did he use as evidence? And is that evidence justified? The only
way to answer those questions adequately is to read Jackson’s 350-page dissertation. But
there are some parts of his dissertation that sum up the final results quite well—especially
his study on the reconstruction of Chuukic consonants.
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2.4.3 How did Jackson (1983 and 1986) arrive at his end results? (regarding the
history of Chuukic phonemes)
There are many domains of linguistic research that help to divulge the historical
path that Chuukic languages have taken: lexicon, phonology, syntax, etc. Jackson’s two
alternative trees showing the end results of his studies (see Figure 2-8 above) are based
upon all of the just mentioned domains of linguistic research. However, Jackson says
that his diachronic study of consonantal segments does a fair job of representing his final
results (Jackson 1983:230).
In the following sections of this chapter, examinations will be made of the
grammatical, lexical, and lexicostatistical evidence for subgrouping within
Trukic. It will be concluded that these kinds of evidence, in total, are largely
supportive of the subgrouping decisions that have been made in this section on
the basis of phonological information.
We can expect that Jackson’s use of the term “phonological information,” above, refers
to consonants for the most part since he devotes almost 50 pages to consonants and only
7 pages to vowels. He explains why on his page 255.
Clerly [sic], the full understanding of vowel developments in these languages, and
their interaction with glide formation, will require a period of long and intensive
research [at a future time].
The heavy dependence on consonants is not new with Jackson. Quackenbush
(1968) also reveals his reliance on the consonant correspondences within the Chuukic
dialect chain. That is, as already pointed out in section 2.2, he found consonants to be
especially reliable in establishing the differences between languages (1968:28):
Perhaps the most significant result of this project was the discovery that the
phonology (in particular, the consonants) affords dialect evidence that is much
more regularly patterned than that which one would expect to find in a study of
comparative vocabulary.
The basis upon which Jackson reached his conclusions regarding the history of
Chuukic consonants can, essentially, be extracted from just two of his tables; one from
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1983 (p226), which will be discussed shortly, and the other from his 1986 work (p202-3).
The table in Jackson 1986 comes basically from the results of his 1983 work; but the
1986 work also includes a level of reconstruction not included in his 1983 dissertation;
that being Proto Micronesian (PMC), as mentioned earlier. The 1986 table tells the story
of all Micronesian consonant phonemes starting from the POC level, continuing through
to the PMC level, and on to the lower level of proto-languages, such as PTK, and
culminating in a list of consonant inventories utilized by the primary Micronesian
languages in use today. I have extracted from Jackson’s 1986 table (p202-3) only the
Chuukic languages and their proto-heritage and have displayed that on Table 2-4, below.
I will refer to this table throughout this section so it will be good to explain the material
on each row of Table 2-4.
The 1st row contains a list of putative consonants that existed at the Proto-Oceanic
(POC) period of time. Jackson begins with twenty-three. But, three of those phonemes
disappeared directly after the POC level: *R, *y, *q (and a fourth disappeared before
reaching the PTK level, *ŋk). Many centuries later the PMC population emerged from
the POC population and probably many generations after that the Proto-Chuukic (PTK)
people group came into being, appearing at one or more points along the string of the
today’s western Caroline Islands. The putative POC consonants adopted by the
descendents of the proto-oceanic people eventually evolved into the putative consonants
used by the PMC people group. Jackson’s 2nd row shows exactly how the PMC
consonants evolved from POC. The 3rd row shows exactly how the putative PTK
consonants emerged from PMC. Note also that Jackson reconstructs a *T of uncertain
features that is innovated sometime after PMC and occurring only before *i, *u, and *e.
To exemplify how Table 2-4 is to be used, consider the first three proto
consonants on the top row. First, the POC phoneme *mp evolved into two different PTK
phonemes between the POC and PMC levels, that is, the *mp split into both *p and *pw.
Jackson further explains in a footnote that rounded vowels following the original *mp are
responsible for the innovation of *pw (1986:202); otherwise, the result was a simplex *p.
At the next stage, advancing from PMC to PTK, both *p and *pw arrive at PTK
unchanged. (i.e., PTK *p and *pw are both reflexes of POC *mp). Between PTK and
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modern times the *p maintained its phonetic features (basically). Whereas the *pw,
sometime after PTK, developed these phonetic differences: The orthographic b in ULI
and the orthographic pw in both PUA and SON (as per Jackson’s original tables) all
currently have the same phonetic value [β]); the orthographic b in WOL currently has the
phonetic value [фw]. The remaining Chuukic languages’ orthographic pw is pronounced
like it sounds [pw]. (All these phonemes are also velarized 11 and are usually voiced
medially.)
The next POC consonant along that 1st row is *np. That consonant evolved into
the same PMC *pw that *mp evolved into; the two POC consonants *mp and *np merged
into the one consonant *pw at the PMC level. Then the pw continued into PTK without
further change.
The third consonant along the POC row is *p. Over time that consonant evolved
into the PMC *f; but it only did so before unrounded vowels. Before rounded vowels, on
the other hand, the POC *p disappeared altogether in PMC. Thus POC *p is reflected
only as *f at the PTK level.
Thus, originating from the ancient POC era, Jackson establishes sixteen
consonants that survived, and one (*T) that was innovated. That makes seventeen
putative consonants which make up the inventory of (the also ancient) PTK. All of the
currently spoken Chuukic languages, including SpnCRL, have an inventory of
consonants that evolved, by one route or another, from the PTK consonant inventory.
But no two continuum languages have consonant inventories that followed the same path
of evolution from their ancestral PTK language.
I have added one row to Jackson’s original tables (1983,1986), the 4th row. That
row shows which of Jackson’s twenty-two diachronic rules are responsible for the
evolution of consonants from the PTK level (3rd row) to their respective reflexes in the
remaining 5th – 13th rows of Table 2-4. Those twenty-two rules will be explained directly
following Table 2-4.
11

Rehg (p.c.) notes here that all these languages are both labialized and velarized (“labialization appears
always to be accompanied by velarization, though the reverse isn’t the case”).
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I have made a couple other adaptations to Jackson’s two tables. Jackson used
orthographic forms for the consonant segments. I have replaced some of those with their
corresponding phonetic symbols, as indicated by those with square brackets in Table 5.
Displaying some of the segments in their phonetic form is necessary in order to show
uniformities between languages that would otherwise be masked by using the
orthographic symbols. Also, there are multiple reflexes of *t and *T in some of the
current languages and they are listed separated by a comma. For the *c, *k, and *n
columns the comma separates the single from the geminate forms.
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TABLE 2-4. THE PATH THAT MODERN-DAY CHUUKIC CONSONANTS HAVE FOLLOWED THROUGH TIME SINCE PROTO-OCEANIC (ADAPTED,
JACKSON 1986:202-3)
POC 12

*mp

*ŋp

*p

*t

PMC

*p

*pw

*f

*t

PTK

*p

*pw

*f

*t,Ø

Rules,

Tbl. 2-5

(21)

(below)

ULI

p

SON

p

PUA

WOL

p
p

SpnCR

p

STW

p

MRT

p

L

POL

CHU

12

p
p

(22)
[β]
[β]

(9)

f

*nt

(13)
(14)
(15)

t, s, Ø

*nd

*T 13

*c

*T

*c

(16 – 19)

(2-4)

*s

*nj

*ns

*d

*z
*d

(1)

s, t

c

d

d, t

s

t

*m

*ŋm

*n

*ñ

*ŋ

*l

*d

*w

*k

*m

*mw

*n

*ñ

*ŋ

*l

*r

*w

*k

*m

*mw

*n

*ñ

*ŋ

(10)

*l

(6) (7)

*r

*w

[x], k:

m

mw

ng

l

r

w

[x], k:

m

mw

[ɾ], n:

[ɾ], n:

l

(11)
(12)
(20)

t, d, Ø

d, t

],

f

t, s, Ø

s, t

bw,

f

s, Ø

s

sch, tch

t

[x] 14,

m

pw

f

s, Ø

s

rh, ch

t

k, Ø

pw

f

s

sh, ch

t

k, Ø

[ф

w

pw:

pw:
pw
pw

f

t, d, Ø

f

h, s, Ø

h

f

s, Ø

s

s, Ø

sh, ch

rh, ch
ch

t

*k

d

[β]

s

*j

t

t
t

[x], k:
[x], k:

k:

k, Ø

k,s, Ø

m

l

[ɾ], n:

ng

[ɾ], n:

[ɾ], n:

ng

[ɾ], n:

mw

l

ng

l

m

mw

n~l

ng

m

mw

n

ng

m

m
m

mw

(5)

mw

mw
mw

n

[ɾ], n:

ng

ng
ng, n

(8)

l

w

[ɻ̝], ch

w

r

w

l~n

r

w

l

r

w

l

[ɾ],n:

r
r

w

w
w

POC *R, *y, and *q, have no reflexes in PMC, and POC *ŋk was reflected in PMC but no further; *nj appears at PEO (Jackson 1986:202-3).

13

PMC *T is a phoneme that Jackson describes as an “apical obstruent” (1983:217-8) whose precise phonetic features have not been fully reconstructed. Jackson is firm on
its reconstruction at the PTK level and less certain of its reconstruction at the PMC level. He did not attempt to reconstruct it at the POC level—thus leaving it unclear as to
when *T was either innovated or immerged from an earlier time.
14

the velar fricative [x] is spelled gh in SpnCRL, and is reflected as [Ø] “before non-high vowels when not also preceded by a high vowel” (Jackson 1986:202)
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While the table above lists all the consonant phonemes of current languages and accounts
for each phoneme’s state at three different proto stages in their history, the following
table, Table 2-3, shows the diachronic processes that Jackson (1983) proposed regarding
the PTK consonant developments leading up to present-day phoneme reflexes.
For the purposes of this chapter it is important to understand the phoneme
developments that have occurred within each language during the period of time
stretching from PTK to the current time. Understanding that will give us the first
indication of the unique way that SpnCRL emerged from, and why it is different from,
the rest of the continuum in terms of the processes leading to its current composition.
Thus, while Table 2-4 above reveals that several single phonemes at the PTK level have
developed multiple reflexes between then and now, the following Table 2-5 explains
those phonological and phonetic environments that have been responsible for the splits
into multiple reflexes. Notice however, that there are sixteen consonants in the PTK row
of Table 2-4 but only eleven PTK consonants are involved in the rules of Table 2-5
below. The reason for that is, firstly, proto consonant *ñ merges with *n during PTK and
therefore is not addressed in Table 6. Secondly, four consonants remain unchanged
through this period of time: *p, *m, *mw, and *w, and are therefore not involved in any
of the twenty-two rules. That leaves eleven to account for in the table below: *d, *c, *n,
*l, *r, *f, *ng, *k, *t, *T, and *pw. All eleven consonants make at least one historical
change represented in at least one language, and therefore contribute to the evidence
explaining the Chuukic family internal history.
Among Jackson’s twenty-two diachronic rules are three rules that are secondary
steps along the way. They are rules (7), (14), and (19) and are indicated so by lacking the
proto ‘*’ symbol. Actually there are two more secondary rules, (3) and (4), which I have
indicated by the addition of parentheses to the (*) preceding the sh phonemes. Rule (3)
only affects SAT and POL while rule (4) affects only PUA and SON. I have also added
three sub rules to Jackson’s original table. Sub rules (5a) and (6a) account for Jackson’s
treatment of *l and *n as pertaining to SAT’s reflex of them—that being written by
Jackson as l~n (and also as n~l in Jackson 1983) . According to Jackson (1983:163, 174)
the situation of SAT may indicate that the final stage of a historical merger of *l and *n is
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nearly complete, or, it could be a case of “dialect-mixing” from POL. The third sub rule
is (19a) where both *t and *T became reflected as [s], and the [s] from one of those
developed into [h] for POL. *l and *n are among the phonemes in Chuukic that are prone
to change and will probably continue changing in the future, whereas others, like *m and
*mw, seem to be resistant to change.
There being twenty-two rules that were developed following PTK, each of the
current languages, in their journey from PTK to today, had the potential to adopt or not to
adopt any of the rules. No two languages followed the same path in respect to which of
the twenty-two rules are eventually manifested, as we shall soon see. These rules provide
us with a graphic picture of the affinity among currently-spoken Chuukic languages, as
will be explained following Table 2-5. First, it is important to give some explanation
about the table itself.
Table 2-5 is composed of four columns: The number assigned by Jackson to each
diachronic rule and the rule itself, as written by Jackson, make up the first two columns.
The third (headed by Notes on application of rule) is my own attempt to make clear what
the rule accomplishes. And the last (headed by Applies to) indicates which of the
languages are affected by the rule at hand.
One more point brought out by Jackson, in terms of the data given in the tables
above and below, is that his findings are not intended to show every phonological and
phonetic development that a given phoneme has undergone getting from the PTK
inventory to the inventory of each continuum language spoken today. Only what is
needed to distinguish the paths of origin among consonants is what receives attention in
Jackson’s original tables. That is why, in part, I added the three sub rules mentioned
above; they will prove to be important for my purposes both in this chapter and the next.
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TABLE2-5. SUMMARY OF RULES RESPONSIBLE FOR HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF
CHUUKIC PHONEMES (ADAPTED FROM JACKSON 1983)
Diachronic Rule (*p,*m,*mw, and *w
remain unchanged from PTK until today.)
(1) * d > t

(2) * c > [ + continuant] / when single
(3) (*) sh ( < * c ) > rh
(4) (*) sh ( < * c ) > s

*c > sh [sch, sh] when single
sh > rh
sh > s

(5) * n > l

*n > l

(6) * l > n
(7)

Notes on application of rule

(8) * r > l
(9) * f > d

Secondary Rule

(5a)

l > n~l Secondary Rule

(6a)

n > l~n Secondary Rule

*l > n

n > [ - nasal ] / when single

Secondary Rule

n > [ɾ]

Secondary Rule from (6)

(Uli, SpnCRL do not participate)

*r > l

(Wol *r > [ɻ̝] )

(10) *ng > n / __i usually

[ ]
V

(by diffusion)

(13) * t > s / __
(14)

s > Ø / __

(by diffusion)

(15) * t > s / __

[
[

- high

V

+ high

[

V

]
]

+ high
V

+ low

all languages
except ULI

all languages
except ULI, CHU
SAT, POL only
PUA, SON only

ULI, SpnCRL only
SAT only

PUA, SON, WOL,
CHU
SAT only
PUA, SON, WOL,
CHU

PUA, SON
PUA only

CHU only

(11) * k > s / __i sometimes
(12) * k > Ø / __

Applies to:

]

*k > Ø before [a], sometimes [e]

CHU only

SpnCRL, SAT, POL,
MRT, CHU, and
some ULI, WOL
all languages

all languages,

except only some
*t > s before [a]
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w/ PUA, ULI, WOL
all languages but

only some w/ PUA,

(by diffusion)

(16) * T > s / __i
(17) * T > s / __
(18) * T > t / __
(19)

ULI, WOL
before [a], [o], [e]

{ }
{ }
u

o

s ( < * t or * T ) > d

(20) * k > [ + continuant] / when single
(21) * pw > [ + continuant] / when
single

(22) * pw > [ + continuant] / when
geminate

all languages

u

o

POL only

s > d

Secondary Rule

19a s > h 15
*k > [x]

Secondary Rule

*pw > β (voiced fricative)
*pw > фw (voiceless fricative)
(*pw > spirantization medially, see
foot note number 6)
*pw: > β :

SpnCRL, SAT, POL,
MRT, CHU, and
some WOL
PUA, ULI, and some
WOL
PUA, SON only

POL only
PUA, ULI, WOL,
SpnCRL, and some
SAT
β: PUA,SON, ULI
and some SpnCRL
фw : WOL and
some SpnCRL, SAT,
lower MRT 16
ULI and some
SpnCRL

Above, one can see instances where one phonological rule preceded another in
time. For example, while we cannot determine if rule (1) preceded (2) in time, or vice
versa, it is quite clear that rule (2) came into play before rules (3) and (4). We know this
since rule (2) created the conditions to which rules (3) and (4) could apply. In other
words, *c was the precursor to *sh, and sometime later the same *sh gave rise to rh in
SAT and POL but s in PUA and SON. We can also see that rule (6) came into play
before rule (7) in just the same way as rule (13) came into play before rule (14). In a
similar way, rules (15-18) came into play before rule (19) since the four former rules
created the conditions to which rule (19) could apply. What these diachronic rules cannot
15

Jackson does not include this rule in his 1983 table, however, he clearly exemplifies it in his Table 15,
16, 17 (1983:189, 193, 211); he also says as much on p.191, saying, “...it is almost certain that PUL h is a
secondary development from earlier s...” and p.200 especially 202
16

Jackson does not award MRT an ‘X’ in 1983:226 (see following table) apparently because only the lower
Mortlocks apply the rule sometimes; I have because that is a similarity that is also shared with SpnCRL and
SAT, which is significant for the purposes of this study.
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reveal is the point in time when they each came into play. A possible scenario that is
supported through data presented by Jackson (1983) is the family tree making up Figure
2-10.
What I have done in my study here is to take Jackson’s single table (1983:226)
and split it into two so that, first, just the rules themselves can be in the spotlight (Table
2-5 above). Then, how those rules have become distributed among continuum
members—language by language—is put in focus in Table 2-6.
In the following table the top row shows Jackson’s list of languages. The table
shows how each language has adopted a rule through time, or has failed to adopt a rule,
or has adopted a rule only to a limited degree—Jackson discriminates between those
three by using the following X notations. Jackson (p225) explains that his double ‘XX’
notation indicates a rule that applies to languages most or all of the time, and rules that
apply less than half the time, but still frequently, are marked with a single ‘X.’ Rules that
apply only rarely are marked with a small ‘x.’ And where Jackson’s analysis determines
that a rule is now in process but has not yet revealed its ultimate phonetic character, he
puts a ‘?’, as shown in the SAT column below. Rules that are essentially not reflected in
a certain language are, of course, indicated so by an empty cell. Refinements that I have
added to the below table (based on Jackson’s own descriptions of the languages so
impacted), I have marked by enclosing those with square brackets. I have taken the
liberty to alter Jackson’s original table (1983:226) in the following way. ULI and PUA
have switched places, since that not only serves to make later comments more clear, it is
also the order given in Jackson’s tree in Figure 2-10 below.
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TABLE 2-6. JACKSON’S 22 DIACHRONIC RULES FOR CHUUKIC LANGUAGES
(1983:226)
Diachronic
Rule
Number
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)[19a]
(20)
(21)
(22)

ULI

XX

x
XX
x
x
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

PUA

WOL

CRL

SAT

POL

MRT

TRK

XX
XX

XX
XX

XX
XX

XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX

XX
XX

XX

XX

XX
XX
XX
XX(TOB)
XX
x
x
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
x
XX
X
X
XX
X
X
XX
XX
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XX

?
?

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
X

X
X

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

[XX]

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
[X]

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

The particular sounds that each Chuukic language has today are in use by virtue
of those languages having applied their own combination of the above twenty-two
phonological and phonetic rules over time.. No two languages have the same history.
Each has incorporated a unique set of rules. How can the application of these rules to all
the above languages over the course of many centuries be illustrated—especially in a way
that allows the big picture to be seen along with the details? The tree that follows in
Figure 2-10 below is Jackson’s means of accomplishing that (1983:231). Jackson makes
the point that this is “the family tree that is most strongly suggested for the Trukic
languages by the phonological data” (1983:230).
If the following (detailed) explanation of Jackson’s tree is confusing, here
is what the tree says in a nutshell: All of the consonants that are displayed above in Table
2-4 for a particular Chuukic language can be accounted for (apart from SpnCRL) by
following a single pencil line from PTK at the top of Jackson’s tree down to the language
at the bottom of the tree and applying all the rules, as indicated below, along the way.

FIGURE 2-10. TREE SHOWING HISTORY OF PHONOLOGICAL/PHONETIC DEVELOPMENTS
(JACKSON 1983)
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Here is how to read the tree according to a divergence model. At the top of the
tree is the ancient reconstructed language of Proto-Trukic/Chuukic. The splits that
Chuukic peoples made during their 1,500-some years of existence are represented by
nodes in the tree. Jackson shows the point at which each of his twenty-two rules was
applied, thus resulting, in the end, in the various phonemic inventories that exist for each
of today’s languages. A significant amount of information is packed into this tree. But
every piece of it is import for building the story of the Chuukic continuum (barring the
placement of SpnCRL on the tree; a problem I address in the following section).
Thus, the end result of Jackson’s 1983 and 1986 work is a story that reads as
follows. Refer to Figure 2-10 as needed.
At some time in history—at least 1400 or so years ago (Intoh 2008a)—the proto
language PTK split off from the other Micronesian languages. Some time after the PTK
speakers separated from the others their language started making some innovations. Six
rules come into play at that time: (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), and one I will discuss after
those, (7). I will start with rule (16) because it’s path through time is easiest to describe.
Around the historical period of time surrounding PTK, or rather previous to that
time, an innovation took place: a new consonant emerged (or perhaps was inherited) in
PTK speech whose phonetic qualities are unclear, other than that Jackson figures it was
some kind of “apical obstruent.” So he assigned the putative sound *T to that new, or
innovated consonant. Before the PTK language started to split into divergent languages,
the *T, whatever it was phonetically, started sounding more like an [s] for all PTK
speakers, but only before an [i], thus the rule (16): *T > s / [i].
Another innovation developed during the PTK era involving the *t. The putative
[t] sound spoken by all PTK speakers began to sound more like an [s] whenever it
happened to precede a high vowel, thus the rule (13): *t > *s / V+hi. The tree below and
the table above indicate that before PTK started to split into other languages there were
some words in the proto lexicon, already way back at the PTK level, but only in a
relatively small number of words, where the *t in rule (13) came to be pronounced like
[s], not only before high vowels (rule 13) but before low vowels as well, thus the rule
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(15): *t > s / V+hi. A while later, but still during the PTK stage, the [s] sound that was
created from rule (13) sometimes dropped out altogether; again, only before high vowels,
thus rule (14): s > Ø / V+hi. Jackson then explains that as time went on (i.e., during the
course of many centuries, most likely), at each succeeding node following down from
PTK, rules (14) and (15) became more and more prominent in the lexicons of Chuukic
speakers. By the time the common ancestor to POL, MRT, and CHU came along, rules
(14) and (15) had become so prominent that all, or nearly all, words spoken containing
reflexes of the original *t, had become subject to rules (14) and (15). This chain of
diachronic events is what Jackson refers to when he uses the word “diffusion” in Table 25, rules (12), (14), and (15).
Jackson represents this process of “diffusion” in the Chuukic tree by using the
diacritics ‘-‘, ‘*’, and ‘+’ with the following meanings (1983:230):
The minus mark (-) following a number means a particular rule (such as 14 and
15) had affected very few words by that time in Chuukic history.
The star mark (*) means that at later stage the particular rule had been applied to
several words by that time in history, but not the majority of words.
The plus mark (+) means that at a later stage yet, the particular rule had been
applied by certain Chuukic languages to all but a minority of words.
And no mark means that the particular rule, at its respective stage in history,
applied to all words in respective languages, or at least to almost all words that
contained a reflex of the PTK *t to which the rule originally applied.
So, again, this process is what Jackson is referring to when he uses the word
“diffusion” in Table 2-5. It’s not as if there were three innovations (12, 14, 15) that
started in or near the Chuuk Lagoon and are still to this day in the process of slowly
gaining influence as it spreads to the west due to inter-island contact. That, on the other
hand, is something Jackson would attribute to the “spread” of linguistic rules and loan
words—or, “language spread,” as I have described the term in the previous section.
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Moving on to rule (12), *k > Ø / V-hi, Jackson’s tree also shows that rule (12)
applied in a step-wise manner similar to (14) and (15) over time, as did rule (17), but to a
lesser degree. All other rules had been applied fully (or, regularly so) at the stages in
history indicated by the respective nodes except for rules (20) and (21) which I’ll get to
shortly.
The path that rule (7) followed down through history is less transparent, probably
because Jackson says (1983:287), “There is also a possibility that *n was denasalized
when single in PTK, but that is not certain.” Jackson suggests that PTK *l and *n were
likely “phonetically very similar” (1983:229). He then goes on to say, “a possible cause
of that similarity would be the existence of a denasalization rule in PTK which has since
been lost in, for example, PUL and MRT.” I take that to mean rule (7) ( which is: /n/ >
[ - nasal ] /when single) may have been in application ever since PTK. But then, for
various reasons, it disappears and then reappears in various languages as time goes on;
the result of which is that today’s pronunciation of both l and n are equivalent for the
following languages: the SON –TOB group, WOL, and (rather interestingly due to its
great distance from the other languages), CHU. How does Jackson account for this? He
doesn’t... other than saying he doubts it is due to the process he identifies as “parallel
developments” (1983:175). If rule (7) had undergone parallel development, or drift, it
would have occurred in Chuukic history this way: first, the three languages of the SONTOB group would have developed the rule, and then it would have by-passed ULI only to
develop independently in WOL, and then the rule would have by-passed several more
languages before developing independently in the language at the end of the line, CHU.
What Jackson says about this scenario is this (1983:175):
Considerable other evidence suggests that this group of languages [SON, PUA,
TOB, WOL and CHU] did not form a closed subgroup within Trukic.... Yet the
apparently identical developments in TRK, WOL, PUA, SNS, and TBI cannot be
simply explained away as “parallel developments” without other evidence which
clearly shows that such a grouping is untenable.
What this means is that the data Jackson had to work with in his 1983 study was not
adequate to resolve this apparent anomaly. And no one since Jackson, including me, has
offered any improvement on that situation.
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One additional comment should be made in this discussion about those points on
the tree called “nodes.” Rule (1) is an example of a phonological development that
Jackson believes was innovated after PTK started splitting up, that is, after ULI split off
from the main PTK group. The rule, *d > *t, is a process that only ULI has not
undergone. For all the other Chuukic languages that rule applied at the second node
down and has remained unchanged all through the history of those seven languages.
The above discussion, then, explains the developments associated with a node on
the tree. All the other twenty-two rules, on the other hand, have developed along the
branches that lead directly to one of the end-nodes, i.e., one of the three-letter codes listed
along the bottom which represents currently-spoken languages. (What is just said is not
applicable in the case of SpnCRL, for reasons I will explain in the following section).
Incidentally, the language SON, which is one language included in the above table 2-4
(and which I’ve added to Table 2-5) is not included in the following figure since this
figure comes from Jackson’s 1983 work where SON (along with TOB) are included only
as side notes. In Jackson’s 1986 work SON is included.
The tree in Figure 2-10 above is useful for illustrating the different ways in which
each language has come upon its respective rules. As I stated previous to Figure 2-5, in a
normal divergent tree model the phoneme set of any particular modern language—and
the historical rules that formed them—trace their evolution back in time by a common
pathway to ancient Proto-Chuukic. This means, again, that one (and only one)
uninterrupted pencil line can be drawn for the inventories of each language, starting with
their position on the bottom line and moving progressively upwards passing through one
node at a time en route to the top. But this restriction introduces some problems—
problems that are well illustrated by Jackson’s tree.
Rules (20), *k > [x], and (21) *pw > [β] or [фw], provide good examples of one
problem. First, the two rules appear on the left-most ULI branch. But then, the two rules
appear also on PUA, and then again on WOL. The rules have also been adopted by
SpnCRL and SAT in full or in part. What this tree indicates—if one is to follow the rules
of a divergence tree model—is that all five languages on the west side have developed
rules (20) and (21) independently. Jackson’s tree declares that those two rules didn’t
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exist in the PTK languages; they are developments that occurred after the breakup of
PTK. Jackson, however, does not attribute the multiple occurrence of rules (20) and (21)
to drift, or “parallel developments,”—just as he did not attribute parallel development to
rule (7), as I explained just previously.
Furthermore, Jackson does not attribute the rules of (20) and (21) to “dialect
mixture”—a phrase already introduced above which means, in this case, that a phoneme
used by speakers of one atoll is substituted for the regular sound correspondent used by a
neighboring atoll—due in this case to ease of movement between the two atolls. Nor
does Jackson explain these two rules as instances of “diffusion,” even though he does use
the ‘*’ symbol for the rules (20) and (21) as they are reflected in SAT and SpnCRL. That
is, Jackson doesn’t attempt to explain why (21) applies to all or most all lexical items in
ULI, PUA, and WOL but applies only to a limited degree in the lexicons of both SAT
and SpnCRL. In the same way, he doesn’t explain why rule (20) applies only to a limited
degree in SAT’s lexicon but fully in SpnCRL’s lexicon. What that essentially means is
that Jackson simply gives no explanation for the circumstances giving rise to the
developments *k > [x] and *pw > [β] and [фw] < *pw. I would have to assume it is either
due to some pattern of diffusion stemming from an incipient feature in PTK or it is an
innovation from some point in the west end of the continuum that is in the process of
moving towards the east end of the continuum.
The next “problem” on the tree has to do with rule (2), (3), and (4) *c > sh > rh or
s. The rules fail to apply to ULI but then do apply to all other languages except for CHU,
which is on the opposite end of the line. Of PTK *c, Jackson had this to say (1983:1723):
...it is almost certain that the phoneme was a stop or affricate in the protolanguage, and that all languages except TRK and ULI reflect phonetic
innovations. This type of innovation is considerably less valuable for
subgrouping arguments than merger, split, or loss, but should still be noted.
Thus, Jackson’s analysis reveals that this is an innovation—an innovation that started
developing directly after PTK, in the case of ULI. In the case of CHU it was an
innovation that developed perhaps even after the final split in the family tree was
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completed, between MRT and CHU. So while the innovations of rules (2-4) may be
“less valuable” for deciding subgrouping, it is of great value in exposing the
sociolinguistic nature of the Chuukic continuum. Assuming this rule applied at a time in
history after all the languages arrived at their end nodes, it is a clear case, in my opinion,
of an innovation having developed somewhere in the middle of the continuum and then
having spread horizontally in one or both directions. The capacity for this to happen is
one of the things that makes the Chuukic continuum such a dynamic phenomenon.
The modern reflexes of PTK *c are apparently still subject to phonetic alteration.
Here is Jackson’s summary of Quackenbush’s (1968) analysis of *c (Jackson 1983:142).
Quackenbush notes that “some speakers in the Woleai area use c in free variation
with sh in all words” (1968:67), and suggests that the use of the stop is spreading
outward from Ulithi (and also from Truk).
Jackson ends his comments on *c with this conclusion (1983:229-30)
Another rule that would appear to have occurred several times in the history of
the Trukic languages is the spirantization of *c. As shown in Table 18 [that is, my
Table 2-4], that rule has occurred in all languages except TRK and ULI, yet for
the same reasons as those given in the above discussion of *l and *n, a subgroup
consisting only of MRT-PUL-STW-CRL-WOL-PUA is otherwise unsupportable.
As indicated in the above quote, Jackson believes that the diachronic dynamism of rules
(2-4) are also seen in rules (5) *n > l, (6) *l > *n, and (7) n > [ɾ]. Jackson (1983:229)
writes:
In the face of these facts, a subgrouping of TRK-WOL-PUA-SNS-TBI would
appear untenable. It therefore follows that the apparent merger of *l and *n in
those languages must have occurred more than once, and probably at least three
times: Once in TRK, once in WOL, and once in PUA-SNS-TBI. The fact of this
many occurrences of this merger, in addition to the similar but unrelated merger
of *n with *l in both CRL and ULI, suggests the likelihood that PTK *n and *l
were phonetically very similar. A possible cause of that similarity would be the
existence of a denasalization rule in PTK which has since been lost in, for
example, PUL and MRT.
What the above means is that there is a tendency for all Chuukic languages to alter n, in
one way or another: by either merging the [n] with an existing [l], as in the case of ULI
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and SpnCRL, or by altering the features of an alveolar (probably flap-like) [n] such that
the nasal feature disappears leaving only the flap [ɾ], as in all other languages except POL
and MRT. Those two languages, in turn, would have to have developed a dedenasalization rule in order for the [l] to reappear!
In the course of this subsection the twenty-two rules have now all been addressed
apart from the following rules: (8) *r > l (which is a development only found in the
TOB-PUA-SON group), (1) *d > t, (9) *f > d, (10) *ng > n / _i, (11) *k > s _i, and (22)
*pwpw > [ββ]. And what do these five latter rules have in common? They are
developments that have occurred in either ULI or CHU, the two languages at the extreme
opposite ends of the continuum from each other. This could mean one of two things—or
rather, both—in view of the dynamism of the Chuukic continuum throughout its entire
history. It could mean that some innovations started long ago, somewhere in the center,
and are now almost complete in their spread through the whole continuum. It could also
mean that some of those five rules were innovated at the peripheries and end up
spreading through the string of languages in the middle, in time to come.

2.4.4 The linguistic nature of the Chuukic continuum as depicted by Jackson’s
results
One thing is sure regarding Jackson’s investigation of the Chuukic continuum: the
continuum is, and probably always has been, a dynamic place linguistically. The above
study of Chuukic’s diachronic phonology clearly reveals waves of change moving both
laterally and horizontally, as well as springing from points centrally and spreading from
there. The same image applies to the study of the continuum’s lexical inventories. Some
of the terms used to describe the nature of linguistic change in the above section—
diffusion, dialect mixing, and language spread—apply also to lexical change. In regards
to these changes, though, Jackson (1983:78) discussed dangers when trying to make
conclusions regarding the sources of change that given lexical items have undergone.
The first is from a quote sourced from Blust (1982:5, from Jackson, 1983:78):
“There are inherent dangers in the use of lexical data for subgrouping purposes” in that,
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“a cognate set believed to reflect a shared innovation may in fact reflect a shared
retention.” An innovation can emerge from any point on the family tree. And from there
the innovation can travel in any direction except backwards up the tree. This pertains to
alterations of form or meaning through time. A lexical item can look very different
between an early stage of use and a much later stage of use. But the course of change
may be very similar in certain daughter languages whose speech communities have long
since separated from each other. This makes it look like a shared innovation appears to
develop out of nowhere somewhere along the line as the tree develops, when in fact,
rather than being an innovation it could actually be a retention from some earlier point up
the tree—a retention that is revealed only after a little digging.
Another danger Jackson gives (1983:78) is that, “the apparent innovation [in
Chuukic] may have spread among the languages as a result of borrowing.” He goes on to
later explain (1983:84) that, “It is not impossible that a form could have been innovated
in one language within Trukic, and then have spread to the other Trukic languages in the
same way that the identified loans must have done.” Thus, it can be difficult to follow
the threads of change among Chuukic languages.
In the introduction to this chapter I noted that it is important for the reader to gain
a sense for what the Chuukic continuum as a phenomenon is like in order to appreciate
how SpnCRL emerged from it and how it developed the unique features that it has.
These processes, “diffusion”, “parallel developments,” “dialect mixing” and “language
spread” (a.k.a. “borrowing/loaning,”) make it clear that the Chuukic family tree provided
by Jackson tells a story of constant modification. It has probably never been static; it has
probably always been a cauldron of change. As Jackson points out in respect to both
innovations and loans, the geographic make-up of the continuum and the physical skills
of its inhabitants goes a long way in explaining why the continuum is the way it is.
Jackson writes (1983:29) “...a number of the innovations to be discussed ... must have
spread through the group as a result of the frequent and regular contact among speakers
of the Trukic languages.” And again (1983:130) “This navigational capacity helps to
explain the spread of loans in the Trukic chain...”. This also means that innovations and
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loans are not necessarily limited to adjacent-island movement; they also have the capacity
to leapfrog over other atolls to arrive at a more distant location in the continuum.
Rather than a divergence-model tree where branches make and hold new territory,
the continuum is much more like a living tree where the direction of continuous growth
of any two or more branches can literally cause them to rub off on each other at any point
throughout the growth and spread of the tree. In Chapter 4 on human history I will
supply many different reasons as to why somebody from any island in the continuum
could find themselves living either permanently or for an extended length of time on any
other island in the continuum. Such occurrences could often have been the seeds of
phonological and lexical change.

2.5 What makes Saipan Carolinian and its history within the Chuukic
family unique?
On several previous occasions I have said SpnCRL is different from the other
members of the Chuukic family and that I would handle it later on...now begins the later
on. Jackson’s data as it is, stirs up a number of questions about SpnCRL that he doesn’t
explore further (probably because they lay mostly outside the scope of his dissertation).
But those unexplored questions lie at the heart of the current study. The questions are
these, “Why are there conflicting data regarding SpnCRL’s origin; why are there
difficulties in subgrouping SAT and SpnCRL together; and, if SAT is not the most
immediate relative to SpnCRL what other languages are involved?” It is important for
these questions to be given the light of day—and to look for solutions. That task falls to
this section 2.5. And in the following section 2.6, I will illustrate a better solution
regarding SpnCRL’s actual position within the Chuukic family. The full evidence and
reasons for my solution is what the following Chapters 3 and 4 are all about.
2.5.1 Conflicting evidence in Jackson 1983 regarding SpnCRL’s origin
The primary purpose of Jackson’s table (shown as Tables 2-5 and 2-6 above) is
to support his proposed internal grouping of the whole Chuukic family. The table reveals
several interesting things. Of particular interest to my study, it shows which languages
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share together one or more of twenty-two diachronic phonological developments and
which do not.
What should one expect to find in a linear dialect chain? The main characteristic
of an idealized language continuum or a dialect chain is that each member’s linguistic
features match most closely with those of its adjacent neighbors, and match least closely
with those of its most distant neighbors. The members of the Chuukic continuum satisfy
that main characteristic fairly well. But there are a few notable exceptions, all of which
contribute to SpnCRL’s perplexing relationship to the rest of the continuum.
In respect to the western neighbors in Table 2-6 one unexpected result of the data
is that SpnCRL matches with ULI exclusively in rule (5) ....even though ULI is a distant
neighbor of SpnCRL. At the same time, it fails to match closely, or not at all, with WOL
on ten occasions ....even though WOL is positioned in the table as an adjacent neighbor
to SpnCRL. Of course, SpnCRL is not an adjacent neighbor to WOL geographically
speaking, nor is it to any other of the continuum members for that matter. It lays far
north of the rest of the continuum. Nonetheless, no one will dispute that SpnCRL
belongs somewhere in the center of the continuum. The problem is, where?
Another unexpected result appears when considering SpnCRL’s eastern
neighbors. It fails to match most closely with SAT ....even though SAT is positioned in
the table as its adjacent neighbor to the east. Many researchers would position SpnCRL
between SAT and POL. But here again, SpnCRL fails to match most closely with POL.
It is easier to see how SpnCRL matches in rule application to each of the other languages
by marking each instance among the twenty-two rules where SpnCRL matches, either
fully or partially, with another language.
In the following, Table 2-7, I have taken Jackson’s original Table and have added
a feature to it to highlight which languages are most similar to SpnCRL. The original
table indicates where languages, during the course of their history, have applied a rule
(shown below in the left-most column). As explained for Table 2-6, when there are X’s
placed under a language, that means it has applied the rule to the left according to the
following: Two capital XX’s indicate instances where a language applies a rule to the
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left most or all of the time. Rules that apply less than half the time, but still frequently,
are marked with a single ‘X.’ Rules that apply only rarely are marked with a small ‘x.’
And an empty cell means that the rule to the left doesn’t apply to that language.
Adding shading to Table 2-7 allows me to point out each instance, each cell, where
the result of a given language matches that of SpnCRL. Where SpnCRL has two XX’s, for
example, all languages that also have two XX’s are shaded (along with SpnCRL). The same
is true in the case of single ‘X’ or ‘x.’ Empty cells provide the same information. Where
SpnCRL has a cell with no X or other markings, all languages that also have no markings on
that row are also shaded, meaning that the rule to the left applies neither to SpnCRL nor to the
matching language. Darker shading means that the respective language makes a full or
complete match with SpnCRL. And lighter shading means that the respective language
makes only a partial match with SpnCRL (there are sixteen cells indicating partial matches).
Thus, the greater number of matches that a language makes with SpnCRL the more SpnCRL
is considered to be similar with that language in terms of rule developments.
I have added four rows at the bottom of Table 2-7 to place my tabulations. In the
first of those I have counted up the number of times that SpnCRL makes a complete
match with another language and awarded each of those matches with a full point. In the
next row I have done the same with partial matches and awarded each partial match with
a half point. I have then added those two rows together to make up the third row. The
last row shows the number of exclusive matches that SpnCRL makes with other
languages.
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TABLE 2-7. TABULATIONS OF RULE MATCHES BETWEEN SPNCRL AND OTHER
CHUUKIC LANGUAGES
Diachronic
Rule Number

ULI

(1) *d > t

(2) *c > sh
(3)
(4)

(*)
(*)

sh > rh
sh > s

(5) *n > l

(6) *l > n
(7) n > [ɾ]

XX

(8) *r > l

(11) *k > s / _ i

(12) *k > Ø/_v-hi

(13) *t > s / _v+hi
(14) s > Ø/_v+hi

(15) *t > s / _v+lo
(16) *T > s / _i

(17) *T > s /_u,o
(18) *T > t /_u,o

(19) s > d [s >h]
(20) *k > [x] 17

(21) * pw > β, фw
(22) *

pwpw

full match
points

> ββ

XX
XX
XX
XX

XX(SON)

(9) *f > d

(10) *ng > n /_i

PUA/SON
XX
XX

x
XX
x
x
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
13

XX
x
x
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
9

WOL
XX
XX
XX
XX
(r>[ɻ̝])
x
XX
X
X
XX
X
X

CRL
XX
XX
XX

STW
XX
XX
XX
?
?

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
XX

XX
X

X
X

13

-

18

POL
XX
XX
XX

MRT
XX
XX

TRK
XX

XX
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

[XX]

17

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

[X] 18
20

17

14

To be consistent, I should perhaps include rule (20) as applying in part to MRT in a similar degree to that
of SAT, based on Jackson (1983:156): The stop consonants p, pw, t, and k appear to have fricative
allophones in medial position, although this is more pronounced in the Lower Mortlocks than in the Upper.
Thus, the rule apparently doesn’t apply to the upper Mortlocks, and perhaps for that reason Jackson does
not award MRT with a single “X” in this instance. I have followed suit... anyway, were I to add an “[X]” to
this cell it would only serve to strengthen my argument that Jackson’s own data reveal MRT as matching
most closely with SpnCRL—and not SAT.
18

I have added the “[X]” to this MRT cell of rule (21) because, in addition to what I’ve written in the
previous footnote, Jackson adds the following statement on his page 171: Single reflexes of *p’ [pw] are
also voiceless labiovelar stops in TRK, MRT, PUL, and STW, but with some ... medial spirantization in
Lower Mortlockese and Satawalese...
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Diachronic
Rule Number
partial match
points = ½
each
Total matches
w/ SpnCRL
Exclusive
matches w/
SpnCRL

ULI
4

PUA/SON
3

WOL
6

CRL
-

STW
1

POL
1

MRT
0

TRK
1

15

10½

16

-

18½

17½

20

14½

1

0

0

-

0

0

0

0

The above table is quite revealing. It shows that in terms of diachronic rules in common,
SpnCRL matches most comfortably with MRT, sharing 20 points—eclipsing both SAT
and POL, sharing 18½ and 17½ points, respectively. And yet by another criterion, that of
exclusive matches, SpnCRL makes a match with ULI and no other. These are curious
results for a language that is positioned central to the continuum. It is true that these 22
rules are not the only criteria upon which to decide with whom SpnCRL should be
subgrouped; but they nonetheless constitute well-supported criteria for establishing
subgroups. That is a point which Jackson himself makes, as I have noted earlier in
section 2.4.3. Trying to find where SpnCRL belongs on the tree, then, based on the
above table results presents a problem. Where does SpnCRL most comfortably fit within
the table and, consequently, within a tree diagram? My answer to that question is shaped
by the following discussions from this point on through section 2.5.4; and that answer is
illustrated by the revised family tree in Figure 2-11 in section 2.5.4.
The first step I want to take is to explore the two “problems” just given, which I
will call the ULI “problem” and the MRT “problem.”
2.5.1.1 The ULI “Problem”
The ULI “problem” is this, “Why does SpnCRL share, exclusively, a diachronic
rule with it’s non-adjacent neighbor ULI? SpnCRL shares no rules exclusively with any
other languages, not even with its adjacent neighbors. One would think SpnCRL’s
subgrouping potential with ULI based on this exclusive match should at least be
investigated.
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Jackson, however, has this to say about that strange link (1983:175):
... it is very clear that CRL, for example, cannot be subgrouped with ULI, despite
the evidence of the merger of *n with *l.
He makes no further comment about his reasons for not subgrouping SpnCRL with ULI
at that point in his text. Granted, there is also counter evidence in Table 8—evidence
which indicates that SpnCRL should not be subgrouped alone with ULI. While SpnCRL
does indeed succeed in making one full match exclusively with ULI (rule 5), it also fails
to make full matches with ULI in respect to five of the twenty-two rules (and added to
that are four rules making only partial matches); thus, SpnCRL shares fully with ULI
only thirteen of the twenty-two rules—giving it a score of 15. (WOL, with a score of 16,
fairs only slightly better with SpnCRL than does ULI. SpnCRL’s neighbors to the east—
as depicted in Table 2-7—SAT, POL and/or MRT, all look like much better options for
subgrouping with SpnCRL than the western neighbors.) Thus, there has to be a reason
why SpnCRL seems to make a remote connection with ULI.
It is a couple pages on from Jackson’s quote above where one can find two
possible historical scenarios that he suggests could account for the exclusively shared
ULI - SpnCRL rule: *n > l (1983:228).
This implies that either CRL has merged the two since separation from STW, or
else the occurrence of STW n is a comparatively recent phenomenon which may
again have been due to contact with PUL (or perhaps even with WOL).
Let’s look at Jackson’s two suggestions. The first is that SpnCRL “merged the two” rules
(4) and (5), meaning that SpnCRL has innovated *n > l on its own, independently from
ULI. Keep in mind, here, that Jackson is referring to the main southern SpnCRL dialect
called “Elle” (the smaller “Enne” and “Elle-Enne” dialects, as of this date, still attest the
*l > n rule to varying degrees). That first suggestion has some merit since early wordlists
leave open the possibility that even the “Elle” dialect was using n when the language was
still very young. Evidence for that is found in Fritz (1911). Even though in Fritz’ 2,000plus lexicon it is l, and not n, that is mostly found in SpnCRL, there are indeed some n’s
scattered within the lexicon. Following are a few examples of n in the 1911 lexicon.
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Fritz 1911 SpnCRL:

Modern SpnCRL:

fitigon masch (Fritz)

fitúghol masch

“rotten meat”

īmuénepă (Fritz)

imwal paa

“toilet”

inĕ́ ti, áinet (Fritz)

ileti, áilet

“to divide” (Vt), “to divide” (ViCaus)

nō, lō

ló

¨to go,” Completive (etc.)

nā́ nesă

(replaced in modern SpnCRL by English word “bark”)

The occurrence of such few remaining n phonemes in 1911 makes it plausible that the *l
> n rule was indeed attested in SpnCRL’s early days but that its use waned considerable
as the years wore on. (One could also argue, of course, that Fritz happened to select
“Enne” speakers when he elicited the above examples.)
The other explanation Jackson gives for why modern SpnCRL fails to contain an
n is that SAT (which Jackson subgroups exclusively with SpnCRL) did, in fact, have an l
at the beginning or during the era of migration to Saipan starting in 1815. So perhaps, as
Jackson states above, “STW [SAT] n is a comparatively recent phenomenon.” Notice
first that according to Jackson this suggestion only pertains to SAT as the source for
SpnCRL’s l. Why does he single out SAT and not consider other possible sources for the
SpnCRL l, such as POL or MRT? I will deal with that question in the following section
on the MRT “problem” (2.5.1.2).
Assuming for the moment that only SAT can be assumed to be the source of
SpnCRL, Jackson’s argument goes like this: Satawalese speakers at or during migration
to Saipan in the 1800’s did attest the *n > l rule, and its migrants are responsible for
carrying the rule to Saipan. Then, sometime after the migration was complete, SAT
speakers replaced that l with n, for the most part,19 while SpnCRL speakers generally
maintained the *n > l rule. That possibility is hard to gauge because from the era when
Satawal speakers were migrating to Saipan, in the early 1800s, wordlists collected during
19

Jackson’s uncertainty about SAT’s reflexes of *n and *l is explained on his page 174: Reflexes of PTK
*n and *l are merged in all languages except MRT and PUL (and CRN), where they remain distinct. In
STW, as noted earlier, l and n are in essentially free variation, and it is difficult to decide whether the
present situation represents the collapse of the historical distinction or dialect-mixing.
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that time suggest that the *l > l and *n > n was still attested in SAT during the years it
was involved in forming the new SpnCRL language. In section 2.5.3.2 below I will
discuss this more thoroughly—not in the context of SpnCRL’s relationship to ULI but
rather in the context of SpnCRL’s relationship especially to SAT.
(As a side note regarding Chamorro, it does seem clear that the Chamorro l is not
responsible for the l in SpnCRL, as I will point out in my following chapter (Subsection
3.3.4).
Since the source of CRL’s *n > l rule is not certain, the ULI-SpnCRL exclusive
match that appears on Table 2-7 above continues to be a problem. It leaves open the
possibility that ULI, in some way, could yet be responsible for SpnCRL’s *n > l rule.
For example, perhaps there were certain events (in spite of the fact that there is only
meager evidence of such in documented history) that were responsible for ULI speakers
being involved in the migration to Saipan.
The way I see it, then, the jury remains open as to Jackson’s evidence for
preventing SpnCRL from being subgrouped with ULI, in respect only to the *n > l rule. I
am not saying that the two should be subgrouped together. I also believe the two should
not be—I am just saying the possibility remains open that Ulithian, in some way, could
have influenced the application of the *n > l rule in SpnCRL.
2.5.1.2 The MRT “problem”
The second “problem” with Jackson’s information from Table 2-7, above, is that
SpnCRL seems to make its closest match with MRT, and not SAT to which Jackson
subgroups SpnCRL. What is the reason for this unexpected result? After all—apart from
SON-TOB—the lower Mortlock Islands are geographically the furthest away from the
island of Saipan within the continuum.
Take another look at all the Chuukic family trees, that Jackson proposed, which I
have displayed thus far in this chapter. In each case Jackson creates a separate subgroup
containing only SAT and SpnCRL.....except in the one case, Figure 2-7, where POL is
included along with both SAT and SpnCRL (which is a scenario Jackson ultimately
excludes from his final proposal due to its lower probability in terms of weighting). One
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might expect, then, that such a historical relationship should be evident in a table like the
one above. Surprisingly it isn’t. The “Total matches w/ SpnCRL” row in Table 2-7
shows that SAT corresponds with SpnCRL no more closely than POL does, and even less
so than MRT does. How can SpnCRL be subgrouped alone with SAT when it exhibits a
lesser affinity with SAT than it does MRT? To what evidence does Jackson point to
justify that position?
2.5.1.3 What evidence points to SAT and SpnCRL as being a separate
subgroup within Chuukic?
Surprisingly, Jackson does not create that subgroup on the basis of linguistic
evidence. It seems to me that he bases his subgrouping of SAT - SpnCRL on an
assumption that has been popularized but that has not been researched adequately. Ask
anyone on Saipan where the southern Saipan Carolinians come from and the answer will
likely be “Satawal.” But what “historical documents” besides Spoehr 1954 (which I will
address shortly) indicate that the Carolinians are largely from Satawal? Jackson
(1983:228):
It is known from historical documents (e.g., Spoehr 1954) that the CRL
population came largely from Satawal about 165 years ago, so it is necessary to
subgroup CRL with STW.
My problem is not with consulting “historical documents.” As long as
documentation is accurate, the actual record of the human history of speakers of a given
language should trump any other evidence having to do with the history of a language.
The main reason that historical and comparative principles are applied is to shed some
light on the origins of people and their language when no documented history exists. For
example, no one is going to find it necessary to find the homeland of “Aussie English”
based solely on historical linguistics. Most all of the early voyages from England to
Australia are well documented and identify quite clearly the language and maybe even
dialectal areas from which they came.
The problem is that there are no historical documents (at least none so far made
accessible) revealing that the migrants to Saipan came wholly (or even mostly) from
Satawal. Rather, the documentation clearly reveals that many other atolls (in addition to
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Satawal) contributed migrants to Saipan; those being, nearly every atoll lying in between
Woleai and Unoun (in Namonuito). 20 In my history chapter (Chapter 4) I will take a
close look at documents indicating which of the atolls provided migrants to Saipan
throughout the 1800s. There I will show that, if anything, the largest share of southern
Saipan Carolinians arrived from Lamotrek and Pulusuk; though there were, of course, a
large percentage of migrants from Satawal as well—just not exclusively or even
primarily.
Jackson gives Spoehr (1954) as his source of information regarding the origin of
SpnCRL. But this is what Spoehr published regarding the origins of the Saipan
Carolinians (1954:70 and 326).
...Freycinet (1829-37, vol. II, p. 327) stated that on Saipan in 1819 houses were
just beginning to be built, four already being occupied by Carolinians from
"Lamoursek" (probably Lamotrek).
The Saipan Carolinians still preserve the memories of their islands of
origin. On the basis of informants' testimony, the main body of the Saipan
group migrated from atolls lying just to the west and north of Truk:
Namonuito, Pulusuk, Lamotrek, Elato, Satawal, Tamatam, and Puluwat.
On Spoehr’s following page (p327) he states that, “The Saipan Carolinians speak
a single language...” and then goes on to say in regards to both northern and southern
SpnCRL, “...the language is presumably a stabilized version of the dialects spoken in the
Pulusuk-Puluwat-Satawal-Namonuito area.” And some pages later (p371) he identifies
Polowat as “a main home atoll for the Saipan Carolinians.” I don’t know where Jackson
got the impression that Spoehr said the Southern Carolinians came “largely from
Satawal.” Perhaps Jackson was influenced by the oral traditions that say the earliest
Saipan migrations were from Satawal. I do not discount oral traditions that claim a
Carolinian Chief from Satawal (and one from Elato) was the first to establish the
settlement on Saipan. If fact, in Chapter 4 I will examine early documents that I believe
indicate that it was indeed Chief Agharubw from Satawal who established the settlement
on Garapan in about 1815.

20

Any upcoming DNA results would be of great help in this regard (p.c. O’grady).
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I am just saying here that one need not base their judgment wholly upon oral
tradition, or even current opinions, when documented history exists that already reveals
the most likely scenario regarding the sources of migrants to Saipan. Granted, the
documented history that we have access to today may not have been accessible to
Jackson in the late 70s and early 80s when he was doing the research for his dissertation
(at least some are missing from his bibliography). The documented history available to
researchers as of this writing is what I will use in the following sections, and in the
following chapter, to reveal SpnCRL’s relationship to other languages.
SpnCRL is very different from the other languages in the continuum. The actual
history of the Saipan Carolinians (a story which chapter 4 is devoted to documenting) and
the reality of their language’s curious linguistic relationship to outer island Carolinian
languages (as I will thoroughly demonstrate in my chapter 3) vouch for that. The
historical relationship to its founding languages is not adequately captured in any of the
trees displayed so far. SpnCRL is a maverick. Because many documents have been
retained that tell the story of its extremely shallow history, we have testimony to
SpnCRL’s special position within the PTK tree. In addition to that, there are a number of
wordlists collected during the century of migration to Saipan that shed further light on the
mixed ancestry of SpnCRL.
2.5.2 The witness of early word lists indicating the source language(s) of SpnCRL
In section 2.4.2 I included a number of Jackson’s family trees and commented
that in nearly every case he positions SAT and SpnCRL together in a subgroup, and he
indicates that it is SAT (at least an 1800s form of it) that is the source language of
SpnCRL. In this subsection I will explore two questions. One is, “do the consonants
transcribed in early wordlists indicate that SAT was the primary source of SpnCRL?”
The other is, “if not SpnCRL then what other language or languages are primarily
responsible for certain regular sound correspondences adopted by SpnCRL?”
2.5.2.1 Do early wordlists indicate that SAT was the primary source of
SpnCRL?
There is a good reason for pursuing the above questions. Already given is the
following quote from Jackson (1983:228).
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It is known from historical documents (e.g., Spoehr 1954) that the CRL
population came largely from Satawal about 165 years ago, so it is necessary to
subgroup CRL with STW.
I’ve already made the counter-point to the above quote in that Spoehr seems to be
saying many outer-island Carolinian atolls all contributed migrants to Saipan—not only
and not primarily Saipan. It will also be useful, then, to see if any of the early wordlists
support the proposition that SpnCRL has emerged primarily from SAT.

First consider this reasoning (which I am disputing) in Jackson 1983:228 that
directly follows the above quote:
This fact, in turn, suggests that rule (3) which derives the retroflex approximant
rh from spirantized *c, is a very recent development in STW, since CRL attests
only the spirant sch. Perhaps STW rh has developed through frequent contacts
with PUL.
Jackson is saying this: SAT may have indeed used the sh correspondent in its
phoneme inventory during the period of time its speakers were migrating to Saipan. But
then it was sometime after finishing its linguistic contribution to Saipan that SAT
replaced its sh reflex with rh (whereas SpnCRL continued using the sh that it originally
received from SAT). And how did SAT replace in recent times its sh with rh? Jackson
further offers a possible reason for the replacement, “Perhaps STW rh has developed
through frequent contacts with PUL.”
The first problem with Jackson’s suggestion for solving the above problem is that
POL has long held an inferior social position to SAT, and did so during the early 1800s.
One would expect, if anything, that SAT, rather than adopt POL’s rh, would maintain the
/sh/ phoneme along with WOL in order to remain in accord with WOL, since the
Woleaians held—in the 1800s and long before—a superior social position to SAT (as I
will bring out in Chapter 4). Jackson himself, in referring to the persistence of the
sawei 21 hierarchy, explains why he believes some of WOL’s irregular forms were
borrowed from the higher-status ULI rather than from the lower-status SAT (1983:198).

21

see section 4.1 for description of the sawei system.
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The main problem with Jackson’s suggestion, however, is that there is no
convincing evidence showing that SAT replaced sh with rh after it’s contribution to
SpnCRL was complete. The early wordlists in fact, indicate that SAT had virtually
replaced sh with rh some time before the era of migration to Saipan. 22
Examples for this come from both the work of Arago and Gaimard, who are
documented (in Arago 1823 and d’Urville 1834 v2, respectively) as having elicited their
materials on Guam in 1819. This date occurs during the earliest stage of migration to
Saipan.
Before proceeding, though, I need to make a comment about early wordlists.
Most of the wordlists are originally written in either Spanish, 23 German, or French (only
the Pleyte (1890) list was written in English). The researchers who gathered the
wordlists were well-educated and, for the most part, naturalists devoted to scientific
accuracy. But I doubt any of them were trained linguists and, as such, they recorded
indigenous words based, usually, on the phonology of their own languages. That fact has
to be keep in mind when reading examples..
Also to keep in mind: Gaimard’s wordlist, as published by d’Urville, specifically
states that the language is Satawalese (1834:182), whereas Arago gives only the title
“Caroline Islands” (1823:283) implying that subjects from more than Satawal were used.
In concert with the previous paragraph, Arago (p270) explains that the French
orthography was used to capture the Carolinian phonemes. Unfortunately, no further
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There is also the work of Latham (1862) where, in his Comparative Philology (comparing hundreds of
languages from every continent in the world), he includes a short wordlist of Satawalese—less than fifty
entries. These entries differ from Arago (1823), who Latham lists as a source for his work, but not
significantly so. Whether the differences are due to Latham consulting a later source is unknown. Still,
Latham’s work only confirms the existence of the /rh/ correspondant and not the /sh/ in the language he
clearly lists as Satawalese (e.g., “woman/water,” Latham SAT: rabout/ral – current SAT: rhoapwut/rhan current SpnCRL: schóóbwut/schaal).
23

The earliest wordlist of any substance is the 100-word list (probably by Torres, see section 2.1 above)
included in a July 5, 1787 letter written by Manuel Garrido: “These words were collected by Spanish
officials on various occasions during Luito’s visit, mostly using “sign language and demonstrations”
(Levesque v16:274). The word list does not contribute to the current discussion here in terms of its content
and reliability.
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explanation of the phonetic quality of the Carolinian phonemes is given. And as Arago
points out, “There are, however, some sounds in the languages ... which our alphabet
does not precisely give.” It also seems strange that the two wordlists are in large part
identical apart from the fact that Arago has around 400 entries while Gaimard has around
300.
That being said, examples like those below contribute usefully to the sh > rh
question. (Note that Gaimard’s entries, originally written in French, have been
Anglicized; Arago’s have not. Also note that the forward slash in the last column
distinguishes between SAT and SpnCRL entries found in modern lexicons).

1819 gloss

Gaimard (from 1819)

Arago (from 1819)

modern SAT/SpnCRL

“bone”

#203 rulu pei

#39 rouloupéī

rhiu/schúú “bone”
schúúlap-y “backbone-my”

“black”

#185 erotal ho

#357 erotal-ho

rhoan/schól “black”
e schótchól “it’s black”

“coconut wine” #320 gari

#249 gari

koorh /áschi “tuba”

¨heal (of foot)¨

#57 paraparépréï

aepinipininpirhe/apilipilil_pesche

#287 kapele pele prei

“heel of foot”
“water”

#56 ral, ralu

#135 rall; ralou; ralu

rhan/schaal –úl “water –of”

“woman”

#80 rabut, faifid

#69 rabout; faifie

rhoapwut/schóóbwut “woman”

“head”

#291 rumai, simoie

#1 roumaī; simoié

rhimw/schimwe-y “head -my”

In the above list, the letters in bold in the right-most column demonstrate the
regular SAT/SpnCRL sound correspondences that exist today. However the Satawalese
list of 1819 demonstrates that an r was the primary symbol transcribed in these cognate
words. If, in line with Jackson’s solution, the Satawalese were using the rh reflex in
1815 but than shifted to sh thereafter, there would certainly be some indication of that in
the data; that is, there should be more evidence of sh having recently been replaced. The
only indication of a variation in pronunciation is in the above entry for “head” where both
r and s are given. But we can assume the s phoneme is not phonetically sh since the
wordlists do contain a very limited number of entries (eight) written with an sh (or, in
French, che) as opposed to s. Seven of these are problematic, however, because I find no
corresponding lexical entry in SpnCRL that contains the regular sound correspondent in
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question. For example, waa in the 1991 SpnCRL dictionary is glossed “canoe.” The
early SAT list, however, contains the entry shakman as well as u; both glossed as
“canoe.” There is only one entry in the old wordlists containing a sh that corresponds
with SpnCRL sch: gash or gache “tack, to (of a boat)” vs. SpnCRL gháásch “angle.”
Even here the semantics of the glosses are not a complete match. (And it isn’t certain
that it was a SAT speaker who provided this particular word since there were islanders
from several different atolls who were on Guam during the researchers’ visit.) In any
case, this would be the only useful example in a wordlist containing many clear examples
of the rh:sh correspondence as being reflected as rh in SAT.

Therefore, Jackson’s explanation that perhaps the rh in SAT “is a very recent
development” is not satisfactory—it seems that SAT developed its rh sometime before
the migration. Thus, the above evidence indicates that SpnCRL did not inherit its sch
from SAT. Rather, the sh must have been inherited from a language other than SAT.
The question is “which one(s)?”
Similar to the above sh vs. rh question is this: If SAT is the primary source
language of SpnCRL, why does SAT attest free variation of n ~ l while SpnCRL does
not? Instead, SpnCRL attests only an l—a merger of n and l—as described in the earlier
discussion on section 2.5.1.1 “The ULI problem.” (Do keep in mind that when I write
SpnCRL I am referring, as per Subsection 1.2.2, only to the major community of Saipan
Carolinian speakers, the “Elle” group. Jackson is referring to the same community of
speakers when he writes CRL; he distinguishes between the CRL group and the CRN
group, who do attest the n.) The following quote from Jackson (1983:228) is a
continuation of the quote given above at the beginning of this subsection. It begins with,
“... the CRL population came largely from Satawal about 165 years ago, so it is necessary
to subgroup CRL with STW...”:
Moreover, the more or less free variation in STW between l and n is not attested
in CRL, where *n is reflected as l both singly and doubly. This implies that either
CRL has merged the two since separation from STW or else the occurrence of
STW n is a comparatively recent phenomenon which may again have been due to
contact with PUL (or perhaps even with WOL).
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Here again, the 1819 wordlists indicate that SAT did attest the n at the outset of
the Saipan migration. Consider the following examples.
1819 gloss

Gaimard (from 1819)

POC

modern SAT/SpnCRL

coconut kernel

nü masseo

*niuR

niu /lúú “coconut”

cloud

saronn, ieng, maniling

?

toapw /maalúúláng “cloud”

cough, to

nau

?

nennaw /llaw “cough”

four

fan, fel

*pa

faen/fáál “four”

five

limm, nim, lib

*lima

lim, nim/lim “five”

eight

wal, wan

*walu

wal, wan/wal “eight”

sole of the foot

falle prei, fani perai

?

faen pirhe/faal aibwiibw

Unlike the SAT of today, in the SAT of 1819 the occurrence of l was more
common than the occurrence of n. But there are indeed examples like those listed above
where the n is attested alone or in free variation with the l.
Therefore, the attestation of n plus the free variation of l ~ n in 1819 SAT, and
also of rh in 1819 SAT, during the period of time when SAT speakers were in the early
stages of migrating to Saipan, shows that these phonemes need not be recent
developments. And in view of that, the source of SpnCRL’s merged l and of its sch
cannot be limited to SAT.
This again raises the question, “if not SAT, which other language(s) are
responsible for the SpnCRL consonants?”
2.5.2.2 If SAT is not the primary progenitor of SpnCRL what (else) is?
Unfortunately, the only language that is well represented by wordlists taken at
different times during the 1800s is WOL. We can therefore ask in respect to WOL if that
language could have been a source language for SpnCRL. Pertinent examples are below.
(The regular sound correspondences of interest are underlined. Also, the modern WOL b
is phonetically equal to SpnCRL bw (Sohn 1975).)
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1800s gloss

1817 WOL
(Chamisso)

1835 WOL
(Lütke)

mid-1800s WOL
(Plete)

woman
water
leg (-his)
head (-my)
hot

tabut
tahl
petehl
---

tabut
-petel
timuy
--

-sálŭ
peré
súm
puāiĕs

modern WOL/SpnCRL
shoabut/schóóbwut
shaliuw/schalúúw
peshe/ pische
shimwei/schimwey
besh/ bweschikkar

In the above examples of the consonant correspondent in question, t is written
most often in the first two data columns as t. In the third the s is prominent. And the
occurrence of the r in the third list further obscures what the earlier phonetic qualities
were. Nonetheless, WOL appears to be a better source of the SpnCRL sch than is SAT,
especially in view of the following.
Lütke (1935) is the only one above who attempted to explain how his t and other
phonemes were pronounced. It is of some help to note in the following quote that the t
could have had a retroflexed quality to it—thus edging WOL closer to being at least one
clear source of SpnCRL. However, there is a significant drawback with all of the early
wordlists. The tools needed to portray the exact quality of the phonemes (e.g., the IPA)
was something the early researchers did not have access to. And, as a further hindrance
to my purposes, the very phonemes that could potentially provide the most insight (into
which languages are source languages for SpnCRL) were the most problematic for the
early researchers. The following extended quote of Lütke (1935) goes a long way in
explaining why it was difficult for early researchers (and current ones, for that matter) to
accurately record Carolinian phonemes. (Brackets enclose material I have added.)
..... from Lugunor [lower MRT] to Ulüthy the same basic language is spoken,
although with considerable modifications, chiefly because of the differences in
pronunciation.
Their r̅r̅ is what causes the most trouble and confusion, not only in the
language in general, but also in the geographical names. On Lugunor this extraordinary sound resembles that of a pure r more than anything, as, for example, in
the words Lugunor, Rug; but from some people one hears, as well as r, a whistling
rather like that of rs or rš. In the northern groups r at the end of words is
pronounced almost as rch [rš], Picerarch; and, in the middle of words, a little like
r in the mouth of a Londoner. It is on Uleay [Woleai] and in the surrounding
groups that the pronunciation of this letter is the strangest, the most difficult and
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almost impossible for us. They pronounce it, so it seems, by bending the tongue
backwards and applying it to the palate, from which there results a sound between
the t, the r and the ch [š], between which they themselves appear to hear no
difference. On Ulüthy this sound is like a pure t.
Before proceeding, I want to draw the reader’s attention to Lütke’s comment on
MRT. He describes an r having the phonetic attribute of “a whistling rather like that of rs
or rš.” This bit of information taken alone supports the possibility that MRT could be
one of the source languages of SpnCRL. This would be in concert with what I discussed
above in the “MRT problem” section. The possibility that MRT had a role in forming
SpnCRL is something that I will consider in the following chapter (section 3.3.3).
Continuing on, Lütke´s observations serve to show that the researchers of the
1800s must have had a very frustrating time trying to faithfully represent in writing what
they were hearing (or thought they were hearing). Still, as Lütke´s contribution
demonstrates, those early efforts to portray phonetic quality can be useful for gaining
approximations and impressions of how words were pronounced at an earlier time. One
must only keep in mind that the dependability of the 1800s’ wordlists as faithful
witnesses to pronunciation vary greatly. Thankfully, Carolinian wordlists tend to
improve with time.
Two works from the 1900s deserve attention: that from Krämer (1937), a
researcher from the Südsee expeditions in 1908-1910, and the extensive lexicon of Fritz
(1911). Krämer’s work provides us with some data from WOL, but also, of particular
usefulness, data from languages in-between WOL and SAT, e.g., Lamotrekese and, to a
much lesser extent, Elato. Fritz’ work provides us with an extensive wordlist (some
2,000 entries) of the Carolinian that was spoken on Saipan at that time. It is especially
valuable because it was collected within a few years of the date when migrations to
Saipan came to a halt (probably around 1905, as per my Section 4.4). As such, it is the
first indication of what SpnCRL must have been like in the early stages of finally coming
into its own, that is, solidifying into a form of speech that was distinct from the other
languages in the continuum. Below is a list which includes pertinent examples of
Krámer’s work on Lamotrek and Woleai (Oleai). These entries are matched with the
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corresponding WOL lexical entries, the Fritz’ 1911 SpnCRL entries, plus the
corresponding current SpnCRL entries.

English

current
WOL

Krämer
Lamotrek

Krämer
Oleai

Fritz
SpnCRL

current
SpnCRL

head (18)

shimw

djim

djimei

schim

schiimw

rat (66)

gesh

kerre

gedj

kesch

gheesch

bone (91)

shiu

dru

sü, sūm, sun

schu

schúú

tear (107)

shan mat

ral li met,

salemetai

schān en mas schalúl maas

Pandanas (200)fash

farrse

fadj

fāsch

faasch

banana (209) wish

weis, uis

uidj

ūr, uĭ́ sch

wiisch

leaf; branch
(181a)

reau

jól

schōn

schéé (leaf),
ráá- (branches)

sheo (leaf);
ra (branch)

Above, the Krámer (1937) list includes the LAM word farrse “pandanas.” I
would interpret this as a retroflexed fricative since Chuukic languages avoid consonant
clusters. The word is cognate with fash in WOL and faasch in SpnCRL. However, the
sh/sch in WOL/SpnCRL is not limited to a sound correspondence with the orthographic
rrs in the above table. There are also correspondences written in this early LAM list that
suggest a sibilant and/or retroflexed quality: dr, dj, rr, s, and r. The WOL items have at
least a sibilant quality: s, dj, and j. As to the j in WOL, Thalheimer (1908:34), apparently
referencing Kubary’s (1895) work on Mortlockese, indicates that the j is pronounce ʤ (as
it is in English). And it is further noted in Jackson (1983:198) that “Quackenbush 1968
observes that [retroflexed] sh and ch [ʤ] appear to be in free variation in many forms in
WOL.”
These results are particularly interesting because they introduce LAM as another
possible source of the SpnCRL language—joining the source languages of WOL and
SAT and, as will be demonstrated in the next chapter, POL. Keep in mind, though, that
the Krámer lists were collected between 1908 and 1910. The age of migration to Saipan
was basically over by that time so it is not certain what Lamotrek speakers were using
during the years of migration. (And, unfortunately, the only other LAM wordlist is the
one from 1787 mentioned earlier in footnote 12. The only item from that 50-word list
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that is cognate with the lists above is fala fala perrey “sole of the foot.” The others that
match semantically are not cognate with the above: faifil “woman,” curuo “water,” and
malec “head.”)
My purpose for including this subsection is not to offer a thorough examination of
the content (and value) of early wordlists. Rather, it is to provide the evidence needed to
raise doubt that SAT is the sole, or even primary source for SpnCRL. A full study of the
content and value of the many early wordlists is still wanting (and will require an
extensive and very time consuming investigation). This brief consideration of early
phoneme/lexical material is adequate for my purpose: Based on information in this main
section 2.5, it is fair to say that there is, to a greater or lesser degree, a list of potential
participants in the formation of SpnCRL: ULI, WOL, LAM, SAT, POL/PLP, and MRT.
With that in mind, it is time to return to a question that surfaced in section 2.4. What
shape must a Chuukese language family tree take in order to account for the anomaly of
SpnCRL? That is the question taken up in the following section.
2.5.4 A tree for diagramming SpnCRL’s place within the Chuukic family
Section 2.4.1 above explains why divergence tree models cannot illustrate the
Chuukic family accurately. A wave model does a more accurate job because it portrays
the synchronic dynamism of the tree, both now and through history. However, it can be
difficult to follow the course of language development through time with a wave model.
Therefore, to best illustrate the path through which SpnCRL came into being I will stick
with Jackson’s tree but alter it to reflect the history of SpnCRL. Historical
documentation, which will be covered in Chapter 4, describe what happened in
SpnCRL’s past to make it different from the rest of the continuum. Satawalese and
SpnCRL are not two languages branching from a common mother language. 24 At its
simplest, SpnCRL is a descendant of SAT, not a sister of it; and the actual situation is
more complex than that. While SpnCRL is indeed a daughter of SAT, it is at the same
24

I should add that while there may indeed be some innovations during the last hundred years that occurred
exclusively between SAT and SpnCRL, thus justifying a shared mother node, they would be outnumbered
by features that are innovations in concert with one or more other Carolinian languages to the exclusion of
SAT.
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time a daughter of other languages on Jackson’s tree—primarily WOL and POL but
others as well (evidence for which has been provided above and will also be presented in
detail in chapter 3).
Thus, SpnCRL cannot be added to the above trees of Figures 2-7 and 2-8 without
breaking some divergence tree rules. Consider again SpnCRL’s consonant phoneme
inventory. I will demonstrate in the following Chapter 3 that SpnCRL has a few
phonemes whose phonetic expression match exclusively with those of WOL, and a few
that match exclusively with POL, but none that match exclusively with SAT. That of
course does not mean SAT had anything less than a major role in shaping SpnCRL. It’s
just that one must look to other domains of analysis to find those exclusive matches that
SpnCRL shares with SAT; for example, the domain of the lexicon. Also, based only on
the phonological data already discussed in this chapter, it is plausible that languages
besides WOL, SAT, and POL could also have had a role in shaping the SpnCRL
consonant inventory; such as ULI (by virtue of sharing rule (5) exclusively), LAM (as
suggested by old wordlists), and even MRT (by virtue of having the most historical rules
in common with SpnCRL).
In view of the above, it is clear that at least a few of the bottom end nodes, in
addition to SAT, should extend a branch (a line) to SpnCRL’s end node. Had SpnCRL
inherited all of its phonemes from a common node with SAT only one pencil line from
SpnCRL all the way up to PTK would be required; thus satisfying a constraint of a
divergence tree. But it didn’t. In accord with what I have argued, the source of
phonemes for the SpnCRL end node does in fact require several pencil lines leading up
from it to the top.
Thus, to illustrate how SpnCRL can best be attached to Jackson’s tree, two
changes have to take place. First, the PSTW-CRL node that makes SpnCRL and SAT
sisters must be removed. Second, several lines must be extended between the end nodes
of other languages to SpnCRL, in addition to that of SAT. By bending the divergencetree rules in this way the resulting tree depicts a fairly accurate picture of SpnCRL’s
diachronic story as a Chuukic language; as per Figure 2-11 below.
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Note that the tree gives the impression that whatever languages made
contributions to SpnCRL did so at a single stage in history. That is exactly correct. And
that stage in history is basically a century starting with 1815.

PTK

PNTK
PCTK

PETK
PWTK

Pre-migration
Languages:

PMRT-TRK

PSTW-CRL

ULI

PUA

WOL, esp. LAM

STW

ULI

SON-TOB

MRT

TRK

MRT

CHU

?

?

Current
Languages:

PUL

WOL (& dialects)

Spn CRL

SAT

POL

FIGURE 2-11. REVISED CHUUKIC FAMILY TREE, BASED ON A CLOSER ANALYSIS OF
JACKSON 1983
What this altered tree implies is that a hypothetical Proto-Central Chuukic
(PCTK) is not the once-removed ancestor language of SpnCRL and Satawalese, rather,
SpnCRL was “born” from Satawalese, but also from Woleaian, as well as Polowatese
and possibly other languages/dialects in the continuum. No single language community
can claim sole responsibility for creating SpnCRL. That is what makes SpnCRL a good
example of a blended language; several source ingredients had to have been blended
together in some way to produce the final product.
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2.6 Chapter conclusions
Besides producing a chronology of linguistic research on the Chuukic language
family and SpnCRL, there are several other things I hope to have accomplished in this
chapter. One is to communicate that the Chuukic dialect chain has always been a very
dynamic place linguistically, long before SpnCRL appeared on the scene. And in fact it
is that dynamism that paved the way for a single new settlement on Saipan to function
together, thus creating a new language unique to that settlement. I also hope to have
underscored an important result (among many) of Jackson’s (1983) work. The
intertwined history of Chuukic language development is revealed very clearly by his
twenty-two rules showing how each language adopted their own configuration of rules by
accepting some and rejecting others. The end result of that is the current consonant
inventory of each individual member of the Chuukic family. I also showed that
SpnCRL’s current consonant inventory can also be described by the twenty-two rules—
but instead of applying its rules one by one over the course of centuries, it adopted all its
rules over the period of only some decades. As a result of this, there is a reason why
SpnCRL is unique; that is this: The composition of rules that SpnCRL eventually
adopted could only have come about by inheriting them from different languages and
dialects, and doing so at about the same time.

A consequence of making this claim is that I must now demonstrate SpnCRL to
indeed be a blend of those different languages and dialects. There are two ways I will
demonstrate that. One is by making a close inspection, using dictionaries and grammars
produced in recent times, of the linguistic codes of the languages involved to uncover the
linguistic features that are shared between SpnCRL and its different source languages,
one by one. The other way I will demonstrate that SpnCRL is a blend of different
languages is to look at all available historical documents to reconstruct the human events
that paved the way for and then formed the new language, SpnCRL. The following
Chapter 3 is the product of the first way just mentioned and Chapter 4 is the second. In
the course of those two chapters I will try to bring out how the evidence of both chapters
support the same conclusion: SpnCRL was built primarily from WOL-LAM, SAT, and
PUL-POL-PLP, with the first of those having the greater role in influencing SpnCRL’s
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phoneme inventory and the latter having the greater role in influencing SpnCRL’s lexical
inventory.
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3. SAIPAN CAROLINIAN’S LINES OF LINGUISTIC INHERITANCE
Introduction
In the introductory chapter of this study I described SpnCRL’s relationship to the
other languages in the Chuukic family in terms of its level of intelligibility with them—
demonstrating that SpnCRL is a separate language from all other Chuukic languages
(with the exception of PLP, where it and SpnCRL fall within the threshold of possibly
being dialects of a common language). SpnCRL was clearly demonstrated to be a
distinct language from WOL and SAT (with SpnCRL’s intelligibility of WOL being 11%
and SpnCRL’s with SAT being 48%). I also showed that while SAT can be considered a
“dialect” with both its closest western neighbor, WOL, and closest eastern neighbor,
POL, the two latter languages themselves are distinct languages from each other (based
on their low 36%-40% intelligibility with each other).
In the previous chapter I discussed the diachronic linguistic developments of all
the languages in the continuum, showing that the historical development of consonants in
all Chuukic languages follow very similar paths. And yet there are many differences in
the details among the languages—including among the three primary founding languages
of SpnCRL. All these circumstances indicate that while SpnCRL is linguistically very
similar to all its founding languages it also has many differences from each of its
founding languages.
The previous chapter, then, dealt with diachronic similarities and differences
among members of the continuum. This chapter, on the contrary, is devoted to the
synchronic situation. That means the emphasis will be on the linguistic similarities and
differences that are evident today among the languages, regardless of the historical paths
of consonants leading up to current consonant inventories.
Also, the current chapter goes into some detail to demonstrate that while most of
SpnCRL’s features are drawn from a common pool of linguistic features shared by all
three founding languages—and in many cases by the whole continuum of languages—
there are nonetheless certain linguistic features of SpnCRL that have obviously been
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drawn from certain founding languages but not others, e.g., in some instances from
WOL(/LAM) while not SAT and POL(/PLP), and in other instances from POL(PLP)
while not SAT and WOL(/LAM).
Incidentally, the point of view that SpnCRL has emerged from a continuum of
Carolinian languages—but primarily WOL/LAM, SAT, and POL/PLP—is also attested
to by oral histories that have maintained the knowledge of migrations to Saipan from
these languages, sometimes held in the verse of ancient songs and chants (Carolinian
Affairs Office, 2007). The story found in existing historical documents also tells a
similar tale. The latter, however, will be explored in the following chapter; this chapter is
limited to a study of core linguistic features.
The scope of SpnCRL’s inherited linguistic features will be explored from within
the context of these linguistic domains: grammar, phonemic inventory and lexical
inventory. Two other linguistic domains, discourse 25 and prosody, have not been
researched enough to be included in the scope of this study (in spite of the fact that such
studies would be equally interesting). Once language documentation efforts have yielded
for outer Carolinian languages an adequate database of digital and textual materials (e.g.,
for educational, government, and church purposes), it will allow inclusion of those
domains in future studies—that I hope will be forthcoming. A proper study on prosody
would require an extensive voice recording project that is tightly controlled. As of this
date, that kind of data has been gathered only at the periphery of other domains of
linguistic inquiry.
Having said that, I have come to the conclusion during the course of this study
that the domain of prosody has a great impact on either assisting or hindering interlanguage intelligibility among Carolinian languages. As Quackenbush (1968:28) states:
From auditory impression alone it is not immediately obvious even to native
speakers that the languages in the Trukic subgroup are closely related to one
25

A question remains, at this stage of the research, as to if the discourse style of SpnCRL follows most
closely that of SAT. If so, that, along with many prosodic features shared between the two, could be a
reason why SpnCRL is presumed to be most similar to SAT in the view of SpnCRL speakers on Saipan.
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another. The speech differs greatly from island to island, even in the case of
sentences that are composed entirely of cognate morphemes…
(For a detailed study of prosodic elements in one of the Chuukic languages see
Matsunami (1998).)
There is one more thing that needs to be made clear before launching into the
following sections. This thesis is not meant to be a full linguistic description of SpnCRL
nor an exhaustive investigation of its lines of inheritance. Thus, rather than to provide all
the facts about SpnCRL’s linguistic features, I will only supply a range of evidence to
show the pattern by which SpnCRL either matches or fails to match the corresponding
phonological, lexical, and grammatical features of WOL, SAT, and POL—and to some
degree, the other continuum languages, as well.

3.1 The Search for Lines of Inheritance in Carolinian Grammar
In the domains of grammar I am including phonology, morphology, and syntax.
It must be said, however, that rather than exhibiting language differences, these domains
serve best to show the similarities of languages making up the Carolinian continuum.
Thus it is more difficult to identify instances where SpnCRL makes a unique match with
specific outer-island Carolinian languages; and, hence, the lines of SpnCRL’s inheritance
are harder to see. Instead, the lion’s share of the task will fall to the two domains
discussed in the two sections following this one; phoneme inventory (3.2) and lexical
inventory (3.3). In spite of that, this short section on grammar will provide a useful
service. For one thing, it will provide the reader with a more specific understanding of
how such a large number of dialects 26 in the Chuukic family can all hold a secure
position within the continuum. It will also highlight some of the few places within the
grammar where differences can be found.

26

Hiroko Quackenbush (1970:1) makes the interesting point that, “There are twelve rather well
differentiated links in this chain, but the total number of distinguishable dialects probably exceeds sixty.”
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3.1.1 Comments on Carolinian Phonology/Morphophonology
No thorough study on phonology and morphophonology has thus far been carried out
among all the members of the continuum. The first study that comes close to it is that
which Hiroko Quackenbush carried out for her 1970 dissertation: “Studies in the
Phonology of Some Trukic Dialects.” There, as briefly mentioned in the previous
chapter, she compares phonological and morphophonemic aspects of four continuum
languages—two on each end, SON and CHU, and two in the middle, SAT and PLP. One
thing that Quackenbush 1970 attempts to explain is the very complicated and very
interesting morphophonemics found in the Chuukic NP—particularly having to do with
the possessive NP construction. As to most phonetic and phonological developments in
the continuum, though, I have used the more recent work of Jackson 1983, which was the
subject of sections 2.4 and 2.5 in the previous chapter. Apart from that, a full and indepth coverage of Chuukic morphophonemics is still begging to be published. 27
For this first section I will extract information mainly from Edward
Quackenbush’s dissertation. He has a short section on phonology where he discusses
three aspects of Chuukic languages (1968:31):
For each of the languages there is enough data to provide a general
sketch of the sound system—[1] the syllable structure, [2] the segmental
phonemes and their chief allophones, and most important of all, [3] the incidence
of phonemes in specific vocabulary.
Already covered in my previous chapter, and yet to follow in section 3.2 below, is
the material pertaining to Quackenbush’s points [2] and [3].
For his first point [1], on syllable structure, Quackenbush had these things to say
about the continuum as a whole (p29, 32):
What turned up was a large core of common vocabulary showing identical
syllable structure...The CV type of syllable structure is universal, and both
internal and external sandhi operate extensively to preserve it.

27

One of those studies is the grammar of Chuukese by Goodenough and Sugita.
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Unlike Polynesian languages, Carolinian languages have a full and complex range
of syllable structure patterns. Here are some examples from SpnCRL.
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TABLE 3-1. CHUUKIC CV PATTERNS
Pattern
V
V1V1
CV
CV1V1
C1C1V(CV)
CVC
CV1V1C
C1C1VC
CV C1C1
VC
V1V1C
V C1C1

Example
i
ii
má
máá
mmasa
mat
maat
mmat
makk
aw
aaw
áff

Gloss
1ps(Subj)
3ps(Emph)
“to die”
“death; funeral wake”
“watch out for something”
“be full from eating”
“farm”
“be dry, low tide”
“give birth”
2pp(Subj)
“mouth”
“coconut crab”

The above syllable patterns can be observed in any of the Chuukic languages. For
the purposes of this study, then, as highlighted by Quackenbush’s comment, the syllable
structure provides no contribution for the task of identifying the source languages of
SpnCRL.
Moving beyond syllable structure status, Quackenbush goes on to highlight the
difficulty of describing and comparing all the phonological systems in the continuum
(1968:31,32):
Here are seventeen phonological systems which are enough alike
that to describe each one in a separate statement would involve an
intolerable amount of repetition. Yet the differences among the languages
are great enough that it would probably be even more awkward to attempt
to frame a general statement accompanied by a list of the exceptions.
Apart, then, from a somewhat long language-specific “list of the exceptions” to
the overall phonology of the continuum, Quackenbush 1968 gives the (basically correct)
impression that the overwhelming similarities bind the continuum into what seems like a
“phonological homogeneity.”
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It must be said, though, that Quackenbush’s study was not designed to describe
the phonological systems of continuum members. He makes clear that his study is a
lexical study, not a phonological one.
That being said, it is also true, as Quackenbush points out (1968:32), that
alternative morphophonemic rules are “sometimes the [only] basis of dialect differences.”
He then gives an example using two different Woleaian dialects to show a slight
difference between them at a morpheme boundary:

Woleaian:
Ifaluk:

jisel “to put”
jisel “to put”

-tiw “down”
-tiw “down”

jisettiw “to put down”
jiselitiw “to put down”

Finding language and dialect boundaries was the initial aim of Quackenbush
(19681) and he believed that “a close examination of the morphophonemics of each of
these languages would disclose a patterned basis for dialect boundaries” (p32). But he
soon recognized that it would take “many weeks of observation of the actual speech of
each language” for even a “modest claim to thoroughness.” He further conceded, due to
“complex and numerous optional” rules, that the “highly structured and regular” sound
segment correspondences would be the only feasible way to compare dialects.
3.1.2 Comments on Carolinian syntax
Like the domain covering (morpho)phonological processes, the syntax of Chuukic
languages is a domain which serves best to illustrate the similarity of family members,
not the differences. As explained by Quackenbush (1968:88), there is a lock-step
similarity of Chuukic syntax right across the continuum:
As in the case of phonology, Dyen’s description of Trukese grammar could apply
in general outline to all the languages. The parts of speech and their subclasses,
the overall structure of sentences, the main features of the verb phrase, the highly
structured system of demonstratives, the obligatory counting classifiers  all of
these were found to differ in detail only.
Jackson (1983:76) has reconstructed a set of phrase structure rules (PSRs) for
Proto-Chuukic, given below in Figure 5. With minor exceptions, these PSRs can serve as
a current grammatical template for all languages in the continuum. The one PSR where
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there is a clear distinction between languages is in line (e) below. MRT and CHU alone
place the article (Art) in a position preceding the head noun; all the other languages
position the article after the noun.
FIGURE 3-1. PROTO-CHUUKIC PHRASE STRUCTURE RULES AS RECONSTRUCTED BY
JACKSON 1983:76
Predicative sentence rules:
→

(NP) PredP

(a)

S

(b)

PredP → VP

(c)

VP

(d)

Vstem → (Caus) (Redup) Vroot

(e)

NP

(NP) (Location)

(Time) . . .

→ SPron (TA) (Adv) Vstem (Adv)
(Trans - OPron) (Dir)

→ (Art) (Num) N (Dem)

The above abbreviations used by Jackson are: PredP = Predicate Phrase, SPron = Subject Pronoun, TA =
Tense/Aspect, Caus = Causitive, Redup = Reduplication derivation/aspect, Trans-OPron = Transitivizer
and/or Object Pronoun, Dir = Directional, Dem = Demonstrative.

Note that the above template is for sentences that Jackson calls “predicative
sentences.” There is a second sentence type in Chuukic languages that Jackson refers to
as “equational sentences.” These sentences can simply be composed of two nouns: the
second of which provides an identity for the first.
Equational sentence rules:
→ NP[subject] PredP

(g)

S

(h)

PredP → NP[predicate]
Jackson displays about twenty syntactic categories in the PSRs above. These

twenty do not represent all the syntactic categories that exist in Chuukic languages. For
example, the category Num, in line (e) usually consists of two syntactic constituents: a
numeral morpheme and a counting classifier morpheme. Following are a few examples
from SpnCRL of the number two, ruuw (and other allophones of ruwa-), and of four
different counting classifiers.
(i)

ruwoow “two (general) objects”
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ruwa-, -uwa “two, things”
(j)

ruufósch waa “two canoes”
ruu-, -fósch “two, (long objects)”

(k)

rúúfay fayúbwul “two silver coins”
rúú-, -fay “two, (round objects)

(l)

waa “canoe”

fayúbwul “silver coin”

ruwabwúghúw faay “two hundred coins”
ruwa-, -bwúghúw “two (units of a hundred) faay “coin, stone”

(m)

ruwabwúghúw fayúbwul “two hundred silver coins”
faay “coin; stone” bwulubwul “shiny”
SpnCRL has nearly fifty different counting classifiers like the above that speakers

use. All the other Chuukic languages have many counting classifiers, as well—but, not
the same classifiers and not the same number of classifiers. Therefore, counting
classifiers could be useful for drawing lines of inheritance (if a complete list of counting
classifiers for each language were to be compiled—which has not yet been done).
As another example, from published dictionaries and from Jackson (1986), each
language has different ways to negate a VP. This Neg is positioned, usually as a clitic,
following the SPron on line (c) above. (It can also be analyzed as one of the TA markers
on the same line.) All languages have a reflex for Proto Chuukic *de, which means
“lest.” But while PUA, ULI, and WOL have cognate words reflecting Proto Chuukic *tai, which is glossed “negative,” SpnCRL, SAT, POL, MRT, and CHU use cognate
words reflecting *taqe, which is glossed “not.” Also, the word for “will not” in PUA,
ULI, and WOL are reflexes only of *tawai, while SpnCRL, SAT, POL, MRT, and CHU
are reflexes only of *tap’u. In these instances SpnCRL matches only the eastern
languages, SAT through CHU. For the cognate of “no longer”, however, SpnCRL
matches the western languages, PUA through WOL and including SAT. One more
negative, *taani, meaning “not yet/will not yet,” is one that SpnCRL matches only with
POL and MRT in their reflexes for that item.
The above example shows that SpnCRL matches its western neighbors in some
instances but its eastern neighbors in other instances. The same mixed lines of
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inheritance is true of another constituent not specified in the above PSRs; that of
Locational or Relational Nouns (RelN). These are positioned just preceding the head
noun which they modify (line (e) above). Or, they can even function as the head noun
when the head noun is not present in the NP. Relational nouns are referred to as nouns,
and not prepositions, since they can be used to refer to a spatial location without the need
for an “object of the preposition” (as is required in English, e.g., where one cannot say
“*John is sitting on.”). It can be used, however—and is most commonly used—in
conjunction with a following noun, to indicate a relationship of position or place with
respect to that following noun. For example, one can say in SpnCRL that the location of
John is on something: John e faffatabw wóól. “John is running at a location on/at the top
(of something).” If the “top” location is further specified to be a hill, then a SpnCRL can
say John e faffatabw wóól ppal. “John is running on the hill.” In this case wóól is a
construct form meaning something like “..the on of..”, and Jackson therefore refers to
wóó- as either a locational noun or a “Relational Noun” (RelN). These RelN’s almost
always require a possessive marker suffix –l “of.”
There are nine RelN’s that are shared throughout the continuum in various
cognate forms reflecting the Proto Chuukic forms; such as *ree- “at”, *ao- “on, above”,
*faa- “under”, and so on (Jackson 1983). Seven more can be found in the various
dictionaries. Of those, two are used by SpnCRL and all three of its source languages
alone; (y)aro- “around” and wel/n(e) “on, on top of.” The five others are used by
SpnCRL and only certain ones of its source languages (and/or Lagoon Chuukese). One
of them, meaning “topside, on” is shared only between WOL (shiu-) and SpnCRL
(schúú-). Another, meaning “edge, side (of)” is shared only between SAT (ngaerh-) and
SpnCRL (ngasche-). Another, meaning “insides, contents,” is shared only between POL
(yówoton) and SpnCRL (auto-), and also CHU (utu-). Another, meaning “among,
between” is used by SAT (nein-), POL (ley-) and SpnCRL (leyi-), as well as CHU (neeyi); while WOL uses a form that, even if cognate with the others, is a very different form
(liuweliu-). Finally, the one meaning “by, beside, at the side” is not used by any of the
source languages; it is used only by SpnCRL and CHU (ppa-).
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A final example is the anaphoric object-marker which is an enclitic to the verb
stem (as is the Transitivizer morpheme). Jackson (1983:239,241) notes that only in SAT
and SpnCRL is there consistent representation of the third person plural (3pp) marker.
3pp animate is expressed as –Vr (where the V is a duplication of the preceding vowel).
And if the 3pp is inanimate, it is expressed as SAT –nn and SpnCRL –ll (which are
regular sound correspondents). All the other continuum languages can use either a
variation on the form/semantics of the two plural forms, or they can under various
conditions use the third person singular forms in place of the plural forms (where the 3ps
form is usually –a or –i.) Jackson writes (1983:242), “None of the other Trukic
languages ... apart from the closely related STW and CRL ... attests the type –nni
inanimate plural suffix.”
I chose the above examples because they well demonstrate where one can find
differences among the various Carolinian languages. But, of course, these examples
don’t really demonstrate a difference in Chuukic syntactic structures. All languages will
have the same structure as the above. The only thing that is different among the
languages/dialects is that the lexical content of the constituent in question differs in
various ways. And these constituents are morphemes that perform a syntactic function.
For some of those morphemes there is no difference among the languages, or only a
slight difference. Either way, however the differences work out across the continuum,
they demonstrate a difference only in the contents of given grammatical categories; they
do not demonstrate a difference in structure among languages.
In this section, I have given only a taste of Chuukic syntax. The section mainly
serves to explain what is meant when one reads that the grammars of these languages are
the same. In this respect all Carolinian languages are basically stamped from a single
syntactic template.
The VP is particularly interesting in Chuukic languages due to its complexity and
potential for semantic variation. Interested readers, however, should refer to other works
to satisfy further interest. Until such time as a more in-depth comparison of Chuukic
syntax can take place to find difference among them, one must be content with other
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domains of grammar where differences among languages are readily apparent (such as
the following two sections on phoneme and lexeme inventories).

3.2 Lines of Inheritance Found in SpnCRL’s Phonemic Inventory
Two tasks need to be accomplished in this section. The first is to chart the
phoneme inventories for SpnCRL and each of its primary source languages, WOL, POL,
and SAT, separately. The second step is to compare each phoneme inventory with that of
SpnCRL in order to identify phonemes in the source language(s) that either match or fail
to match with the corresponding phoneme in SpnCRL. The end result of this exercise is
to illustrate that SpnCRL matches most closely with WOL in terms of its phonemes and
their distinctive allophones; and matches less so with SAT and POL. The implication of
that is that migrants to Saipan from Woleai (and/or Lamotrek) had the greater influence
on the phonetic composition of the (soon to be born) SpnCRL phoneme inventory; there
was lesser influence by speakers from Polowat (and/or Pulusuk) and lesser by speakers
from Satawal. At the same time, it is important to understand that the clear majority of
SpnCRL’s phonemes came from a common pool of phonemes shared by all three source
languages.
In carrying out the just-described exercise I will be dealing with phonemes as they
are pronounced in the modern forms of the languages. It is only in modern reference
materials that accurate phonetic descriptions of phonemes are given. As discussed in the
previous chapter (sec. 2.5.2), there are indeed many wordlists from the 1800’s and early
1900’s that give some indication of the phonemes that were in use during those years—
the years of migration to Saipan. As explained, however, early word lists did not
generally come with precise instructions on how to pronounce the graphemes used to
spell words. On top of that, there were considerable differences among early researchers
as to the set of graphemes they each used. And those graphemes that were in common
did not necessarily represent the same phonetic features. Nonetheless, it must be said that
the information in those early wordlists did serve well to cast doubt on the idea that
SpnCRL merged primarily from a single language rather than being a blend of many.
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Also, it is important for the reader to remember that what I am dealing with is the
current pronunciation of phonemes, irrespective of whatever proto forms are the source
of current phonemes. This means, for example, that where SpnCRL utilizes a [s] sound I
will be more concerned with whatever source languages also have a [s] sound, regardless
of whether that [s] originated from *t, *T, or *c.
I also need to point out that voiceless vowels figure into Chuukic history. As for
SpnCRL, it could be that the voiceless phonemes were either lost during the last 100
years or that they never surfaced in SpnCRL speech in the first place. The same could be
true for a few other languages in the continuum. Today, only Woleaian is reported to still
retain phonetically distinguishable voiceless vowels. 28 However, they are not phonemic.
Sohn (1975) explains that a voiceless vowel results when a single vowel (as opposed to a
double vowel) loses it’s voicing in word final position “unless it is protected by a
following modifier word or a suffix.” The occurrence of double vowels is treated further
below.
More comments on how speakers from different languages pronounce specific
phonemes will be given in the section below.
One more piece of information is important before proceeding. In distinguishing
one phoneme from another I will be looking at more than the place and manner of
articulation of a given phoneme. I will also be treating geminate (or doubled) forms as
being distinct from their single forms. There is a clear difference between languages in
terms of whether only the single form of a phoneme occurs or whether only the geminate
form occurs (and not the single form) or whether both forms occur. For example, WOL
alone has both a geminate and single form of [w]. SAT and POL, on the other hand, have
only the single form of [w]. SAT alone has both a geminate and single form of [ɻ̞]. WOL
and POL have only the single form of it. Both SAT and POL have a geminate and single
form of [k] and of [tʃ͡], while WOL has only the geminate forms of each: [k:] and [tʃ͡:].
28

Voiceless vowels are also reported to occur within the Sonsorol-Tobi group. However, I am not
including those languages in my list of “founding languages” for reasons that will be made clear as we
proceed through this chapter—not to mention that documented history gives little indication that SonsorolTobi was involved in the formation of SpnCRL.
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There will be several examples in Table 3-12 where a geminate form of a single phoneme
will not be found in the same cell as the single form. In these instances the single form,
when it is expressed in its geminate form, takes on phonetic qualities that place the
geminate form at quite a different location on the phoneme chart from where the single
form is located. This will be further explained when Table 3-12 is discussed below.
3.2.1 A detailed inspection of the phoneme inventories of SpnCRL and its source
languages
In this section I am looking to see where each of SpnCRL’s phonemes make a
clear match with any of its founding languages. I will inspect the phonetic features of
each individual phoneme including in a language’s phoneme inventory. That way the
differences among inventories of WOL, SAT, and POL will be clear. For this task I am
drawing from works published or made available since that of Quackenbush 1968; in
particular, Elbert 1972, Sohn 1975, Jackson 1983 (which also includes the sound
correspondence work done by Marck 1977), and Roddy 2007. As for SpnCRL’s
phonemic inventory, I am drawing from Jackson 1983 and Jackson & Marck 1991 as
well as from my own experience with SpnCRL speakers. I have attempted to extract as
much phonetic detail as I can from these sources to build the phoneme inventory tables
further below. Symbols and labels for articulation are taken from the IPA chart. As a
convenient reference, the charts are replicated here.
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FIGURE 3-2. IPA CONSONANTS (INTERVOCALIC), VOWELS, DIACRITICS,
SUPRASEGMENTALS (CURRENT VERSION: 2.1, RELEASED 2008, FROM
WWW.SIL.ORG/COMPUTING/IPAHELP)

A further convention I will use for the charts below, following Roddy 2007, is
that consonant phonemes are positioned more to the left in their respective cells if they
are non-voiced and more to the right if they are voiced. The lengthened forms of
phonemes in each of the tables are notated by a colon and are positioned below their
respective single forms. When a lengthened phoneme, or more accurately, a geminate
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phoneme, results in a place of articulation different from that of its corresponding single
form it is given in parentheses. For instance, in the table following, Table 3-2, when the
single phoneme /фwˠ/ becomes geminate, it is realized not as /ɸ wˠ:/, but as the nonfricative /p wˠː/.
3.2.1.1 The phoneme inventory of Woleaian
Additional information is needed for a few of the phonemes in the following table
since they have uncommon sound qualities. Sohn (1975:12) describes two phonemes,
/ɸˠ/ and /mˠ/, as having “the tongue pulled back.” Sohn makes no mention of
labialization in his description of the two phonemes. However, he does direct the reader
to form the bilabial fricative as if one “ blew out a candle.” And for pronunciation of the
bilabial nasal, mwˠ, he directs the reader to try producing it “as if we were pronouncing
the vowel u simultaneously with m.” In both cases one would have to round the lips to
pronounce them as Sohn suggests. I therefore represent both phonemes with a
labialization feature plus a velarized feature: /pʷˠ/ and /mʷˠ/. When the phoneme /ɸʷˠ/
becomes geminate Sohn says that it becomes a stop (1975:15), making it the phoneme
/pʷˠː/. Furthermore, the only indication that either /ɸʷˠ/ or /pʷˠː/ become voiced is when
they occur between two vowels. I read these to mean Woleaian has no voiced /b/ or /bʷˠ/
as a phoneme.
The phoneme that is represented by the orthographic symbol ch, which is a
geminate phoneme, is rather problematic in terms of whether the phonetic symbol should
be [͡tʂ:] or [͡tç:], i.e., retroflexed or not retroflexed. On page (1975:14) Sohn writes:
There are eleven double consonants in Woleaian: pp, tt, ch, k, bb, ff, ss, mm,
mmw, n, and nng. When ch, k and n occur in native words, they are always
pronounced as double consonants. All these double consonants, except for bb,
and their corresponding simple consonants share the same sound qualities except
that double ones are stronger and longer than their counterparts...
From that, one would assume that the ch, it being the doubled form of both sh and
r, should have the same manner and point of articulation as sh and r. It is clear that Sohn
(1975:13-4) describes both sh and r as having the same retroflexed phonetic quality,
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respectively [ʂ] and [ɻ̝] 29, saying both are “produced in the same palatal position in the
same manner.” He further says that both are produced “with the tongue curled
backward.” Therefore, one would assume, according to the quote above, that ch should
also be pronounced as a retroflex. It would have helped had Sohn included an example
of ch at the same place as his examples of r and sh (1975:9): “The initial sounds of
Woleaian rig ‘to run’, and sho ‘copra’ are somewhat retroflexed..”. However, in his
Table 1 on his page 12, Sohn indicates that while all three phonemes have a hard palate
point of articulation, only sh and r are included in the “curled back” category. ch is
included in the “plain” category. Either way, rather than to make a separate column for
[͡tç:], I will include all three in a column in the chart below entitled “retroflexed and/or
palatal.” And I will represent it phonetically this way (i.e., retroflexed and palatalized):
/ʈʂ͡:j/.
Sohn also points out that the single form of /ʈʂ͡:j/, along with any single forms of
/n:/ or /k:/, occur only in loan words but not in “native” words; when they “occur in
native words, they are always pronounced as double consonants.” That being the case, I
have not included the three corresponding single phonemes in the table below.
Lastly, Sohn provides the label “teeth-gum” for /t/, /s/, /n:/ and /l/, the latter of
which Sohn defends as being phonetically realized as [ɾ], a flap, not a lateral (1975:12). I
have labeled the “teeth-gum” category as ‘dental-alveolar.’ Using a ‘dental-alveolar’
designation is convenient since while one author will put the above four phonemes into a
‘dental’ category, another will put them in an ‘alveolar’ category or split them between
the two categories. To provide consistent labeling I have combined the two into the one
category ‘dental-alveolar’ for all the tables below. Doing it this way allows for variation
among the four languages (or perhaps just the four authors) in terms of exact point of
articulation for [t], [n], [r/ ɾ], [s] and [l]. (It also keeps the regular correspondences in the
same respective columns with each other.)
29

This symbol is a combination of IPA symbols consisting of the approximate symbol “ɻ” (the same

̝ “ . The IPA does
give an example where it makes an approximate into a fricative by adding the raised symbol “ ̝ “ (it

symbol for SAT and POL’s retroflexed approximate) together with the raised symbol “

changes ɹ , an approximate, into a fricative by adding the raised symbol). Doing so gets me about as close
to matching Sohn’s (1975:14) description of the WOL r as I can get.
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TABLE 3-2. WOLEAIAN CONSONANT PHONEMES (COMPILED FROM SOHN 1975)
bilabial

labiodental

p
pː

plosive

m, mwˠ
m:, mʷˠ:

nasal
trill

fricative
lateral
approximate

postalveolar

t
tː

30

retroflexed
and/or
palatal

palatal

velar

kː

ʈʂ͡:j

nː

ŋ
ŋ:

ɾ

tap/flap

ɸwˠ
(pwˠː)

dentalalveolar

f
f:

ʂ
ɻ̝

s
s:

x

(both ʈʂ͡:j) 31

w
w:

j

Regarding Table 3-3, below, Sohn (1975:17) describes his /e/ phoneme as
sounding like the e in bed. So I have given it the “open-mid” symbol /ɛ/, as consistent
with the IPA chart. The /ɵ:/, however, he compares to the French oe as in coeur, thus the
“close-mid” designation for that phoneme. The Woleaian vowel inventory does not
include the short forms of the phonemes /ɵ:/ and /ɒ:/ because they are historically a
sequence of two different vowels, a sequence that no longer occurs in Woleaian (Sohn
1975:18). Vowels positioned to the left within their respective boxes are what Sohn
considers “unrounded” vowels. Those positioned to the right he considers “rounded.”

30

This point of articulation, post-alveolar, is not used in WOL, but it is in the following SAT and POL
charts. That way all four languages have the same chart template.
31

Both single phonemes /ʂ/ and /ɻ̝/ become / ʈʂ͡:j/ when geminate.
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TABLE 3-3. WOLEAIAN VOWEL PHONEMES (COMPILED FROM SOHN 1975)
front

central

back

i
i:

ʉ
ʉ:

u
u:
o
o:

close
closemid
openmid

ɵ:

ɛ
ɛ:
ɐ
ɐ:

open

ɒ:

3.2.1.2 The phoneme inventory of Satawalese
Roddy (2007:17,18) uses two raised symbols: /ʷ/ and /ˠ/ to indicate both a lip
rounding feature as well as a velarization feature, respectively, on the phonemes /pʷˠ/ and
/mʷˠ/. I doubt the two phonemes differ significantly from the corresponding ones for
Sohn’s Woleaian and for Elbert’s Polowat where lip rounding or labialization is not
specifically mentioned. Note that Roddy includes both /k/ and /g/ in his inventory.
However, in his work he puts the /g/ in parentheses to notate that /g/ is not included as a
phoneme in some previous works, i.e., Jackson 1983. Roddy’s evidence for a phoneme
/g/, however, is strong and I have included it here, albeit without the parentheses due to
the fact that, as noted earlier, I am making use of parentheses in all my inventory charts
to indicate that when the geminate form of a single phoneme occurs in a difference place
of articulation from that of the single phoneme, it is enclosed in parentheses. Therefore,
in the table below there is no geminate form /g:/. When the phoneme /g/ is geminate it is
realized as /k:/.
The /tʃ͡/ phoneme is also treated with a slight difference between the two authors;
Jackson implies that it is post-alveolar retroflexed (1983:163) while Roddy describes it as
being post-alveolar but with no indication of it being retroflexed. With Roddy (2007)
being a more recent work and a more phonetics-intensive study than that of Jackson
(1983), I have gone with Roddy’s categorization in the table below. Note that Roddy
lists the geminate /ɻ:/ as a phoneme in his inventory chart, thus I have included it below,
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but I’ve found no example of it in his phoneme descriptions. Also, Roddy has a ‘dental’
category for both /t/ and/n/ and an ‘alveolar’ category /r/ and /s/ which, for reasons given
above, I have collapsed into ‘dental-alveolar’ in Table 3-4.
TABLE 3-4. SATAWALESE CONSONANT PHONEMES (ADAPTED FROM RODDY 2007)
bilabial

labiodental

p, pʷˠ

plosive

p:,pʷˠ:

tʃ͡

retroflexed
and/or
palatal

palatal

velar

k g

k:(k:)

tʃ͡:

ŋ

n:

ŋ:

r

r:

tap/flap

f

fricative

f:

lateral

approx

t

n

m:,mʷˠ:

trill

postalveolar

t:

m, mʷˠ

nasal

dentalalveolar

s

s:
ɻ

w

ɻ:

j

In the following table I have followed Roddy’s inventory chart by positioning the
/ɞ/ vowel more toward the right in terms of its particular cell. And Roddy’s “open
central” symbol /a/ (which I’ve here substituted with /ɐ/ to be consistent with the IPA) is
positioned far to the left in its particular cell. Roddy does not provide a reason for this
positioning. Perhaps he positions the /ɞ/ far to the right in its cell to indicate that it is
almost a “back” vowel, and by the same token, he positions the /ɐ/ far to the left in its cell
perhaps to indicate that it is pronounced almost as a “front” vowel.
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TABLE 3-5. SATAWALESE VOWEL PHONEMES (RODDY 2007)
front
close
closemid
openmid
open

i
i:
ɛ
ɛ:
æ

central

back

ʉ

ɞ
ɐ
ɐ:

u
u:
o
o:
ɒ

3.2.1.3 The phoneme inventory of Polowat
The information for /s/ that Elbert provides suggests that it is not a “native”
phoneme (1972:5): “/s/ to the Puluwatese is somewhat of a ‘foreign’ sound and occurs
principally in easily recognized loan words... it varies freely with /h/ in some loan
words...[for example, the Japanese word for] airplane is both hikooki and sikooki.” For
those reasons I do not include the /s/ in the phoneme inventory below. I should note,
however, that Elbert suggests that /s/ could be an older form of /h/ since “The sound is
heard a great deal in songs.” As for rhotic sounds, Elbert explains (1972:7) that both
“/rr/”, which is phonetically [ɻ:], and “/ŕŕ/”, which is phonetically [r:], are “rare, and have
been noted only medially (p7).” I also note that in Elbert’s examples that the two
geminate forms occur only across the morpheme boundary in reduplicated morphemes. I
have therefore not included them in the phoneme inventory below. Finally, Elbert makes
no mention of /p wˠ/ and /m wˠ/ having a labialization feature. He indicates he is following
Dyen (1949, 1965) in using only the term “velarization” to categorized the two
phonemes. However, he infers that they are also labialized by distinguishing them from p
and m by writing them pw and mw. 32

32

Elbert makes the comment (1972:3), “...’labialised bilabial’ is not a graceful term.”
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TABLE 3-6. POLOWAT CONSONANT PHONEMES (ADAPTED FROM ELBERT 1972)
bilabial,
velarized

labiodental

p, p wˠ
p:, p wˠ:

plosive

m,mwˠ
m:,mwˠ:

nasal
trill

approx

w

t
t:

tʃ͡

retroflexed
and/or
palatal

palatal

velar

glottal

k
k:

tʃ͡:

ŋ
ŋ:

r

f
f:

lateral

postalveolar

n
n:

tap/flap
fricative

dentalalveolar

h
h:

l
l:

ɻ

j

It is not clear in Elbert’s description (1972:11) what quality /ɵ/ has in terms of
rounding. He only states that it “suggests...the vowel in English ‘bird’ without its rsound.” I suspect it is a little closer to rounded than unrounded. For the close-central
vowel in the table below, for which he uses the symbol ‘ú’, Elbert says it is, “unrounded,
high, and central; a similar vowel exists in Korean.” The unrounded IPA symbol is ‘ɨ’
and I have used that in the table below.
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TABLE 3-7. POLOWAT VOWEL PHONEMES (ADAPTED FROM ELBERT 1972)
front
close
closemid
openmid
open

central

back

i
i:
e
e:

ɨ
ɨ:
ɵ
ɵ:

u
u:
o
o:

æ
æ:

ɐ
ɐ:

ɒ
ɒ:

3.2.1.4 The phoneme inventory of Saipan Carolinian
For the table below I again use a ‘dental-alveolar’ category. Especially for
SpnCRL, that designation is convenient. It is not always easy to make a judgment on
exactly where the point of articulation is, particularly for the /t/. In most environments I
believe the alveolar ridge receives tongue-blade contact even while the tongue tip makes
contact at some place on the teeth—either upper or both upper and lower teeth.
I am using the phonetic symbol, ʈʂ͡:j, for SpnCRL’s retroflexed affricate. For
pronouncing this phoneme, I don’t know how close the tongue blade position for
SpnCRL is to that of WOL. However using the same symbol for both languages keeps
the phoneme for each in the same column (point of articulation) as their respective
retroflexed single forms. More importantly, it differenciates those two languages from
both SAT and POL. The point of articulation for the corresponding affricate in both SAT
and POL is neither palatal nor retroflexed, it is described as post-alveolar.
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TABLE 3-8. SAIPAN CRL CONSONANT PHONEMES
bilabial
plosive
(voiceless)

(voiced)
nasal

labiodental

p
p:
bʷˠ
(pʷˠ:)

f
f:

lateral

approx

w

retroflexed
and/or
palatal

palatal

velar

ʈʂ͡:j

k:
ŋ
ŋ:

r

tap/flap
fricative

postalveolar

t
t:

m, mʷˠ
m:, mʷˠ:

trill

dentalalveolar

ʂ

s
s:
l
l:

x

(ʈʂ͡:j)
j

In the following table, the pronunciation of the vowels follows the IPA
convention. While the vowels /ʉ/ and /ɵ/ are central vowels I believe they are
pronounced more toward back than front. The other central vowel /ɐ/ sounds truly
centralized to my ear.
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TABLE 3-9. SAIPAN CRL VOWEL PHONEMES
front
close
close-mid
open-mid
open

i
i:
e
e:
æ
æ:

central

ʉ
ʉ:
ɵ
ɵ:

ɐ
ɐ:

back

u
u:
o
o:
ɒ
ɒ:

3.2.1.5 Results and observations comparing the consonant inventory of Saipan
CRL to those of the other languages
Having now presented detailed phoneme inventories individually for the three
founding languages and for SpnCRL above, the next step is to overlay the above four sets
of tables into one combined table. In this way we can see exactly where each SpnCRL
phoneme falls in respect to each of the phonemes of the other three languages. This is the
big picture showing all consonant phonemes used among all four languages; thus
allowing for the comparison of any individual phoneme with any other.
The phonemes in the chart below, are shown in their phonetic surface form (not
underlying). The table is divided into cells according to phonetic categories. Each of the
cells is broken up again in four ways; the left half contains the voiceless forms and the
right half the voiced, the upper half contains the short forms and the lower half the
geminate forms. The bilabial plosives are further broken up into velarized and nonvelarized forms. The phonetic qualities of phonemes is represented by the current IPA
symbol; the diacritics follow IPA (refer to Figure 3-2). Beneath the phonemes are the
languages that include that phoneme in their inventory. Some short forms have no
corresponding geminate forms, and vice versa. Furthermore, some short phonemes have
a corresponding geminate form with slightly altered phonetic features—features that
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position the geminates elsewhere in the table. These phonemes are enclosed in
parentheses just to the right of their corresponding language. The code for language
abbreviations is provided beneath the table.
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TABLE 3-10. COMPILATION SHOWING OVERLAP OF SPNCRL CONSONANTS WITH THOSE OF WOLEAIAN, SATAWALESE, AND
POLOWATESE
WOL, SAT,
POL,
SpnCRL
short
PLOSIVE
long

s
NASAL

BILABIAL

LABIODENTAL

DENTALALVEOLAR

POSTAVEOLAR

RETROFLEXED
(and/or palatal)

vl

vl

vl

vl

p
wsp c
p:
wspc

vd
velar

pʷˠ
sp

pʷˠ:
wsp c

vd

bʷˠ
c

m
wsp c
m:
wsp c

(c pʷˠ:)

t:
wsp c

mʷˠ
wsp c
mʷˠ:
wsp c

TRILL
l

s
TAP/FLAP
l

l

ɸʷˠ
w
(wpˠː)

f
wsp c
f:
wsp c

s

s
ws c
s:
ws c

LATERAL
l
s
APPROXIMATE
l

w = Woleaian

s = Satawalese

w
wsp c
w:
w
p = Polowatese

vd

t
wsp c

s

FRICATIVE

VELAR

GLOT

vd
vl
velar

l

s

PALATAL

n
sp
n:
wsp
r
sp c
r:
s
ɾ
w
(w n:)

l
pc
l:
pc

c = Saipan Carolinian
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tʃ͡
sp
tʃ͡:
sp

vd

vd

vl
k
sp

ʈʂ͡:j
wc

ʂ
wc
(wc
ʈʂ͡:j)

k:
wsp c

ɻ̝
w
(w
ʈʂ͡:j)

ɻ̞
sp
ɻ̞:
s

x
wc
(w c
k:)

j
wsp c

vd
g
s

(s k:)
ŋ
wsp
c
ŋ:
wsp
c

h
p
h:
p

Table 3-10 gives the most precise picture of how SpnCRL aligns itself with its
founding languages in terms of consonant inventory. It is also rather complex, however,
and it may be difficult to determine which language aligns itself most and which least
with SpnCRL. Following, then, is another table that simply lists each consonant
phoneme and the description of its phonetic features in the two left-hand columns. and
allows for an intersection between languages and available phonemes.
The table below gives figures showing how the twenty-five consonant phonemes
of SpnCRL align themselves with their founding language phonemes.
TABLE 3-11. TALLY OF SPNCRL CONSONANT PHONEMES THAT MATCH RESPECTIVE
SOURCE LANGUAGE OR LANGUAGE COMBINATIONS

Phoneme

p
p:
pʷˠ
pʷˠ:
bʷˠ
(bʷˠ:) --> pʷˠ:
t
t:
tʃ͡
tʃ͡:

ʈʂ͡:j
k
k:
g
m
m:
mʷˠ
mʷˠ:
n

Type

Woleaian

Satawalese

Polowatese

SpnCRL

x

x

x

x

vl Bilabial Plosive
vl Bilabial Plosive (Gem.)
vl Bilabial velarized
Plosive
vl Bilabial velarized
Plosive (Gem.)
vd Bilabial velar Plosive

x
x

vl Dental-Alveolar Plosive
vl Dental-Alveolar Plosive
(Gem.)
vl Post-Alveolar Plosive
Affr
vl Post-Alveolar Plosive
Affr (Gem.)
vl Retroflexed (palatal)
Plosive Affr (Gem.)
vl Velar Plosive
vl Velar Plosive (Gem.)
vd Velar Plosive
vd Bilabial Nasal
vd Bilabial Nasal (Gem.)
vd Bilabial velarized Nasal
vd Bilabial velarized Nasal
(Gem.)
vd Dental-Alveolar Nasal

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
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x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

n:
ŋ
ŋ:
r
r:
ɾ
(ɾ:) --> n:
ɸʷˠ
(ɸʷ:) --> pˠː
f
f:
s
s:
ʂ
(ʂ:) --> ʈʂ͡:j
x
(x:) --> k:
h
h:
l
l:
w
w:
ɻ̝
Wol (ɻ̝:) --> ʈʂ͡:j
ɻ̞
ɻ̞:
j

vd Dental-Alveolar Nasal
(Gem.)[check W’s double
entry]
vd Velar Nasal
vd Velar Nasal (Gem.)
vd Dental-Alveolar Trill
vd Dental-Alveolar Trill
(Gem.)
vd Dental-Alveolar
Tap/Flap
vl Bilabial velarized
Fricative
vl Labio-Dental Fricative
vl Labio-Dental Fricative
(Gem.)
vl Dental-Alveolar
Fricative
vl Dental-Alveolar
Fricative (Gem.)
vl Retroflexed Fricative

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
(very
rare)

x
x
x
(very
rare)

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

vl Velar Fricative
vl Glottal Fricative
vl Glottal Fricative (Gem.)
vd Dental-Alveolar Lateral
vd Dental-Alveolar Lateral
(Gem.)
vd Bilabial Approximate
vd Bilabial Approximate
(Gem.)
vd Retroflexed Fricative
(or, Raised Approximate)
vd Retroflexed
Approximate
vd Retroflexed
Approximate (Gem.)
vd Palatal Approximate

x

x

x

x

x
x

?
?

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
(very
rare)

x
x
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x

x

x

Number of Exclusive
Matches with SpnCRL
Total number of
Consonants Matching
SpnCRL
Number of cells having
Same Cell Result as
SpnCRL

3

0

2

21

19

19

29

25

25

Table 3-11 gives an indication, at this early point in the chapter, that SpnCRL was
indeed assembled into a language using the available components of its founding
languages. The first thing to note is that SpnCRL did not receive its phonemic inventory
primarily from just one source language; it received it from all three (with the possible
contribution of other continuum members, like ULI,). As to exclusive phoneme matches
with SpnCRL, SAT has none at all (which came as a surprise to me), POL has two
exclusive matches and WOL has three. There are also some other commonalities
between WOL and SpnCRL. Each has apparently innovated a different pronunciation of
the [pʷˠ] phoneme, whereas SAT and POL have retained the Proto-Chuukic form. WOL
and SpnCRL also lack the single /k/ phoneme whereas SAT and POL have both /k/ and
/kk/.
The above two tables and comments suggest that SpnCRL has the greatest affinity
with WOL in terms of its phoneme inventory. It can be inferred, then, that migrants (and
perhaps long-term visitors) from the Woleai area—particularly Lamotrek—had the
greater influence on shaping what the future SpnCRL consonant inventory would
become.
But the greatest alignment of SpnCRL phonemes, sixteen of them, is with all
three founding languages in common. And only one of SpnCRL’s phonemes, [bʷˠ],
appears to have been innovated. This highlights the fact that the source languages are
much more similar than they are dissimilar and that by far most of SpnCRL’s inventory
came from the common pool of sixteen phonemes shared by WOL, SAT, and POL.
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As a point of interest, Table 3-11 above further suggests that both long and short
forms of /l/ came to SpnCRL from POL. But there are other possibilities for the source
of SpnCRL’s /l/, e.g., ULI or Chamorro, a point that will be taken up now.
3.2.1.6 Source of SpnCRL’s /l/
The source of SpnCRL /l/ is not so easy to trace. Pinning down the exact
pronunciation of /l/ can be almost as slippery as pinning down vowels. For some
southern SpnCRL speakers it is quite difficult for me to know whether I am hearing [n]
rather than [l]. Perhaps I’m hearing a nasalized lateral. The slight distinction between
the two sounds leaves open the possibility that its source is Satawalese. Quackenbush,
Jackson and Roddy all point to the variation that exists between [l] and [n] on Satawal.
Several years ago I was told by a SAT speaker that the language is in the final stage of a
transition from /l/ to /n/. Perhaps the /l/ was much more prominent during the era of
Satawalese migration to Saipan than it is today. That would mean the move from /l/ to
/n/ on Satawal is something that has happened during the last 150 years or so, while the
SpnCRL /l/, on the other hand, has maintained prominence over /n/.
The phoneme inventories above would indicate that /l/ is sourced from Polowat
since that is the only other founding language that is reported to have the /l/ phoneme.
However, as Elbert illustrates (1972:7), Polowat has clearly maintained both /n/ and /l/,
while the dominating southern SpnCRL dialect(s) have only maintained the /l/ (with
perhaps varying degrees of nasalization) Were SpnCRL to have inherited their /l/ from
Polowat, one would expect to clearly hear the /n/ reflex as well as the /l/. But that
distinction is not realized by most southern SpnCRL speakers today.
Another possibility is that the /l/ phoneme came from the correspondent Woleaian
phoneme /ɾ/. The phonetic difference between the two is not actually that extreme and
the slight variation in either Woleaian or SpnCRL speech could have occurred over the
course of the last century
But there is also the possibility that SpnCRL’s phoneme /l/ could have come from
a language outside of the founders’ circle of languages. A possibility with merit is that
the /l/ phoneme came from Ulithian. As it happens, the only other language in the
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continuum that reflects *n > l is Ulithian. And historical records reveal that speakers of
Ulithian, which had apparently switched from *n to l sometime in history before the start
of migration, also provided some migrants to Saipan. Perhaps they managed to influence
the pronunciation of the vast majority of n users that had migrated to Saipan due in part
to their higher social status during the age of the sawei.
There is yet another possibility with merit. Chamorro speakers, with whom the
SpnCRLs have shared an island for the last 150 years, also have the phoneme /l/. For the
word “color,” Quackenbush (1968) elicited from SpnCRL speakers the word kélood.
Jackson and Marck 1991 show that that word—pronounced in the dictionary as either
kkulood or kkuloot—is a borrowing from Chamorro (which, of course, would have been
the Chamorro attempt at pronouncing “color”— from Spanish speakers during the premigration era of Carolinians to Saipan). As is often the case with a borrowed word, the
Saipan Carolinians have a perfectly good SpnCRL word for “color” that is in general use:
alúl. Nonetheless, kkulood is an example of a SpnCRL /l/-word clearly sourced from
Chamorro. And there are many examples of this in the SpnCRL lexicon. The SpnCRL
word for “eagle” is agila—(where the CRL-sourced SpnCRL word is mwuluwa)-obviously sourced originally from Spanish (“aquila”), not outer-island CRL. Another
obvious one from the same source is the SpnCRL word for “female friend,” which in
SpnCRL is amiiga.
Two of the three words, kkulood and amiiga give away that they are indigenized
words: the geminate /kk/ being interpreted from the fortis “c/k” in “color/kkulood,” and
the geminate /ii/ being interpreted from a phonetically lengthen “i” in “amiga.” And yet
the two words also give away that they are borrowed words since SpnCRL typically has
no “d” nor “g.” A truly indigenized “kulood” would be kkuloot, which is already an
alternate pronunciation. And indigenized “aquila” and “amiga” would probably be
aghila and amiigha. These examples lend weight to the position that there is an /l/ in
SpnCRL whose source is the outer Carolinian islands; most of the /l/ words sourced from
Chamorro leave behind hints that those words are indeed borrowed. And /l/ words in that
category are vastly fewer than the hundreds of SpnCRL /l/ words that are certainly
cognate among Chuukic continuum languages.
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It should also be pointed out that SpnCRLs have no trouble pronouncing /n/.
Consider words like anay “termite,” from Chamorro (where the indigenous SpnCRL
doublet is malúl paap), or anoonas “custard apple” from Spanish “ananás.” Were these
words to be truly indigenized the result would probably be alayi and aloolas. This is so
since SpnCRL typically has no “n.” For example, of the twenty-six words starting with
“n” in the SpnCRL dictionary, seven are originally sourced from Spanish, seven from
Chamorro, four from Japanese, a further two are Proper nouns from Pohnpei and
Namonuito, and three are words spoken only by SpnCRLs who still retain a difference
between /l/ and /n/ in many words. Only nenne “sleep (in ref. to children)” and Néétiw
“15th night of the moon” remain in the dark as to their origins.
To me, it seems a credible source for SpnCRLs /l/ is Ulithian. And that fits with
historical evidence of Ulithian drifters living on Guam, and maybe Saipan, in the earliest
days of the Saipan migration. The possible role of Ulithian on SpnCRL will be covered
in the following chapter on history.
3.2.1.7 Vowel inventory of SpnCRL compared with those of the other
languages; results and observations
The following combined vowel inventories are set up the same way as the
consonant inventories (Table 3-12). The only difference is that the phonemes are located
to the left of their respective languages, rather than above. Again, the phonemes are
shown in their phonetic surface form (not underlying). I am also counting single and
geminate vowels separately in spite of the evidence that length is phonemic (see earlier
discussion regarding geminate consonants).

TABLE 3-12. OVERLAP BETWEEN SPNCRL AND OUTER ISLAND CRL VOWEL PHONEME
POSITIONS

WOL,
SAT,
POL,
SpnCRL

front

central
unrounded
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central
rounded

back

i wsp c
i: wsp c

close

e
e:

closemid
open-mid
open

pc
pc

ɛ ws
ɛ: ws

æ sp c
æ: p c

ɨ p
ɨ: p

ʉ ws c
ʉ: w c

u wsp c
u: wsp c

ɵ pc
ɵ: wp c

o wsp c
o: wsp c

ɞ s

ɐ wsp c
ɐ: wsp c

w = Woleaian s = Satawalese p = Puluwatese c = Saipan Carolinian

ɒ sp c
ɒ: wp c

Making solid statements about vowels is always slippery in respect to Chuukic
languages because there seems to be so much variation and flexibility regarding precise
vowel location. It is especially tricky on Saipan because of the lingering influence of
distinct dialect divisions. At language workshops on Saipan, for instance, disagreements
on correct vowel pronunciation are very common—and sometimes quite lively.
Invariably, however, the disagreements are defused by simply chalking up the variation
to “just a dialect difference.” That results in both—or even three, or four—opposing
pronunciations being included in the dictionary or other materials at hand. As has been
pointed out earlier, however, trying to identify which of those “dialectal differences”
belongs to which “dialect group” leads nowhere. This is so because intermarriage among
original dialect groups and the intermingling of vowel pronunciations over the years has
made the vowels useless indicators of dialect boundaries.
That being said, the vowel inventory most generally in use on Saipan—still
referring here to the southern SpnCRL communities alone—does seem to have the
greatest affinity with POL. Table 3-13 shows that SpnCRL has four exclusively-shared
vowel phonemes with POL but only one with WOL and none with SAT.
TABLE 3-13. SPNCRL MATCH UPS WITH OTHER LANGUAGES IN TERMS OF TONGUE
ARTICULATION

front

central
central
back
unrounded rounded
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Matches
with

SpnCRL
Wol

Wol &
Sat
All three

ʉ

1

i, i:

u, u:

ɐ, ɐ:

8

o, o:
ɵ:

Sat & Pol
Pol

1

0

Sat

Wol &
Pol

ʉ:

æ
e, e:

ɒ:

2

ɒ

2
4

ɵ

æ:

Total
vowels:
18

The results in the above Table 3-13 do not show the SpnCRL vowel inventory to
have the same affinity to Woleaian vowels in the way they do to the consonant inventory.
The table is lopsided in terms of favoring the POL forms. One factor that accounts for
that is that POL and SpnCRL both share all eighteen possible vowels. WOL has fifteen
in its vowel inventory and SAT has fourteen in its inventory. I’m not sure what the
implications of these result are. It would seem strange to me that Woleaian migrants to
Saipan were most responsible for the make up of the SpnCRL consonant inventory, while
the Polowat-Pulusuk migrants were most responsible for the vowel inventory of SpnCRL.
That is a finding that will need some study at a later time.
3.2.2 Overall implications regarding SpnCRL match-ups with founding languages
in terms of phoneme inventory
Earlier on I commented that if oral history and historical documents point to
certain languages as being the primary founding languages of SpnCRL, we should then
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expect this to be corroborated with the linguistic features and forms of SpnCRL. This
section confirms that Woleaian, Satawalese and Polowatese together are the primary
source languages for SpnCRL’s phonemic inventory.
As discussed above in section 3.2.1.6, however, I am not necessarily assuming
these three languages and only these three are the sole source of SpnCRL’s phonemic
inventory. It could also have had influence from other languages—particularly in regards
to the SpnCRL /l/.
Regardless of the origin of the SpnCRL /l/, this section also shows that none of
the three founding languages can claim to be the sole source of all phonemes in
SpnCRL’s inventory.
The evidence has further revealed that Satawalese was not the dominate source of
SpnCRL phonemes. This section seems to point, surprisingly enough, to both WOL and
POL as having a greater role than SAT in determining the eventual phonetic shape of
SpnCRL phonemes.
Why should that result be surprising? First of all, already known from historical
documents is that all three language groups were heavily involved in the migration to
Saipan. Hence, it would seem that the speech of the Satawalese would be more useful in
binding the three speech communities together, since its level of intelligibility with both
other groups was surely much greater than that which the other two had with each other.
That should mean that the SAT language would have been most pragmatically useful to
everyone during the period of migration and settlement. Also, linguistically speaking,
SAT’s position in the continuum is clearly between that of WOL and POL as has already
been securely established by both Quackenbush 1968 and Jackson 1983. The nature of a
continuum, then, is that SAT will have more features in common with both WOL and
POL than the latter will have with each other; it should therefore participate more often in
linguistic features that are absorbed into the new language, SpnCRL.
The second reason why the phoneme inventory results are surprising is that
previous research usually points to SAT as having the most in common with SpnCRL.
Quackenbush’s Table 2-2, showing regular sound correspondence patterns, give the
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impression that SpnCRL has most in common with SAT—as I have pointed out in each
case. But actually, it is not a sound correspondence or phoneme inventory, per se, that is
transferred from one person to another; it is a combination of phonetic bundles that a
Saipan settler would have adopted—for some combination of reasons—from one or
another migrant or long-term visitor. Therefore, phonetic detail is as useful in identifying
the island source of a given SpnCRL phoneme as the English phoneme “r” is for
identifying the country and even local region that a speaker of a an English variety comes
from. And it’s the phonetic detail that has apparently given SpnCRL’s phoneme
inventory a closer affinity to WOL (and perhaps POL) than to SAT.
Jackson’s study should probably be given prominence to Quackenbush’s study for
issues of language similarity (due to Jackson’s more current and more extensive data).
But from information given in my introduction chapter and handled in depth in the
previous chapter, it is clear that Jackson has particularly classified SpnCRL as a spin-off
language primarily from SAT. Jackson then makes the SAT-SpnCRL duo a direct sister
with languages to the east of SAT. He makes note, however, that other researchers have
classified SAT-SpnCRL with languages to the west of SAT. Jackson 1983 quotes
Goodenough and Sugita (1980:xi-xiii) as saying this:
Trukic is further divided into an eastern and western subgroup, with the
languages of Lagoon Trukese, the Mortlocks, Old Mapian, and Puluwatese
(including Pulusuk, Puluwat, Tamatam, Pulap, Namonuito, and the northern
dialect of Saipan Carolinian [Talaabog]) assigned to East Trukic...and...
assigned to West Trukic are...Sonsorolese (including Tobi, Merir, Sonsorol, and
Pulo Anna), Ulithian (including Ulithi, Fais, and Sorol) and Woleaian (including
Satawal, Lamotrek, Elato, Ifaluk, Woleai, Faraulep, Eauripik, and the southern
dialect of Saipan Carolinian [SpnCRL]).

This section is my answer, then, based on my matching of phoneme inventories,
to the question: “Of the linguistic features that make up SpnCRL, which of them were
inherited from respective outer-island source languages?” The next step is to see what
the various lexicons reveal about that question.
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3.3 Lines of Inheritance in SpnCRL’s Lexical Inventory
Some researchers classify SpnCRL with the western half of the continuum and
other researchers classify SpnCRL with the eastern half of the continuum, as just pointed
out. In either case, the immediate sister of SpnCRL is invariably said to be SAT. Based
on that, as argued in the previous section, we should expect SpnCRL to have more
linguistic features in common with SAT than with either WOL or POL. The previous
section on phoneme inventories, however, suggested something different; SpnCRL has a
little more in common with WOL than it does either POL or SAT (but with POL showing
slightly more influence than SAT. In this section, where the lexical inventories are used
as the basis of comparison between SpnCRL and the three founding languages, the
picture of influence from the three source languages will again be unbalanced, but in a
different way. From my own work with SpnCRL and material in the currently available
lexicons (ULI, WOL, SAT, POL, and CHU), I will show that SpnCRL has a great deal
more in common, lexically, with POL than it does with either WOL or SAT; with SAT
having less in common with SpnCRL than WOL. This is in clear contrast to the lexical
results of both Quackenbush and Jackson. The difference, and the reason for the
difference, between myself and the other two researchers will be fully addressed in the
course of this section on lexical inventories.
The lexical inventory is one domain in Chuukic languages that can contribute
heavily to the quest to find how SpnCRL is aligned with its source languages, since there
is a significant amount of diversity among the languages’ lexicons. This is true even
though Jackson’s lexical research indicates that each Chuukic language has close to a
whopping 50% lexical similarity with all the other members of the continuum
(1983:274). Nonetheless, that still leaves the remaining 50% in which to find differences
among languages, and that will prove to be enough to hone in on SpnCRL’s lines of
lexical inheritance.
My next step is to sum up the results of lexical studies carried out by
Quackenbush (1968) and Jackson (1983).
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3.3.1 The Quackenbush wordlist: Patterns of Shared Lexical Items in the
Continuum
The singular inventory of hard data used by Quackenbush 1968, as noted
frequently throughout this study, is his massive 585-word word list. Collecting even a
200-word list of one language can take a lot of patience and persistence. But collecting a
585-count word list for seventeen different points along the continuum means that,
among other research tasks, Quackenbush elicited some 10,000 words—a tremendous
undertaking. Presumably, Quackenbush carried out much of his data collection at
Micronesian centers accessible by aircraft, and probably Hawaii; all places where
speakers of several different Chuukic languages can usually be located. Still, any attempt
to collect first-hand data in Micronesia is not convenient. There are vast ocean expanses
between commercial centers and very limited means of transportation to outlying islands
(unless one has access to a yacht or has time to make use of sailing canoes); and in my
experience it’s not a place where language research can be carried out quickly.
Since I will be drawing some conclusions based on data from Quackenbush’s
word list it is important to begin by describing its composition (1968:26). His initial
resource was the 200-word list developed by Swadesh (1952) for carrying out
glottochronology, which Quackenbush made adaptations to in keeping with those already
made by Elbert (1947a). He also followed Elbert’s advise to insure that all the words in
the word list used by Dyen 1949 for his article on Trukese vowels were included. He
selected many additional words from “a linguistic questionnaire of the Tri-Institutional
Pacific Program.” And from Byron Bender he included “principally plant names, which
seemed likely to elicit cognates.” The end result was a long list of words that was more
resistant to replacement over time than would be the same number of words chosen at
random. The complete list that Quackenbush used can be found in his Appendix 1
(1968:109-209).
In this and following sections I will often refer to languages according to the
numbers assigned by Quackenbush. The map below (used on two occasions earlier)
shows the physical orientation of language communities along with their assigned
numbers.
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Nautical Miles
0

200

Saipan (8)
Tinian

4

Rota
Guam

Ulithi (3)
Fais (3)

Yap

Palau

Sonsorol (1)
Pulo Anna (1)

Ngulu (3)

Faraulep (5)

Namonuito (12)

Halls
Lamotrek (5)
Pullap
Sorol (3)
Oroluk
Truk (16, 17)
Woleai (5)
Elato (5)
Pulawat
Nama
Satawal (7)
Ifaluk (6)
Losap
Euripik (5)
Pulusuk (10) Namoluk (15)
Lukunor
Etal
Satawan

Merir (1)

Nukuor

Tobi (2)

Kapingamarangi
Mapia Islands

Figure 3-3. Orientation of islands and their respective numbers assigned by
Quackenbush (1983).

Quackenbush utilized his compiled 600[585]-word lexical database to clarify
various characteristics of the continuum. He used the pattern of sound correspondence
alternation across the continuum to establish the major dialect groupings, as addressed in
the previous section. He used the data to make a few grammatical comparisons between
languages. He also used the data for lexicostatistics; he tabulated cognate similarities
across the continuum to establish percentages of lexical similarity. He found more than a
fourth of the 585 lexemes to be perfectly cognate in all seventeen languages/dialect
which he researched. And he found there to be large numbers of lexical items
exclusively shared by contiguous sectors of the continuum. In line with that, he found
the number of exclusive forms shared between non-continuous sectors—that is, more
distant neighbors—to be consistently low. These facts, he noted, were indicative of the
chain relationship in the continuum. In Chapter 1, Section 1.1.4 (Figure 1-6), I included
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one of Quackenbush’s figures that clearly shows the overall chain-like picture of how the
continuum is put together. ( I will repeat that figure here for the reader’s convenience.)

From Section 1.1.4: Figure 1-6. Carolinian Language/Dialect Groups within the Chuukic
Language Continuum (adapted from Quackenbush 1968)

But that figure doesn’t expose other details and trends that have been useful to my lexical
study. What I want to focus on in this section are two main outcomes of the lexical
portion of his study. The first involves the number of shared lexical items between any
two language or dialect pairs in the continuum, regardless of the number of other
languages also included in the sharing of a lexical item. The second involves the number
of lexical items shared exclusively between each adjacent pair of languages or dialect.

3.3.1.1 Quackenbush: Lexical similarity percentages among the continuum
languages, excluding SpnCRL
Quackenbush (1968) produced a table which shows the chain structure, spanning
the continuum, in a more precise way that given above. This table (Table 3-14) shows
his tabulation of lexical similarity based on 175 words selected from the 200-word
Swadesh list. He entitles the table “Percentages of Shared Retentions of Basic
Vocabulary” (1968:87). But I believe his figures can reflect not only shared retentions,
but also shared innovations, and perhaps lexical similarity due to borrowing (although,
when borrowing occurs between closely-related speech communities that have had or do
have significant contact with each other, it can better be described as an instance of
“language spread,” as I explained in Subsection 2.4.1.
Note that Quackenbush has placed Murilo (13) out of order in this table; he found
Murilo (language called Pááfang) to share higher lexical percentages with the two
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Chuukese Lagoon dialects (16 and 17) than the Mortlocks (14 and 15) do with the
Lagoon.
TABLE 3-14. LEXICAL SIMILARITY PERCENTAGES BETWEEN PAIRED SETS OF ALL
CONTINUUM LANGUAGES, EXCLUDING SPNCRL (REPRODUCED FROM

QUACKENBUSH 1968:87)

Sonsorol
Tobi
Ulithi

Woleai
Satawal
Pulusuk
Pullap
Namonuito
Nama
Satawan
Murilo
Fanapange
s

2
Tobi

3
Ulithi

87
78
……
78
……………

5
Wolea
i
69
69
82

7
Stwl
66
65
75

10
Plsk
64
63
70

11
Pllp
63
63
67

……………………
86
77
72
………………………………
88
81
………………………………………
92
…………………………………………………
.…………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………….……

12
Nmto

14
Nama

15
Stw

13
Murilo

16
Fan

17
Moen

68
73
83
91

67
71
80
85
87

67
69
80
85
87
94

64
68
78
85
90
90

62
67
75
80
85
84

62
67
75
80
85
87

62
62
64

60
61
62

………..……………………………………………………………………
.………....…………………………………………………………………………
.………...…………………………………………………………………………………

61
61
63

60
60
61

88

58
57
59

84
91

This table is essentially Quackenbush’s linguistic map of the Chuukic continuum
showing how similar, or dissimilar, any two languages are to each other. With
Quackenbush’s realignment of Murilo (Pááfang) the above table does a remarkable job of
illustrating the chain-linked relationship among the speech varieties. With very slight
exceptions, the closer that continuum members are to each other (in respect to this
configuration) the higher their percentage of similarity is. Accordingly, the further that
continuum members are from each other, the lower their percentage of similarity is. The
table also shows that the links of the chain generally become more closely bunched as the
links proceed from left to right (west to east).
In spite of the fact that SpnCRL does not participate in the above table, it will be
referred to in following sections to discuss the differences between Quackenbush’s
figures, Jackson’s figures, and my own figures.
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58
58
59

83
93
97

There is another way that Quackenbush used his data to show how the continuum
is linked together. In contrast to tabulating the number of lexical items that each
continuum member shares with every other member, Quackenbush also tabulated the
number of unique lexical items shared exclusively between adjacent members. It shows
how the number of exclusively-shared items corresponds to the degree of access that
exists between adjacent neighbors. There is also much to be gained from this part of his
study, and it also provides some interesting insight into SpnCRL’s connection to the
continuum.
3.3.1.2 Quackenbush: Lexical Items Uniquely shared between adjacent
linguistic neighbors
Obviously, the opportunities for physical contact that two speech communities
may have (had) access to, has a direct bearing on the percentage of lexical items
exclusively shared between them. Over the course of Carolinian history the pattern of
interaction between groups most certainly depended upon how easy it was for group A to
visit group B. Quackenbush found this state of affairs to hold true between adjacent pairs
of languages. This will be explained shortly.

Table 3-15 below, lists all seventeen languages/dialects independently. The list
has an order that corresponds quite well with the geographic alignment of the islands
(refer to above map, Figure 3-3). The one exception that clearly stands out is the
placement of the two Lagoon dialects (16) and (17). While the Lagoon dialects belong at
the end of the line in terms of linguistic relatedness to the rest of the continuum, in terms
of physical orientation it is the Mortlock string of atolls (14) and (15) that are at the end
of the line. The order was altered accordingly in the previous subsection (Table 3-14) but
not in the one below. Also in the following table, the second column shows the number
of lexical forms that are unique to each languages, not used by any other language. The
third column shows the number of lexical forms shared between each set of adjacent
neighbors. Quackenbush compiled the following figures based on his 600-word list.
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TABLE 3-15. UNIQUELY SHARED LEXICAL ITEMS BETWEEN ADJACENT LINGUISTIC
NEIGHBORS (QUACKENBUSH 1968:83)

Language
Sonsorol (1)
Tobi (2)
Ulithi (3)
Mogmog (4)
Woleai (5)
Ifaluk (6)
Satawal (7)
Polowat (9)
Pollap (11)
Namonuito (12)
Murilo (13)
Nama (14)
Satawan (15)

Unique Items

Adjacent
Pairs

78
67
68
0
2
83
3
0
4
44
4
3
39
0
1
16
9
6
11
2
19
2
10
20
13
3

Fanapanges
(16)

8

Moen (17)

5

23
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An interesting thing Quackenbush found from Table 3-15’s alignment is that there
are two rather distinct strata when it comes to lexical items that are exclusively shared
between adjacent islands. At one stratum are extremely low numbers; indeed, there are
four “adjacent-island” pairs with not any uniquely shared lexical items at all and five
others with match counts of 6 and under. At the other stratum are five adjacent-island
pairs sharing relatively high match counts, from 20 to 83. Only the Polowat – Pulusuk
match doesn’t fit comfortably in either strata, it being somewhat in-between with 16
uniquely shared matches.

As to the latter stratum, all of the adjacent-language pairs with figures that are
between 20 and 83 are adjacent pairs that are located very close to each other or that
otherwise have relatively easy access to each other. Included in this higher stratum are
those pairs which either share a common lagoon or are, as a pair, at the extreme
geographic ends of the continuum—i.e., Sonsorol (1) and Tobi (2) are together at the
extreme geographic west end of the island chain and the two Mortlockese groups (15 and
16) are geographically at the extreme east end of the chain. One can speculate why in
spite of relatively great distances between both pairs, respectively, the former shares 67
items exclusively and the latter shares 20 items exclusively. In the Mortlockese case, in
spite of the great distance between Nama (14) and Satawan (15), it is not surprising that
they would share a relatively high number of exclusive pairs since they are connected by
a physical string of many islands that allow, technically, easy travel between them. As to
the Sonsorol and Tobi case, in spite of quite some distance between them, where else
were they to go when urgently needing to make contact with another group (e.g.,
typhoon) with whom they had linguistic access? Any other Chuukic relatives are many
days away over open ocean. Another factor is the geographic position of Pulo Anna (and
Merir, etc.) which is conveniently located between Sonsorol and Tobi. That would allow
contact by a succession of two relatively easy overnight voyages (the significance of
which will be handled shortly) Perhaps those facts help to explain why there is such a
high number, 67, of exclusively-shared lexical items within that group.
It should also be kept in mind, that PUA and SON likely retain a large number of
lexical items that match with TOB due to an extended duration of inhabitation on Tobi
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before the ancestors of the latter two embarked on their movement. The settlements on
PUA and SON, however, must have occurred many centuries ago. As will be covered in
the following chapter, there were several brief encounters with the three islands by early
explorers in the 1500s—all reporting that the islands (probably called the Andrew Islands
at that time) were indigenously populated. Furthermore, the following chapter describes
at length, information provided to the outside world by the drift voyage from Polowat
telling about the movements of their Sonsorol – Tobi linguistic relatives. The following
chapter also points to extensive ocean travel among all Chuukic languages at a time likely
pre-dating the sawei 33. An implication of this is that it would therefore be very difficult
to separate shared lexical items brought about by retention and innovation vs. brought
about by on-going contact with each other through the centuries.

The dialect described by Quackenbush as Ulithian (3) and the Mogmog dialect of
Ulithian (4) share the greatest number of exclusive lexical matches, 83, which is not
surprising since they share a common lagoon. Woleai (5) and Ifaluk (6) do not share a
common lagoon but are nonetheless positioned close to each other, perhaps close enough
to interact via a paddling canoe. Accordingly, they have a relatively high number of 44
exclusive lexical matches (which is, nonetheless, not nearly as high as the 83 between the
two Ulithian dialects). At the far eastern end of the island chain are the two Mortlockese
dialect groups selected by Quackenbush—Nama (14) and Satawan (15). Their number of
exclusively-shared lexical items, 20, is perhaps higher than one would expect in view of
the long geographic distance between them. But the number can also be viewed as much
lower than one would expect since there exists a string of islands located between the
two—most of which, if not all, are accessible by a paddling canoe. If accessible by
paddling canoe, though, one can wonder why the figure is relatively low. The high
islands of the Chuuk Lagoon are within sight of the northern tip of the Mortlocks.
Access to the Lagoon is relatively easy. It would be conceivable, then, for lexical items
normally spoken among just the two Mortlockese groups, to also be shared with the
Lagoon (16 and 17) to some extent.

33

see section 4.1 in following chapter for a short description of the sawei system.
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The count of 16 unique matches that joins Polowat and Pollap perhaps fits with
the fact that while the two islands are relatively near each other, they are nonetheless at a
distance that probably requires open-ocean canoe sailing.

All of the adjacent-island pairs that are connected by a very low number of
exclusively-shared items—from none at all to only 6—require either an overnight sailing
canoe voyage, or at least a very very long island-hopping trip by paddling canoe.

The picture that begins to take shape from Quackenbush’s data is as earlier stated:
there is a correlation between the high number of exclusively-shared lexical items and the
ease of physical access by paddling canoe (or, as is the case with Sonsorol and Tobi,
having relative isolation from the rest of the continuum in common). The rough rule of
thumb, then, is this:

(A) Inter-atoll distances that can be crossed by paddling canoes correspond with high
numbers of exclusively-shared lexical items.
(B) Inter-atoll distances that must be crossed by sailing canoes correspond with low
numbers of exclusively-shared lexical items.

The concept of making a correlation between language similarity and physical
distance in Micronesia comes from the insight of Jeff Marck (1986). He got the idea of
drawing a radius of 100 miles—roughly the distance of an overnight sailing canoe
voyage—around each island in Micronesia. As he did so, the following picture began to
develop (Figure 3-4).
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FIGURE 3-4. DISTANCES IN MICRONESIA OF 100 MILES, APPROXIMATING AN
OVERNIGHT VOYAGE BY SAILING CANOE

(MARCK 1986)

As Marck points out, an overnight voyage is a simple navigational task in
comparison to longer stretches of open ocean. More than one night at sea complicates
things since one has to insure that adequate provisions, supplies and equipment are in
place for the trip. An overnight voyage is apparently one that can be taken at the spur of
the moment. Even junior navigators were up to the task, and Marck’s article suggests
that one purpose for such trips could include the desire to be with friends.

So how does SpnCRL fit into the picture in view of this discussion about the
Table 3-14 figures. Quackenbush did not include any figures showing exclusively-shared
lexical items with SpnCRL; but I did. And in Section 3.3.5.3 below are the results of
that investigation. There I will show an average of 12 exclusively-shared lexical items
between SpnCRL and each of it’s source languages, WOL, SAT, and POL. What is the
significance of SpnCRL’s relatively high number of exclusively-shared lexical items with
these three? After all, Saipan is geographically far from its continuum neighbors, and
there is no east-west navigational route to benefit from. (Sonsorolese and Tobi residents
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at least have the Rock Islands to connect them with Palau, whose northern tip is nearly
due west from Chuukic-speaking Ngulu.) These factors mean that there is typically a sixday sailing canoe journey between Saipan and its closer neighbors, often including
challenging changes in wind patterns, not to mention typhoons that claimed many lives
en route to and from Saipan. In view of that, one could only presume that SpnCRL
should be, at most, a very tenuous part of the Chuukic continuum. Why then, (from the
perspective of someone with no knowledge of Saipan’s human history) does SpnCRL not
have a zero or a near-zero number of uniquely shared lexical items with every single one
of the other continuum members? Why do the numbers of SpnCRL’s exclusively-shared
lexical matches not easily fall within the lower stratum (of between 0 and 6) in respect to
all other Chuukic languages?

Two answers deserve consideration. Perhaps, (as it is with the high number
connecting Sonsorol and Tobi) the exclusively matched lexical items shared between
SpnCRL and certain outer-island languages are leftovers from some earlier period when
those words were more widely used among outer island languages, and are now retained
by either WOL, or SAT, or POL and SpnCRL alone. The other answer, the more
reasonable one, is that there must have been more recent periods of time (the 1800s)
when speakers of certain outer-island languages—such as the three with whom SpnCRL
speakers share many lexical items exclusively—spent considerable time on Saipan, either
due to permanent migrations or extended visits 34. That second answer goes the furthest
in explaining the higher-than-expected exclusively-shared items that exist between
SpnCRL and other individual languages that were heavily involved in migration to
Saipan.

34

As pointed out by Ken Rehg (personal communication), it need only take one person making a fleeting
visit to Saipan in order to pass on a word that establishes a bulk-head and becomes an indigenous borrowed
word. That is, it is not necessary for a language X speaker to have spent considerable time on Saipan in
order to contribute a lexical item that becomes exclusively-shared. While that is true, words nonetheless
have a better chance, overall, of being integrated into a new environment if time is involved. It is unlikely,
for instance, for a group of SON speakers, making fleeting visits to Saipan, to be responsible for the
amount of exclusive matches with SpnCRL that, say, WOL has.
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In a nutshell to this discussion, then, whenever SpnCRL has an exclusive cognate
match with any particular outer island language it is worth noting. In particular, the
greater the number of exclusive matches there are between any two Carolinian languages,
the greater the amount of social exchange between the two can be expected to exist,
either currently and/or some period of time in the past. (The antithesis, however, is not
necessarily true: a lesser number of exclusive matches between the two does not require
there to have been a lesser amount of social exchange; it may mean that one or more
additional Carolinian communities could be involved and to also absorb a lexical item....
thus eliminating an opportunity for there to be an exclusive lexical match just between
the former two.) That is why I presume that the occurrence of many exclusive lexical ties
between SpnCRL and a given outer-island language indicates that at least one
significant—and lasting—migration event from that particular island to Saipan took place
relatively recently. That further implies, by the way, that even if all historical records on
the emergence of Carolinian society on Saipan were to be totally destroyed, a fairly
accurate history of the Saipan Carolinian people would nonetheless be available through
the linguistic code—an important part of that code being the exclusively-shared lexical
items.
If what I said just previously is true, then these figures indicate that migrants from
POL had the most influence on the eventual form of SpnCRL of the three source
languages. The figures further show that not only POL migrants but the WOL migrants
as well had a greater lexical impact on SpnCRL than did SAT migrants (although, again,
the current smaller size of the SAT dictionary is a consideration).
The figures that Jackson (1983) provided, however, tells a very different story
than mine. Those figures indicate that SAT had a greater lexical impact on SpnCRL than
any other languages did. I will explain in Section 3.3.5.1 below how Jackson arrived at
his conclusions and why they are different from mine.
Quackenbush’s forth point deserves a special note. He is saying that lexical items
sourced from Lagoon Chuukese have been entering the vocabulary of speakers from
MRT all the way to POL. Of particular importance is his comment about this scenario
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being recent. I am assuming Quackenbush is talking about the division, some years
before his field word, of the Caroline Islands into four Trust Territory districts: Yap,
Chuuk, Pohnpei, and Kosrae (using recent spelling); the result of which has caused much
contact between the dominant commercial centers and their respective dependant outer
islands. These circumstances would, naturally, be reflected in the content of current
dictionaries. And that skewing should help to explain in a later subsection (3.3.5.1) why
SpnCRL has such a high lexical affiliation with many languages in Chuuk State that had
little or no part in the migrations to Saipan in the 1800’s.
3.3.2 Jackson’s wordlist: Cognate Percentages in the Continuum
Building upon Quackenbush’s work, Jackson (1983) carried out his own
investigation of cognate percentages in the continuum (Table 3-16). He obviously took
great care in his phonetic descriptions and his calculated percentages since—beyond
describing language distinctions—he was using them to support his conclusions about the
internal relationships within the Chuukic language family.
For the following table, Jackson based his calculations on a 200-word list by Blust
(1981) in which “each meaning on the list has at least one reasonably secure PMP [Proto
Micronesian] reconstruction” (Jackson 1983:273). Blust’s 200 words are a modification
of the Swadesh word list, to account for concepts in the Swadesh list that don’t fit with
the Oceanic mind-set or experience. Jackson ended up not using a few of the words in
Blust’s list, or he substituted them with a similar word that is used within the continuum;
resulting in his list having 195 entries.
The cognate percentages that Jackson arrived at for each pair of Chuukic
languages are given below (1983:275). I have rearranged the order of his results making
it easier to compare with Quackenbush’s results. And, I have bolded SpnCRL and its
primary founding languages to draw attention to them.
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TABLE 3-16. CHUUKIC LANGUAGE CONTINUUM COGNATE PERCENTAGES (ADAPTED
FROM JACKSON 1983)

ULI
.782

PUA
(Son-Tobi)

.803

.768

WOL

.770

.720

.884

STW
(SAT)

.740

.720

.882

.949

CRL

.724

.691

.824

.881

.880

POL

.721

.713

.778

.820

.813

.833

MRT

.678

.665

.750

.794

.779

.814

.856

TRK

Since Quackenbush did not include Saipan CRL in his lexicostatistics, a
comparison between his and Jackson’s results for that language cannot be made,
unfortunately. And for Jackson’s part, he did not include Pollap, Namonuito, or Murilo.
Relationships among all other languages can be compared, as long as Quackenbush’s
Sonsorol and Tobi results are combined and tabulated together as PUA (see above table).
Jackson follows Quackenbush in combining Nama and Satawan (not to be confused with
Satawal) as MRT and the two Chuukese Lagoon dialects as TRK.
Jackson’s results differ from Quackenbush’s in all cases except one; both found
the cognate percentage, or at least lexical similarity, between SAT and PUL to be 88%.
And in only one case—the ULI-WOL match up—does Jackson show a lower percentage
than Quackenbush, where Quackenbush calculated ULI-WOL 82% and Jackson ULIWOL 80%. In respect to the overall average of all cognate percentages calculated by the
two researchers, average cognate percentage relationships show Jackson’s 78.7% to be
an average of about five percentage points higher than Quackenbush’s, 73.9%. This fact
bears noting and will be returned to in section 3.3.5.1.
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Like Table 3-14 for Quackenbush, the above Table 3-16 shows Jackson’s
linguistic map of the Chuukic continuum. SON (PUA) has a loose link with the rest of
the continuum. ULI’s link with WOL is somewhat tighter. But the links connecting
WOL all the way to POL are all very tight and would be considered a single language
based on the 81% cognate criterion (even though as noted in Chapter 2 that WOL and
SpnCRL speakers would need either a translator or highly honed language bending skills
in order to communicate effectively). Another set of links, somewhat more loose than the
WOL – POL one, connect SAT through MRT. And yet another set of links connects,
even more loosely, POL through CHU (TRK). As to the tightest link in the whole
continuum, Jackson’s data clearly imply that SpnCRL and SAT have the closest lexical
relationship of all. My own lexical research, the substance of which makes up Sections
3.3.4 and following, implies that SpnCRL does not share the closest link with SAT.
Before covering my own research results, however, I should at this point address
“the MRT problem” which has raised its head at several points in this study.
3.3.3 Implications of Quackenbush’s and Jackson’s lexical findings regarding the
“Mortlockese problem”
Mortlockese, both northern (15) and southern (16) varieties have
unexpected/unexplained similarities with SpnCRL. Already in the previous section on
phoneme inventories, Quackenbush’s sound correspondence table (Table 2-2) showed
that MRT has a sound correspondent, sh, that is shared only with WOL and SpnCRL. He
also brings out a very interesting point from his study of “exclusively-shared cognates”
(as opposed to lexical matches that are not exclusively shared). He notes that
Mortlockese shows a higher than average number of exclusively shared cognate lexemes
with languages “to the west, particularly in the Woleai area” (Quackenbush 1983:84). To
me, these hints, of a close relationship between MRT and the founding languages of
SpnCRL—especially WOL—raise the question, “Why should MRT not also be
considered a founding language of SpnCRL?’ This question will be addressed shortly.
First, I want to make a note regarding the unexpectedly high lexical similarity
percentage between MRT and WOL. Quackenbush’s scores still bring MRT up short of
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having a high enough percentage with WOL, or any of the other founding languages, to
indicated MRT should be considered the “same” language as the founding languages, i.e.,
MRT’s percentages with the founding languages are all under the theoretical threshold of
81%. In the days of glottochronology any two languages with word lists that are 81%
cognate or better would have meant they should be considered the “same language”;
anything less than 81% would mean they were “different languages.” Based on the 81%
threshold, then, WOL would be considered the same language as SAT; and SAT would
just barely make the “same language” threshold with POL. But POL and MRT would
miss being considered the same language by only one percentage point.
Jackson’s MRT cognate percentages, though, are higher than Quackenbush’s.
That provides some very interesting possibilities. Jackson’s higher MRT percentages
with WOL, SAT, and POL (compare Table 3-14 against Table 3-16) indicate that MRT
sits on a line that is now bent towards the founder’s circle. It’s not just that Jackson’s
similarity percentages are higher, over all, than those of Quackenbush. They are so much
higher, particularly in the case of MRT, that MRT now passes the 81% threshold not only
for POL, at 83.3%, but also SAT, at 81.3%. Additionally, with the MRT-WOL cognate
percentage rising from Quackenbush’s 67% to Jackson’s 77.8%, that brings MRT only
about three percentage points away from the 81% “same language” threshold with WOL,
as well. 35
What do these figures imply? Why does MRT seem to be so much like the
founding languages in many respects? Did a large population from the Woleai area
migrate to the Mortlocks at some time either before or after the Saipan migration? After
all, in view of inter-island wars that occurred from time to time in Chuukic history, it’s
not out of the question to suggest a warring population from the west replaced some of
the original Chuukic population on the Mortlocks. As D’Arcy points out (2001:74):
This image of relative peace and stability among the atolls has persisted.
Alkire even suggests that the development of the sawei system helped to reduce
35

Regarding the unusual variance between Quackenbush and Jackson in their respective MRT figures,
Rehg (p.c.) points to the many differences in speech within the northern (14) and southern (15) dialects
themselves. Perhaps the sources of the two researchers’ wordlists were speakers from different atolls.
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conflict. He concluded that traditions of wars of conquest by Ifalik occurred in the
distant past. In these, Ifalik conquers and then colonizes its neighbors. Alkire
may be correct that warfare had diminished, but traditions show that it was still a
reality for many low Islanders in the nineteenth century

Another possibility also exists. Since we know that both MRT and SpnCRL share
some exclusive sound correspondences with Woleaian, particularly *c > sh, and *k > x,
could it be that Mortlockese is responsible for Saipan CRL´s sch morpheme instead of, or
hand-in-hand with, WOL? This would be consistent with a historical detail to be brought
out in the following chapter on human history; i.e., there are historical records (noted in
Spennemann 2007:16-19) showing that 600 Mortlockese were relocated to Saipan in
1909 due to typhoon devastation on the Mortlocks. Impact on the SpnCRL language as a
result of that event, however, is very unlikely since we also know that those Mortlockese
lived on the other side of Saipan, essentially isolated from other island groups. And
although the intent of the German administration at that time was to permanently relocate
the Mortlockese on Saipan, it didn’t happen. As soon as their home islands recovered
enough to sustain them, they were packing their bags ready to sail back to the Mortlocks;
and they were, anyway, allowed to go back to their own islands only a year or two after
arriving on Saipan. Besides that, as I will claim in the next chapter, it was shortly after
the turn of the century that variability of Saipan Carolinian speech on Saipan had pretty
much stabilized into the distinctive SpnCRL language of today.
Beside the “war” explanation and the “forced relocation” events there is yet a
third possible scenario. And that is that MRT is so conservative that it retains phonemes
and lexemes from a pre-migration era before MRT split off from the “WOL area.”
Quackenbush’s conclusion 2) a) in the previous subsection (1968:84) could be consistent
with the “war” scenario (which, absent historical documentation to support it, is a less
likely scenario) but it offers excellent support, I believe, for the third scenario. Repeating
from Quackenbush’s conclusions 1) and 2) a):
Virtually all of the significant blocks of exclusively-shared vocabulary are
contiguous [in the dialect chain]...except...there are about twenty words (e.g., 49
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‘abdomen’) which show a link between the Mortlocks (14-15) and certain
languages to the west, particularly those in the Woleai area...
There are also hints of a MRT connection further west than WOL—all the way to
the continuum’s western-most point. Jackson (1983:272) writes:
The forms for ‘turtle’ and ‘when?’ are at least equally as problematic [for
proto reconstruction], with MRT agreeing with PUA and ULI [in retaining,
surprisingly, -n ] against the other languages [which apparently innovate -ng],
and the POL doublet for ‘when?’ siding with both camps.
The above quote gives two instances where MRT, alone, sides with PUA and ULI in their
alternate use of /n/ vs. /ng/. For the word “turtle,” PUL, ULI, and MRT use wool/woon
while all the others use woong. For the word “when?,” PUA, ULI, and MRT use ingaet
while all the others use ineet/ileet. (The only exception to that is POL, which can use
either form yingeet or yineet; something I will get to shortly.) One can only speculate as
to what this indicates since /n/ is reconstructed from *ñ and /ng/ is reconstructed from
*ng going back to the Proto Micronesia (and Oceanic) level (Jackson 1968:202,203).
Jackson provides one possibility based on the fact that *ñ is also reconstructed at the
Proto Micronesian level.
...it is possible that the velar and alveolar nasal reflexes in these two form reflect
irregular and language-specific developments of a PTK ñ.
Were this to be the case, it would indicate that the MRT forms reflect the same early
forms as both PUA and ULI (since ñ disappeared at the Proto Chuukic level).
As for POL, perhaps its use of both earlier and later forms is an indication that it,
along with some of its eastern neighbors, is still hanging on to vestiges of the older forms.
A good example showing that SON maintains some older forms which have also been
maintained by languages all the way from POL to CHU, but not by ULI, WOL and SAT,
is the word for “box.” SON has the form bwaag (TOB bwaalO) and from POL to CHU
the form is the cognate: pwóór. ULI, WOL and SAT, on the other hand, have the noncognate form kagel. Quackenbush has this to say about that word (1983:84, 86):
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A clear example is 228 ‘box’; what is apparently the native word
(Sonsorol (1) bwaalO, etc.) has been replaced in the three Yap District languages
by a loan word kagol (ultimately from Spanish, probably by way of Yapese).
SpnCRL, in this particular case, having bwóór, follows POL; it does not match with
WOL and SAT, both of which have kagel.
The idea that MRT could be retaining earlier linguistic features along with the far
western continuum languages that were lost in SpnCRL’s source languages (or various
combinations of them) sometime before the Saipan migration is a position I have come to
prefer. At first, I thought I was merely ignoring the possibility that MRT could also be a
founding language—that MRT, in other words, also carried a significant responsibility
for the linguistic forms that the new language, SpnCRL, eventually adopted. But the
above discussion indicates that there can be other reasons why MRT appears to share
features with WOL that were in some way carried to Saipan. It need not mean that MRT
is also a source language of SpnCRL. Including MRT as a founding language would be
problematic for me in that I would need to reconcile that with the lack of historical
evidence for permanent Mortlockese migration to Saipan at any time during the 1800s.
I am particularly thinking here of the sh/sch reflex of *c and that the WOL and
SpnCRL are not alone in attesting it. As stated earlier, MRT also attests the sh phoneme;
no other languages do. So why, one could argue, could it not be MRT rather than WOL
that is responsible for the sch in SpnCRL?
The reason that MRT has the sh phoneme is both interesting and relevant to the
above discussion. I will further explore it here. In the previous chapter, I showed how
Jackson (1983) established a course of events for the development of consonant
phonemes from Proto-Chuukic to the present. The course of events was built upon
twenty-two diachronic rules given in Table 6 of the previous chapter. Three of the rules,
(2), (3), and (4), which are repeated below, apply specifically to the path which sh
followed, as well as the path of rh and s which emerged from it.
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TABLE 3-17. RULES 2-4 OF PHONOLOGICAL AND PHONETIC DEVELOPMENTS OF
PROTO-CHUUKIC CONSONANTS (REPRODUCED FROM JACKSON 1983)
Diachronic Rule

(2) * c > [ + continuant]
/ when single

TRK

MRT

PUL

STW

CRL

WOL

PUA

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

(3) * sh ( < * c ) > rh
(4) * sh ( < * c ) > s

ULI

XX

Rule (2) states that Proto-Chuukic had a retroflexed palatal affricate consonant:
*c. Rule (3) states that at some later time the languages from PUA to MRT, excluding
ULI, replaced the *c with a *sh. SpnCRL was not yet around when that replacement took
place. Rule (4) states that at some later time again, SAT and POL dropped the fricative
feature and started using rh—still keeping the retroflex feature. That left MRT and WOL
as the only two languages to retain the *sh; PUA replaced it with s and, much later, CHU
apparently returned to the c. I believe that Rules (3) and (4) took place well before the
migrations to Saipan. If that were not true I would expect the vestiges of *sh to still be
around in SAT and POL in the same way that vestiges of the phoneme l are still present
in SAT--although l seems to be fading fast. The time depth of the creation of SpnCRL is
so shallow—possibly as shallow as two or three generations before Quackenbush’s 1968
work—that indications of any phonological changes that founding languages may have
made since the time of SpnCRL’s creation should still be present. At the time of early
migration to Saipan, SAT would most likely have still been using l as the reflex of *l (at
least in free distribution with n). Comments by Quackenbush (1968:48), Jackson
(1983:163), and Roddy (2007:24) suggest that the replacing of l with n is quite recent.
Whereas the replacement of sh with rh is not recent. At least, I have found no data
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suggesting that sh was ubiquitous in SAT and POL at any time during the migrations to
Saipan. 36
This line of thinking explains why both MRT and SpnCRL can both have the
sh/sch phoneme without MRT having to be the source of it. Clearly, it is not the more
recent rh phoneme that was replaced by sh in both MRT and WOL; it had to be the other
way around if Jackson’s diachronic rules are correct. Thus, sh is the more conservative
form between it and rh, suggesting that WOL-MRT shared the use of sh long before the
migrations to Saipan.
Now that the subject of MRT’s position in respect to the founding language group
has been covered, questions about MRT’s similarity to SpnCRL in following sections can
be tied to the MRT discussion here.
3.3.4 Methods for Selecting and Qualifying a Lexeme as a Match for Linking
SpnCRL with Outer Island Continuum Languages
The following subsections cover the method of my own lexical investigation of
SpnCRL and other Carolinian languages and how that is different from Quackenbush
1968 and Jackson 1983. The basis of my study is a database of 552 lexical items that are
found in SpnCRL, and, which are also found in at least one other Chuukic language.
None of the 552 words is borrowed from European languages; they are either “cognate”
or otherwise lexically similar to other Carolinian languages, and in any case are
“indigenous” to the Carolinian continuum. At the beginning of the Subsection 3.3.4.2, I
will compare “cognate” with “innovated” and “borrowed indigenous” words.
My objective in this section is to extract whatever lexical comparisons I can find
between SpnCRL and the rest of the continuum to discover the degree to which each
founding language, and any other member of the continuum, has participated in the
lexical make up of SpnCRL. Any lexical match between SpnCRL and another member
of the continuum contributes to the probability that that member did participate directly
36

I recently noticed, however, that sh most likely existed in some items elicited by the 1908-1910 Südsee
Expedition (Damm and Sarfert 1935). Evidence of the sh being attested in 1909-1910 in SAT surpasses
any evidence of it in the early 1800s.
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in the formation of SpnCRL’s lexicon. The absence of a lexical match between SpnCRL
and another language contributes to the probability that that language did not participate
in the formation of SpnCRL.
3.3.4.1 Chamorro and other things to consider when researching the sources of
SpnCRL
There are of course many factors that could disrupt the simplicity of the above
two correlations. The recorded history of migrations to Saipan over the 100 or so years
that SpnCRL was developing has a number of blank spots. Thus, there are certainly
events of the past that determined the final shape of SpnCRL that are not noted in the
historical record—and that may not conform, for that matter, to lexical evidence studied
in this section. My assumption, however, is that those events do not overwhelm the
general picture of what the lexical record given in this section indicates.
Another important factor that often complicates things is that even in situations
where the migrations and movements of populations are well documented, there remains
the fact that language is always changing. There is certainly the possibility, for instance,
that a seemingly exclusive lexical match between SpnCRL and, let’s say, Woleaian (or,
substitute with Ulithian, Sonsorol, etc.) can lead to the false conclusion that Woleaian
migrants are solely responsible for contributing that lexical item to SpnCRL. In such a
case the reality may be that both SAT and POL have simply discontinued use of a lexical
item that they helped contribute to SpnCRL during the period of SpnCRL’s formation
(but before the compilations of the Satawalese and Polowatese dictionaries). However,
my assumption is that SpnCRL’ shallow time-depth—perhaps only three generations
between the establishment of SpnCRL and the compilations of current dictionaries (not to
mention Quackenbush’s 1968 word list)—means that the number of lexical items under
these circumstances do not overwhelm the validity of the data.
There is a third consideration which is also important to mention: the Chamorro
language. As brought out in the previous chapter, Chamorro is only remotely related to
the Chuukic family. But since it has shared Saipan and other Northern Marianas islands
with Carolinians for more than a century many of SpnCRL’s lexical items obviously
come from Chamorro. Since Chamorro has the phoneme /l/, words that are borrowed
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into SpnCRL from Chamorro that contain the SpnCRL phoneme /l/ obviously have the
potential to be sourced from Chamorro. An example is the SpnCRL word for “building
nail, metal nail” which is luulugh. I have so far not found a word cognate to that in other
Chuukic dictionaries. Presumably the word is borrowed directly from Chamorro, i.e.,
lulok “steel; metal; iron; nail.” (SpnCRL, incidentally, also matches two other words
that are shared in common with WOL and/or SAT. With a probable origin from
Southeast Asia, paarang “steel, iron, hard metal” and, from the east part of the
continuum, tchúfal “hammer down, to nail tight.”)
It needn’t be the case, however, that all SpnCRL words sourced from Chamorro
have been directly borrowed from Chamorro. As I will mention in the following chapter
James Wilson on the ship “Duff” is given credit for the “discovery” of Woleai in 1797
(since all previous attempts by Jesuit priests to reach the island failed). While passing by
the island, Woleaians eager for iron approached in canoes and were heard by Wilson to
use the word looloo for “iron” (Levesque 2001, v17:91). That happened some 15-20
years before the first migrants to Saipan even arrived. Perhaps the Woleaians were
pronouncing luulughU and Captain Duff did not pick up the final two voiceless
phonemes? Levesque also reports earlier voyages from Woleai that ended up
unintentionally drifting to Guam in the years 1721 (Canova 1722) and 1794 (Arago
1823)—some time before the Duff voyage. Perhaps it was during that time that the
Woleaians happened to adopt the word luulu(ghU); and if so, they are the ones who may
have introduced the word into SpnCRL, rather than the Chamorros.
Here is another good example. The Chamorro word for “fishing spear” is fisga
“spear, harpoon.” The traditional word for “fishing spear” in SpnCRL is lighappisch
(likappúrh in SAT, likappirh in PLP, etc.) While lighappisch is still used in SpnCRL
they also use the Chamorro-sourced word, fiisigha. It is very possible, though, that
fiisigha was spread to the Carolines quite a long time ago, before the migrations to
Saipan. (The sk/sg cluster, by the way, does not fit comfortably into indigenous
Carolinian phonotactic constraints. If it does appear, however, it’s likely from a
borrowed word; thus I assume the western Carolinians got it from Chamorro, not the
other way around.) It could be that fisika/piska spread to both extremes of the continuum
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(barring SON), while the traditional word likappirh had either been maintained in the
center of the continuum or had been reintroduced into the center. Consider the following
Quackenbush (1968:218) data. They suggest to me that WOL or ULI borrowed their
piska/pisga directly from Chamorro; but by the time it was passed to POL the
phonotactics came into play, thus resulting in the more comfortably pronounced fisika;
and then it was that form that migrants carried to Saipan and that also made its way to
CHU (see following).
TABLE 3-18. LEXICAL ITEMS USED WITHIN THE CONTINUUM THAT MEAN “SPEAR
(FISHING)” FROM QUACKENBUSH 1968.
Language

“spear (fishing)”

1 (TOB)
2 (SON)
3 (ULI)
4(“)
5 (WOL)
6(“)
7 (SAT)
8 (SpnCRL)

gathigI
gasig
piska
”
pisga
”
likappúrh
fisiga [currently fiisigha;
also lighappisch; and
patsingko from Jpn]
fisika
likappirh
likapirh
wóók
wókun asafish
jasafic
nikappic
fisika

9 (POL)
11 (PLP)
12 (NAM)
13 (PAF)
14 (MRT, n)
15 (MRT, s)
16 (CHU)
17 (CHU)

In the case of SpnCRL’s fiisigha, then, the source is probably directly from POL (and not
Chamorro) because of the phontactic restriction SpnCRL shares with POL, one of the
source languages. (The SpnCRL lexeme, fiisigha, makes a lexical match with the four
languages ULI, WOL, POL, and CHU; but makes the best match with POL for reasons
given.)
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There are a great many SpnCRL words (some 400 of them) that are clearly
sourced from Chamorro (and languages other than those in the continuum). I have not
included those words in this study, however, unless another Chuukic language also
participates in the match.
A thorough study of the possible role of Chamorro and other non-Carolinian
languages in the development of SpnCRL would be a very worthwhile study. For now,
however, I have found very few examples like the one above, and I am therefore
presuming that Chamorro has not significantly skewed my results.
3.3.4.2 A “cognate” form-meaning match as opposed to a “borrowed
indigenous” form-meaning match.
Lexical inventories are truly valuable for making useful statements as to language
affinity and lines of inheritance. And such statements are often given using percentages
of shared lexical items: Language A and Language B are X% lexically similar. Or, if the
words under consideration all descend from common ancestors, one can say that
Language A and related Language B are X% lexically cognate. But what can be included
in the term “cognate?” The first step in this subsection is to clarify what I mean by
“cognate” words, “borrowed” words, and “form-meaning matches.” The criteria I use for
judging between form-meaning matches and non-matches will be addressed later (Section
3.3.4.7).
When a word is inherited from a common ancestor by two different languages or
dialects, on the basis of similar form and meaning, those two inherited words are
considered cognate. When there are words that are adjudged to be similar between
languages, in form and meaning, but which are known to be sourced from a third
language (i.e., borrowed), those word pairs are not considered cognate with each other,
and they cannot be used as evidence for grouping languages A and B under a common
ancestor—especially if that third language is known to be linguistically unrelated. 37 Of

37

It must also be said that “borrowed” words are extremely useful. Since “borrowed” words can be
sourced from an unrelated language they often contain phonetic features that give away their foreign
source. The Saipan Carolinians have a word sikooki meaning “airplane,” which is borrowed from
Japanese. Several things give away that the word is borrowed. One is that word-initial si- rarely occurs in
SpnCRL—when it does, it is almost always sourced by a borrowed word. Nor does SpnCRL attest a k; it
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course, the distinction between “borrowed” and “cognate” is not always easy to make.
For instance, Language A could have borrowed the word (thought to be cognate) from its
closely-related Language/Dialect B. Or, both languages could have borrowed their
respective word from another closely-related Language C. Such occurrences are better
described as diffusion between languages rather than borrowing, as I explained in the
previous chapter (2.4.1.1).
SpnCRL has a great number of borrowed words. In one sense, in fact, the only
SpnCRL words that are not borrowed are words that have been innovated in SpnCRL
speech within the last 100 or, at most, 200 years. As I discussed in the previous chapter,
one can think of the entire language of SpnCRL as being directly “borrowed” from its
founding languages.
Rather than lexical items in Chuukic languages being inherited from a common
ancestor, they may just as likely be borrowed from neighboring languages. And it is
difficult to weed out words “borrowed” from a sister language (whose corresponding
word is truly cognate with an ancestral word) from words that are clearly mutuallyinherited (or retained) ones from ancestral languages. That is so because, particularly in
the Carolinian continuum, lexical items seem to be easily passed from one language to
another, by canoe or other means, going either direction: west or east. Such is the
heritage of outer-island Carolinian societies due to hundreds of years of inter-island travel
throughout the continuum—as will be discussed in the following chapter. As mentioned
in the previous chapter (section 2.4.1) this is representative of a “wave” phenomena.
Tables were displayed earlier showing lexical-similarity tabulations made by
Quackenbush (Table 3-14) and Jackson (Table 3-16). As already noted, it is not clear
whether Quackenbush (1968) made a point of avoiding words from his word list that are
either recently internally innovated or externally borrowed. That is why I often default to
the term “lexically similar” instead of “lexically cognate.” Jackson (1983) happened to
have made a point of ensuring that each word on his list came from a source that predates the Chuukic continuum. Again, however, he does acknowledge that many forms
only attests kk (or gh, depending on the sound correspondent). Third, there are virtually no indigenous
SpnCRL words that end with –(k)ki. (One exception to that is akki, “to pour it.”)
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have been and continue to be passed horizontally, i.e., spread, across the continuum
rather than being directly inherited by an earlier language.
Nonetheless, for the lexical items I have used for carrying out my lexical study, it
makes little difference whether words are truly cognate by virtue of retention from a
common ancestor or whether they are either independently innovated or borrowed—they
only need to be words that were in use during the formation of SpnCRL. However, I
have made a point to avoid words that have been either borrowed or apparently innovated
after the period of migration to Saipan. For words used in my tabulations I have also
made sure that each SpnCRL word also occurs in another continuum language—for
whatever reason, as long as there is obvious similarity in form and meaning.
To avoid the difficulties discussed above regarding the source of a word—
whether it has an ancestral source or a borrowed one—I will be using the term “formmeaning match” to refer to a lexical item that is shared in common between languages (as
long as it is similar in both form and meaning), or, “form-meaning match set” for
occasions where there are one or more words that are very similar in form and meaning.
(The correct term for “form-meaning match set” is type, while the particular “formmeaning matches” are tokens. 38) (To save space., I can also use “form-meaning set” or
even just “f-m set.”) Going down the second column in Table 21 above, for example,
gathig and gasig are variations of the same form-meaning match set, while piska, pisga,
fisiga, and fisika are variations of a second form-meaning match set, while likappúrh,
lighappisch, likappirh, likapirh, and nikappic are variations of a third form-meaning
match set, and wóók, and wókun (asafish) are variations of a fourth form-meaning match
set; jasafic stands alone as a fifth form-meaning match set, and even though patsingko is a
Japanese loan word, it nonetheless represents a sixth form-meaning match set.

38

Wetzel (2011) writes: The distinction between a type and its tokens is an ontological one between a
general sort of thing and its particular concrete instances (to put it in an intuitive and preliminary way).
According to the O.E.D., for example, the noun ‘color’’ is from early modern English and in addition to its
pronunciation [kɒ’ lər] has two "modern current or most usual spellings" [colour, color], eighteen earlier
spellings [collor, collour, coloure, colowr, colowre, colur, colure, cooler, couler, coullor, coullour, coolore,
coulor, coulore, coulour, culler, cullor, cullour] and eighteen senses (vol. 2, p. 636).
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Equally difficult as determining when words share an ancestral source or not, is
the seemingly simple determination of whether two words can be judged similar in form
and meaning or not—regardless of source. I will therefore, in section 3.3.4 below, give
the reader a clear understanding of how I came to the judgments I made in terms of what
qualifies as similar vs. dissimilar in form and meaning. I first want to explain how
Quackenbush selected items to include in his database, and then explain what I did to
gather my database. I will then (section 3.3.5.1) describe the types of lexical items that I
wanted for my database and explain how it is different from Quackenbush’s database,
and Jackson’s, as well.
3.3.4.3 How Quackenbush went about gathering words to include in his
database.
As explained in 3.3.1, Quackenbush’s database of study consisted of 585 lexical
items (lexemes). But it is often referred to as a 600-word wordlist and I will do the same.
My reason for doing so is that my database of study consisted of 552 lexical items—a
number that can easily be confused with 585.
The strategy that Quackenbush used to elicit words from respondents is
something that needs noting since it to some degree accounts for differences between my
results and his. On page 72 of his dissertation he says this about his elicitation method:
Since lack of time precluded the luxury of a more indirect approach, data
were for the most part elicited by asking the informant directly to translate a
word, phrase, or short sentence from English into his own language. Gesture,
pantomime, and pictures were used as much as possible. Only when every other
method failed to produce a usable response (as when the informant could not
think of a word or was unsure of his English) did it become necessary to resort to
priming the informant with the equivalent form in another Trukic language.
This approach of “priming” the respondent with possible cognate forms when
necessary would have served Quackenbush well since he wanted to find the widest extent
to which a given lexical item was used across the continuum. Knowing that would have
given him a good basis for where to draw language or dialect boundaries—one of his
original objectives. Quackenbush also aimed to collect synonyms for each word.
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For every word, after the elicitation of what appeared to be a reliable
response, the informant was asked for other commonly used words with the same
or similar meaning; sometimes his memory was jogged by giving him the word
from another dialect.
Finding synonyms would have most likely expanded the extent to which
individual “cognate words,” or rather, form-meaning sets, were used along the dialect
chain. If an elicited set of form-meaning matches for a lexical items used on one island
were to be expressed by a different set of form-meaning matches than what Quackenbush
elicited on the previous island, the range of that earlier elicited form-meaning set would
end there. Asking for synonyms surely increased the probability of the respondent
recalling a synonym which happened to a member of the same form-meaning set used on
the previous island, thus extending the range of that form-meaning set by one more
island.
Among Quackenbush’s first 300 lexical items he records about 150 occasions
where a respondent provided at least one synonym. These 150 occasions were spread
among all 17 languages/dialects Contrasting with that, in the SpnCRL lexicon, alone, I
was able to find instances for fully half of those same 300 lexical items where a given
item could be expressed by at least one synonym. Often a SpnCRL dictionary entry
contains even more than one synonym, and as many as four or five different synonyms
for one lexical item.
Since dictionary resources were extremely limited at Quackenbush’s time he
didn’t have the luxury of looking in a book for synonyms that may have helped prime the
pump of the respondent’s memory; rather, he was restricted to what respondents could
come up with off the top of their heads during a given elicitation session. Good
dictionary resources would have significantly expanded the number of synonyms to be
found—a great advantage that I have had over Quackenbush.
3.3.4.4 How I went about gathering words to include in my database
My interest in database content is different from Quackenbush’s in that I am
striving to find the widest variety of form-meaning sets possible that make a match
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between SpnCRL and any other continuum languages. To accomplish this I have started
from the lexical items and any synonyms listed by Quackenbush for the first 300 words
in his word list and have attempted to find as many SpnCRL form-meaning lexical
matches with those 300 words as possible, first by mining available dictionaries, and
then, for information unavailable in dictionaries, defaulting to the data in Quackenbush’s
600-word list.
I will pause to explain why I used only the first 300 words in Quackenbush’s 600word list rather than all of them. First, there are very few instances in the second half of
his 600-word list where he includes the SpnCRL word along with the sixteen other
members of the dialect chain; and it was what Quackenbush put for the SpnCRL word
that I used as my starting point for searching the SpnCRL dictionary. Secondly, as I will
point out below, the time it took to work on just the first 300 lexical items was the
maximum that time that I had available.
In the process of hunting for synonyms in the currently revised SpnCRL
dictionary (which builds upon that of the Jackson and Marck 1991 dictionary), I found
252 additional form-meaning sets (additional synonyms) that are currently in use by
SpnCRL speakers (using as a springboard the first 300 semantic units in Quackenbush’s
word list). For each one of these additional form-meaning sets found in the SpnCRL
dictionary I then went back and mined through the other five dictionaries looking for any
form-meaning lexical matches with the 252 SpnCRL f-m sets beyond those listed by
Quackenbush. The five dictionaries are Woleaian, Satawalese, Polowatese, Chuukese,
and also the limited Ulithian dictionary compiled by Neil Mellen and Juan Uwel (2005).
Each language can of course have more than one synonym (more than one form-meaning
set) for one given semantic lexeme. For any multiple form-meaning sets found in the
other languages, I then double-checked to insure I didn’t miss a corresponding formmeaning set in SpnCRL. That exercise provided me with a total of 552 form-meaning
match sets as my database.
As just stated, I scoured all five Carolinian dictionaries—SpnCRL, WOL, SAT,
POL, CHU, and even the very limited ULI dictionary—552 times, each, searching for
lexical items that could be members of one of the 552 form-meaning sets. I also searched
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through all of the dictionaries for many form-meaning sets that, in the end, did not
qualify for inclusion, i.e., that didn’t have a match between SpnCRL and any other
continuum members. Any rare words that are still in use on Saipan, or even ones
enjoying robust use there, but that no longer can be found among any of the outer islands
are not words that are included in this study—there must be a lexical match with at least
one outer island language, otherwise the word is of no use in identifying its source. In
my search for synonyms within the current SpnCRL dictionary I found a few dozen
instances where a form-meaning set is obviously of Carolinian origin but where
corresponding matches appear in no other dictionaries beyond that of SpnCRL. None of
those lexemes are among the 252 additional synonyms since, again, they are of no help in
establishing lines of inheritance.
The above task proved to be tedious (and extremely time-consuming) but
rewarding since it revealed that there are significant differences among the founding
languages in terms of their lexical similarity with SpnCRL—thus helping my cause of
spotlighting from among different founding languages the source for words that make up
the SpnCRL lexicon.
3.3.4.5 Content differences between Quackenbush’s database and mine
Before moving on to explaining the criteria I used to judge whether two words
belong to the same form-meaning set or not, I need to highlight the difference in
composition of Quackenbush’s 300 lexical items and my own 552 items. This
information here is vital for understanding the differences between my results and that of
both Quackenbush and Jackson to be covered below. I selected the first 300 items in
Quackenbush’s 585-word word list as my initial database—that is, 300 lexemes, or
sememes. From these 300 items, elicited at nearly all of the 17 points along the
continuum, Quackenbush was able to elicit anywhere from one form-meaning set shared
across the continuum to many different form-meaning sets (an outcome I will explain
fully in section 3.3.5.5). In some cases just the one form-meaning set, with only phonetic
variation among the members of that set, was required of each speech community to
accurately convey an equivalent semantic load of a given lexeme. In other cases multiple
numbers of form-meaning sets were required along the continuum to accurately convey
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the meaning of the one lexical item, or semantic unit. There were no instances where all
seventeen dialects each used a different form-meaning set to faithfully capture a single
sememe in common. That is, every lexical item that Quackenbush used ended up having
at least one form-meaning set that was shared by two or more continuum members. Such
a result is not surprising, especially since, as pointed out earlier, Quackenbush selected a
certain number of lexical items based on whether they seemed “likely to elicit cognates.”

Quackenbush was therefore interested in similarities of lexicon in order to discover the
extent of links within the continuum chain. Thus, he tried at each elicitation session to
prompt additional indigenous words, synonyms, for the purpose of catching lexical
similarities that may not otherwise surface. I am sure he would have eagerly made use of
today’s five published dictionaries to scour for additional similarities were they available
then.
I made use of those 300 lexical items in quite a different way from Quackenbush.
I was looking for lexical differences among the members of the continuum—particularly
the three main founding languages. I did that because my aim was to find differences in
form-meaning sets from among the lexicons of the continuum members. Doing so would
allow me to find unique lines of inheritance between SpnCRL and particular languages. I
will also argue that rarely-used synonyms are great places to search for those unique
inheritance lines. This is so because they are often in the process of being either replaced
or discarded—and this process was spurred along by the growing dominance of English
during this century. The uncommon synonyms can more easily leave traces of their
inheritance simply because they are not widely used across the continuum--some
languages will still be using them and some won’t. This is especially useful in regards to
the founding languages of SpnCRL since it is among rarely used words that differences
between the three can be more readily revealed.
Therefore, I went beyond Quackenbush’s 300 words and the synonyms contained
there. Again, I used those 300 as starting points to ferret out additional synonyms
“hidden” in the various dictionaries. For example, Quackenbush’s 1968 elicitation of “to
search” yielded at least four form-meaning sets among the continuum—those being
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represented by amwari, ffag, ghutt, and kayir. In none of the continuum languages could
I find in the lexicons instances of all four synonyms. The SpnCRL dictionary lists only
two of those: amwuri and ghutt. But it also lists four others: saghúrúw, tilifi, pippi, and
lughul pische, the last of which is the most humble respect form for “to look (for)”.
Thus, my digging for more synonyms in SpnCRL yielded four additional form-meaning
sets. Finding those four generated more opportunities for finding lexical matches that
may exist between SpnCRL and specific outer island languages. The synonym (f-m set) I
listed last, incidently, lughul pische, is particularly helpful because it is an idiom. Only
POL uses the same idiom, lúkúnpere, for the same purpose. The SAT dictionary also
lists the synonym, niukiun pirhe, but it is specifically listed there as an impolite form, not
a polite or highly respectful form. Therefore, mining the dictionaries for synonyms in
this way provided, in this case, an example of a line of inheritance most likely between
SpnCRL and POL.
3.3.4.6 The difficulty in judging whether two lexical items are instances of the
same form-meaning set or not
The numbers I use in following discussions follow the same arrangement as what
I presented for Quackenbush earlier (Table 2). I will repeat number/language
designations here for easier reference to what follows:

1

2

3/4 5/6

7

8

9-12

13

14

15

16/17

Tobi

Sonsorol

Ulithi

Satawal

Saipan
CRL

Polowat(9),
Polosuk or
Houk (10),
Pollap (11) and
Namonuito
(12)

Halls
(Paafang)

Mortlocks
upper

Mortlocks
lower

Chuuk
Lagoon

Woleai

The one case where I don’t always follow the number designations above is when I
combine Tobi and Sonsorol into one language. I refer to that combination as SON unless
otherwise specified. I have also replaced Jackson’s PUA with SON in my tables and
figures. PuloAnna (PUA) is located between the islands of Tobi and Sonsorol.
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Following are three examples from Quackenbush (1968:122) showing the pattern
he used for displaying his results. His word #62 below has one form-meaning set shared
by all 17 elicited items; and one of the dialects in the Chuuk Lagoon has an additional fm set (synonym) listed; yowupw, with the same meaning, of course, “breast.” Word #63
also has one form-meaning set shared from 1 through 17--revealing an interesting variety
of sound correspondences, yet all meaning “milk.” It also has double entries for
languages #12 and #14. In this case the first alternate is a shortened form of the second.
I treat such alternates as instances of a single form-meaning set. Word #64 has four
different form-meaning sets that all mean the noun “boil.” Other lexical entries in
Quackenbush’s list can have six or more different form-meaning sets used by the various
languages, all of which share one semantic unit in common, as I have illustrated in Table
21 above. Word #64 includes the 3ps possessive affix of the stem form; I have not
included inflectional affixes in determining form-meaning sets. A final thing to note on
word #64 is that SpnCRL is left blank. Quackenbush succeeded in gathering only a
partial 600-word wordlist for SpnCRL (that is why it is not listed in his Table 17, above,
showing lexical similarity percentages).
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TABLE 3-19. EXAMPLE FROM QUACKENBUSH 1968 SHOWING THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN A LEXICAL ITEM WITH ONE FORM-MEANING SET VS. MANY FORMMEANING SETS

62…(female) breast
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

tyytY tyytyri
tyyt tyytyr
thyyth thyl
thuuth thél
ttyt ttyl
tyyt tyyl
tyyt tyyl
tyyt tyyl
tyyt tyyn
tyyt tyyn
tyyt ttyn
tyyt ttyn
tyyt ttyn
tyyt ttén
tyyt ttyn
jowupw –n/
tyyt yyten

63…milk
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

sanityytY
cantyyt
calthyyt
calthuuth
shannytyyt
shallityyt
ŕanyntyyt
shalilityyt
ŕanyntyyt
ŕanynttyt
tyyt/ ŕanyntyyt
ŕanynawupw
tyyt/ shényntyyt
cényntyyt
”
cénynowupw

64…boil (n.)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

luubwU -uri
guubw –ur
loos –ol
”
noos -ol
l´os -ol
mmaŕ mméŕál
loc -m
”
”
”
pwoo
pwo –on
mmac –en
mmac -en

I’ve already grumbled about the task being time-consuming of trying to home in
on all lexical matches that exist between languages. A main reason for that, as Jackson
also found (1983:108), is that it is often difficult to make a decision as to whether various
languages’ corresponding lexemes (semantic units) can be counted as instances of one
form-meaning set in common or not.
Other problems, of course, arise from the theoretically simple but actually often
complex task of deciding whether two forms are in fact cognate.
There are several things about Chuukic words that make it difficult for applying
criteria consistently. One is that many of the continuum’s equivalent form-meaning
matches match in terms of only part of the word—e.g., the first syllable, the first
morpheme, or first constituent of a compound word—but do not match in terms of the
remainder of the word. Following are examples of this situation; Quackenbush entry #3
and #4 (p110).
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TABLE 3-20. EXAMPLE FROM QUACKENBUSH 1968 SHOWING PARTIAL FORM-MEANING
MATCHES

3... left (side)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12

4...right (side)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12

16

guruseegirI
goroceegir
gilceegel
gilceegel
pegitakkof
pegitakkof
pejigróóbwut
peegishóóbwut
pálirhóópwut
peliirhóópwut
pelijerhóópwut /
kicco
pelijefeefin /
kycco
pelijefeefin /
kycco
pelijanngaw /
kycco
penijefeefin

17

penijefeefin

17

13
14
15

13
14
15
16

gurumaala
goromaaga
gileemara
giláámara
pagikkof
pegikkof
pejigmwaal
peegimwáál
páliimwáán
peliijemwáán
pelijemwáán /
jiifirh
pelijemwáán /
jiiser / jiikac
pelijemwaan /
jiifysh
jiifyc
penijemwáán /
jijééc
penijemwáán

The initial part of the word “left (side)”, peli(ye)-, which by itself means “side,” has a
perfect lexical match from languages 9 through 17. The remaining part of the word,
however, provide instances of three different form-meaning sets: -rhóópwut and -feefin,
both meaning “woman,” and –nngaw, literally meaning “to be bad, ugliness,” (a most
faulty depiction of typically beautiful Carolinian women).
Deciding that two elicited forms are instances of the same form-meaning set can
also be somewhat tricky because there can be considerable phonetic variation among the
languages in terms of their corresponding lexical segments. An example follows.
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TABLE 3-21. EXAMPLE FROM QUACKENBUSH 1968 SHOWING A SINGLE FORM-MEANING
SET CONTAINING SIGNIFICANT PHONETIC VARIATION

7...finger
1

gaatY

gaaty

2

gatt

gaaty

3

gatth

-el

4

gatth

-ul

5

gatt

-yl

6

gatt

-yl

7

jajy

-yn

8

jajytt -yl

9

jajyt

-yn

11

jawyt

-yn

12

jajyt

-yn

13

jawyt

-yn

14

jawut

-yn

15

jawut

-én

16

jéwyt

-yn

17

jéwyt

-yn

In the above example the initial two phonemes of the f-m set and the final
phoneme present no problem for any of the seventeen language varieties to be considered
instances of the same form-meaning set. From language 7 through 17, however, there is
a second vowel with an intervening glide -j(y) or –w. Sometimes the y and the w, though,
play an epenthetic role to break up two dissimilar vowels, which is something that could
have happened to account for their occurrence in languages 7 through 17. Languages 1
through 6 show that the length aspect of two dissimilar vowels could have been retained
by either doubling the first vowel or by assimilating the second vowel with the final
consonant (something similar happens in SpnCRL when /ngala/ “pass it” is suffixed by /ta/; resulting in [ngatta]). In circumstances where there is most likely a single form[203]

meaning set but where there are a number of mismatches between the members of that
set, I normally assign “offending” languages only a half point in terms of their being part
of the set, or in having a form-meaning match in common with SpnCRL (and those
members with reasonably good phonetic matches a full point).
Third, it is sometimes difficult to be assured that two words are in fact instances
of a form-meaning set in common since the semantic load of each is rather unparallel. In
SpnCRL is the word mwet, meaning “go away, get away.” In POL the word is mwét
meaning “walk fast”, and in CHU the word mwet means “jump, spring, leap.” On the
basis of form alone, these words are clearly cognate. But the primary question of my
study is not if two words share a common history; it is to discover which from among the
outer islands are the sources of linguistic features, such as in this case, a word. Let’s say
a SpnCRL uses the word mwet in the context of giving instruction to a POL speaker. It’s
likely that the POL speaker will respond by walking away quickly. If the same SpnCRL
were to use the same word as an instruction to a CHU speaker, the CHU speaker he may
conclude he is to jump or leap rather than to walk away quickly. This being the case, a
migrant from POL would more likely be the source of the SpnCRL word mwet than
would a migrant from CHU, since the semantic load of SpnCRL mwet is essentially the
same as the POL mwét. And while the semantic differences among the three languages’
respective word may not be very significant for a study of proto forms, that distinction is
quite significant for this study on lines of inheritance to SpnCRL.
To help deal with complications illustrated by the above three examples there are
certain criteria that I have established for myself.
3.3.4.7 Criteria for counting lexical matches as instances of the same formmeaning set
As stated earlier, it can be very difficult to decide when apparent matches are
similar and when they are different. And yet, it is crucial for getting valid results to make
good knife-edge decisions and to consistently apply the same criterion in each instance.
If only part of a lexical entry matches with other members of one form-meaning
set while the other part clearly does not, a half point is assigned to the match instead of a
whole point. If there are distinct mismatches between corresponding sound segments of a
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similar lexical item—especially when the corresponding consonants or vowels are
located at very different points on the sound chart—while the remaining corresponding
sound segments are clearly matches, a half point is assigned to the match. Lastly, if the
potential instances of a single form-meaning set are clear matches in form but rather
weakly matched in terms of meaning, a half point is again assigned.
Quackenbush (1968:81-2) dealt with words that were in part similar and in part
different this way:
For purposes of this count, two items are considered to be alike if they
have the same meaning and if any of their constituent morphemes are adjudged to
be cognate, and they are considered to be different if any of their constituent
morphemes are adjudged not to be cognate.
It seems to me, however, that applying criteria in this way works out the same as
excluding the matches in question from his tabulations. My criteria, however, gives
partial weight to half matches in the same way that a speaker from one island would
succeed perhaps only part of the time in getting his listener from another island to
comprehend his “half-and-half” words. By virtue of that, those partial form-meaning
matches can, but are less likely, to enter a future lexicon in common shared by both
speakers’ descendents.
As already explained, the pattern of lexical similarities and differences among the
continuum languages, in terms of their equivalent of any given English word in
Quackenbush’s wordlist, can be very simple or very complex. Most simple is a lexical
item with essentially no differences among languages from one end of the continuum to
the other. While the orthography may appear quite different among them, their
respective pronunciations are variations on the same form-meaning set—meaning (in
most cases) the seventeen words are all cognate with each other. Most complex is a
lexical item with many different form-meaning sets, i.e., many different words used
among the various languages that all convey the same semantic content.
The following Table 3-22 illustrates the range of complexity by degree, from a
single semantic lexical item with only one form-meaning set used to express it,
continuum wide, to that of a large variety of form-meaning sets used to express the same
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meaning from one language to another across the continuum. SpnCRL is the end column
in bold.
As an important side note, the reader might notice that SpnCRL has a tendency,
more than any of the other languages, to actively use multiple form-meaning sets—or
synonyms--in its lexicon. This interesting tendency of SpnCRL is what I will refer to as
amalgamation 39 and a discussion of it will be an important part of the concluding chapter.

39

at the suggestion of Ken Rehg.
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TABLE 3-22. EXAMPLES OF INDIVIDUAL SEMEMES EXPRESSED BY SINGLE TO MULTIPLE FORM-MEANING SETS IN THE CAROLINIAN
CONTINUUM

Number of different fm sets utilized across
continuum
One f-m set in
common for “skin”
Two different f-m sets
for“belch”

Four different f-m sets
for “hole”
Five different f-m sets
for “suck”
(but only four cognate
forms, due to
metathesis operating
in fifth)(Q82)
Eight f-m sets for
“hungry” (Q97)

SON 40
giirI/ giin

ULI
giil

WOL
giil
(g = [x])

SAT
giil

POL
kiil

gyrélY/ gygég

kylér/
kulér

xurér

kyrér

kyrér

riibwA

liibw

liibw

niipw

ngat
(biyangi)

ngaat

syssor

sossor

thothol(?)

sosor

gaamit
thuungA/suung

suung/
kkológ?

pilat

NAM
kiil

maky

maky

naah

mowur
yóttumw

kel?

40

naah
ngaat

PLP
kiil

pecchaai

yárik
killiló

SON and TOB forms separated by “/”.
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ngaat

MRT
kiil
kyrér

pwaang

TRK
siin

SpnCRL
ghiil
(gh = [x])

méky

ghérér
maghú

naas
ngaat
pwaang

liibw
laas
ngaat
pwang

kuumi
yottumw

amwoora
soromi
ghumw
attumw

echik

petchay
áschigh

fiyon

fiyol

mowur
yattum

mwóór

yammyt

yárhik
killiló

yashyk

The above chart is similar to how I laid out all 552 lexical items and their corresponding
form-meaning sets as they occurred in the list of languages representing the Carolinian
continuum. That extensive chart is included in the appendices as a spreadsheet. All my
decisions on lexical similarity for SpnCRL and its three source languages were derived
from that spreadsheet. The outcome of that process is the basis for all the results given in
the subsections of section 3.3.5 following.

With wordlist data and criteria for cognate matches having been explained, I can
now give attention to some interesting results, and interesting questions such as: Did
Saipan CRL draw from one founding language’s lexicon or did it play an even hand? If
SpnCRL did inherit its lexicon from one or certain languages more than others, which
languages were they, and to what extent?
3.3.5 Results of Lexeme Matching between SpnCRL and the Outer Islands
Languages
Throughout this study I have been devoting most of my attention to only three of
the outer island languages—Woleaian-Lamotrekes (WOL), Satawalese (SAT), and
Polowatese-Pulusuk (POL)—since it has been my claim that those three are the major
source languages for Saipan Carolinian. For this domain of linguistic inquiry—the
lexicon—I give evidence showing a very uneven amount of influence upon SpnCRL
from among the three founding languages. In contrast to the Section 3.2 on phoneme
inventories (where I show that SpnCRL is most similar to WOL), this section clearly
shows that POL comes out ahead in terms of influence upon SpnCRL.

There are five lines of inquiry that I will follow in this section to reveal lexical
similarity—and thus lines of inheritance—that SpnCRL has with other members of the
Chuukic continuum. The first three have to do with the continuum as a whole. First, the
number of form-meaning sets that each language shares with SpnCRL. Second, the
number of form-meaning sets shared in common with SpnCRL excluding those form-
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meaning sets which are shared by all languages. And third, the number of exclusively
shared form-meaning sets with SpnCRL. This will serve to support my position that
while many of the outer islands may have had a minor influence on SpnCRL’s lexicon it
is the three languages, WOL, SAT and POL, that have clearly had the major influence.
My fourth line of inquiry has to do with lexical matches between SpnCRL and just the
three founding languages alone. And to satisfy my curiosity, the fifth shows the few
instances where SpnCRL does not make matches with WOL-SAT-POL but where it does
make matches with both the western and the eastern peripheries at the same time.

Beyond the primary three languages of WOL, SAT, and POL, the tables and
charts in the following sections display only six additional languages. These nine
languages will suffice for representing the continuum as a whole. I am treating the
language of Sonsorol (SON) as the representative of the Sonsorol-Tobi-PuloAnna group.
When I treat Tobi separately from Sonsorol I will say so. Ulithian (ULI) serves as the
data point between SON and WOL. The very similar dialects of Polowat and Pulusuk are
combined here as Polowat (POL). Although Quackenbush gathered separate data for the
Hall Islands dialect of Pááfang throughout his study, I am only including Pollap (PLP),
Namonuito (NAM), and the Mortlocks (MRT) as the data points between Polowat (POL)
and Chuukese (CHU). CHU will suffice for representing Pááfang and the two major
dialect groups in the Chuuk Lagoon. Other researchers have also combined Pááfang with
CHU or one of its dialects. Dyen (1949:ix) wrote that “A Trukese dialect is spoken in the
Hall Islands which was identified by a western lagoon dialect speaker with one of the
eastern dialects.” More recently is this from Goodenough and Sugita (1980:xi):
“Trukese has by far the largest number of speakers in the Truk state. It is spoken in the
Hall Islands as well as in Truk lagoon.” And as I mentioned in section 3.3.1,
Quackenbush views Pááfang, language (13), as being out of place in the continuum since
it has more incommon with CHU (16) and (17) than it does with MRT (14) and (15).
Although Pááfang deserves as much attention as any other dialect in the chain, that
attention will have to come in a later study.
Also, the reader should note the ½ points given on some of the figures below and
recall that according to my criteria described earlier, a form-meaning set match on the
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part of a given language can score only half a point if the match under consideration is
partially similar and partially dissimilar. And as mentioned earlier, on occasion I
distinguish Sonsorol’s results from Tobi’s results. That is another reason why half points
can appear in my tabulations.
3.3.5.1 (1st line of inquiry) Number of form-meaning sets shared with SpnCRL
The first line of inquiry that I address, based on the 552 form-meaning sets under
study, is the number of times each outer island language makes match with SpnCRL.
The results are shown here in Table 3-23.
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TABLE 3-23. FORM-MEANING SET MATCHES BETWEEN OUTER ISLAND CAROLINIAN
AND SPNCRL

Languages
Sonsorol
Ulithi
Woleai
Satawal
Polowat
Pollap
Namonuito
Mortlocks
Chuuk

Number of 552 f-m sets matching with SpnCRL
# of matches % of matches
160½ 41
29%
182
33%
261
47%
285½
52%
309
56%
222
40%
234½
42%
224
40%
252½
46%

Number and percentage of f-m matches for each language that
makes matches with SpnCRL
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Table 3-22 shows that SON shares a form-meaning set in common with SpnCRL
in 160.5 of the total 552 instances. ULI shares a form-meaning set with SpnCRL in 182
instances. And then there is a big jump to WOL showing 261 instances. There is another
jump to SAT at 285.5 and the language with the greatest number of matches is POL with
309 matches. There is then a big drop to PLP, NAM and MRT at 222, 234.5 and 224,
respectively. The last language in the chain, CHU, then make a surprising jump to 252.5
41

Here is an instance where one member of the SON-TOB group makes a match while the other does not.
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instances of a form-meaning set match with SpnCRL. (The possible reasons for this will
be discussed shortly in this section.)

The data in Table 3-23 support my earlier contention that those languages I’m
claiming to be the primary founding languages are WOL, SAT and POL; all have a
higher percentage of lexical matches with SpnCRL than any of the other languages (stand
by for my comments on CHU, etc). Another thing the data in Table 3-23 illustrates is
what previous researchers have already proven, i.e., SpnCRL is obviously closely related
to all of the languages in the Chuukic continuum.

Note that the data is not showing the percentage of lexical matches shared among
the outer island languages themselves. The aim here is to focus on the matches that exist
between SpnCRL and each particular outer island language, in turn. Another thing the
figures above do not reveal is the number of times a given form-meaning set is shared by
all continuum languages. Recall that Jackson noted that about half of the lexicon of each
language is similar, from one end of the continuum to the other. That data is coming up
shortly.

The profile of these figures is not the balanced bell curve that I expected,
obviously. While the profile going from POL west to SON adheres to a fairly smooth
bell curve, the profile from POL going east to CHU is not. Possible reasons for that will
be discussed shortly. First, however, it will be instructive to compare the profile of Table
3-23 above with the profile produced from Jackson’s Table 3-16, since, unlike
Quackenbush, he includes SpnCRL in his calculations, thus making a comparison
possible.
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TABLE 3-24. JACKSON’S FIGURES (FROM TABLE 3-16) FOR PERCENTAGE OF LEXICAL
MATCHES BETWEEN EACH LANGUAGE AND SPNCRL

Sonsorol
Ulithi
Woleai
Satawal
Polowat
Pollap
Namonuito
Mortlockese
Chuuk

72%
74%
88%
95%
88%
(no data)
(no data)
81%
78%

Jackson's percentage of lexical matches with SpnCRL
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

The first thing one notices in Table 3-24 is the two empty gaps between POL and
MRT. That simply means Jackson did not gather information on PLP and NAM—and if
one ignores the gap, Jackson’s data make a fairly smooth bell curve on both sides; east
and west. Like mine, Jackson’s results also show that WOL, SAT and POL share more
form-meaning sets with SpnCRL than any other language (but with SAT leading POL in
Jackson’s data). That is what should be expected if those three languages are the primary
founding languages for SpnCRL.
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While Jackson has a fairly good bell curve to his data, my data shows the eastern
Chuukic languages with a much higher profile than that of the western Chuukic
languages. There are a few reasons for that. Firstly, from my experience in attempting
intelligibility testing between Sonsorol and Tobi and the rest of the continuum, SON and
TOB appear to have a very distant intelligibility link with the rest of the continuum.
These islands have always been geographically distant from the rest of the continuum.
And as it is so today, the Sonsorol and Tobi (and Pulo Anna) residents seldom have
contact with any other Chuukic groups. That is the central reason, I assume, why my
SON figures have lower percentages than all the other languages. Note that Jackson’s
figures on Sonsorol and Tobi (PUA) are also lower than any other language.

Another contributing factor to the lopsided curve, is a factor he noticed in regards
to his data in Table 3-16: there is a “relatively high number of forty-nine” shared lexical
items connecting all languages from Polowat/Pulusuk to the Lagoon. Quackenbush is
saying that this large number of shared items is “probably inflated by relatively recent
diffusion outward from Truk.” Since Chuuk Lagoon is the social and economic hub for
its outer islands, it is easy to understand why lexical items used there spread to the outer
islands. The hub for the west part of the continuum, on the other hand, is Yap—whose
residents use a language that is generally not used on the outer atolls. Probably that is
why Jackson’s figures also show generally higher percentages in eastern continuum
languages than western. Jackson’s figures, however, are not as lop-sided as mine. Why
is that the case?

Remember that my database is built upon a word list different from that used by
Jackson. My database starts from the first 300 words in Quackenbush’s list. I have taken
those 300 words as a starting point and have then added a total of 252 more—all
synonyms of words in the 300—that I found by searching from one end to the other of
the five available dictionaries. If we were to take those additional 252 synonyms out of
the equation, momentarily, the profile that emerges from my data is very interesting, as
Table 3-25 reveals.
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TABLE 3-25. ELLIS FIGURES USING ONLY THE FIRST 300 OF QUACKENBUSH’S 585
WORDS

Sonsorol
Ulithi
Woleai
Satawal
Polowat
Pollap
Namonuito
Mortlocks
Chuuk

142.5
160.0
213.0
237.0
227.5
187.5
194.0
180.0
180.0

48%
54%
71%
79%
76%
63%
65%
60%
60%

.
Ellis data using only the first 300 of Q's 585
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

The profile of my figures is now much closer to that of Jackson (and also,
presumably, that of Quackenbush). SAT even trumps POL in this data set. Why my
results of the first 300 words in Quackenbush’s list now come in line with Jackson’s is
somewhat of a mystery. I do, however, have a few speculations based on my earlier
discussion of the words used for analysis.
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It first needs to be pointed out that the composition of words in Jackson’s research
is likely very similar to Quackenbush’s. (I don’t have access to Jackson’s actual list but
from what I described earlier they are likely to be very similar.) The respective lists put
together by both researchers were intentionally made up of vocabulary that tend to be
commonly used. The foundation for Quackenbush’s list was the Swadesh 200-word list,
which is made up of “basic vocabulary” (Jackson 1983:273). The end result was a long
list of words that was more resistant to replacement over time than would be the same
number of words chosen at random. And Jackson uses a list that “has at least one secure
PMP [proto Malayo-Polynesian] reconstruction.” One thing that means is that both
researchers selected words for their respective list that are resistent to replacement, and as
such, they are more common. In my search of the 252 additional synonyms, I noticed a
few words marked in dictionaries as being archaic forms—meaning at one time they were
probably commonly used—but not any longer. One example is the counting classifier in
SpnCRL for ten thousands, -ghit. I’ve found only POL and MRT to have a word that is
cognate –(k)kit. Another example of a word marked ‘archaic’ in SpnCRL is úfeif “put on
clothes” (Jackson and March 1991). It is a derivation of úúf “cloth,” which makes a
cognate match with POL and others going east. It is not found in WOL or SAT, nor ULI
(interestingly, it is found in SON).

Any words that are in less common use are of course very valuable for my
purposes. Those words narrow down the number of islands that can be marked as the
source of the word, simply because they are uncommon. They are perhaps words that are
in the process of disappearing and are still used on only one or just a few islands.

That doesn’t explain, however, why words with limited use would be more
numerous in the eastern continuum than the western. In line with what I wrote above,
Quackenbush (1968:79) gives one reason for this state of affairs; it is likely that there is
more “dialect mixture” in Chuuk State than in Yap State. “Dialect mixture,” I assume,
has to do with the high amount of contact among the Chuuk Lagoon people groups and
outlying people groups within Chuuk State. Inter-island movement in Yap State is
generally less convenient than it is in Chuuk State. Perhaps that also results in less
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intermarriage among the Carolinian living inYap State than is the case with Carolinians
in Chuuk State. As opposed to those in Chuuk State, the Chuukic groups in Yap State
live at a significantly greater distance to each other, and—as I found while visiting
there—public transportation between them occurs less often than that in Chuuk State.
Quackenbush describes the situation well this way:

It is significant that this process [of asking respondants for synonyms] was much
more productive of synonyms in Saipan (8) and in the Truk District languages (917) than in languages (1-7) Typically, a Ulithi (3-4) informant upon being
prompted with a word from another language would reply, “That’s a Woleai
word, but we never say it.” On the other hand, a speaker of, say, Nama
(14)[Mortlocks] would be more likely to reply, “Oh, we use that word, too” or
“Young people from my island use that word often, but old people don’t know it,”
and the like. Independent evidence—settlement history—establishes that the
reason for this effect on Saipan (8) is dialect mixture, and the same explanation
doubtless holds for the Truk District.

Certainly, a situation similar to the above is what Fritz (1911) was referring to
when he wrote that descendants of migrants from the center of the continuum controlled
more synonyms than others.

If the control of synonyms is more common in the east, as Quackenbush observes,
then it makes sense that multiple synonyms still in use on Saipan would find more
matches in the eastern languages than the western ones.

One more difference can be seen between my shared form-meaning set
percentages and that of both Quackenbush and Jackson. In Quackenbush’s case, he was
not able to include any SpnCRL data in his shared lexical percentages, which is most
unfortunate for my purposes since it leaves us to speculate what those figures might have
been. What we probably can assume is that Quackenbush’s shared lexicon percentages
between SpnCRL and each of the respective outer island languages would have been
somewhat lower than Jackson’s. That speculation is based on the fact that, overall,
Quackenbush’s lexical-similarity percentages taken from Table 3-14, excluding figures
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from Pollap, Namonuito, and Pááfang (which were the ones excluded from Jackson’s
study) are, on average, about five percentage points lower than Jackson’s.
Quackenbush’s average of all figures in Table 3-14 is 74%, while Jackson’s Table 3-16
average is 79%. We can further speculate that Quackenbush’s SpnCRL profile would be
similar to Jackson’s since, although Quackenbush’s scores are generally lower, the
profiles for most other language pairings are similar to Jackson’s (at least for pairings
involving the founding languages, which range from a 13% difference between the two
researchers to no difference between them at all.)

Although Quackenbush’s figures are somewhat lower than Jackson’s they are
both a lot higher than mine, even with my using Quackenbush’s first 300 only. That fact
does not affect the validity of anyone’s data. Simply stated, it just means that my
threshold for allowing a lexical match is much more restrictive than both of the other
researchers. But there is probably a little more to it than that.

Expanding on comments made earlier, Quackenbush’s purposes in lexical
comparisons are clearly different from mine. And Jackson’s purposes, in terms of
finding cognate comparisons, are essentially the same as that of Quackenbush—they are
both attempting to find the broadest range of cognate words used among continuum
languages, for the purposes of finding historical relationships among the Chuukic
languages (as stated by Jackson 1983:vii,”...to form a principled hypothesis of sub
grouping within the Trukic group.”). Therefore, both researchers are trying to find the
widest use of a word, in terms of its form and meaning, that might exist. An example
might be “finger” given earlier from Quackenbush’s list (word #7). The word for
“finger” in ULI is gatth, and the word for “finger” in PLP is jawyt. These two words are
almost certainly from the same proto source, and therefore the two words are counted as
cognate. If, however, a ULI speaker uses the word gatth in a conversation with a PLP
speaker, the PLP speaker is likely not to recognize the word even though it is cognate in
his own language as jawyt. In such a case, then, for the SpnCRL’s word for finger, ayutt,
I count it as being a full match with the PLP jawyt, but I count the ULI word gatth as
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being a half match with SpnCRL’s (due to the meaning of both words being the same
while the form is different).

For this reason I am cautious in assigning a point to word pairs that are obviously
cognate in the eyes of a historical linguist but which are perhaps not obviously similar in
the eyes of a Carolinian. I have also been conservative in counting words as being
instances of a single form-meaning set (even words that may differ only in sound
correspondences) when there is not an obvious semantic match. An example of that, also
given earlier, is the word in SpnCRL: mwet “go away, get away.” If the SpnCRL hears
mwét in an encounter with a POL speaker, the result is likely that the SpnCRL speaker
will walk away fast—just as the POL would be expecting, since mwét means “walk fast”
to the POL speaker. If in the same circumstance, however, an over-hearing CHU speaker
watches the SpnCRL speaker walk away fast, he is likely going to wonder what the
problem is, because the CHU form, also mwet, should result in the SpnCRL speaker
leaping into the air, in accord with the Chuukese meaning, not walking away. Here is a
case, then, where both Quackenbush and Jackson count the lexical match as being fully
cognate but where I do not, I consider the forms as being only partially matched.

Finally, since I have used published dictionaries as my source of information, I
have been able to doggedly follow semantic connections that speakers may not come up
with during the moment of an elicitation session. This allowed me to expand my word
list to include synonyms that are part of normal speech in one language but which may be
only rare or nonexistent in another language.

The end result of my following these criteria is that my form-meaning set
matches, or lexical similarity percentages are lower than that of both Quackenbush and
Jackson.

Readers who want to verify whether or not I have been consistent in applying my
lexical similarity criteria are encouraged to inspect the data I have used to produce the
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figures in this section—that data being produced from a spreadsheet and displayed in the
appendices.
3.3.5.2 (2nd line of inquiry) Number of form-meaning sets shared with
SpnCRL excluding form-meaning sets shared by all
Returning once again to my data in Table 3-23, even though my criteria for
accepting a form-meaning set match are more restrictive than those of either
Quackenbush or Jackson, all of my percentage figures in Table 3-23 are still substantially
high. Although the highest percentages belong to WOL, SAT, and POL, all of the other
outer island languages have a rather high percentage of matches with SpnCRL, as well.
This does not mean, of course, that every one of the outer islands is responsible for
contributing a substantial amount to SpnCRL’s lexicon.

There are a few steps yet needed to gain the best picture of outer-island lexical
contributions to SpnCRL. The first is to set aside those lexemes that share a common
form-meaning set from one end of the continuum to the other. There are, strictly using
the criteria described earlier, 83 of the 552 lexical items under study (15%) that share a
common form-meaning set from one end of the continuum to the other, including
SpnCRL. That being the case, those 83 form-meaning sets can be excluded in tabulating
SpnCRL matches since they cannot serve to reveal differences among the continuum
members. Subtracting those 83 from the total, then, provides a slightly sharper picture of
lexical matches between the respective outer island languages and SpnCRL:
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TABLE 3-26. FORM-MEANING SET PERCENTAGES MINUS THE PAN-CHUUKIC FORMMEANING SETS

Sonsorol
Ulithi
Woleai
Satawal
Polowat
Pollap
Namonuito
Mortlockese
Chuuk

77.5
99
178
203.5
226
139
151.5
141
168.5

17%
21%
38%
43%
48%
30%
32%
30%
36%

Percentage of congnates for each language that match
SpnCRL not inlcuding the cases where all languages share a
congnate in common
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

The data in the above table, based on a sampling of 469 lexical items (552 minus
the 83), show that 17% of SON’s lexical items have a form-meaning set match with
SpnCRL. ULI also comes in fairly low at 21%. WOL’s percentage is much higher at
38%. SAT’s is higher still at 43%. POL has the highest percentage of all at 48%,
meaning that even with the exclusion of form-meaning sets shared by all continuum
members nearly half of POL’s 469 lexical items share a common form-meaning set with
SpnCRL’s. PLP, NAM and MRT and CHU also show a significant lexical-similarity
percentage with SpnCRL—all being over 30%. CHU, in fact, has a percentage that is
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slightly less than that of WOL, since CHU has 36% to WOL’s 38% (a situation I will get
to shortly).

Still, however, Table 3-26 results allow for the possibility that each outer island
language, including SON and ULI, could have had a significant role in the creation of
SpnCRL’s lexicon. If so, the linguistic record would be saying something different than
the historical record. The following chapter on history will show that apart from
islanders of the three founding languages, the influence on the composition of SpnCRL is
almost insignificant.

To get a better picture of SpnCRL’s channels of inheritance the next step is to see
the number of exclusive base-form matches that SpnCRL makes with each outer island
language individually. This is probably the most significant data in revealing which
groups influenced SpnCRL during its years of formation.
3.3.5.3 (3rd line of inquiry) Exclusively shared form-meaning sets with
SpnCRL
This is where things start to get interesting in terms of identifying lines of
probable inheritance. This section addresses the question, “From among the 552 lexical
form-meaning sets selected for this study, on how many occasions is there an exclusive
lexical match between SpnCRL and each continuum language in turn?” Table 3-27,
below, shows the number and the percentage of exclusively shared form-meaning sets
between each outer island language, respectively, and SpnCRL using the 552 formmeaning sets database.
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TABLE 3-27. NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF EXCLUSIVELY SHARED FORM-MEANING
SET MATCHES.

Sonsorol
Ulithi
Woleai
Satawal
Polowat
Pollap
Namonuito
Mortlockese
Chuuk

1
2½
10
8½
17
2
0
½
7½

0.2%
0.5%
1.8%
1.5%
3.1%
0.4%
0.0%
0.1%
1.4%

Percentage of unique matches with SpnCRL for each
language
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%

Before discussing the above results it may be useful to provide some examples of
exclusive matches between SpnCRL and specific languages discussed in this section, as
follows:
SpnCRL:

Outer Island language:

ppwatúr
schiyor
yuumi
olighát

WOL
WOL
SAT
SAT

bbatiur
shiyor
yumi
wonikaet

“leprosy”
“be stuck in the throat”
“arrow”
“child”

POL
POL
PLP

yanúyan
pukoy
firhi

“color”
“to tie; knot”
“shoot”

“leprosy”
“choke”
“bow and arrow”
“group of children” or
occasionally, “child”
alúl
“color”
bwughééy “tie knot”
fischi
“shoot at (something)”
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wetil
uleey
peyas

“break/crack”
“slice it”
“the dust from which you
came”

CHU
CHU
MRT

wetin
wuneey
payas

“be broken, shattered”
“slice (it)”
“ashes” (part. semantic
match)

First, a comment on the above list. The last example, peyas to payas, is a match
example that is problematic. While the two corresponding forms certainly indicate a
cognate match (the form is also cognate with Pohnpeian pehs meaning “ashes,” as noted
by Ken Regh, p.c.), the respective semantic loads are quite different from each other.
The only semantic connection I can make between the two sememes is that “the dust
from which you came” refers to the phrase often used at Christian burials, “Ashes to
ashes and dust to dust.” That connection has possibilities, though, because SpnCRL has
the word peey/peya- “grave” while languages 3 through 12 have something like peyiy and
13 through 17 have peyiyas for “grave”. I’m guessing any such semantic match is not
due to either early historical or Spanish-era influence....it would most likely be a more
recent mission influence.

From Table 3-27, the first thing to notice is that all the figures are extremely
low—from none, NAM with SpnCRL, to a high of just seventeen exclusive formmeaning set matches between POL and SpnCRL. This illustrates that it is relatively rare
to find form-meaning sets, used anywhere along the outer-island continuum, that are
shared only with SpnCRL and no other languages. Of the 552 matches with SpnCRL,
Table 3-27 shows that 91% of them are not exclusive matches with SpnCRL—only 9%
are. This, of course, should be no surprise in view of the historical access each of the
source languages has had with other continuum members. As I pointed out from Table 315 above, there are few words shared exclusively even among adjacent languages of the
continue, unless the adjacent neighbors have paddling canoe access to each other (or
collective isolation, in the case of SON and TOB).

What particularly stands out in Table 3-27 is that POL has by far the most formmeaning sets that are exclusively shared with SpnCRL. The nearest competition is WOL
with half the exclusively-shared based forms with SpnCRL. SAT comes in a distant
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third place; not far ahead of the far-away CHU. It must be remembered, however, that
the CHU dictionary is currently twice the size of POL’s (and WOL’s) whereas the SAT
dictionary is half the size of POL’s—thus clearly requiring some moderation of those
figures. Ignoring the size difference in dictionaries momentarily, the raw data of Table 327 indicates that POL speakers had by far the largest role in influencing the shape of
SpnCRL’s lexicon. The raw data further tells us that WOL would have had the second
largest role and SAT would have had the third largest—followed closely by CHU.
Continuing on, the raw data taken at face value also allow the possibility of a very small
amount of migration from ULI and PLP, and even SON. That is probably not the case
for MRT due to the lack of any clear examples of exclusive lexical sharing between MRT
and SpnCRL (the only example I have of that match is problematic; as per example
above).

Adding to the intriguing question explored earlier in Section 3.3.3, regarding
MRT’s possible role in shaping the eventual form of SpnCRL, the raw data here support
the position that MRT did not influence SpnCRL, linguistically. Rather, by virtue of
their paucity, the data support the position that the phonemic similarities between MRT
and SpnCRL must be from events previous to the era of migration to Saipan. 42 In line
with that, Section 3.3.3 entertained the idea that there was either a significant migration
from the Woleaian sphere—e.g., Ifaluk—to the Mortlocks within the last one or two
centuries, or, both languages, WOL and MRT, retain phonemes (and other linguistic
features) that were not retained by the languages in between the two just preceding (at
least) the Saipan migrations.
Continuing with the results in Table 3-27, there is no evidence of influence upon
SpnCRL from Namonuito (although that language is still waiting to be adequately
documented, as well). But that is rather expected since Namonuito is connected, in
relatively recent history, to the northern Saipan Carolinian language, Talaabog, and not to

42

I am made aware of the possibility that this may be in harmony with what some linguists call the
‘innovative core,’ where retentions are more common at the peripheries (p.c. Rehg). See Subsection
3.3.5.6 for more instances of this.
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SpnCRL, which is the southern Saipan Carolinian language. (Refer in the Introduction
chapter to the short discussion of Talaabog’s history with Namonuito and current
differences between Talaabog and SpnCRL (Section 1.2.3).

The raw data in Table 3-27 show something else that continues to be a nuisance to
the hypothesis that WOL, SAT, and POL alone are the primary founding languages.
While those three are right in line with what can be expected, CHU is not. The table
shows that CHU, the language at the eastern edge of the language continuum holds a
surprisingly strong fourth place. Such results do not match the documented history
identifying which language communities migrated to Saipan. Therefore, either historical
documentation is inaccurate (or still missing) and CHU in actuality has had a major role
building SpnCRL’s lexicon, or, there are other reasons as to why the high CHU scores
impose themselves on what would otherwise be a balanced bell-shaped profile. There is,
of course, the factor brought out a few times already: the very lopsided sizes of
dictionaries—with CHU being double that of WOL and POL, and quadruple that of SAT.
But there is probably more to do with the results than that.

To explain the high CHU figure, one reasonable scenario is that CHU lexical
items were contributed to SpnCRL later on, during the 1900s after the SpnCRL language
was already well established. Another reasonable scenario is that in the era preceding the
migrations to Saipan, the Lagoon Chuukese people maintained relationships with all
other members of the continuum but more so with the groups closer to it: POL, PLP,
NAM, and MRT. In this scenario, CHU’s influence on SpnCRL’s lexicon would have
extensively come indirectly though other languages in the eastern sector of the
continuum. Such would be in concert with Quackenbush’s quote given earlier that CHUs
figures are “probably inflated.” That possibility gets some support from the figures in
Table 3-28.

Table 3-28 is an attempt to show instances where SpnCRL makes a match with
the west sector of the continuum (first with SAT excluded and then with SAT included)
while excluding the eastern languages in the count of lexical-similarity matches.
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Similarly, it provides instances where SpnCRL matches with the east (first with SAT
included and then with SAT excluded) while excluding the west sector of the continuum.

TABLE 3-28. SPNCRL MATCHES WITH EAST VS. WEST

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

West Chuukic

WOL,SAT,POL

East Chuukic

Son + Uli
Son + Uli

WOL
WOL + SAT
SAT + POL
POL

Plp + Nam + Mrt + Chu
Plp + Nam + Mrt + Chu

# of
matches
3
7
10
13

% of
matches
0.5%
1.3%
1.8%
2.3%

The percentages for categories (a) – (d) are all very low. Nonetheless, the figures
do seem to indicate a tendency. SAT’s lexicon matches exclusively with the eastern
sector of the continuum more often than it matches exclusively with the western sector.
And SpnCRL’s lexicon follows the same trend, except that SpnCRL sides even more
often with the east than does SAT.

In the first of the following two examples, the SpnCRL lexeme is completely cognate
with SAT and the western languages in terms of the lexeme ghééghé “to tie” (it is only
partially cognate with POL). In the second example, however, yóleyól “yellow”
matches up SpnCRL with POL and the continuum languages east thereof.

Match Example 1:
Son/Uli/Wol/Sat/SpnCRL match:

ghééghé “to tie”
Sonsorol: géégé Ulithi: góógój Woleai: géégé Satawal: géégé
Polowat pwukooj, Pollap kééli, Namonuito sarej, Mortlocks roow, Chuuk rii

Match example 2:
SpnCRL/Pol/Plp/Nam/Chu match:

yóleyól “yellow”
Pollap: jólejó Namonuito: jón Mortlocks: jól Chuuk: jón

Polowat: jállejól
Sonsorol cánjóngocig, Uli-Wol-Sat rangarang
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3.3.5.4 (4th line of inquiry) SpnCRL exclusive matches only with WOL, SAT,
and POL
The focus of this line of inquiry is again SpnCRL’s three main founding
languages—WOL, SAT and POL. Since historical documentation (discussed thoroughly
in the following chapter) makes it clear that the vast majority of speakers of SpnCRL
emigrated from the Woleai, Satawal, and the Polowat region, it is important to inspect
further those three languages only and to compare them against each other—just as I have
done in the previous main section on phoneme inventory. (Although, toward the end of
this section, I will also entertain the possibility that ULI, PLP and CHU may have played
a very minor role in founding the lexicon of SpnCRL.)
This 4th inquiry is similar to the 3rd inquiry. The 3rd inquiry deals with exclusive
lexical matches that exist between SpnCRL and each one of the outer island languages in
turn. That means that if, say, WOL shares a lexical item with SpnCRL—and SpnCRL
alone—that lexical item represents a match that involves just those two languages and
excludes all other continuum languages. In contrast to the 3rd inquiry this 4th inquiry
considers the data as pertains to the three primary founding languages to the exclusion of
the non-founding languages, i.e., the data from the non-founding languages are not
considered one way or the other for this 4th inquiry.

For example, suppose there is a lexical match between WOL and SpnCRL plus—
among all the other continuum languages—only MRT, which I claim has had (based on
historical documents) no role in the creation of SpnCRL’s lexicon. In such a case, since
MRT is not one of the three primary founding languages, WOL would be the likely
source of that lexical item into SpnCRL, while both SAT and POL would not be. The
consequence of denying WOL an “exclusive” match with SpnCRL in such a case would
be to lower the percentage of exclusive matches between WOL and SpnCRL in
comparison to that of either SAT or POL. Therefore, for this 4th inquiry the participation
of MRT is factored out, that is, whenever MRT shares in an otherwise exclusive match
between WOL and SpnCRL, the participation of MRT is ignored. A specific example is
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the SpnCRL lexeme sapasap “machete”. WOL has a lexical match in the word tapetap
“big knife (used by men).” Neither SAT nor POL have a match for this word. According
to Quackenbush (1968), though, a lexical match is found in MRT: sap “machete”. But
since any evidence for MRT’s founding role upon SpnCRL is insignificant, my
conclusion then is that WOL is responsible for the occurrence of sapasap in the SpnCRL
lexicon. And for this reason the tapetap /sapasap match between WOL and SpnCRL is
tabulated in my 4th inquiry results as an exclusive match.

A second example can be found in the SAT lexicon. An earlier table (Table
22[?check]) handled an “exclusive” match that binds SAT to SpnCRL while leaving out
WOL and POL. SpnCRL has two Chuukic-based lexemes for “spear fishing”
(Quackenbush word number 218): fisiga and lighappisch. While the WOL and POL
dictionaries both have a lexeme that is cognate with fisiga, they do not have one that is
cognate with lighappisch. Only SAT has a lexeme that is cognate with lighappisch;
Quackenbush lists it as likappyŕ while Roddy lists it as a verb nikaepirh “to shoot an
arrow.” But SAT is not the only continuum language that makes a match with SpnCRL.
Quackenbush lists both PLP and NAM as having a lexeme that is cognate to lighappisch
(while CHU has lexemes that are cognate with both lighappisch and fisiga). Therefore,
while SAT shares a match with SpnCRL in an instance where both WOL and POL do
not, it cannot be said that SpnCRL makes a strictly exclusive match with only SAT in
respect to this example, since three languages east of SAT are also included in the match.
Again, however, the most likely source of SpnCRL’s lighappisch is SAT, for reasons just
given. Therefore, to give SAT fair representation against WOL and POL, in this 4th
inquiry I count the SpnCRL lighappisch as being among the list of lexical items that have
an exclusive match with SAT.

I followed the same procedure to find the number of “exclusive” matches between
SpnCRL and POL. The example in this case is with the SpnCRL lexeme pááyeti,
meaning “to be lonely or miss someone.” For this semantic unit Quackenbush lists
several form-meaning sets, including both sets represented by pááyeti and pwung(u). All
three founding languages, and SpnCRL have pwung(u). In contrast, only POL has a
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match with SpnCRL’s pááyeti , that being pááyeetiy “to miss, pine for...”. Again,
however, there are other continuum languages besides POL—on both sides of the
continuum--with lexemes that are cognate to pááyeti: SON, NAM, MRT, CHU (but not
WOL or SAT); none of the four do I consider as being founding languages. Hence, POL
gets credit in this instance for having an “exclusive” match with SpnCRL.

So, having the above explanations and examples, the question now is, “How
many ‘exclusive’ lexical matches (form-meaning set matches) exist between SpnCRL
and each of the three founding languages in turn regardless of whether or not SON, ULI,
PLP, NAM, MRT or CHU also have the given word in their lexicon?” Handling the data
this way builds a more accurate picture of the impact that any of the three founding
languages probably had upon SpnCRL’s lexicon. The first three columns in Table 3-29
below show the results of “exclusive” matches with SpnCRL.
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TABLE 3-29. WOLEAI, SATAWAL, AND POLOWAT PERCENTAGES OF

EXCLUSIVE FORM-

MEANING SET MATCH PERCENTAGES WITH SPNCRL

Considering data only from WOL, SAT, POL languages:
Languages
Matches with SpnCRL
# of times
% of times
only WOL matches SpnCRL
only SAT matches SpnCRL
only POL matches SpnCRL

31.5
17.5
60

5.7%
3.2%
10.8

.

Percentage of unique form-meaning matches with
SpnCRL for each language or language pair
(considering only Woleai, Satawal, and Polowat
languages)
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%

Woleai Satawal Polowat Woleai Satawal Woleai
&
&
&
Satawal Polowat Polowat

To highlight the difference in results between the 3rd inquiry and that of the 4th,
the 3rd inquiry results show that from among the 552-count database there are 10
exclusive lexical matches strictly between WOL and SpnCRL alone. When excluding
the participation of non-founding languages, however, that figure jumps more than threefold to 31½. As for the SAT data, the 3rd inquiry yields only 8½ words while the 4th
inquiry yields double that: 17½. For the POL data, the 3rd inquiry shows 17 exclusive
matches with SpnCRL while the 4th more than triples the figure to 60.
The results of the 3rd inquiry (Table 3-27) do not conflict with those of the 4th
inquiry (Table 3-28). The three founding languages maintain the same profile in respect
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to each other. POL remains way ahead of the other two languages in “exclusive” lexical
matches, and SAT remains in last place. The main difference in the two results is that
SAT has lost more ground to both WOL and POL. Even if the SAT figures were to be
doubled to compensate for a dictionary that is half the size of the other two, the POL
figures would still be close to double that of both SAT and WOL.

Those results are rather surprising since earlier research indicates that SpnCRL’s
closest relative should be SAT (see Table 3-16 for the clearest example). However, those
results are nonetheless very much in line with intelligibility testing findings (to which
chapter 2 was devoted) showing that SpnCRL speakers have an easier time understanding
POL than they do SAT.
From among the 1st - 4th inquiries thus far, the 4th provides the clearest evidence
that SpnCRL’s lines of lexical inheritance are overwhelmingly strongest with POL and
weakest with SAT.

I need to make a final point before leaving this section of this chapter. Although
historical documentation makes it clear that speakers of the three primary founding
languages, WOL-LAM, SAT, and PUL-PLP, are mainly responsible for SpnCRL’s
lexicon, I entertain the possibility, as mentioned parenthetically at the outset of this
section, that ULI, PLP, and CHU may have played minor roles in the founding of the
SpnCRL language. I have indeed left out SON, NAM and MRT as being possible
players in the development of SpnCRL but the historical record leaves open the
possibility, in my opinion, that ULI, PLP and CHU could have had some minor influence.
Reasons for that will be brought out in the following chapter on history.
3.3.5.6 (5th line of inquiry) Form-meaning matchups between SpnCRL and
both peripheries of the continuum—in instances where all three
founding languages, WOL, SAT, POL, attest no match
One final bit of information can be gleaned from the 552-word database. How
typical is it for any languages in the west end of the continuum to match up with SpnCRL
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along with any languages in the east end, but to the exclusion of WOL, SAT, and POL?
In other words, how often is it the case where only the languages found at or near the two
ends of the continuum together make matches with SpnCRL, while none of the three
main source languages do? Consider the following two examples. In the first instance
SpnCRL matches both SON in the west and MRT in the east while at the same time not
matching WOL, SAT, or POL. In the second, SpnCRL matches ULI in the west and
PLP, NAM, and CHU in the east while at the same time not matching any of the three
founding languages.
Match Example 1:
Son/SpnCRL/Mrt match:
Sonsorol:

bwúúng “adze handle”
Mortlockese:

pwungyr

pwung

Non-matching: Ulithi móól, Woleai majyl, Satawal jiimw, Polowat/Pollap jaarh, Namonuito
jiimw, Mortlocks paac, Chuuk paac/jaar

Match Example 2:
Uli/SpnCRL/PLP-Nam-Chu match:
Ulithi:

akkesch “to throw”
Pollap, Namonuito, Chuuk:

kékkac

jákkarh, jákkác

Non-matching: Wolei and Satawal tettar, Polowat jarhaje, Mortlocks jacej, Chuuk mónej
The number of instances, from among the 552-item database, that satisfy the 5th
line of inquiry are shown in the following table; this includes the two given examples
above.
TABLE 3-30. INSTANCES WHERE SPNCRL MATCHES BOTH PERIPHERIES WHILE NOT
THE MIDDLE; WOL, SAT, NOR POL

Languages

Matches with

SpnCRL
West Chuukic
matches
SON and/or ULI

WOL, SAT, POL

(not found in WOL, SAT, POL)

East Chuukic

# of matches % of

PLP and/or NAM, MRT, CHU
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4

0.7%

Were there to be a large percentage of matches in Table 32 above, it would call
into question my argument about WOL, SAT, and POL being the primary founding
languages. The table above, however, seems to answer my 5th inquiry clearly: Since
there are only 0.7% of lexical items in this category, it can be assumed that it is rare for
instances to occur where both ends make a lexical match with SpnCRL without WOL,
SAT, or POL also sharing in some way with that match.
3.3.6 Summary of Results from Lexical Information
The question asked at the outset of this section is whether or not SpnCRL and its
founding languages’ lexical inventories follow the trend that the phoneme inventories do,
i.e., that WOL appears to be the primary holder of lines of inheritance with SpnCRL,
with POL coming in a second, and with SAT coming in a more distant third (on the basis
of phoneme inventory only).
I stated early on in this section that the answer to that question clearly depends on
the composition of the word lists used and on the thresholds of criteria used by the
researcher. When I examined the original first 300 items in Quackenbush’s word list
(excluding my list of 252 synonyms), my results compared well with Jackson’s, i.e., SAT
holds first place in the number of lexical matches made with SpnCRL. I also pointed out,
however, that in Quackenbush’s and Jackson’s cases the words selected for their
historical linguistics investigations were words that are resistant to change and therefore
tending to be more common. The words I selected tended to be words that are less
common in the continuum. Words that are resistant to change are good tools for the task
of discovering shared history among the Chuukic languages. Words that are uncommon,
perhaps less resistant to change, are good tools for the task of limiting the possible
sources of SpnCRL, or rather, zeroing in on the source or sources of SpnCRL’s lexicon.
In short, Quackenbush and Jackson were looking for lexical matches that were cognate
with each other. I on the other hand, looked for words that would allow comprehension
between speakers of different languages/dialects.
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Therefore, when I included the additional 252 form-meaning sets that served the
ends of my study, the end results were very different. I found that POL clearly leads
SAT and WOL in the overall number of lexical matches with SpnCRL, and on that basis
had the greatest influence on the new SpnCRL language; WOL moved up to second
place, while SAT fell to third place
I also pointed out, however, that the Satawalese dictionary, is by far the least
complete dictionary and any future Satawalese dictionary, that is comparable in size with
the others, may indeed put SAT in second place or conceivably even in the lead, at least
in terms of overall shared lexemes with SpnCRL. The data also make it clear that
regardless of the current or future state of the Satawalese dictionary, WOL, SAT, and
POL together show evidence in their lexicons that they are the major founding languages
of SpnCRL.
Another thing that the data of this section brought out is that SpnCRL has indeed been
more influenced by the eastern Chuukic languages as a whole than the western Chuukic
languages. Part of that equation, as discussed in this section, is the undeniable impact of
CHU on the eastern sector. But whether CHU’s impact is due to its lexical diffusion to
the west—at least as far as PLP—during a period previous to when the SpnCRL language
solidified, or whether CHU’s impact on SpnCRL is due to more recent migration to
Saipan and Guam (migration described by Hezel and Levin 1989, Hezel and McGrath
1989, Hezel 1992, etc. resulting from Free Association with the U.S.), that is a question
that is eagerly awaiting more clarity.
Also discussed in this lexical inventories section (3.2.3), and the previous section
on phoneme inventories (3.2.2), are the curious similarities that MRT shares with
SpnCRL. I suggested, however, that similarities shared between SpnCRL and MRT have
to do with linguistic and perhaps physical connections MRT shared with WOL previous
to the era of Saipan migration. And in that case it would be the impact of WOL
migrations to Saipan, not MRT, that would have resulted in a significant impact on the
ultimate form of the SpnCRL language.
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3.4 Conclusion regarding SpnCRL’s lines of linguistics inheritance
The purpose of this chapter was to answer the question, “How, exactly, is
SpnCRL blended from other Chuukic languages?” I claimed that a good way to answer
the question was to investigate the linguistic nature of the Chuukic languages based on
domains of linguistic inquiry. In that regard, I explained why the domains of phonology
and syntax were not good places to look to find how SpnCRL is blended from other
languages due to the fact that the phonological and syntactical systems are, for the most
part, the same. I showed that the domains of phoneme and lexeme inventories, on the
other hand, are very useful for showing differences within the continuum. Those
differences served to show that SpnCRL is blended from other languages.
The end result was this. The language that appears to have had the greatest
influence on SpnCRL’s phoneme inventory is WOL. It appears that POL also has had
some influence. The evidence of influence on SpnCRL by SAT, however, is not apparent
outside of it contributing from pool of phonemes shared by all three source languages.
The influence on SpnCRL’s lexeme inventory, followed a very different pattern from that
just given. In appears in this case that POL clearly has the dominant role in influencing
SpnCRL’s lexicon. WOL and SAT appear to have secondary roles in influencing
SpnCRL’s lexicon with SAT having the least (until such time as a full SAT dictionary
demonstrates otherwise).
Having claimed throughout this chapter that WOL-LAM, SAT, and PUL-POL are
the primary sources of SpnCRL based on linguistic evidence, I now refer the reader to the
following chapter which, from documented sources, tells the story of Carolinian human
history from the beginning to the migration to Saipan, and from there to current times.
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4. HISTORY OF THE SAIPAN CAROLINIANS

The raw linguistic data showing how SpnCRL is a blend of other Chuukic
languages is something that, in and of itself, is fascinating. But of course, knowing who
the speakers are and what historical human events occurred to create this language makes
its linguistic amalgamation far more interesting.

Take the mixed language of Michif as an example (Bakker 1997). The fact that it
was built from two languages—one language dominating the nouns (Métis French) and
the other dominating the verbs (Plains Cree)—is something that is fascinating to any
linguist. I would never be satisfied, though, knowing only the raw linguistic composition
of this mixed language. The fact that it was a European Romance language that sourced
one part of Michif and a totally unrelated Cree language that sourced the other part is
what makes the linguistic composition especially interesting. But, again, no one would
be satisfied with just that knowledge. One would also want to know how this mixed
language was created. What happened in Michif history that brought the two cultures
together? How did the language become mixed? Is there anything about the two
languages that allows for the strange way Michif was mixed? And these questions lead
to many other sociolinguistic questions that beg to be answered.

SpnCRL is not an official member of the mixed language club (a club that so far
consists of only a couple dozen or so members). Apart from a large contribution of
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Spanish, German, Japanese, and English to its lexicon 43, SpnCRL, by contrast to Michif,
is built completely from a string of closely-related languages and dialects. However, as
with Michif, few would be satisfied knowing that SpnCRL is cobbled together mostly
from WOL, POL, and SAT. They would also want to know how it happened. What
physical, political, and social events occurred to create SpnCRL? Did the order of those
events play any role in determining the curious linguistic composition that it displays
today? Already discovered from the previous chapter of this study are the linguistic
family relationships that exist among SpnCRL’s source languages. But how did that
relationship—the Chuukic continuum—come into being? What ancient conditions
existed to create the Chuukic continuum and that allowed it to be maintained up until
today?

These are the kinds of questions that this chapter attempts to answer. This chapter
is about the human history of the Carolinian people. It does not aim to address the
linguistic features of any of the languages involved—apart from a few illustrative
examples along the way. That job is what the previous chapter is all about—Chapter 3.
However, the historical context through which the linguistic evidence of Chapter 3 can
best be understood..... that, is what this history chapter is all about.

My objective for this chapter, then, is to draw attention to all possible events
throughout the history of the Chuukic continuum that can contribute insight into the
nature of Chuukic language use through time; and that can help give an explanation for
the interesting features of today’s Saipan Carolinian language.

4.1 Carolinian Origins: Their Socio-linguistic Environment PreWestern Contact
As mentioned in my Introduction, SpnCRL and the other Chuukic continuum
languages are all members of the vast Austronesian language family. The homeland of
43

From a database count of around 6,000 SpnCRL entries, 558 of them are loans, either directly or
indirectly, from Spanish, German, Japanese, English, and Chamorro (the latter of which has contributed
376 words to the SpnCRL lexicon either directly or indirectly from the other four languages).
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Austronesian is the island known today as Taiwan. The original inhabitants of Taiwan
are the Austronesians — not Chinese — who reached Taiwan from the China mainland
some 6,000 years ago. Over the course of 6,000 years the Austronesians spread first to
the northern Philippines. 44 Except for one group of Austronesians — the ancient
ancestors of today’s Chamorros—who made a jump directly to the Marianas from
northern Luzon some 3,500 years ago, the Austronesians began spreading south through
the Philippines and into Southeast Asia. From there, some spread west eventually
reaching Madagascar, and some spread east to the coastal areas and islands of Papua New
Guinea. From there, some Austronesians continued east to eventually establish the entire
region of Polynesia. But other Austronesians began peeling off to the north along the
way to eventually populate the region of Micronesia. The earliest archeological record
thus far puts the proto-Chuukic language(s) into the Caroline islands close to 1,500 years
ago (Intoh 2008a). It is not clear though which route, or perhaps routes, the Carolinian
people followed to populate the western Caroline Islands, along with the southernmost of
the Palau Islands. In view of the navigation skills that the earliest Micronesians most
certainly had, it probably didn’t take long for the Carolinian ancestors to fill the current
boarders of today’s Carolinian/Chuukic language continuum. What seems certain is that
the continuum was firmly in place by the 16th century when Micronesian contact with
Europeans first came about.
There are a number of things that can be surmised about the material, cultural, and
social life within the Carolinian continuum as far back as, say, 500 years ago, due to
information from both current documents and those dating back to the 1600s. And some
of those things have great implications regarding the linguistic form of today’s Carolinian
continuum.
First, we know that the technology of ocean-going canoe building and long
distance sailing was already in place. That was the only way in which the hundreds of
remote islands in Micronesia could have been reached and populated.
Second, we know that the entire area of the Chuukic languages was prone to
periodic and devastating typhoons — as it is today — thus requiring a reciprocity of
44

For a recent account of the history of Austronesian languages, see Blust (2012).
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material goods between islands in order for the populations to survive those ordeals. As
far back as 1664 there are records of Carolinians drifting to Southeast Asia as a result of a
typhoon (Miedes 1671).
Third, enrichment of the gene pool would have been as important 500 years ago
as it is today to ensure long-term population health. It can be surmised from what we
know today that gene pool enrichment was enhanced by strict taboos on intra-clan
marriages, thus requiring inter-island unions. As Jackson (1983:129) writes:
....the combination of a small population base and strict incest restrictions
often makes it necessary for young atoll-dwellers to find mates on other islands...
These three things alone, sailing technology, typhoons, and the requirement to
travel to other islands to find mates, made it both feasible and mandatory for speakers of
any Chuukic language to come in contact with the language varieties on other islands to
which they had access. 45
Not all inter-island voyages, however, were made based on the requirements for
survival. Sometimes it was the need to learn and practice navigations skills that brought
people from one island to the other. Sometimes it was the desire for, and the importance
of trade which was carried out on well-traveled ocean highways. Some trade exchanges
were part of a sovereignty system, the best known of which is the sawei (to be discussed
shortly). Sometimes voyaging, at least within 100 miles, was carried out simply for the
fun of sailing and to see other places.
Another very strong motivation for inter-island travel was to maintain kin
relationships. Jackson continues from the above quote:
...once family members have moved to those other islands it is natural to want to
visit them.
Inter-island marriage meant voyages were required between islands to maintain social
relationships. For example, the drift event of 1664 to be described in detail further below
came about as a result of a very large flotilla of canoes from Ifalik (also spelled Ifaluk)
45

By this criterion one could question why Palau proper, Yap proper, the Marianas, and the Pohnpei region
are not also part of the Chuukic continuum today. As for the first three of those, they were already
inhabited by language groups not closely related to the first Chuukic language. The history of earliest
settlement of Chuukic and Pohnpeic languages is not, as yet, well understood.
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that were en route to a wedding in the Chuuk Lagoon. D’Arcy (2001:50) expounds on
the crucial role of kinship relationships:
Kin links were regularly maintained by visits along the sea-lanes throughout the
region. Many clans had members on a number of atolls that kin could call on in
times of need. The clans of Pulusuk, for example, sought wives from related kin
groups on Puluwat and in Chuuk. William Lessa records that the Mongolfach
clan had members on 10 atolls from Ulithi to Puluwat, and beyond to the high
islands of Chuuk lagoon. Edwin Burrows and Melvin Spiro note that clans on
Ifalik had links with Yap, Woleai, Puluwat and Pulap. Inter-island exchanges
were usually conducted between members of the same kin group. These links
served as a safety net in case of drought, war, or storms.
Jackson sums up the result this way (p129):
Under these situations, it is understandable that a great sailing tradition
developed and has been largely maintained among the Trukic atolls.
D’Arcy (2006:50) devotes a chapter to making a well-founded case that travel
between islands was pervasive and that it involved large numbers of people. The
following Figure 4-1 from D’Arcy 2006 (p154), showing the sea routes that were named,
helps the reader to grasp the extent of their version of public transportation leading up to,
and including, early colonial times.
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Figure 4-1. Sea Lanes of the Western Carolines (adapted from D’Arcy 2006:154)
This kind of access between the speakers of Chuukic language varieties explains
why there are such remarkable similarities between the speech varieties. And yet, as the
previous chapter revealed, there are also differences between the varieties. It is clear to
me that there was not just one common Chuukic language spoken by the Carolinians.
The danger inherent in open-ocean travel, even between adjacent islands, was also a
reality that inhibited contact. Putting together an equation containing both the difficulty
and the ease of inter-island travel goes a long way in explaining how the Chuukic
languages were formed and maintained as a language continuum from the southwest
islands of Palau all the way east to the tip of the Mortlocks. Jackson (1983:274) states
something similar regarding the correlation between the need for inter-island travel and
the similarity of lexicons among Chuukic continuum speech communities.
It is striking that 113 of the 241 “items” [in the word list] or 47% are cognate
throughout the eight TK languages that we have been examining. Such a high
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figure must be at least partly caused by the long-standing need to remain in
contact among the various TK communities.
A major component of this extensive amount of inter-island exchange that existed
during and long before colonial times is the system just mentioned, the sawei. 46 The
sawei was a system of reciprocity between most of the Carolinian communities and the
community of the high-island of Yap located directly west of the Carolinian continuum.
The Carolinians gathered together once every two or three years and made a voyage to
certain clans on Yap. 47 They brought with them offerings of material items that
happened to be plentiful on the low islands and offered them to their “fathers” on Yap. In
return, the Yapese provided “spiritual protection” and blessing upon their low island
“children” which took the form of material goods plentiful only on the high islands. All
of the Carolinian islands were bound in an ordered relationship within the sawei except
for the non-participating islands of the Mortlocks, the Chuuk Lagoon, the Hall islands
(directly north of the Lagoon), and the Sonsorol-Tobi group south of Palau. There are
full descriptions of the sawei by other authors (such as Hunter-Anderson 1996) that
should be consulted in lieu of further discussion about it here. One point by HunterAnderson, however, deserves special attention. The relationship between high island,
Yap, and low island atolls was not just about reciprocity in terms of goods. PetrosianHusa (2004) makes the case that “contact to Yap is a forced necessity.” Her reasoning is
further explained as follows.
Certain Yapese families have sawai-relationships with people from the Outer
Islands, often described as a parent-child relationship, but actually from the
Yapese point of view the rei metau [outer-islanders] are considered inferior
and are nothing more than serfs. The Yapese sawai-partners do not only own
the islands of the rei metau they also own the people and can dispose of them
according to their will. Yapese magicians are known all over the Western
Pacific for their ability to control the weather and they can send typhoons as
they wish. Therefore they can also control people who live on an island where
a mere storm can destroy the basic food crops, not to mention the havoc that
46

In the Woleaian dictionary (Sohn 1975) the word sawei is defined as “Yapese chief, conqueror, tyrant.”

47

Primarily the municipality of Gagil. I assume this was an ancient relationship. Levesque (vol4:249)
offers a hedge to that assumption when he writes in a footnote, “It is worth noting that no mention is made
of the town of Gagil [in a1664 description of the islands], the center of a trade empire....perhaps it did not
yet exist in the 1660s.”
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the devastating forces of a typhoon can cause. This and the fact that the
islands of the rei metau lay in the so-called typhoon belt of the Western
Pacific are the reasons Yap has gained sovereignty over these atolls, by
threatening to send such destructive typhoons; and thus, one of the reasons
the rei metau of the Outer Islands of Yap deliver sawai-tribute to Yap.
Before moving on to the next section (4.2) it should be remembered that there are
no archeological indications or other documentation telling about the language and
dialect situation in the Chuukic Caroline Islands in the period leading up to western
contact in the 1500s. One can only speculate. Expanding on the statement made in the
previous section, perhaps there was a time when there was only one big language with
slight accent differences spread across the Chuukic atolls. On the other hand, perhaps
each atoll had their own distinct language that, while being related to the other languages,
was nonetheless unintelligible to any other of the languages. I believe, though, barring
any direct evidence to the contrary, that two things can be assumed from the geological
environment, the material culture, and the nature of the Carolinian people who today
populate the many atolls of the Carolinian world. The first is that the level of extensive
inter-island access that existed in pre-contact times rules out there being a series of only
distantly-related languages. The second is that the level of difficulty of inter-island
access that existed during the same time rules out there being a single pan-Carolinian
language without at least significant dialect differences. It will become clear in the
course of this study that the composition of today’s SpnCRL is a direct reflection of the
language environment that has existed since ancient times.

4.2 Earliest Evidence of the Carolinian Continuum: the 1500s and
1600s
This section introduces the era when Europeans began discovering the Carolinian
Islands, and it explores the impact of that era (or lack thereof) on Carolinian life and
language. Before getting into a discussion of discovery, however, one must acknowledge
the fundamental reality that discovery works both ways, especially in Micronesia.
Carolinian “discovery” cannot be viewed as just Europeans doing the traveling to find
unknown Carolinian groups. In fact, almost all the information we have on the early
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ethnology and geographic setting among the Caroline Islands was provided when it was
the Carolinians who did the traveling. Even though some of the Carolinian voyages of
discovery were not carried out intentionally (i.e., accidental drift voyages), the
Carolinians were certainly great explorers themselves, with impressive knowledge of
other Pacific peoples well beyond their borders.
4.2.1 First “Discoveries” of the Carolinian Islands and first glimpses into
intelligibility among Carolinian languages
Only one year after Magellan made the first crossing of Micronesia in 1521,
Europeans started sighting Carolinian islands supposedly inhabited by speakers of the
Chuukic family. The westernmost end of the Carolinian chain was encountered first. In
1522 Espinosa discovered Sonsorol, Pulo Anna and Tobi (Levesque Vol 1:324,9).
Sequeira and de Rocha are credited with finding Ulithi in 1525 (Levesque Vol 1:414),
and Villalobos is given credit for Fais in 1543 (Levesque Vol 1:570, 620). The eastern
end of the continuum was next. Chuuk and Pollap were encountered by Arellano during
his 1565 voyage of discovery, as were Sorol and Ngulu (Levesque Vol
2:191,198,201,203). The only other European encounter reported during this time was a
group of castaways who supposedly came across Woleai in 1566. With the exception of
Satawal and the Mortlocks, then, the main linguistic regions of the Chuukic continuum
had had European encounters by the end of the 1600s (regions, but not all islands within
those regions). Another 130 years was to pass before the next documented encounter
with a Carolinian island was made. This was when Rodriguez (Levesque Vol 10:17)
apparently happened to come upon Faraulep during the yearly government sailing from
the Philippines to Guam in 1696 when the trip turned into an unintentional drift voyage
(Levesque vol 10:110).
No records indicate that any attempt was made by these voyages to collect word
lists or other linguistic data. That wouldn’t happen until the end of the 18th century when
a Spanish official on Guam, Don Luis de Torres, began studying outer-island Carolinian.
Incidentally, it wasn’t until the end of the 18th century, between 1795 and 1797, that the
remainder of the Chuukic continuum was “discovered,” the Mortlock Islands by their
namesake in 1795, Eauripik by Thornton in 1797 (Levesque Vol 17:27) and Satawal,
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Lamotrek, Elato, Ifalik and the rediscovery of Woleai by Wilson in 1796 (Vol 17:85).
The discovery of Polowat by Ibargoitia probably didn’t happen until 1799 (Vol 17:303),
nearly three centuries after the first islands of the Chuukic continuum were encountered
by Magellen’s crew in 1522.
None of the European voyages of discovery in the 1500s, the 1600s and early
1700s were successful in terms of developing positive and lasting relationships with any
Carolinians on their native islands. Of course, that wasn’t the primary aim of explorers
and traders. It was, however, the primary aim of a very many mission voyages that were
also carried out. Having heard about many populated islands to the south, a population
later to be called the Carolinians, the Spanish administration on Guam had a vessel built
which searched for the islands of the Carolinians in the year 1686 and possibly again in
1687 (Levesque vol.10:81). Nothing was sighted on those attempts. Again in 1689 and
1690 a Guam vessel set out to find the Caroline Islands and again those voyages failed.
A few years later, in 1696 the first mission voyage was sent out from the Philippines to
reach “the numberless souls inhabiting said Islands...” (Levesque vol.10:502). That
effort, and possibly yet another mission attempt in 1697, also failed. In 1698, the
governor of Guam took the initiative to have a boat built specifically to get missionaries
in contact with atoll dwellers (Levesque Vol 10:198-9). Sometime before the voyage was
to begin, the governor was forced to use the boat for another purpose. A galleon was
scheduled to make a stop in Guam with urgently needed supplies, but at the last minute
its captain decided to bypass Guam. In desperation, the governor sent his new ship to
chase after the galleon to obtain the needed supplies. While they succeeded in catching
the galleon, they were by then so far away from Guam that they couldn’t get back home.
Eventually, they had to give up and sail on to the Philippines (Levesque Vol 10:360).
Missionary fervor returned in 1705, when Fr. Serrano, a high church official of
the Philippine province asked the king of Spain to fund a voyage to find the Carolinian
Islands. Fr. Serrano boldly proclaimed that:
Contact between the Philippine Islands and these new Islands is thought to be
easy, on account of the short distance between the ones and the others, proven as
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a result of many drift voyages aboard small boats of the Indians of the new
Islands to the Philippines. (Levesque Vol 10:501)
Four well-planned and costly voyages ensued in 1708, 1709, 1710 and 1711 which,
again, all met with disastrous failure (Levesque Vol.10:501-4, 573, 576, 643; Vol.12:2823, 298). In the attempt of 1710, the Spanish ship managed after great difficulty to come
upon Sonsorol. Although the ship failed to make anchorage the islanders met the ship on
their canoes and received the Spanish with a great show of enthusiasm. Hezel 1972:35
writes:
The apparent friendliness of the cheering natives who turned out in canoes
to offer the Spanish coconuts and fish dispelled any misgivings that Padilla
may have had about dispatching a landing party to explore the island. Upon
their return to the ship, the members of the party enthusiastically told of their
grand reception, how they were carried from the launch by the natives to the
very hut of the paramount chief where they were feasted, entertained with
dances and songs, and presented with 'finely woven mats'. On the following
day the ship's launch put out to shore again, this time with two Jesuit priests
aboard. Before the launch could return, however, the Trinidad was driven out
of sight of the island by the strong currents that are always so troublesome
around Sonsorol.
The captain of the Trinidad, against his better judgment, had allowed the two Jesuit
priests in the above account to return to Sonsorol on the ship’s launch because they were
adamant about wanting to plant a cross on the island. They fully expected to return to
ship that same day. After some time on the island, however, the priests watched the ship
float away in unmanageably strong winds and currents. The crew struggled for three
weeks to get close enough to shore to retrieve the priests before giving up. Levesque
adds that “...it was learned afterwards, through some apparently European drifters, that
they had been beaten to death with sticks” (Vol.12:246,283). Hezel gives more explicit
information, reporting that Palauan captives on a later ship related by signs that, “The two
priests ... had surely been killed and eaten by the natives” (1972:35-36) 48. In the followup voyage of 1711, Fr. Serrano himself set sail for Sonsorol in an attempt to rescue the
48

Hezel’s information is from Cazier (1720).
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priests. However, three days after departure from the Philippines the ship was ripped
apart by a storm that sent Fr. Serrano and all but three crew members to their deaths.
The first Europeans that were able to locate and to spend many weeks on a
Carolinian island were two priests, Cantova and Walters, stationed at the time on Guam
(Levesque vol.12:249-50). Cantova’s first attempt in 1722 to find any Carolinian islands
had failed, even after two months of searching. In 1731, however, the two priests, along
with fifteen soldiers, eight crew members, and a Carolinian, finally came across a
Carolinian island, Ulithi. They passed by the islet of Mogmog and began setting up their
mission on the islet of Falalep. After a couple months, Walters headed back to Guam to
solicit more workers. Ten days later Cantova was killed and the mission was burned. All
of the soldiers were later killed. 49 Walters didn’t find out about the events until he was
finally able to return two years later, in 1733. As a result of these events, the Spanish
gave up their plans to build a presence in the Carolines (Levesque vol.12:251). In fact,
several years earlier, in 1702, there had been talk by the Spanish administration on the
Philippines that it was “indeed better, in the interest of the Christian religion, to abandon
the Islands and place the natives on board ships and to transport them to the Philippines”
(Levesque vol.10:361).
The number of Spanish expeditions that failed to reach the Carolinians within
their home setting during those forty-eight years (1686-1733) was incredibly high — at
least twelve — and very costly, both financially and in loss of life. And it would be
another seventy years after closing the failed mission on Ulithi before a European, Don
Luis de Torres, a priest and official on Guam, who had learned to communicate in
Woleaian, would land there in 1804. Torres’ 1804 stay on Woleai was very productive
and very enjoyable, for himself and for the Carolinian Islanders. Thus, finally, de Torres
49

Perhaps his death was conspired on Mogmog out of discontent that the developing mission was not on
Mogmog where the high chief lived. If so, I suspect that had he first met with the high chiefs on Mogmog
to seek permission for a mission, it would have been successful. Levesque’s translation of this event
(p249) reads that they “sighted” Mogmog “...but they went on to Falalep...” Hezel (1972:33), however,
referencing Burney (1817) writes:
....it is reported that just before Cantova was murdered by the Ulithians he inquired of
them what he had done to incur their anger. 'You come to destroy our customs' was the
reply as they made ready to strike him down.
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made the kind of contact with Carolinians that the Spanish had been hoping for, after
some 120 long years of trying.
Quackenbush (1968:15) says something similar, “None of the islands in this
[Caroline] group had significant contact with outsiders until the very end of the
eighteenth century.” Quackenbush is probably referring to the 1797 Wilson voyage in
which three crew members chose to become beach-combers (not missionaries or
researchers).
The failed voyages, it must be said, in no way meant there were no successful Carolinian
discoveries in the 1600s and 1700s. As I mentioned at the outset of this chapter,
discovery happens in both ways. It was due to the drift voyage in 1664 (mentioned
earlier and fully described in following section) to Southeast Asia and eventually the
Philippines that the Carolinians are first recorded to have discovered Europeans. Of
course, as pointed out earlier, drift voyages to both the Philippines and Guam certainly
occurred long before the 1600s. And any such voyages in the mid to late 1500s, in spite
of any as yet unrecovered records documenting such, could have allowed Carolinians to
first discover Europeans in those distant locations long before the 1664 drift voyage
discussed below. In the following sections it will be learned that there were at least four
drift voyages from the Carolines to the Philippines 50 and to Southeast Asia in the 1600s,
two of which provide priceless information about Carolinian life at that time.
4.2.2 Extent of the Carolinian domain in 1664
Obviously there were no “drift voyages” that were intentional voyages of
exploration. Even the unmatched Carolinian expertise at canoe building and navigating
was no match for unexpected storms. Although drift voyages were unfortunate, they
nonetheless resulted in some of the most valuable historical documented that exist today.
This is especially true in terms of the 1664 drift voyage. The 1664 event was not only the
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Hezel (1972:29) reports that, “There are references, each with a date and some specifics, to no fewer than
nine different Carolinian landings in the Philippines between 1664 and 1696, and these nine must have
represented merely a fraction of the actual traffic during these years.”
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first solid record of Carolinians who found themselves outside of Micronesia, 51 it is also
the first known description of the vast domain of the Carolinians, not to mention the
earliest glimpse of the Chuukic continuum. It is worthwhile to investigate fully the
circumstances of that voyage as well as the wealth of information that we have today
because of it. The account comes to us from a Jesuit Priest, Fr. Miedes, who began
compiling his report in 1669. An early Spanish copy of the whole report is reproduced in
Levesque (1995 vol.4:237-244). The original report was submitted to a superior who, as
Levesque notes (vol.4:235), “unfortunately did not realize the importance of this paper
discovery” and must have put it aside and forgotten about it. Incredibly enough, it wasn’t
until modern times, 1980, that the document came to light. One wonders what may
further come to light through ongoing research into ancient Spanish archives.
According to these accounts (Levesque vol.4:245-256), in 1664 a flotilla of 30
sailing canoes carried 300 passengers originating from the island of Ifalik, apparently
called Piguilape at that time. Their destination was Tol Island in the Chuuk Lagoon, and
the occasion was a wedding celebration. On the way a fierce storm, a typhoon, as
Levesque concludes (vol.4:245), forced the canoes to eventually drift all the way back
past their own home area and on to Southeast Asia, some reaching the coast of Mindanao
in the Philippines. They then tried to return home, but ended up being pushed again by
the winds to present-day Indonesia, the northern islands of Maluku. There they were
forced into slavery, or killed by indigenous residents, or died from other causes. Four of
the original Ifalik islanders ended up being sold to the king of Siao, “an island off the
northern end of Sulawesi (Celebes)” (Levesque vol.4:235). It was there where the
aforementioned Miedes was assigned. Levesque (vol.4:256) includes a comment on the
credibility of Fr. Miedes as a resource person:
Postscript by the copyist, probably Fr. Coomans.
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Actually there was an islander named Juan referred to in the 1671 report who apparently reached the
Philippines in an earlier drift event to that of 1664. Fr. Miedes believed him to be a “countryman” to the
sole remaining 1664 drifter and that he was capable of being a guide and interpreter for a voyage to the
Carolines that Miedes wanted to take. This would mean that Juan was already baptized and reasonably
fluent in a language that Fr. Miedes was also fluent in, and would have thus already spent some
considerable time in the Philippines -- Manila to be exact (Levesque vol.10:256).
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Fr. Miedes was most expert in everything concerning Moluccan affairs,
having spent over 16 years there and in the islands of that sea, as a result of
having lived 7-8 years in Ternate and almost 10 in the kingdom of Siao. He took
pains to ascertain the notices that he describes.
Fr. Miedes (from Levesque vol.4) was apparently able to spend much time with
the islanders between 1669 and 1671, by which time three of the four had died. During
this time he gathered much information about the life and culture of the Carolinian
islanders.
Their sort of government is, they say, that they have a king in Piguilape who rules
over the surrounding islands. He is just a king in name, because he does not
command other than respect as such, without anyone pressured from doing
whatever he pleases.
The above description still applies today to some of the Caroline islands I am familiar
with. When I was visiting the outer islands in the mid ‘90s respect was still very strong
and everyone seemed to be eager to fulfill the chief’s desires. Miedes continues:
...they never use capital punishment, as they have no crimes. They do not fight in
battle, and in their disputes they do not know what it is to kill another.
Either Ifalik was an exceptional island or these descriptions given to Miedes were a bit
sugar-coated. For example, the Polowatese were well known to be attacking nearby
islands during a period of time in the 1700s and/or 1800s— the results of which were to
eventually impact the language situation on Saipan (a point I will bring out later in
section 4.5.6). War was common also within the Chuuk Lagoon, as will be pointed out in
the following subsection. Still, the Ifalik drifters’ impression was of a relatively peaceful
atmosphere among Carolinians which must have contributed to the freedom to visit other
Carolinian islands. And that freedom to visit other islands must have contributed, as
brought out earlier, to the closely-related language continuum that has persisted up to this
day.
The perception of a peaceful atmosphere within the Carolinian Islands did not at
all apply to regions outside of the boarder of the Carolinian domain, such as Palau.
Miedes’ report continues in Levesque vol.4:249:
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Palu, with another language, is at 3 days’ sail west from Yape. Completely
naked, its natives are at civil war ... the east against the west. To those they kill,
they cut the head off with the thumb nail that they let grow in a misshapen fashion
for this purpose. All the natives of these islands [Palauan I presume] have this as
a custom.
Continuing on to other non-Chuukic languages beyond the domain of the Ifalik drifters,
Miedes’ informants talk about peoples and languages far to the south of the Carolinian
region. They reveal remarkable knowledge of the geography along the northern island
groups of current-day Papua New Guinea, some of which must have come about through
drift voyages (p250-1).
Southward from Piguilape [Ifalik], there is a line of larger islands, little known or
visited, because their natives are cruel and because they are separated from
Piguilape by a large swath of ocean from west to east, and the said islands
extend, from west to east. They say that this sea is very wide, and has many
doldrums and much fish. Many trees float about, and by rubbing one against
another, they make fire (who will believe this?), that is how some waylaid
Piguilape people did it, and there are some [shell-] fish growing on the said trees.
The waylaid people crossed over the islands of this sea and they were badly
received.
They describe more islands further east where yet another language is spoken.
These are islands that the Ifalikese had previously reached by intentional voyages, not
drift voyages. Among a list of thirteen islands there, they describe six islands that
Levesque believes are the Bismark Archipelago (Levesque 1995 v4:251):
The latter six islands are often visited by Piguilapese. All six use the same
language.
Far to the east of the Bismarcks another island is named, Tugupia, which also had
its own language. Levesque (1995 v4:251-2) suggests that this is Tikopia in the Solomon
Islands. And three sailing days east of that are more large islands, including another
three where “they eat human flesh.”
East of Segecial [sic] [probably located in New Ireland island (Levesque
vol.4:253, footnote 5)] at 16 or 20 days of sailing is Tugupia,... It is...big,
somewhat elongated; it has a volcano, a lagoon and its own language. Three
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days further east is Lupali, with an active volcano. Its natives are cannibals.
Northwest of it is Pigirran. In sight of the latter lies Tolufuri, big, with a volcano;
they are cannibals. Within sight is Ytarao, bigger; they eat human flesh as on the
two previous islands.
In addition to describing the location of islands to the south is a description of the route
that the Ifalikese used to reach them.
We have now finished with the islands in the south that are, however, located with
respect to one another in a line from west to east. These islands, even though far
away are better known by the Piguilapese because they are near others that lie to
the east of Piguilap [perhaps Kapingamarangi and/or Nukuoro], and which they
reach while making stopovers in many other intermediate islands [likely
including the Mortlocks chain], of which this sea is full as we shall see.
The Ifalikese also described (Vol 4:254) what was beyond the eastern border of the
Carolinian domain:
Four days south of the latter is located Ngerriq [Ngatik], and 3 days southwest
[rather northeast] is Falupei. This is the last island visited by the Pigilapese; it is
very big... Three days southward is Carrau. ... Ten leagues south of Carrau is
Ytarro, that was mentioned earlier as one of the southern islandes.
In this above quote Levesque correlates Falupei with Pohnpei, Carrau with Kosrae, and
Ytarro(a) with Vanuatu.
Finally, most likely referring to the area north of the Carolines (rather than to area
north of Indonesia, as Levesque also points out in footnote 5 in v4:250), Miedes seems to
indicate that the Ifalikese also knew about the Marianas chain, which they apparently
knew as Cilial:
Sopi, long and big, [possibly referring to an Indonesian island just southwest of
Tobi—although the geography doesn’t fit at all with what follows] has sago
which is a type of bread obtained from a sort of palm. ... Southeast of Sopi at 6
days of sailing is Cafurur, and southeast of it another 3 days is Fais, already
mentioned. East of Sopi is Cilial, with a volcano; some swords and a little iron
arrive there as well.
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This completes the domain of the Carolinians’ world known at that time. The
knowledge of the Carolinian Islanders some 350 years ago covered a remarkably vast
area, and it seems it was quite accurate.
The following map (Levesque vol.4:236) shows the islands that the Ifalik
speakers had been to or had heard of and the routes between them. The locations and
routes are overlaid on a modern map. The original map consisted of corn cobs lain on the
ground to indicated place names and relative distances between them.

FIGURE 4-2. MAP REPRODUCED FROM LEVESQUE VOL.4:236 [FIND BETTER COPY UPON ARRIVAL IN
HAWAII]

4.2.3 Language and Intelligibility within the Carolinian domain in 1664
As Quackenbush (1968) explains, preliminary linguistic descriptions of the
Carolinian languages did not come about until during the German administration, 1898-
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1914. The first of these were made by the Hamburg Expeditions in 1908-1910;
Quackenbush writes (1968:15):
As early as the sixteenth century, Spanish and Portuguese explorers had
sighted some of the islands in the Caroline groups. If any significant
linguistic observations were made during those early exploratory voyages,
the most careful investigations—by the Hamburg Expedition—failed to turn
up evidence of them.
The voyages of the Hamburg Expedition stand out from earlier voyages in that they were
scientific expeditions. They were carried out to make detailed descriptions of the islands
and island people. Earlier expeditions, for the most part, were for the purpose of
discovery and adventure. Quackenbush goes on to say (1968:16):
None of these early adventurers were either primarily interested in language or
especially skilled at phonetic observation, and their attempts at transcription are
highly impressionistic. These early lists would be of great interest for historical
studies, but their relevance to the present work is minimal.
Perhaps my present work is one of the historical studies that Quackenbush is
talking about. And I find that the linguistic information from historical events beginning
150 years before the Hamburg Expeditions have much to tell us about the language
situation, and to a small degree the language intelligibility situation at that time. This is
the earliest point in history when Europeans first began to hear about the Carolinian
people and their languages. It is important, therefore, that I squeeze out everything
possible about the status of language use at that time.
In the previous section I used the 1664 drifters’ information to describe what they
knew about everything outside the Carolinians’ domain (except Yap and related islands
Ngulu and Sorol that I will discuss here). I will now draw from the same 1664
information to show how the drifters perceived language boundaries and language
relationships within the Carolinians’ domain itself. The following map makes the
location of islands and names clear.
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FIGURE 4-3. THE FIVE DISTRICTS OF YAP STATE
(WWW.PACIFICWORLDS.COM/YAP/HOME/LOCATION.CFM)
As far as I know, Miedes’ report elicited from the 1664 Ifalik islanders has the
distinction of being the earliest bit of language information recorded pertaining to the
Chuukic continuum. This is where the documented history of the Chuukic (or
Carolinian) language continuum begins. The picture of the perceived Carolinian world at
that time helps us to understand how and why the complex form of the continuum
developed. And knowing that helps us to understand how a language like SpnCRL could
emerge from speakers living at different points along the continuum.
Miedes’ report starts with what the drifters knew about the islands directly west
and also northwest of Ifalik. (All of the following quotes in this subsection are from
Miedes’ 1671 drifters’ report as republished in Levesque 1995 vol.4:237-256).
By sailing west from Piguilape[Ifalik], where the lagoon is nearly enclosed or
where its islets terminate, [there is] Felalis [part of Woleai], as big as Siao, 9
leagues or more [in circumference], distant one day of sailing. Continuing, at two
days' sail from Felalis is Aulupu[Faraulep]. Fais, northwest of Piguilape, is at 8
days' sail with a good wind from the last islets of its lagoons. One day to the west
is Lamolulutu[Ulithi], that is one of 15 islets that describe a complete circle, with
a lagoon of much depth inside, as well as between one islet and another.
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FIGURE 4-4. ISLETS OF ULITHI AND NEARBY ATOLLS
(WWW.PACIFICWORLDS.COM/YAP/GRAPHICS/ORIENT2.GIF)

There are two things to notice in the above quote. Miedes is very specific in what
he calls an ‘islet’ and what he calls an ‘island.’ Miedes does not use “islet” to mean any
small island. He refers to islets as being the bits of uplifted pieces of land positioned
along a reef, and it is such a group of islets around a lagoon together that he calls an
“island.” Also notice that Miedes makes no comment about languages in the first quote
above. That information must be interpreted from following quotes.

The next quote covers Yap and neighboring islands, Ngulu and Sorol, and the
language scenario there.
Yape [Yap], 5 sailing days to the west [of Ulithi], a circle of islands. South of
Yape is Gugolug [Ngulu], [and] at 3 days of sailing Sarol [Sorol] with other 6
islets almost in a circle, and whose language is different from [that of] all the
neighboring islands.
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The information is worth dissecting in detail because it is the oldest record
addressing the levels of intelligibility that existed among speakers on islands west of
Ifalik at that time—three and a half centuries ago. Unfortunately, deciphering what
Miedes meant by what he wrote above is not necessarily straight forward.
Today we know that Yapese is well qualified as the language “different from all
the neighboring islands.” It is not likely that Yapese, however, the language that the
drifters are referring to, since Yap proper (see Figure 4-5) seems to satisfy the description
of the “circle of islands” in the first line of the quote above. (Note that Miedes uses the
term “circle of islands,” not “circle of atolls” for Yap). But what is Miedes referring to
when he writes, “with other 6 islets almost in a circle...whose language is different...?”
An answer to that question is important because a correct understanding of the Carolinian
drifters’ knowledge of the language on Sorol determines part of the boundary of Chuukic
languages at that time.

FIGURE 4-5. YAP ISLAND (HTTP://EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG/WIKI/YAP)
If I interpret the above text in terms of correct punctuation, my first assumption is
that the residents of Sorol spoke a language different from that of at least Ngulu and Yap.
I also assume that the drifters viewed Ulithian and Woleaian as languages that were
different from that spoken on Sorol. The reasoning for that is, as per following quotes,
the drifters specifically indicate where boundaries separating two given languages occur.
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However, when Miedes writes the words “Sorol with other 6 islets almost in a
circle,” one can wonder which other 6 islets he is referring to since whenever he gives a
place name he is normally referring to an atoll (with or without islets) or a high island.
The Ifalikese drifters’ home atoll, Piguilape, is referred to as an “island,” a “large lagoon
... bounded by a circle of 27 islets...” An exception to that nomenclature is what he wrote
about Ulithi. He uses the word “Lamolulutu” for Ulithi, in the earlier quote above, but
specifically states that it “is one of 15 islets.” I would assume, then, that when he uses
the name “Sorol” he is referring both to the atoll and to the largest islet in it which is
today called “Sorol (see figure 4-6 below). An additional islet positioned on the opposite
side from the rest, which could have existed in 1664, would better fit the phrase “Sorol
with other six islets almost in a circle.” Reversing the effects of typhoons in the last 350
years could easily cause an islet to “reappear” on the opposite side of the lagoon from the
rest. 52 That would satisfy both the need for a total of seven islets and for those islets to
be seen as making almost a circle.

FIGURE 4-6. SOROL ATOLL, POP. 215 IN 2000 (NASA, PUBLIC DOMAIN,
HTTP://EOL.JSC.NASA.GOV)
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Levin and Gorenflo (1994), for example, report that storms in the 1970s and 1980s destroyed some islets
on Eauripik (Levesque 2001 v17:27).
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What does not fit is that the current language of Sorol residents is Ulithian, not a
language “different from all the neighboring islands.” Today’s residents of Ngulu are
also considered speakers of both Ulithian and Yapese. 53 One can only guess, however,
which languages were spoken by the atoll dwellers living on Ngulu and Sorol in 1664—
there is certainly no reason why it had to have been the language(s) spoken there today.
Perhaps it was Yapese, or a variety of Yapese, that was also spoken on Sorol in
1664; in which case the Ifalikese drifters were not aware that the language on Sorol was
the same as that spoken on Yap proper. The Ifalik drifters, however, appear to be well
informed about the domains of different languages. So while this possibility exists, it
also seems possible that the language spoken by the people living on Sorol in 1664 was
not Yapese, not Palauan, and neither Ulithian nor Woleaian. Perhaps it was a language
related to Yapese that no longer exists. It’s unlikely it was a Polynesian outlier like
Nukuoro and Kapingamarangi. My hunch is that very early colonizers, either from or
related to Sonsorol or Tobi, whose language the Ifalikese did not recognize as being
related to their own (there is no indication that they recognized the languages east of
Satawal as being related to their own, either), had also colonized Sorol and had sometime
after 1664 been destroyed by a typhoon, disease or some politically-motivated cause.
There is also no indication in the text that the Ifalikese drifters were aware of the
Sonsorol – Tobi group, let alone the language(s) of that group. They only give reference
to the Rock Islands south of the main Palauan islands and to “other islands to the west,”
probably the Philippines.
From Palu, a string of 10 islets is spread out towards the southwest and south.
All have their names, but there is not enough patience to write them down and
waste time uselessly in this. 54 They are near and in sight of one another. Their
inhabitants are said by Piguilape [Ifalik] people to know other islands more to the
west, where they have some kampilan-type swords and small lances...
53

In fact, it is possible that the current language of Ngulu is a mixed language composed of Yapese and
Ulithian (2009 email communication with Nick Williams).
54

It would be helpful to this study, obviously, had Miedes taken the time to write down the list of islets;
especially to see if Sonsorol, Pulo Anna, Merir and Tobi were to be included in the list, although that is
doubtful since Tobi is not in sight of any other island at all.
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Good evidence comes to us via Chamisso, about 150 years later, that the
Woleaians were clearly aware of the islands of Sonsorol, Tobi, and Merir, and that their
languages were closely-related to Woleaian (Levesque v18:356-7). This information and
more will be discussed in section 4.4 below. But there is more insight from Chamisso
that applies here, regarding Sorol.
Sorol, according to Kadu’s statement, appears to have been peopled from
Mogemug, and to have been under its jurisdiction. It is now wholly depopulated.
The island seems to shift hands over the centuries and is sometimes without any
population. It is clearly claimed by Ulithi as of the early 1800s even though it is
unpopulated. Could it be that the population there had always spoken Ulithian? If so, the
Ulithian language of the 1600s would have to have been so different from the language of
the Ifalikese drifters (who assumedly spoke a dialect of WOL) that the drifters didn’t
recognize it as the same language. But as I argue above, that is unlikely since the
Ifalikese did not give any indication that the language on Ulithi, and Fais, was a different
language from Woleaian. Therefore, I continue to assume that the scrap of evidence in
the 1671 report suggests that a language other than Ulithian (and other than Yapese) was
spoken on Sorol in 1664. (A comment supporting the credibility of the 1664 drifters’
perceptions will be given at the close of this section.)

That the population on Sorol ( and elsewhere) continues to evolve is brought out
in the 2000 Yap State census in its Table B11 entitled “Languages and Dialects Spoken at
Home by Municipality of Usual Residence.” The statistics for Sorol and Ngulu are
particularly interesting since they show that Ulithian speakers have obviously returned to
Sorol since the early 1800s and that Ngulu is dominanted by the language of Yapese (or,
as mentioned earlier, possibly a mixed form of Yapese).
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Table 4-1. Language data from Yap State 2000 census 55
First Language Reported
Total

Ulithi

Sorol

Ngulu

Woleai

Eauripik

Ifaluk

Faraulap

Elato

Lamotrek Satawal

Persons
5+ years
English

3,312

670

173

23

847

101

488

182

80

288

460

Yapese

20
782
1,989
505
5

4
3
605
37
19
2

1
169
3
-

1
17
3
3
-

3
813
29

2
101
-

485
-

180
2

1
77
1

283
4
1

1
7
450
2

Ulithian
Woleaian
Satawalese
Chuukese

Second Language Reported
Total

5+ years
with 2nd
language
English
Yapese
Ulithian

Woleaian
Satawalese
Chuukese

Ulithi

Sorol

Ngulu

Woleai

Ulithian

Faraulap

Elato

Lamotrek Satawal

50

13

427

21

182

48

44

257

313

1288
14
22
248
262
19

492
9
7
4
-

47
3
-

8
3
2
-

383
2
5
23
3
3

21

180

47

37

2

71

-

1
1
-

-

2
4
-

4
5
246
-

214
8
16

Total

Yapese

Ifaluk

514

Language Usually Spoken At Home

Persons
5+ years
English

Eauripik

1869

Ulithi

Sorol

Ngulu

Woleai

Eauripik

Ifaluk

Faraulap

Elato

Lamotrek Satawal

3,312

670

173

23

847

101

488

182

80

288

460

4
19
3280

3
1
663

1
172

1
18
5

847

2
101

485

182

80

288

457

5

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

Woleaian
Satawalese
Chuukese

Moving attention from islands west of Ifalik to islands east of Ifalik, Miedes’
comments related to language intelligibility in 1664 are more clear. The report first
describes atolls in the immediate vicinity of Ifalik, which includes Elato and Lamotrek.
No direct comment is made about the language spoken on these two islands but it can be
inferred that the Ifalikese considered them to be under the political influence of Ifalik and
55

My guess as to why some figures don’t match up is perhaps census takers gathered conflicting
information in certain instances.
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thus presumably sharing the same language. The distance to Satawal, however, both
politically and linguistically, most likely required a comment about intelligibility with
Satawalese.
Sotoal [Satawal] is 1 day east of Lamosaq, where they use the language of
Pigilape [Ifalik] and is the last island under its influence.
The above quote is the first direct historical reference, uncovered so far, to the
circumstances of intelligibility within the continuum islands directly east of Ifalik. It is
clear that the Ifalikese have a level of intelligibility with Satawalese that makes them
consider it the same language as their own. This is significant since that is not true
today. In the previous chapter the intelligibility testing results show that the level of
intelligibility between the two languages (WOL and SAT) is, at best, on the borderline of
being the same language. I suspect the two languages shared a much higher level of
intelligibility 350 years ago—long before colonial powers started laying down a political
boundary between them. It is also possible that Ifalikese was less than 100% intelligible
with Woleaian in those days. A shift in political influence some 100-150 years following
Miedes’ report resulted in the Woleaian Atoll becoming the seat of chiefly power rather
than Ifalik. And later yet, it was the Polowatese who began rising in influence and trying
to dominate surrounding islands—although the islands between Satawal and Woleai were
apparently not affected by this political move. These events (further discussed in section
4.5.6 below) would likely have the result of drawing the Ifalikese, and thus their way of
speaking, continually closer to WOL than to either SAT or POL. In terms of geography,
the closest island to Ifalik is Woleai. And today, apart from very slight dialectal
differences, the Ifalikese are considered WOL speakers.
In 1664, the Ifalikese talk about the remainder of the Chuukic continuum,
everything east of Satawal, as if it was not under their influence.
Northeast of it can be seen Polet [Polowat]. One day further to the northeast is
Oloul [Onoun]. Another day away is Macur, and half a day Ulolu [the latter three
of which are part of the Namonuitos]. ... East of Oloul by three days lies Tolo or
Tol, big, circular, with a volcano. One king is named Olep, there are also other
kings who fight and make war among themselves. (Levesque vol.4:253).
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Although the high island of Tol is the only part of the Chuuk Lagoon that is
mentioned in the above quote, it is clear here and elsewhere that the Ifalikese are well
acquainted with the rest of the Lagoon—i.e., they indicate, above, that there is a conflict
that exists between various factions of the Lagoon (a condition that is viewed by some to
have persisted up until today).
The Ifalikese drifters also describe the Hall Islands to the northeast and a long
string of islands to the southeast, the Mortlock Islands.

As Miedes reports:

Two days to the [south-]east [of Chuuk Lagoon] lies Nemo [Nama].... Four
leagues south of it [Lukunor] is the other Satoal [Satawan] with a king, they do
not fight. And through a large shoal area one can go on south to Togoo, which is
the last island speaking the language of Tolo [Tol, in Chuuk Lagoon]. This
Togoo is not far north of the above-mentioned Segeial [located in New Ireland,
PNG].
This quote leaves out the language affiliation of the atoll speakers (within the Chuuk
State of today) west of Chuuk Lagoon. I would assume, then, that the atoll dwellers of
Pulusuk, Polowat, Pollap and Namonuito all spoke a Carolinian language that was
notably different from Lagoon Chuukese. The islanders populating those outer islands
would certainly have been speaking their own variations of the Carolinian language in
1664. And by default, especially since the drifters did not comment on the language
affiliations of speakers between Pulusuk and Namonuito regarding whether or not they
spoke the same language as Satawal or Ifalik islanders, we can assume that whatever
those languages were, they were part of a continuum of Carolinian languages connecting
Satawal to the Chuuk Lagoon.
Mortlockese, viewed as the same language as that of the Lagoon, is apparently
seen by the drifters as the eastern geographic end of the Chuukic continuum. As to the
extent of Mortlockese as a language, however, Levesque (vol4:253, footnote 5) makes a
very interesting observation about the above-mentioned island, Togoo, which was
reported as the last language speaking Mortlockese.
Since there is not now another atoll beyond Satawan where they speak Trukese,
one may conclude that Nukuoro (now inhabited by Polynesians) was then
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inhabited by Carolinians....There are only 150 miles between Nukuoro and New
Ireland in Melanesia, the area most likely to have contained Segeial.
This is one possibility regarding Togoo that Levesque mulls over. Were this to be
correct, the Chuukic continuum, then, would have stretched further east than it does
today. This, however, is most unlikely. When Miedes’ drifters stated that, “....through a
large shoal area one can go on south to Togoo,” they were certainly referring to the islet
at the very southern tip of the Satawan atoll, now called Ta 56, which is situated southwest
of Satawan islet along the same stretch of reef.
Already described is the western end of the Carolinian language continuum, i.e.,
that in 1664 it stretched at least to Ulithi. And whether or not Sonsorol, Tobi, and Merir
were part of the continuum at that time remains unclear.
This full and detailed description of the Ifalikese’s world has provided us today
with an ancient and fascinating picture of a much earlier stage of the Carolinian
(Chuukic) continuum. That picture first materialized when Fr. Miedes began positioning
corncobs on the ground, in accord with the atoll-location images given by the drifters.
Even though the picture is from 1664 there is probably not a better description available
until the early 18th century, after the last of the Caroline Islands were marked using
modern navigation. It is also the most reliable description of the Carolinian domain that
has been available up until fairly modern times. The accuracy of island locations and
distances between them is remarkably in line with current knowledge. A further footnote
by Levesque (vol.4:256 fn5) attests to the reliability of the Miedes report.
After having transcribed Fr. Miedes’ letter [report], the author of the composite
report [of which Miedes’ was a part] makes mention of an occurrence in Manila
that proves that Fr. Miedes’ informants had said the truth about their islands.
Two other Jesuits, Fr. Francesco Messina, and Br. Pedro Diaz (who arrived at
Guam in 1674), had been discussing the Carolines and Fr. Miedes’ report, when
they remembered a Carolinian, named Sagua, then living at Manila. They sent
for him, then started reading out the names of the islands from the report. At the
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“...Ta Island, the southern-most of the islands of Satawan Atoll...”
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mention of many islands, but specially his own, Sagua became very emotional and
cried out: “This is my island.”
In addition to providing a measure of reliability to the 1664 story the above leaves open
the possibility of a Carolinian drift voyage previous to 1664. Apparently no information
from any such earlier voyage was documented and saved. And although there were many
drifters yet to come in contact with Europeans over the 150 years following 1664, the
information gained did not alter appreciably the picture from 1664.
4.2.4 Drift voyage of 1696, more insights on the Chuukic continuum
In 1696 there was another unintentional voyage to the Philippines by a group of
Carolinian drifters, thirty-two years after that of 1664. The report about this voyage was
narrated to a Fr. Francisco Prado 57 and written down by Fr. Paul Klein in 1697 (and
reproduced in Levesque 1997 v10:95-114). The report says that the group originated
from Fais, which meant their language was most similar to Ulithian, in view of the fact
that Fais is much closer to Ulithi than it is any other island. This event consisted of only
two canoes with 35 islanders, 30 of whom, including women and infant children, made
the shores of the Philippines still alive. This group was trying to reach a neighboring
island (which is no small feat starting from the isolated Fais) when they were overtaken
by wind and eventually driven, after 70 days of fighting the wind, to the coast of Samar
in the Philippines (a ways north of the arrival point of the 1664 drifters, who first touched
down on Mindanao).
Much less language information related to the Carolinian domain comes from the
1696 drift voyage than from the 1664 one. Particular bits of the report, however, give
some hints about the continuum in 1696. The Fais drifters, of course, had no ability in
colonial or Philippine languages, so they couldn’t communicate with the priests at
Guivan. Therefore, two women from an earlier drift voyage (a voyage that most likely
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Apparently Fr. Prado was not especially gifted in identifying language distinctions. He gives the
following observation about Carolinian speech (Levesque vol10:111): Their language is different from that
of the Philippines, and resembles that of the Mariana Islands. Their manner of pronouncing words is
something like that of the Arabs. One wonders which Carolinian phoneme(s) sounded like Arabic to his ear.
He is not the only priest who thought Carolinian sounded like Arabic, however. I will touch on that further
on.
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occurred after the 1664 drift event), were called upon to act as translators. The two were
obviously not from Fais, and I suspect they were from further east than Woleai because
one of the two women gives no indication that she knew any of the Fais islanders. The
other woman appears to recognize only some of the Fais islanders, which means, perhaps,
that she would not be from the adjacent speech community of Woleaian. These
speculations are based on the following from Levesque vol.10:110:
Meanwhile the natives [Filipinos] brought two women whom the wind had thrown
upon the same shore at Guivan some time before. As they knew a little of the
language of this country [the Philippines, I assume], they served as interpreters,
and it is through them that we learned what I am about to relate [regarding the
drift event]. One of those women found among these strangers some of her
kindred [members of her clan, at least], and they no sooner recognized one
another than they began to weep.
As is known about Carolinian clans traditionally (and persisting today), someone’s
“kindred” could be from almost anywhere in the continuum. At the same time, there is
no indication that the two women and the Fais drifters had difficulty communicating.
Perhaps “language bending” was a communication tool even back then. Taking these
points together implies that the women, while part of the same language family, do not
come from an island particularly close to Fais.
The report contains more information about the Fais islanders’ ethnology but
nothing more on language. The drifters do provide a list of 32 islands in the written text
of the report which includes islands from Ulithi to at least Satawal in a somewhat random
order. Lamotrek is reported as the biggest of these. It was also reported as the island
“where the king of all that country holds his court. The chiefs of all these settlements
submit to him.” This is in contrast to the 1664 Ifalikese information where it was
reported that Ifalik was the island of central influence in the region. It is interesting that
Fais islanders claimed that Lamotrek was the primary island of influence in the region,
not Woleai for example, and not, interestingly enough, Ulithi. Today, Ulithi holds the
highest social status among all the outer islands of Yap—certainly a situation stemming
from the sawei line of authority (as reported earlier). It is possible that the sawei did not
yet exist in the 1600s.
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The report by Klein included a map (Figure 4-7 below) of the greater Carolinian
region, composed of some 87 named islands, made from information provided by the
drifters. However, it is difficult to make sense of all the islands named since, for
instance, some appear to be given twice but in very different locations on the map.

FIGURE 4-7. (FROM LEVESQUE 1997 V10:114)
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4.3 Carolinians in the 1700s
As is the case throughout the 1600s, almost all information from the 1700s
regarding Carolinian Islanders and their languages comes to us by way of drift voyagers.
There were at least two Carolinian drift voyages to the Philippines and at least four to
Guam during the 1700s. Two voyages to Guam, one in 1721 and the other in 1787, are
of particular importance since they are the only sources of general information on
Carolinian culture and language in the outer islands in the 1700s. First hand descriptions
of life in the outer atolls by an European, actually having successfully visited one, would
not happen until 1804.
Although, there was a European expedition that discovered Eauropik in 1796
(Thornton, captain of the Abigail), this was just a passing visit. There was another
European expedition by Wilson, on the ship Duff (Levesque v.17:85-93), that occurred in
1797. Wilson is credited with discovering Satawal, Lamotrek, Elato, Ifalik, and
(probably for the second time) Woleai. Wilson provided brief descriptions of some atolls
and their inhabitants, as well as a note here and there on language (that will be addressed
at the end of this section 4.3). Three crew members left the Duff to take up the life of a
caste-away in the islands that Wilson encountered, but none left any written records.
4.3.1 Carolinian drift voyages to the Philippines, 1708 and 1711
There is in Spanish records a letter written by Fr. Clain regarding a drift voyage to
the Philippines in 1708 (Levesque 1997 v10:597-604). On that occasion there were
twenty-nine islanders on four canoes from Fais that had made a trip to Ulithi for trading.
On the way back to Ulithi they were blown off course by a strong wind that they fought
against for several days. After 30 days they found themselves on the Philippine island of
Samar, apparently in good condition. One man onboard claimed to be one of three head
chiefs on Fais with authority over another ten chiefs. He said he recognized no other
chief or king from other islands as having authority there. However, Levesque (p.597)
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explains that this man’s name is Moac, who, along with his son Olit and the others,
originated from Lamotrek and Olimaroa. 58
The priest gathered from these drifters information on some western islands,
mostly having to do with Palau and Yap, but including some very faint references to what
Levesque believes could be islanders of the Chuukic continuum south of Palau and
possibly including Chuuk, as well. Another interesting claim made by the drifters is that
seven white men landed on Ulithi in 1704 and remained there for many years. No other
document testifies to this, however.
There is another report of some Carolinians who in 1711 also drifted to Guivan on
the island of Samar (Levesque 1998 v12:298). Here the name Moac comes up again, but
not in such positive terms as that describing the 1708 voyage. One of the 1711 drifters
says that Moac, who was baptized in Manila, “was a rascal who had committed crimes
that horrify human beings that he had tricked the Spanish when he asked for baptism; and
that he would become their worst enemy once in his country.”
4.3.2 Carolinian drift voyage to Guam in 1721 (information in this section is primarily
from Levesque 1998 Vol.12:451-474).
By the time 1721 rolled around, the Spanish mission effort on Guam had been
sputtering along since the day Fr. Sanvitores established it in 1668. The Spanish were
well aware that many atolls south of Guam were populated by islanders, having been
given “the names of more than 400 of them” (Levesque 1998 v12:560). The Spanish
confidence that all these islands existed must have weakened, however, as a result of their
many voyages carried out to locate them—all of which failed.
Their luck turned on June 19, 1721 when a canoe (so large it was mistaken by a
soldier as a frigate) with twenty-four Carolinians landed at Talafofo Bay—eleven men,
seven women, and six children. At that time Fr. Antonio Cantova was stationed on
Guam. He took a great interest in the Carolinians and recorded many things about them.
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That Moac is from east of Ulithi—an island where the phoneme /n/ is not used—is likely, since Fr. Clain
complained (p602) that “...their pronunciation is unclear; for instance, letters cannot be easily perceived,
specially the letter N that is pronounced by them halfway between N and L; it is not clear which is which.”
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The drifters were very weak and sickly and, upon being discovered, were
convinced they were going to be killed by the machete hanging on the waist of the
approaching mayor of the town of Inarahan. Not until they experienced the affection of
Fr. Mucati, the Vice-Provincial, were they put at ease. That act of kindness was
supplemented by supplying the drifters with somewhat of a feast. The following day
another Carolinian canoe of a much smaller size arrived, on the other side of Guam, with
six people. When the two parties were brought together “they burst into demonstrations
of great joy.” They were two of a six-canoe group that was going from Faraulep to
Woleai and had been dispersed by strong winds. Clearly, these Carolinians had not
arrived there by following the ancient Metawal Wool route from Pikelot.
After the Carolinians had been on Guam for a while and had stockpiled quite a
collection of iron items, they became eager to get back home with it and to be reunited
with their families. This is expressed well in Levesque (v12:456).
Four months had elapsed since their arrival, and during this time period they had
been collecting nails, hatchets, knives and other pieces of iron, the precious target
of their greatest greed, which for a time were making them accept their
misfortune as a piece of good luck, but already the wish to take that treasure back
home, and the love of their children and wives whom they had left behind, was
beckoning them and they showed themselves impatient to return.
Their language (the speech of Faraulep islanders—thus WOL) was totally unknown to
the Spanish priests. Fr. Cantova must have been exceptional in terms of language talent,
though, since after just four months he is interpreting between the two language groups.
Continuing from above:
...they presented themselves before the Governor and, more with tears than with
words, begged him to be pleased to grant them permission to return to their
islands, as they could not eat, nor sleep, for the desire they had to see their
country, and that soon they would die if he detained them much longer. I was
present on both occasions and acted as their interpreter.
Being able to communicate with the Carolinians, Cantova was able to write in
some detail about their customs and to piece together the location of the their home
islands. He provides us with a language map and language relationships (Levesque
v12:457):
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I was not satisfied with only making the most experienced among them draw
me the layout of their islands with grains of corn, but I also questioned them
many times in great details about the rhumbs of their mariner's compass that
has 12 winds, how they navigate from island to island, and how much time
they usually take in such crossings, taking into-consideration also the fact
that their canoes were not as light as those of the Marianas. Keeping this
warning in mind, almost all of the islands that these Indians were able to
describe are located between 6 and l1 degrees of north latitude and they are
laid out over 30 degrees of longitude East of Cape Espiritu Santo. The whole
thing is divided into five archipelagoes, and in as many provinces, and a
different language is used in each archipelago, although all of these
languages are but dialects of the same mother language, Arabic or Hebrew,
because their similarity [to each other] makes them brother languages.
The island locations that Cantova pieced together is shown below (Figure 4-8).
Its accuracy can be compared to Figure 4-9, which shows the actual geographic
orientation of the islands.

FIGURE 4-8. MAP OF THE CAROLINES DEVELOPED BY CANTOVA FROM INFORMATION
GIVEN BY THE CAROLINIAN DRIFTERS OF 1721 (FROM HEZEL 1983:52).
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Most interesting to this study is Cantova’s record that there are several different
forms of speech in the Carolinian world but that they are, nonetheless, dialects of the
same language; given the geographic constraints, is a fair description of a language
continuum. The fact that Cantova thought the language sounding like Arabic or Hebrew
seems strange, but is certainly excusable. The language he was hearing was Woleaian
(spoken by Faraulep islanders). That language is distinct among its continuum neighbors
in that, to my ear, its velar fricative can be articulated far back in the velum, especially
when preceded by a low vowel spoken in a fortis manner, thus sounding to a non-linguist
like the Arabic pharyngeal.

The following map shows the boundaries of the five Carolinian provinces described in
Cantova’s report:
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FIGURE 4-9. CAROLINIAN PROVINCES DETERMINED BY CANTOVA IN 1721 (LEVESQUE
1998 V12:460-4)
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The placement of boundaries for the five divisions is strikingly similar to the
picture of the continuum as described by Quackenbush 1868, Jackson 1983, and the
present study. Apart from the fact that Palau is not part of the continuum, there are only
two other differences. Cantova puts Satawal with Woleaian and he puts all the outer
islands of Chuuk with Chuuk Lagoon.
As a result of the 1721 Carolinian drift voyage, Cantova, who became very
attached to the outer islanders, was the first European to land on a Carolinian atoll with
the intent to stay. But it didn’t end well. His first trip to the Carolines in 1722 failed by
losing track of the two sailing canoes that were supposed to lead him to the Woleaian
group of islands. The fate of the two canoes is unknown but Cantova made his way to
the Philippines and eventually back to Guam. Cantova set out again in 1731, this time
with a Carolinian on board his own frigate. That Carolinian, named Digal, had drifted to
Guam in 1725, received baptism and had become very trusted by Cantova. It is reported
in Hezel (1983:55) 59 that Cantova first stopped at Mogmog, which is the atoll of the
paramount chiefs in the Ulithi atoll, and after a day or so of conferring with the chiefs he
moved on to Falalap. (If Digal was a Woleaian it seems strange that their destination was
Ulithi and not Woleai; Woleaian, after all, was the language that Cantova could
communicate in. Ibanez reports that Digal served as the translator—a service he could
have performed even as a Woleaian.) Levesque’s translation goes on to report that
Cantova’s frigate passed right by Mogmog, islet of the high chiefs, and started setting up
a mission on Falalep (where today’s Ulithi landing strip is located). If Cantova had
indeed by-passed Mogmog that would have been his first mistake. Shortly after the priest
was left on the island (after already being there for several weeks) some sort of crosscultural conflict or perhaps jealousy arose and Cantova was lured to Mogmog. Hezel’s
version (p.57) makes it clear that the Ulithian religious priests felt threatened by the new
mission because their own credibility was being depreciated. Regardless of the reason
there, he was killed, the mission was burned down, and the Spanish thus dropped the idea
59

Levesque says that the French version used by Hezel (1983) is “more removed from the original Spanish
and/or Latin” and was “somewhat shortened by the editor, thus lacking some details in some parts,” and
that it “has introduced some inaccuracies.” I doubt this applies to the map in my Figure 4-8 which is of
better quality than the corresponding one in Levesque; I have accordingly used Hezel’s map (1983).
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of establishing work in the Carolines. It would be more than 70 years later that a priest,
Luis de Torres, would become the first European to successfully build ties between the
Carolines and Guam.

4.3.3 More Carolinian drift voyages to Guam and at least one intended voyage in
1787and 1788
In 1787 Jose Arlequi y Léos, then governor of Guam, wrote some official reports
to the Governor of the Philippines. These reports tell about Carolinians who in that year
completed a voyage to Guam. This is the earliest written account of a successful
navigation across the ancient Metawal Wool route (see Figure 4-1) and is described by
Levesque (2000 Vol.16:259-283) as the Malaspina Expedition. Two Carolinian canoes
headed by the navigator and chief, Luito, arrived on Guam in very good condition from
Lamotrek, exemplified by their good health and ample food supplies. They had spent six
days making the crossing (p261), the same amount of time needed by Carolinian
navigators today. They were treated with extreme kindness by the governor (p272):
I have received the letter from Your Grace of this date, informing me that two
Carolinian canoes have arrived with 13 men, and that you are holding them
prisoners. I warn you to treat them with great kindness, and to assist them with
food, and sufficient drink, so that they will not resent their arrest, nor fear some
prejudice, except that a prudent security is to be kept by Your Grace, until you
report to me, and await my orders; that is what Your Grace is to try and make
them understand, as best as you can, …
Apparently this was the 1787 voyagers’ first exposure to the Spanish (p272):
They were asked if they had seen men similar to the Spanish before, or had
knowledge of their having visited their islands before. –They said taya which
means no.
There is some uncertainty in the literature as to whether the 1787 Guam voyage
was specifically intended or was another drift voyage. The following, by Ibanez 1886
(Levesque v12:271) gives the impression that the voyage was intentional. It further gives
information of yet another drift voyage occurring, probably earlier in the year 1756. A
survivor of that voyage plays a role in the 1787 events.
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That since this is an extraordinary news, as indeed the inhabitants of these
Islands only remember that in the year 1756, more or less, one canoe had drifted
in with seven men, almost dead for lack of food, whereas the men [of 1787] seem
healthy, with no problems, judging from their looks and obvious vigor, and the
food supplies which they carry, he had to order, and he did order, that they be
interrogated in order to get some information, though without a formal oath
(through Rodrigo and Mathias, who will act as interpreters; the former came with
said canoe that drifted in earlier, and the latter arrived at the Philippines aboard
another canoe that drifted there around 1756 or 1757), …

Where Rodrigo and Mathias came from remains a mystery. Perhaps they were
from Sonsorol or Tobi, or even Yap. I doubt they were from Ulithi; otherwise they
should have had more success communicating with speakers of Woleaian (especially if
they had any ability in using the tools of ‘language bending’). In Levesque 2000 v16:273
it is reported that:
...the Governor ordered to appear before him: Rodrigo and Mathias, called to
act as interpreters of the Carolinians, and the two bosses, or captains of their
canoes, and after they had been interrogated at great length and very slowly,
regarding the contents of the writ of yesterday's date, there resulted that Rodrigo
does not understand their language, and although said Mathias understands a
little, it is not enough for carrying out the interview as planned, as he had
forgotten how to speak it. However, they were questioned very slowly, and
patiently, and the following information was obtained:...
Rodrigo and Mathias were not the only outer island drifters in the Marianas at the
time of the 1787 voyage. It seems two Carolinian drifters had managed to reach Saipan
either shortly before or shortly after Chief Luito’s group arrived on Guam. The governor
of Guam at that time, Arlegui, wrote a letter to his superiors in 1789 explaining the
situation (Levesque v16:405):
I did my best to convince a few [of the 1787 voyagers] to remain here, for the
purpose of their learning the local language, and Spanish, so that we could
understand one another better and to see if they would accept our religion, but
this did not happen, in spite of the fact that they had the example of two
countrymen of theirs who, in 1787, were picked up at the Island of Saipan, where
they had drifted, and conducted here; they remain in my House and are already
Christian.
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The Spanish on Guam treated Luito and company very well, as they did the voyagers of
1721 and all of the Carolinian drifters between 1721 and 1787. 60 The news even reached
the authorities in the Philippines—who were also eager to have Carolinians stay on Guam
(Freycinct 1819, in Barratt 2003:58)
Advised of the visits that Caroline Islanders had made to Guam, the Governor
General of the Philippines sent a dispatch, dated 20 June 1791, ordering that
those islanders be welcomed and subsequently treated with generosity. He was
hoping to increase the number of their voyages to the Marianas and even to
induce a few families to settle there. Closer relations, he reckoned, would make it
possible to win the complete trust of the Carolinians and so facilitate the
conversion of those strangers to Christianity.
Assuming Luito had not drifted to Guam he must have had some strong
motivation to make the trip to Guam, sailing some 400 miles over open ocean. He and
his fellow sailors were doing something that hadn’t been attempted since long before
Luito was born. Kotzebue’s narrative (1821) (published by Levesque 2001 v18:305-6)
clearly states that the Carolinians “had previously had a commercial intercourse with the
inhabitants of this island...” Whatever time “previously” refers to it cannot be a reference
to the 1721 accidental drift voyage to Guam; it refers to a time when intentional trading
was going on between the Carolines and Guam. It is also clear that this time period is
sometime after the Spanish had settled on Guam since, as per Kotzebue (1817),
commercial intercourse between the Carolines and Guam was active before the era of the
Spanish and that they had “...only given it up on hearing of the settlement of the white
men, and having themselves been witnesses of their cruelty.”
Kotzebue indicates that Luito had followed the ancient Metamal Wool route to
Guam: “....the description of the way was preserved by them in their songs, and after this
[or, from this] their pilots had found it.” I presume there were no living navigators that
Luito and his fellow navigators could have consulted since he mentions nothing about the
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Chamisso reported that another drift voyage occurred during this time. The only information I’ve found
about it comes from this in Levesque 2001 v18:339: Carolinian boats have been cast here in all times, and
particularly, in the year 1760-70, a boat from Eap, for so far our accounts, founded on recollection, go
back.
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1721 drifters. The above information is repeated by Chamisso, the naturalist on
Kotzebue’s 1816-17 voyages, (Levesque v16:556) in saying that Luito:
...found....the way to Waghal or Guahon, of which a song appears to have
preserved the remembrance from ancient times.
Apparently there were two motivations for Luito’s voyage. One is the obsession
with iron that existed throughout the continuum—as the 1721 drifters demonstrated.
Kotzebue specifically states in the same paragraph that “...they undertook this expedition
to barter for iron.” Perhaps the desire for iron and the prestige of making a dangerous
journey to get it was Luito’s primary motivation. Luito explained the other motivation
this way (Levesque 2000 v16:273); they “left specifically to come to Guajan to see it, and
to see the Tamur of it (that is, the Governor); and they wish to go back in order to bring
the other Tamurs over.”
The 1787 expedition was very successful, as Kotzebue explains, and Luito with
his group sailed their two canoes back to Lamotrek with their treasures and news. The
following year, as promised, Luito returned to Guam, this time with four canoes full of
sailors. D’Arcy (2001:176), from information originally provided by Dr. Ben Kaipat,
writes that the four canoes came from the respective islands of Woleai, Lamotrek, Elato
and Satawal. The second expedition to Guam was also successful, but not their return to
Lamotrek afterwards (Levesque v16:306):
Encouraged by the success of his first voyage, and the kind reception he met with,
he came again, in the year 1789, with four boats, requesting the Governor to
allow him to come there annually. The four navigators, when they had prepared
themselves for their return, disagreed about the route they should steer; they
separated, and none of them ever returned to his native land.
This was an unfortunate end to the Luito chapter in Carolinian history. Still, information
provided by Luito on life in the outer islands at that time was retained by Luis de Torres.
That would be of much use to Torres a few years later as he set off for the Carolines
himself. Among the bits information he gathered was a list of atolls and their
populations, which I have given in Table 4-2 below along; I have supplemented that with
current census records for comparison. Luito reported that Gaferut, West Fayo, and
Pikelot were uninhabited, as they are today. Luito also reported that he was familiar with
but had not yet visited the areas of Ulithi, Yap, Palau, and the Mortlocks.
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Table 4-2. Population counts for western Carolinian islands (Levesque Vol 16:261,
Yap 2000&Chuuk 94/2000 census)
Luito
1787
Ulithi
Ngulu
Sorol
Woleai
Faraulep
Elato
Ifalik
Eauropik
Lamotrek
Satawal
Pulusuk/Houk
(POL)
Polowat
Pollap
Tamatam (PLP)
Namonweite, Onoun
Namonweite,
(Other)
Mortlocks
Chuuk Lagoon

1,000
1,400
1,000
1,400
400
500
600
100
200

3,000
males

Yap census 2000
773
26
215
975
221
96
561
113
339
531
Chuuk census 94/2000
494 / 451
688 / 1,015
710 / 905
279 / 365
436 / 580
~400 / ~500
6,471 / 6911
41,662 / 40,465

The first documented Carolinian word list of any substantial length was also
elicited during Luito’s 1787 visit to Guam. 61 These words were collected by Spanish
officials on various occasions during Luito’s visit, mostly using “sign language and
demonstrations” (p274). A few numbers are included here to provide a comparison
between Lamotrekese items of the late 1700s and lexical items from the current Saipan
Carolinian dictionary; see section 4.3.4 to compare with WOL (unfortunately there is no
published Lamotrekese lexicon, yet).

61

This is the same 100-word list referred to in Chapter 2, Section 2.1
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Spanish Gloss

Luito’s LAM

Current SpnCRL

One

Yott

Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twenty
Thirty
Forty
Fifty
Sixty
Seventy
Eighty
Ninety
One hundred

Ruec
Eli
Fan
Lima
Golo
Fis
Guali
Tiva
Seic
Yota [Repetition of
Ruic
Senic
Faic
Limic
Goloec
Fisic
Gualic
Tiguic
Sebuc

eet (e-, se- when combined with
another morpheme)
rúúw
eel
fáág
lima
ool
fiis
waal
tiwa
seig
seigh me eew
ruweigh
eliigh
fááigh
limeigh
oleigh
fisiigh
waliigh
tiweigh
ebwúghúw

“one”?]

4.3.4 A final drift voyage to Guam and the 1797 expedition of Captain Wilson
There is one final drift voyage to Guam in the 1700s. This group was from
Woleai and consisted of three sailing canoes. “...long beaten by storms, [they] finally
arrived at Guam in 1794, in the most miserable state” (Freycinct 1819, in Barratt
2003:58). The survivors of the 1794 voyage probably became part of the outer-island
Carolinian population that was soon to become established on Guam. No drift voyages
beyond this date are recorded. Eight years later the planned voyages between the central
Carolines and Guam became a yearly event, as will be discussed in the following section.
James Wilson, Captain of the Duff, mentioned earlier, came upon and briefly
stopped at several Carolinian atolls that had not been visited before by Europeans
(Levesque 2001 v17:85-91). En route from the South Pacific to China in 1797, he came
upon Satawal. Apparently the islanders had already heard of vessels with iron and
perhaps also of the iron on Guam, probably via Luito when he returned to Lamotrek in
1788. Several canoes came out to meet and to board the ship. The Satawalese spoke the
word “Capitaine” many times and traded for scraps of iron. Two of the ship’s crew, exconvicts, were allowed to stay on Satawal and I imagine the only record they left of their
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life there can be found in traces of DNA. On the next island group, Lamotrek/Elato, a
Swede voluntarily left the ship with the blessings of the captain—and with many tools
and supplies. Wilson claims the Swede just wanted more of “The indolent life he had led
at Otaheite, the unobstructed ease with which all his sensual appetites had been gratified
there...”. The ship passed by the shores of Ifalik but stopped at Woleai.
Arriving at Woleai, Wilson’s crew counts 150 canoes with an average of seven
men in each. They surmise that over 3,000 people lived on Woleai (Levesque v17:89).
If so, the population was very large at that time or there was a special occasion since
Luito gave the number of 1,000 inhabitants in the year 1787 and current records show a
population of 975.
As will be discussed in section 4.5.6, population equals political power; political
power usually means social supremacy which often translates into language dominance.
By this time, in 1797, Woleai’s influence is apparently growing due to it’s relatively large
population. However, there are some indications that Lamotrek’s population (and
influence) remains greater than that of Woleai. Ten years earlier, Luito gave a number of
1,400 for Lamotrek. But assuming 900 Lamotrek people are lost at sea in 1815 (see
section 4.5.2), the island’s population would have certainly dropped below that of
Woleai. The 2000 census lists 339 inhabitants for Lamotrek. This issue of population
and political influence will be taken up again in section 4.5.6 below.
Wilson gathered a few bits of linguistic information along with some
ethnographic notes at Woleai. He wrote, “The language differs much from all that we
have heard before.” Clearly, Wilson was no trained linguist so there is no telling what it
was about Woleaian that sounded different to him from the speech he had heard on Elato,
Lamotrek and Satawal. Perhaps the marked prosodic features of Woleai were distinct
enough even for an untrained ear to pick up. He elicited numbers one through ten. The
numbers, followed by their counterparts in Sohn’s 1975 Woleaian dictionary, are:
“iota”
“rua”
“toloo”
“tia”
“leema”

seuw /se-uw/
“one – general object”
ruwouw / riuwa-uw/
seluuw /seli-uwa/
faauw /faa-uwa/
limouw /limaa-uwa/
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“honoo”
“frizoo”
“warrow”
“heevo”
“segga”

wolouw /wolo-uwa/
fisuuw /fisi-uwa/
waluuw /wali-uwa/
tiwouw /tiwa-uwa/
seig /se-iga/

“one - unit of ten”

While most of the differences between numbers then and numbers now can be accounted
for by regular sound correspondence changes, Wilson’s word for “four,” i.e. “tia”, is
something I haven’t solved at this point. The word list already given above—from Luito
and his men—was elicited ten years earlier; and those numbers are essentially the same
as today (except for the sound change from /gh/ to /Ø/, a rule that apparently didn’t apply
to Lamotrekese in Luito’s time; or at least didn’t apply to the numbers “six” and “eight:”
golo and guali, respectively, as per Table 4-3.)

Of particular interest, however, is the word Wilson elicited for “iron.” Commonly
used in the continuum today, including SpnCRL, is the word parang “iron,” which
probably has a Malay source (Marck 1977). That is not the word for “iron” which
English-speaking Wilson wrote down in 1797, he wrote “looloo.” This word most likely
originated from Chamorro, where the word lulok is used for “iron.” The word was
probably introduced to Lamotrek by chief Luito in 1788 (if not Luito, then from a time
after the Spanish came to Guam but before the Metawal Wool trading route closed down).
No record exists, before Wilson’s time, of any groups other than Luito’s as having
survived the trip from Guam to the Carolines. Assuming the above is what happened,
Lamotrekese speakers must have lost the word-final [k] of Chamorro “lulok” at some
point in time. (The loss of word-final [k] is an attested sound correspondence, and
Jackson (1983:187) notes that, “...the loss of *k is relatively recent.”) As to the vowels,
Topping (1973:19,21) reports that the Chamorro unstressed /o/ in “lulok” is pronounced
“slightly lower than [u].” That would account for the Carolinians’ interpretation of the
/o/ as a /u/ in “lulok.” Apart from that change, I see no reason why the regular soundcorrespondence from /k/ to /x/ in Woleaian would not have also been retained (of course,
demonstrated by Wilson’s level of accuracy in eliciting the numbers above, he probably
missed the word-final /x/). I doubt “looloo” would have a Spanish source since that is
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“hierro.” (Sometime after the Saipan migration the new SpnCRL language also
borrowed “hierro,” thus giving them three lexemes for “iron.) It is most likely the
Saipan Carolinians borrowed the word directly from Chamorro rather than from
Carolinian source languages since the word-final Chamorro /k/ is retained in SpnCRL as
/gh/: luulugh.
“Looloo” is apparently no longer used in the outer islands as I fail to find it in any
of the continuum dictionaries. However, a few other lexical items that have made their
way to the outer-island Carolinians via the Marianas (Jackson 1983:81-82) remain in use
across the atolls. “Looloo” may have started to fade, and “parang” preferred for “iron,”
by the time Chamisso (1817) came along (see following list of ship voyages). As just
discussed, the lexeme “luulugh” was re-borrowed from Chamorro during or after the
Saipan migrations.

4.4 The Carolinians in the Early 1800s: Events Preceding Migration to
Saipan
There was a series of European ship arrivals to Guam in the early 1800s aimed at
carrying out expeditions in Micronesia. The first, the 1804 expedition, was not primarily
scientific in nature but did serve to restore the Metamal Wool traffic from the outerislands to Guam, and shortly thereafter to Saipan. The other four expeditions to be
discussed here were scientific in nature and have provided a window into the past
regarding the circumstances leading up to the decades-long episode of continuous Saipan
migration. These expeditions will be referred to often in this section and it will be
helpful to have a list of these ships along with their respective captains and principal
investigators:
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Ship 62

Captain

Investigator or
Naturalist

1804

Maria/Mary

Boll/Bowles

Luis de Torres

1817

Rurik

Kotzebue

Chamisso

1819

L’Uraine

Freycinct

-Gaimard

Year of Guam
arrival

-Arago (artist,
cartographer)
1828

Seniavin

Lütke

Kittlitz

1838

Astrolabe

d’Urville

Gaimard

The previous section, Carolinians in the 1700s, told about the navigator/chief
Luito from Lamotrek. His two trips to Guam are the source of valuable information
about Carolinian language and life on the atolls, gathered by a Spanish official/priest on
Guam, Luis de Torres, who became a genuine friend of the Carolinians. The story of
Luito leaves off with his group of fellow voyagers heading back to their home islands in
1789 after a successful trading visit on Guam and assuring Torres that they would be
back the following year. Unfortunately Luito’s voyage back to the atolls was ill-fated
and he and crew were never heard from again. His countrymen in the Carolines assumed
that he had come to harm at the hands of the Spanish and were therefore not willing to
make further voyages to Guam. Torres waited year after year for Luito’s return but to no
avail. He was therefore eager to make a trip to the outer islands to make contact with the
atoll dwellers and to find out why they had never returned to Guam. He was especially
interested in learning about their way of life; Torres had become very fond of the
Carolinians. And he was eager to make contact with them in their home environment,
especially since Spanish attempts to find the Carolinians had neither been made nor
attempted since the death of Cantova on Ulithi in 1731.

62

There were other ships arriving on Guam during these years (e.g., the Kamchatka, under command of
Golovin, and the Kutuzov, under the command of von Hagemeister, plus a second voyage by Kotzebue in
1825) but these do not supply important information about the Carolinians, as do the five listed here.
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Finally Torres’ chance came in 1804 with the arrival of the Maria. Captain
Bowles was interested in searching among the coral islands for trepang (Béches-de-mer,
a large snail without a shell—a sea cucumber prized by the Chinese as a delicacy). He
was happy for Torres to come along. He viewed Torres as a great benefit to them due to
his knowledge of the people and some ability in their language. Thus, Torres was able to
visit several of the outer islands of the Carolinians, especially the island of Woleai.
Unlike all previous Spanish mission attempts since the first one in 1686, Torres’ visit was
very successful. He was very well received by the Woleaians. Chamisso writes this
(Levesque v16:559-60):
“Don Luis de Torres, on Ulea [Woleai], whose language he understands and
whose people he regards highly, took advantage of the opportunity to inform
himself thoroughly and profoundly through the best informed members of this
people about it and related tribes. On Ulea he used the reports of the most
experienced seafarers among the natives with regard to the courses they sail to
draw a map of all the islands known to him, a map that agrees strikingly with
Cantova’s map, which he had never seen. ..... Since Don Luis’ voyage no new
accident has interrupted the resumed contacts. The Carolinians come to Guaján
[Guam] in larger numbers each year.”
Kotzebue (1821) wrote this about the renewal of the annual voyages to Guam (Levesque
v18:306-7):
Since this time [Torres’s visit], eighteen canoes assemble every year at the
island-group of Lamureck, thence they sail to Fojo [i.e. Fayo] (...lying to
the north of Lamureck), which they reach in two days, rest there, and the
fleet sails in three days to Guahon. The whole voyage is therefore
concluded in five days. They visit Guahon in April, and commence their
voyage home in May, or at the latest in June, as, after that, the S.W.
monsoon becomes dangerous.
Torres recorded the information he observed regarding language and culture of the
Carolinians, as well as information on animals and plants. The information Torres
gathered was documented best by Captain Kotzebue and the naturalist Chamisso who
traveled throughout much of Micronesia on the Russian ship, the Rurick. The Rurick
reached Guam in November of 1817.
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At the time of Kotzebue’s visit to Guam a number of Carolinians had settled there
(Levesque 18:340):
Several Carolinians who have received baptism have settled at Guahon;
we found but a few of them there at the time. Some had obtained
permission from the Governor to visit their friends in their islands, and
had gone there in the preceding year, with the fleet from Lamureck.
Previous to the arrival on Guam, the Rurick had spent considerable time in the
Marshall Islands. There they encountered a Carolinian named Kadu from Woleai who,
along with companions, had unintentionally drifted to the Marshalls a few years earlier.
Kadu joined the ship of Captain Kotzebue and traveled with them to the Aleutian Islands
and back before choosing to stay in the Marshalls upon the Rurick’s return there. This
was shortly before the Rurick’s arrival on Guam. (Kadu was away on business for the
Woleaian chief Toua when Luis de Torres visited there in 1804; he nonetheless had the
songs about Torres memorized that were created on Woleai after Torres left.) During the
months that Chamisso spent traveling through Micronesia he was able to elicit quite a
long word list in four Micronesian languages: Chamorro, Yapese, Woleaian, and
Marshallese.
Chamisso elicited many of his lexical items from Kadu who sailed on board the
Rurick for a time in 1816-17, and who had been in Marshalls several years after drifting
from Woleai. Chamisso included the following disclaimer with his wordlist (Levesque
v18:322):
We must apologize for the insufficiency of the collections of words of Eap,
Ulea, and Radack, which we likewise communicate, without entering into
the formation of the language. Let it be considered how suddenly and
unexpectedly our friend and instructor Kadu left us. While these
collections were forming, a means of acquiring information had been
obtained by us, which gradually became more perfect, and the business of
revising, correcting, and completing our work, of conversing upon
abstract ideas, and treating upon the grammar, had been put off to a time
which we were not destined to spend together.
Chamisso was not the only one to gather extensive wordlists from the 1800s.
Two years later Gaimard and Arago, both of the 1819 Kotzebue expedition, collected
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wordlists—some of which have already used in my previous chapter to provide insight on
language use and language relationships in the continuum. Other extensive wordlists
have also been mentioned in the previous chapter, such as, Lütke (1935), d’Urville
(1926), Latham (1862), and Pleyte (1890) who discovered an anonymous wordlist
gathered sometime mid-century.
Chamisso collected a wealth of information about Micronesia during the voyage
of discovery on the Rurick. The Rurick spent many weeks among the Marshall Islands
before arriving on Guam. During those weeks Chamisso gathered detailed information
on the Marshalls, but it was also during that time that Chamisso learned much about the
western Carolines from Kadu, his Woleaian friend and temporary shipmate. When the
Rurick later reached Guam, Chamisso was able to supplement his information from Kadu
with information from Luis de Torres, who he found to be a trusted source of information
on the outer islands and their languages. 63
Following is a summary of information that Chamisso collected about the
languages and people of the Caroline islands west of Pohnpei (i.e., Chuukic). Chamisso
learned about the westernmost points of the Carolinian language continuum before
visiting any of them (Levesque v18:356-7):
All the islands to the S.W. of the Palaos, are low islands, or groups of islands,
whose peaceable and inoffensive inhabitants speak the language of Ulea. …
According to Kadu, the trading-boats go from Ulea to these islands, namely, as
far as Merir, by way of the chain of the northern islands, as we have followed
them from Ulea; but they return from Merir to Ulea by another way, viz. by Sorol,
or Sonrol. It is the Zaraol of Cantova, according to whom it is under the
dominion of Mogemug, and is 15 leagues distant. It is marked on his chart, but
the name is omitted.

63

He was quite right in that regard: Lütke would be writing about Torres some ten years later in 1828
(Barratt 1984:49):
Captain Luis Torres is their constant protector. In his presence, their faces brighten. His particular tact in
dealing with them, together with some knowledge of their language, have inspired in them a complete
confidence that he has never betrayed.
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By Chamisso using the phrase, “the language of Ulea” (i.e. Woleai), I take it that he’s
referring to the Carolinian islands southwest of Palau, that they spoke a language that was
obviously like Woleaian but not like Palauan nor Yapese. The quote also makes it clear
that even Merir was inhabited 200 years ago, and was part of the continuum. At the same
time, Ngulu, which today speaks Yapese and Ulithian, or a mixture thereof, was not part
of the continuum. Levesque continues (p356):
Eap [Yap] has a language of its own, which is [also] now spoken only 64 in the
following group: Ngoli [i.e. Ngulu]. It is a small low group, at a short distance
from Eap to the south, and on the way to Pelli [i.e. Palau]. It has only three
islands, and of these only that after which the group is called is inhabited, and
this has not above 30 people. The names Petangaras and Laddo, in Cantova,
relate to the other islands of the [Ngulu] group...
At another place in Chamisso’s report he gives reference to the eastern end of the
continuum (following quote). In that reference it can be interpreted that he views Lagoon
Chuukese as the eastern end of the Carolinian continuum. The fact that canoes in the
Mortlocks and the Lagoon are the same as those found on Woleai and Ulithi indicates
that the Lagoon islands are inhabited by people of the same culture as that of Woleai and
Ulithi but that the language of the Lagoon (and that of the Mortlocks?) is seen as being
notably different from the others. (Levesque v18:382)
The boats of Nugor [Lugunor, Mortlocks] and Tuch [Chuuk], the inhabitants of
which are distinguished by a distinct language, and those of the lower islands as
far as Ulea, Feis, and Mogemug, which speak the same language, are, according
to Kadu, of the same construction as the boats of Ulea.
The fact that Lagoon Chuukese is viewed as “a distinct language” indicates to me that it
was not intelligible to Woleaians, a situation that is the same today. Nonetheless it is also
clear that the Lagoon Chuukese were at least occasionally found on the atolls in Woleai’s
neighborhood and must have had some means of communication—perhaps via
64

Chamisso’s use of the word “only” suggests to me that Yapese had earlier been spoken on an additional
island, most likely Sorol. If true, that would relate very much to the information I deduced from the 1664
drift voyage—information which suggests that Sorol has had an intermittent series of populations in the last
several hundred years with each successive group speaking distinct or even unrelated languages to the
others.
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interpreters or by benefiting from the western islanders’ skill at language bending.
Again, Levesque (v18:383, 392-3):
The natives of Ulea, and of the islands in its vicinity, are the most skilful
navigators; and Cantova also considers them as being more civilized than the
others. The mainspring of navigation is trade. The principal articles of trade are
iron, boats, stuffs, and curcuma powder. We have spoken, in another place, of the
trade with Guahon, where the people of Ulea principally sell boats for iron.
Those of Feis, Eap, and Mogemug go to Ulea to purchase boats, in exchange for
curcuma powder. Those of the eastern islands, which have bread-fruit trees in
abundance, build all their boats themselves; and those of Nugor and Tuch barter
stuffs at Ulea for iron
Today, the language intelligibility between Woleaian and Lagoon Chuukese is similar to
that of Woleaian’s level with Sonsorol-Tobi—that is, almost zero. And I don’t imagine
that the level of unaided intelligibility between Woleaian and Sonsorol-Tobi was much
different during Chamisso’s time than what it is today. Were it not for what Chamisso
wrote earlier: “the Sonsorol and Tobi islanders speak the language of Ulea,” one could
question if Sonsorol-Tobi were even part of the Carolinian continuum at that time; for
one thing, as per the following quote, they apparently did not share the exact same canoebuilding technology. Nonetheless, perhaps the Woleaian’s ability to “language bend”
with the remote SW islanders was a lot better 200 years ago since Chamisso says that the
Woleaians would go there for trading purposes, perhaps depending on navigators from
Ulithi and Yap to safely get there. (Levesque v18:382-3):
On the south-western groups of islands they [the Woleaians] exchange stuffs for
iron, of which they are in want. A squadron of ten sail, five from Mogemug, and
five from Eap, performed this voyage; and Kadu was personally acquainted with
the seamen of Eap. The construction of the boats at Eap and Ngoli, differs but
little from that of Ulea. But the natives of Eap are very fond of using the boats of
Ulea, which they procure in the way of trade. Pelli has a construction of its own;
and the low islands, to the S.E. of Pelli, have, again, another. Pelli, and these
islands, are inferior in the art of navigation; and their boats do not visit the
eastern islands.
The above quote seems to be saying that the SE islanders of Palau (assumedly SonsorolTobi) did not at the time of Chamisso, anyway, travel east. Therefore, contact with the
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Carolinian islands south of Palau must have been brought about on the part of Woleai,
and islands in that region. I have found no other source saying that Sonsorol-Tobi were
inferior in the art of navigation. It would be hard to guess reasons for this other than
perhaps Sonsorol-Tobi was an early entryway to the Micronesian Islands and after a time
let their navigation ability slide due to having their supplementary needs supplied by
Palau. In the previous chapter I provided linguistic evidence (Jackson 1983) indicating
that the languages/dialects of the Sonsorol-Tobi group are more conservative than
Woleaian and other languages east along the continuum. But that doesn’t necessarily
mean the languages were older. Recent archeological evidence (Intoh 2008b) shows
habitation on Sonsorol-Tobi sometime after 1400A.D. at the latest. Whereas Fais has
been inhabited ever since about 300 A.D. (Intoh 2008a). Unfortunately the potsherds
there give no indication of the language in use at that time.
Regardless, the history of that group remains somewhat of a mystery. Hopefully
future research will reveal more about the people and forms of speech represented on
Sonsorol, PuloAna, Tobi, and Merir throughout the history of settlement there.
In summary to this subsection, what do Chamisso’s bits of information above tell
us? They tell us about the conditions of the Carolinian continuum just prior to their
period of migration to Saipan. We learn that the central part of the continuum had much
contact among themselves, and thus an ability to communicate well with each other. We
also learn that those in the center of the continuum had at least some contact with the
extreme ends of the continuum and thus at least some degree of reciprocal language
impact.
Chamisso’s information also supports the idea that trade and kin relationships are
largely responsible for the chain-link nature of the continuum.
The expeditions of the 1800s, listed at the outset of this section, all contribute to
the idea that there were a range of reasons for the maintenance of inter-island travel; and
thus maintenance of the linguistic continuum. Reasons went well beyond the necessity to
survive, the desire to trade, and family relations. Sometimes the reason was as simple as
wanting to experience the company of distant atoll dwellers. Lütke’s expedition, for
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example, noted that young people sometimes traveled great distances just to be with other
young people. Note the ease with which young people traveled back and forth between
island groups merely for song and dance (Levesque v18:667-8):
Such songs are invented by some genius in their island group, or even from
another group altogether. In this respect, there is a continuous exchange of songs
as a result of navigation. If, for instance, a group of youths decide to show off
their skill in another island group, they do not hesitate to sail over there, being
certain in advance that they will be most welcome. Such visitors always bring a
source of satisfaction and pleasure. There are cases in which the dates for such
visits have been fixed a long time in advance. During the year that we discovered
the Murilo group, part of the inhabitants of Satawal, Sonek [i.e. Pulusuk] and
Tamatam had promised to visit the Fananu group in June of the present year
(Fananu is where the chief of this group [i.e. Nomwin] resides), although the
distance to be covered is about 200 nautical miles. Their only purpose was to
take part in a feast of the type that we are about to describe. Some preparations
were already being made, as the people were practicing singing and dancing. It
had already been decided that 70 canoes would be employed in this voyage and
that each canoe would carry five female singers

4.5 The Carolinian Migrations to Saipan
Outer island Carolinians are known to have made trading trips to the Marianas
"since before the arrival of Europeans, …" (Hezel 1983:103, referencing Freycinet 1829).
Farrell (1991:193) concurs that the outer island Carolinians were making regular voyages
to the Marianas even before the era of Magellan's arrival in 1521. Sometime after the
Spanish colony had been established, beginning with the mission of Fr. Sanvitores in
1668, the Carolinians stopped making trading trips to Guam. As mentioned earlier,
Kotzebue (1817, as recorded by Levesque 2001, v.18:305-6), explains why:
They told Torres that they had previously had a commercial intercourse with
the inhabitants of this island [Guam], and only given it up on hearing of the
settlement of the white men, and having themselves been witnesses of their
cruelty. 65

65

Farrell also writes (1991:193) that the Spanish, and other Europeans, “would use the Carolinian canoes
for target practice for their cannons.” Related to this: Darcy (2001:176) writes that the Carolinians had in
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Occasional visits by Carolinians to Guam continued after the Spanish took
control, but not so much by intent. In section 4.3 above are the accounts of how outerisland Carolinians drifted to Guam; the first documented one being in 1721 with several
more occurring in that century. The first documented record of an apparently intentional
voyage to Guam involved the group that had set out from Lamotrek headed by Chief
Luito in 1787. In a footnote Levesque (2000 v16:556) says Guam was not known to
Carolinians before that date.
Chamisso assumed, incorrectly, that Carolinians knew of the existence of
Guam previous to Luito’s accidental visit of 1787 (see doc 1787A). Other
historians have propagated this notion, without documentary proof every
being presented.
Most researchers don’t agree. Levesque himself (v1:409) makes the point that drift
voyages to the Philippines from the Caroline islands had occurred since “time
immemorial.” Put that point together with the fact that drift voyages to Guam occurred
several times in the 1700’s. Since there is no indication that weather and current patterns
were any different before 1700 than they were after, I would expect that drifts to Guam
also occurred since “time immemorial”, although much less frequently than those to the
west of the Carolines; or even to the east of the Carolines (as Chamisso reported
(Levesque v18:344), “Boats from Ulea and the surrounding islands are frequently cast
upon the eastern island chains [Marshall Islands]”). 66 And as pointed out in section 4.1.3
the line of navigation between Gaferut and Guam, some 300 miles, was at least common
enough to have a unique name, Metawal Wol, as did all the other commonly traveled

ancient times visited the Marianas regularly; but that “they ceased their visits after learning of Spanish
brutality from Chamorro refugees.” However, Levesque mocks the idea that Chamorros ever went to the
Carolinian islands).
66

A few pages later, Chamisso provides another indication that Woleaian canoes could drift anywhere
between the Philippines and the Marshalls (Levesque v18:357).
The canoes from the province of Ulea and Eap, which are driven to Radack [Marshall Islands], convince us
that the monsoon reaches much farther to the east than we have supposed.
The seamen of these islands, who find their way back from Radack again to their home, and on the
other side go to and from the Philippines, show us that their navigation embraces a space of 45 degrees of
longitude, which is almost the greatest breadth of the Atlantic Ocean.
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routes among the Caroline islands. However, there is no record (so far) of there being
ancient Carolinian habitation on Saipan.
The evolution of the SpnCRL language would certainly have been different had
the Carolinians migrated to Saipan when it was still populated by Chamorros. But it was
not. Saipan had been virtually abandoned for more than a century by the time Chief
Agharubw established a presence there in about 1815. The Carolinians had a beautiful
undisturbed frontier all to themselves, thanks to the Spanish.
Almost since the day the Spanish administration had first stepped foot on Guam
there had been fierce attempts by Chamorro factions to eliminate the unwanted Spanish
presence. And a certain amount of the unrest on Guam was instigated by elements, both
indigenous and foreign (who mostly arrived there by ship wrecks and drifts), on islands
to the north. Quiroga, the Guam governor during the late 1600s, was determined to
squash all resistance. He first cleared out all who were living on the islands north of
Saipan. They were to resettle on Saipan where there were established Catholic
institutions and a small Spanish military presence. But it wasn’t long before even that
situation on Saipan was a threat to Quiroga. Soon he required all on Saipan to resettle on
Guam where the military force there could keep the indigenous population under
control. 67 68 (For various reasons such as disease and Chamorro-Spanish warfare,
however, this “control” eventually resulted in the Chamorro population declining from
the original 50,000-100,000 down to just a few thousand.) Only a small number of
Chamorros managed to stay on Rota during this time (Levesque 2001, v18:307).
Spoehr (1954:54, 67) describes the displacement of the Chamorros this way:
The report of Quiroga's victories on Saipan, Tinian, and Aguijan spread to
the northern islands, and Le Gobien states that their inhabitants were ordered
67

As per Driver (2005:11) this forced implementation was called the reducción, “the policy of making the
people give up their scattered ranches and hamlets to live in church-centered communities.”
68

Kotzebue (1821, from Barratt 1984:24) reported that most Chamorros on Saipan fled to the Caroline
Islands during this time. However, Levesque v18:307 says about this, “Kotzebue here may have
unwittingly spread this false notion, first invented by Captain Burney, among English-speaking historians.
Much to my regret, I myself repeated this bit of foolishness in my first book about the discovery of the
Philippines, in 1980.”
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to go to Saipan. In 1698, the Saipan Chamorros, too, were forced to move to
Guam. As the seventeenth century closed, Saipan's green slopes were
deserted. The Marianas had been conquered.
For more than a century the islands north of Rota remained uninhabited.
They were not completely deserted, for hunters from Guam visited Tinian
periodically, searching for wild cattle.
Some sixty years would pass before mixed-race descendents of the Chamorros
would begin migrating from Guam to Saipan (and eventually begin impacting the
Carolinian lexicon). The Carolinians who were settled on Saipan during those years
would have been almost free from outside language influence.
Under those circumstance sixty years (about two generations) would seem to be
enough time for a burgeoning language to congeal and become a recognized speech
system in its own right. Interestingly, such is not necessarily the case for the SpnCRL
language. As I will argue in a later section (4.6), there are indications that SpnCRL did
not “congeal” until early in the 1900s—almost a century after the earliest Saipan
migrations.

4.5.1 Dates of earliest Carolinian migrations to Saipan.
Jackson (1984:242) allows for Carolinian migrations to have started as early as
the end of the 1700s. Most other researchers stick with the second decade of the 1800s as
the earliest date (Fritz 1911;Spoehr 1954; Bowers 1953; Quackenbush 1968). The latter
group accept the year 1815 as the year of the first migration to Saipan. Bowers gives no
source for his 1815 date; and in his following paragraph he gives a curious date of 1810
as the year that a Carolinian group settled on Saipan (1953:37). In Spoehr's introduction
(1954 p.XXVIII), he claims that "The Carolinians first came to Saipan in 1815, when a
small party from a typhoon-devastated area in the central Carolines received permission
from the Spanish authorities to settle on the island." He expounds on this in his chapter 1
(p.39) where a source for the 1815 date is unveiled:
The accepted date for the settlement of Saipan by the Carolinians is 1815.
The Carolinians are said to have requested permission to settle on Saipan
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because their home islands were devastated by a typhoon. Their request was
granted, provided they would transport dried beef and pork from Tinian to
Guam. The source of this information is (Corte y Ruano Calderon 1876) and
as he was generally well informed there is little reason to doubt his
statement.
In addition to documented history, Farrell's 1991 Marianas history book also
includes some Carolinian oral history about the first migration to Saipan. Outer island
Carolinian chants tell about the decision to seek settlement on Saipan around the time of
1815. Two chiefs are said to be involved: Chief Ngúschúl from Elato and Chief
Aghurubw from Satawal. Ngúschúl decided to bypass Guam with his canoes and go
directly to Saipan. Aghurubw decided to first take his canoes to Guam to ask permission
of the Spanish to settle on Saipan.
4.5.2 Composition of Carolinian populations of initial migrations to Saipan.
There is a reason, beyond historical interest, for trying to establish the earliest
date of first migration to Saipan and to identify the people who participated in it. The
first Carolinian speech group to settle on Saipan would, in essence, be the first speakers
of Saipan Carolinian. It would not be until the arrival of migrants from another atoll that
the “cross breeding” of Saipan speech would have begun. And every subsequent
migration from additional atolls would have added to the complexity of the blend of
languages through time. It would be fascinating to see the stages of speech evolution on
Saipan resulting from continued layers of “blending” from the beginning up until today.
For that to happen, of course, it would require, among other things, exact information on
all migrations from 1815 up until modern times. Unfortunately the historical records of
migrations to Saipan conflict with each other at certain points along the way and it is
sometimes not clear which group preceded which. One thing that can be said with
certainty, though, is that during the course of the 19th century the form of speech on
Saipan did not have a chance to crystallize; the number and source of speakers coming
and going between Saipan and the atolls indicates that the language was in a constant
state of flux. That will be made clear from the information in the remainder of this
subsection and that of 4.6. take shape
While all details on the exact course of events pertaining to Saipan migration are
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out of reach there is nonetheless an extensive amount of historical information that tells
the story of the people who eventually created the SpnCRL language. That story is what
now follows.
Sections 4.3 and 4.4 cover the history of Carolinian voyages to Guam, their yearly
trading expeditions beginning in 1804, and their eventual settlements on Guam. While
no Carolinian settlements are establish on Saipan during that time there is nonetheless
much visitation to Saipan. D’Arcy (2006:159; referencing Farrell 1991) mentions that
from oral tradition a chief on Pulusuk, along with a group of navigators, made a voyage
to Saipan sometime between 1805 and 1815.
In the second decade of the nineteenth century Saipan became a storm
refuge for the low Islanders. Carolinian traditions record that Saipan was
used within a decade of the resumption of trade voyages to Guam in 1805,
when the Pulusuk navigator and chief Piwamwan gathered a group of
navigators and sailed there to collect coconuts and other food for Pulusuk
and neighboring islands devastated by a typhoon.
Apparently, no migration of Pulusukese to Saipan followed as a result of that trip.
Which atoll, then, supplied the first migrants to Saipan? Spoehr (1954), the first in recent
times to do extensive research on Saipan history, does not single out a particular atoll (or
atolls) as being the source of the 1815 migration. He only gives reference to the “central
Carolines” (p.26). Although, he does include in his 1954 work the following (p.70).
… Freycinet (1829‒37, vol. II:327) stated that on Saipan in 1819 houses were
just beginning to be built, four already being occupied by Carolinians from
"Lamoursek" (probably Lamotrek) … .
It can be assumed from Spoehr, then, that among the early immigrants there were at least
a few dozen from Lamotrek. In his book The First Taint of Civilization, (Hezel 1983)
gives the reader some additional perspective.
In 1818 a party of one hundred Lamotrek islanders sailed to Guam, where they
met with the governor to discuss the conditions of their resettlement in the
Marianas. At the time, a few Carolinians were already permanently established
in the colony: a chief and his family who had been living on Tinian for a year or
so …"(p.106).
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Bowers (1953:37) gives a different population figure for earliest settlement and points to
no particular atoll as the source of migrants.
This movement began in 1815, when a group of about two hundred from the Truk
region [not specified] received permission to settle on Saipan after their home
island had been devastated by a typhoon.

D’Arcy (2006:159) brings out another aspect of early migration that, if true, would have
had implications for language and population dominance on Saipan.
Another typhoon in 1815 was severe enough to convince many low Islanders
to relocate to Saipan. According to Arago, over nine hundred people
gathered at Lamotrek and set sail in 120 canoes. Most of the fleet was lost in
another terrible storm.
Not all the canoes were lost according to this record. The number of survivors to
make it to Saipan is not known. Nor is it known if the survivors continued with their
migration plans or if a certain number returned home as soon as possible. Even if only
three canoes reached the shores of Saipan, that would have meant two or three dozen
migrants at a bare minimum were added to the population. In 1671 Miedes reported (see
Levesque 1995 v4:246) that canoes in 1664 could carry from thirty to sixty people in one
canoe. So it is probable, in spite of the loss of life among the 120 canoes, that any
numbers of survivors to reach Saipan would have been greater than the “small party”
(Spoehr 1954:26) of Satawalese, apparently, who were already there. If so, the language
that one would have heard on Saipan, after the arrival of the Lamotrekese newcomers,
would have already become somewhat different from that which one would have heard
before their arrival. It should also be noted, as D’Arcy writes, that the migrants “gathered
at Lamotrek and set sail in 120 canoes.” It seems clear from the word “gathered” that the
migrants were not only from Lamotrek, but from other islands in the area, as well. That
could have included Satawal and/or islands in the Woleai-Lamotrek domain—Ifalik,
Elato, etc. As will be discussed shortly, Lamotrek was the dominant island of the outer
islands at the time of this migration. But it is hard to imagine that all 900 people were
living on the small island of Lamotrek, which typically has less than three hundred
inhabitants (Yap State census 2000).
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There is another reason to give close attention to the events leading up to
resettlement on Saipan. To the southern Saipan Carolinians, even today, it is important
for it to be known that it was Chief Agharubw from Satawal that was granted authority in
1815 to settle Saipan. Being descendants of a specific person of authority from a known
place in the Carolines and at a particular point in history is important for holding
indigenous claims (and thus legal rights) to Saipan property. I will mention more about
that later on.
Arguments about who is responsible for the first re-settlement on Saipan may
never be completely solved. But at least there are good reasons to think that it was
Agharubw. There is documentation, not just oral history, that allows for Agharubw to be
considered the first chief to receive permission to migrate to Saipan. Arago (1823 ptII
p12-3) talks about a chief who migrated to Saipan immediately upon receiving
permission.
As soon as the proposal was made, it was accepted with gratitude. One of
their Tamors, who had come to Guam with his wife and son, would not
even return to his former home; but departed after a few days for his
adopted country. (He it was whose portrait I sketched at Tinian.) ... The
regulations to be established in the new colony, (the Chief of which is
already appointed,) are preparing. He has taken possession of his
dominions, and it seems not too much to assert that he will make his
people happy.
The tamor spoken of above could certainly have been Chief Agharubw and his family,
whether they were accompanied by a group of fellow Satawalese migrants or not. That it
was Agharubw and his family is bolstered by the description earlier on in Arago’s work
(1823 PtI, p284) of one who Arago sketched while visiting Tinian. It is he who is
referred to in the above quote
I met here with a tamor of the Carolinian islands, who had been settled at Seypan
two years. I made a drawing of him.... His wife had just lain in. I covered the
mat on which her child lay with two handkerchiefs; and the mother’s countenance
expressed the most lively gratitude.
However, the island that seems to be mentioned most in accounts of earliest
migrations is not necessarily Satawal. Already mentioned is the supposedly 900 people
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from various islands that started out from Lamotrek in 1815 but were for the most part
lost at sea en route to Saipan. This fleet was probably similar in composition to those
making the yearly voyages to Guam starting in 1804. Those fleets were composed of
“eighteen canoes.” And they assembled “every year at the island-group Lamureck”—that
is, the canoes were not just from Lamotrek but from “Ulea (Woleai) and the surrounding
groups, consisting of Lamureck and Setoan [Lamotrek and Satawal]” (Levesque
v18:306,350). Other records point specifically to Lamotrek as a certain source of early
migrants. Quoted above is Hezel’s figure of 100 Lamotrek islanders who asked
permission to migrate in 1818. In the same quote, however, he reports that “a few
Carolinians were already permanently established in the colony: a chief and his family
who had been living on Tinian for a year or so...”, which implies that chief and family, at
least, are not from Lamotrek but are from another island—thus leaving open the
possibility that the chief was Satawalese.
Freycinct (1819:9) records a flotilla of canoes from Olimaaro atoll (north of, and
between Woleai and Lamotrek) and other CRL islands nearby that sailed to Saipan. One
canoe “touched down on Guam...but soon left with the rest of flotilla,” presumably
headed for Saipan on May 11, 1819. Outside of Freycinct’s report I have not found a
report specifically mentioning people from Olimaaro. But the fact that the report is so
close in time to the event he reports on gives it more weight than reports that are more
distant to the event and not widely cited. An example of that is the following from
Krämer 1935 which was reported in the Ergebnisse der Südsee-Expedition 1908-1910
and made available in English in a draft translation made by Petrosian-Husa (2001):
L. H. Gulik[sic] (Truk p. 37) talks in the Nautical Magazine of 1862 about
Wolea – Ulie; a native supposedly had gone in 1807 to the 600 sea miles
distant Guam and arrived there safely. He talks about 600 inhabitants
(see population p. 201). In 1807 the high chief had visited Saipan (Seypan)
and was received so warmly that in due course a colony of natives settled
there, who all visited every year their old home. They took care of trading
with the Spaniards all the way to Truk. Their language is supposed to be
quite different from the one on Eap and Truk.
Gulick’s 1862 information probably comes from Kotzebue’s scientist, Chamisso, who
wrote that “Toua, the king of Ulea, came himself to Guahon (Guam) in the year 1807,”
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not Saipan (Levesque v18:350), thus indicating that any such “colony of natives” from
Olimaaro would have also settled on Guam, not Saipan.
All the above reports agree that initial migration to Saipan occurred within the
first two decades of the 1800s and that the migrants came, generally, from respective
islands where Satawalese, Lamotrekese, and closely-related dialects of Lamotrekese
were spoken. Getting more specific than that requires inferring a connection of events.
My position on this matter, then, is that the inferred connection of events
described above points to Chief Agharubw from Satawal as the original chief to migrate
to Saipan in the year 1815. And that event would have been followed, in the same year
or shortly thereafter, by the event involving the massive flotilla which set out from
Lamotrek to migrate to Saipan; an event that most likely resulted in a small number of
survivors from that ill-fated voyage making the first settlement on Saipan with Agharubw
as their chief.
My understanding of what happened following these early events is the subject of
section 4.5.4 below.
Missing in this discussion of early migrants to Saipan, or even migrants to Guam,
are islanders from Chuuk Lagoon. The only clear record I’ve found of inhabitants of the
Lagoon being in the Mariannas anytime up to and including the early 1800s is this
account from Chamisso (Levesque v18:350):
It was also in this year [1807], or in the following, that a boat, from the eastern
island of Tuch [Truk/Chuuk] was driven to Guahon. There were fifteen men on
board; the pilot’s name was Kulingan. The strangers were well received; but a
procession, which took place during their stay, accompanied with salutes of
artillery, spread fear and terror among them They hid themselves in the wood;
and in the same night, without any provisions, went again to sea. Fortunately,
they met, in their flight, the fleet coming from Lamureck, which supplied them
with provisions, and gave them the necessary directions for their voyage home.
The Lagoon Chuukese were not known to be skilled in navigation. While
documented history gives evidence of various other atoll dwellers coming to the Lagoon
for various reasons, it is rare to find instances of the reverse. This is reasonable since
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Chuukese Lagoon dwellers were not dependant on the outer atolls to survive physically.
However, at least during Kadu’s time (late 1700’s), people from Chuuk did make it to the
western Carolines to trade their iron for desired goods. As noted earlier, Kadu, from
Woleai, talked about learning “to use the sling at Ulea from the natives of Tuch...”
Levesque (2001 v18:392-3).
4.5.3 Motivations for the Carolinian migration to Saipan
When it comes to the question of motivation for the Saipan migration two
categories of people need to be included. What was the motivation for migration on the
part of outer-island Carolinians, and, what was the motivation for allowing the migration
on the part of Spanish officials? The central motivation for migration on the part of the
outer islanders was, as already related, typhoons. Typhoons in the outer islands at that
time had destroyed the main food staples; swamp taro and coconut. It would take some
months for the crop to grow back and in the meantime many would starve if they
remained on their island. So there was one reason in common generating the desire to
migrate on the part of Carolinians. But there were a variety of reasons for granting
permission on the part of the authorities. In the previous section on drift voyages from
the central Caroline islands to Guam, Spanish encounters with the Carolinians had always
been a positive experience. One can think compassion was part of the motivation. But
there was also something in it for the Spanish. They needed access to the islands north of
Guam. Kotzebue (1825:44) writes this account.
The natives of the Caroline Islands are skilful sailors. For this reason, the
Spaniards living on Guaham, who are completely ignorant of navigation, hire
their services when they wish to make trips to other islands in the Mariana
Archipelago. Without the Caroline Islander’s help, it would be practically
impossible for the Spaniards to maintain contact with those other islets. We
ourselves saw two canoes heading for Guaham from Sarpane in very fresh winds
and heavy seas. The natives were steering them with extraordinary deftness.
There were additional motivations as well, as brought out by Arago (1819 ptII p12):
The Governor General of the Philippines, anxious to contribute all in his power to
the welfare of a people who had been described to him in the most pleasing
colours, obtained permission from his Sovereign to cede to those who would
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embrace Christianity, Seypan, one of the most fertile of the Marianne islands.
It is likely that none of the priests lived to see this religious pact consummated. In 1865
(), Sanchez (1865-66 pp.260-261, as reported in Spoehr 1954:74) noted that the
Carolinians “have scarcely any notion of Christianity.” In time, however, being Saipan
Carolinian became almost synonymous with being Catholic. It is only in recent times
that small numbers of Carolinians have joined non-Catholic churches.

4.5.4 Secondary waves of migration to Saipan..... and often back to the atolls again.
While there are several sources of information dealing the first few years of
Carolinian movement to Saipan, available information is not as abundant regarding the
years that immediately followed.

One source is Driver & Brunel Perry (1996), a document which consists of English
translations of a series of Spanish documents. One document (p.1-3) gives a strange
population figure of forty-one Carolinians that were in the Marianas by 1828. That figure
is strange since other sources already cited above talk about migrations of either 100 or
200 Carolinians in addition to those already settled on Saipan in 1815. This kind of
population discrepancy is fairly common and will be brought up in the next subsection.
Other than the above information, information on the Carolinians in the 1820s and
1830s focuses more on the trading activities between the outer Carolinian islands and
Guam. Lütke carried out a number of scientific exploration voyages between 1826 and
1829 that included Micronesia. The following from Lütke, while on Woleai (1935
vol.2:139), gives the impression that there was a lot of travel going to and coming from
the Marianas during his time, at least on the part of the Woleaians of whom the following
quote is in reference to.
I bought a small canoe for one axe and one of the larger ones with all its equipment for three, of which two will certainly be used in the construction of a new
canoe. This cheapness is perhaps due to their multiplicity. We saw some in front
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of almost every house and there was a great number of them in construction.
Very many of these canoes travel to Guam for iron.
(Hezel 1983:105) also indicates that trade was relatively extensive at the time
(Hezel 1983:105). And as just mentioned, a spin-off from that activity resulted in the
Spanish administration making good use of the Carolinian canoes as a ferry and cargo
service up and down the Marianas chain. At least some canoes from the Lamotrek region
provided this service and were apparently required to be stationed on Guam. Barratt
(1984:48-9) includes this account, again by Lütke, who was the captain on the Seniavin
during its visit to Guam around 1828. He tells about islanders from Elato—Lamotrek’s
closest neighbors—who were, it seems, required to live on Guam against their will:
A certain number of these natives, here called Carolinos, always stay on the
Mariana Islands with their canoes. In order to retain the services of these men,
less than strictly honourable means are perhaps employed — those same means to
which capitalists have recourse to enslave workers. On Guahan, I met a tamol
called Oralitau, from the Elato group, who very much wanted to come with me
[on a trip to islands south of Guam] but could not, because twenty men of his
company were on Saipan Island. ... There is not a shadow of the islanders’
unforced gaiety in them; instead, there is a certain dejection in their now forced
smiles...
Saipan was obviously a preferable place to be. Hezel goes on to say (1983:106) that the
Carolinian settlement grew “rapidly” following its establishment in 1819 and in the years
leading up to the middle of the century (p. 106-7).
Since he states that it was islanders from Lamotrek who were largely responsible
for the settlement (p.106) I assume Hezel is suggesting that this growing settlement was
made up mostly of Lamotrekese. Farrell (1991:201), again based on oral tradition, also
talks about another Lamotrek group arriving on Saipan some time after the original
groups, followed as well by a group from Tamatam (a small island very close to Pollap)
that settled on Saipan. That information is summarized by D’Arcy 2006:160.
The site chosen by Nguschul was named Ppiyol Oolng (view of the sand
and sky). Agrub established another village nearby named Arabwal, after
the green vine that grew there and on Satawal. The two villages
eventually merged and were known collectively as Arabwal. The sites
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were chosen because they fronted a wide sheltered lagoon, had sandy
beaches and swampy areas just east of the beach for taro cultivation, and
provided easy access to the ocean through reef passages. In other words,
the colonists sought to re-create the best aspects of their home islands.
Another group from Lamotrek and one from Tametam soon joined them.
It can be presumed that the yearly voyages between the outer islands and Guam
continued for many years in the earlier 1800s.. That would have had at least some impact
on the Saipan settlement since it is clear that Carolinian canoes served as routine
transportation between Guam and Saipan, not only for Spanish needs but also for
Carolinian livelihood. D’Arcy p.161 (quoting from Kramer, ‘Zentralkarolinen’, p195):
Carolinians visited Guam as they pleased, while the Spanish only
established a presence on Saipan in 1835. This presence was hardly
intrusive, consisting of a solitary resident Chamorro official. Few
European vessels stopped at Saipan beyond the occasional whaling ship.
The Carolinian community continued to maintain annual links with their
home islands.
Although information on the 1820s-30s is rather scant, there are, on the other
hand, many existing records regarding migration to Saipan that occurred between 1838
and 1849. It is clear according to Spanish records, for example, that nineteen Carolinians
from “the Islands to the South” were given permission by the Guam governor to settle on
Saipan in 1838. This was followed in February 1839 by eighteen Carolinians and again
in April 1839 by “approximately one hundred individuals of both sexes from the same
islands...”, all by permission of the governor (Driver and Brunal-Perry 1996:7). From the
same source, five pages (p.7-11) are devoted to a series of correspondences that made
their way to high levels of Spanish government stemming from a complaint by the
official treasurer on Guam,. The treasurer demanded that the Guam governor’s approval
for those Carolinians of 1839 be rescinded and that they must be resettled on Guam,
instead. This was due to the treasurer’s anxiety that the new Carolinian arrivals would
hunt down and eat the cattle on Saipan that were intended for the sustenance of the leper
colony there.
The fate of those Carolinians (resulting from whoever won the stand off on
Guam) is obscured in the year-long wrangle of correspondence. The following Driver
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and Brunal-Perry quote, however, describing the 1849 earthquake and subsequent
tsunami, gives reference to the April 1839 islanders from “the South.” There it seems
clear that the group of over 100 were definitely settled on Saipan by July 1843, anyway.
And since the 1849-group refers to the 1839-group as their “countryman,” one gets the
impression that the “Islanders from the South” were from Lamotrek and Satawal, also.
This quote from Driver and Brunal-Perry (1996:12-13) conveys the depth of
emotional and physical impact from the tsunami on the 1849 Satawalese and
Lamotrekese and their determination to move, lock-stock-and-barrel, to Saipan.
Most Excellent Señor:
On the fourteenth of this month, a banca (sea-going canoe) with eight
Carolinians aboard arrived here from the island of Satagual [Satawal]. On the
fifteenth, two more arrived from the island of Lamureg [Lamotrek]: one carried
ten men and fifteen women, the other ten men and six women. They were
enfeebled by hunger and in miserable condition … their migration had come
about because of a great earthquake, which was followed immediately by a flood
that caused the islands to disappear for several hours, destroying all plantings
and most of the trees. These people and a few others, having remained [on the
island] for lack of boats, had saved their lives by climbing trees. Many people had
perished when the waters swept across [the islands]. Others, less fortunate than
they, who had also climbed into trees, were swept away by the waves.
Their intent is to abandon their native islands forever and to establish
themselves on the island of Saipan, along with their countrymen who have lived
there since 1839. Once they have recovered their health, they will seek to return
to their islands to fetch those that remain there. In view of the concession made
by this Superioridad (Superior Government) dated 31 July 1843, which permitted
those of the year ’39 to establish their residence there, they sought on their own
behalf the same treatment as was granted [those of 1839].
Farrell concurs with other writers saying that the small group from Satawal as
well as those from Lamotrek came to Saipan in 1849 (p. 207); he also records that a
group of Carolinians who had been living on Guam since 1839 were allowed to move to
Saipan in 1843 (implying that the treasurer mentioned above got his way in the short run,
anyway, and the 100-plus 1839-Carolinians were forced to settle in Guam instead of
Saipan, but that they nonetheless made it back to Saipan in 1843). No further
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information is provided by either Hezel or Farrell regarding the origin of immigrants after
that time.
D’Arcy (2006) summarizes and adds to the events of 1839-1849 (p161):
Settlers continued to come to Saipan as storms battered the low islands. In 1839
more typhoon victims arrived at Guam seeking refuge. Spanish government
documents from the time record how just over a hundred inhabitants from the
“Islands to the South” were settled on Saipan, at about the same time as the leper
colony on Guam was moved there. More refugees arrived as a succession of
natural disasters wreaked havoc on Satawal and Lamotrek between 1847 and
1849. Three typhoons hit the atolls in 1847, another hit in June 1848, followed by
a super-typhoon in August 1848. The latter resulted in at least three boatloads of
refugees sailing north to the Marianas. On January 25, 1849, a severe
earthquake hit Guam. A tsunami resulted that inundated Satawal and Lamotrek.
In April refugees arrived at Guam describing how the tsunami caused death and
destruction.

Spoehr (1953) takes up the story when he gives a figure of 267 people on Saipan
based on information from Diccionario historico, 1851. He goes on to describe (p.71, 72)
where on Saipan the Carolinians were situated and how their numbers slowly increased
through the rest of the 19th century (keep in mind, though, that the population apparently
dropped between 1865 and 1869):
When Sanchez (1865 66, pp. 258, 298) visited Saipan some years later, in 1865,
he reported that Garapan had 424 Carolinian in habitants and 9 Chamorros, one
of whom was the alcalde [Spanish appointed local administrative assistant].
Corte wrote that Garapan was divided into three barrios, one of Chamorros and
two of Carolinians, but it is not clear to what year this condition is to be referred.
Ibañez (1886, p.142) noted that the census of 1872 gave Saipan 425 inhabitants,
though he gave few other details. Governor Olive (1887, p. 52), reporting for the
year 1886, stated that here was one town on Saipan—namely, Garapan—divided
into three barrios, the northern one being Chamorro and the southern two
Carolinian; that there were 145 houses in the town; and that the total population
numbered 849, of which two-thirds were Carolinian. This figure was confirmed
by Marche (1891, p. 251), who visited the island in 1887. The general trend in
the population growth on Saipan is also given in an official report on the
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Marianas in 1885 (Islas Mariannas, Informe..., 1885), which gives the following
population totals for Saipan: 1835, 128; 1863, 420; 1881, 751; 1885, 797. In the
last two decades of the nineteenth century the number of Chamorros on Saipan
slowly increased, with a marked influx in the early years of the German regime.
The demography of Carolinians in the Northern Marianas began to change
significantly in the second half of the 1800s when migrations from atolls east of Satawal
came into play. From 1865 to 1868 an English entrepreneur, H. G. Johnson, moved some
1,500 Carolinians to the Marianas, principally from Pulusuk and Namonuito, to run his
plantations on Guam, Rota and Tinian. Whether this number included Carolinians from
Pollap is uncertain (although Pollap was certainly an island “under threat” from Polowat);
but apparently there were none from Polowat. D’Arcy 2006:162 (quoting Farrell 1991):
He [Johnson] initially hired 265 Carolinians from Pulusuk in 1865. Over the next
four years he hired another 1,234 from Namonuito. ... All the workers were hired
from islands under threat of raids and tribute demands from Puluwat.
Following the pathway of those approximately 1,500 Carolinians from their original
islands to their island of first assignment in 1865-1869, and then on to their ultimate
destination by the end of the century, is rather challenging. Driver & Brunal-Perry
(1996:137-8) reveal official Spanish letters from 1884-1885 documenting that Johnson
shipped a large number of Carolinians from Pulusuk to Pagan in 1865. In 1869 they were
relocated to Saipan and the following year, 1870, Johnson placed them on Tinian to settle
and work there. Johnson died in a storm in 1875 when the vessel he was traveling in
capsized between Tinian and Saipan. But the Pulusukese continued living and working
on Tinian according to the Driver & Brunal-Perry record. Fourteen years after settling on
Tinian, the year now being 1884, they were imploring the authorities to grant them parish
status and to be assigned a priest. The following year, 1885, they petitioned the
government for a school. For the next four years, from 1885 to 1889 a cycle of official
letters are produced granting both requests. The text (1995:150) doesn’t indicate the
outcome of the endless approvals. But it can be assumed from the D’ Arcy quote below
that the Spanish stone-walled until the Tinian Carolinian were finally moved to Saipan
Spoehr (1954:71) doesn’t give a specific year in his text regarding the move to
Saipan. He only states that “a number of years later,” after Johnson’s death in 1875 the
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whole colony of Carolinians on Tinian moved to Saipan (without given a specific year in
his text).
Here is where the various accounts seem to contradict. Was this large number of
Carolinians from Tinian referring to the Pulusukese just discussed, or to another group?
D’Arcy 2001:181 (referencing Driver 1998) seems to make it clear that the Carolinians
from Tinian are from Namonuito.
A second settlement of Carolinians was established on Saipan in 1889. It
consisted of Ulul islanders from Namonuito who had been working plantations on
neighbouring Tinian. They founded the village of Tanapag eight kilometres north
of Garapan. They represented a new era on Saipan. Many converted to
Catholicism on Tinian, and married Chamorro on Saipan.
Alkire (1984:272) also states clearly that the 230 Carolinians on Tinian were from
Namonuito and that they are responsible for establishing Tanapag.
In 1870, the Carolinian community was further augmented, when 230 people from
Namonuito arrived by way of Tinian and established themselves in the village of
Tanapag, north of Garapan.

Alkire repeats himself two pages later(1984:274).
Since then [WWII], Carolinians have been concentrated in three areas of the
island: in District 4 of Chalan Kanoa, on the southwestern side of the village; in
Oleai, north of Chalan Kanoa; and in Tanapag (still populated primarily by
descendants of migrants from Namonuito).
Here is the significant difference between Alkire and D’Arcy. Note that the year
given by Alkire is 1870, whereas the year given by D’Arcy (from Driver 1998) is 1889—
an eighteen years difference between the two.
I have not as of this writing been able to dig deep enough in old records to solve
this discrepancy regarding the year of Tanapag’s establishment. Where the two do agree,
however, is that it was workers from Namonuito that made the move from Tinian to
Tanapag. For this study, then, I will assume that the Carolinians on Tinian were from
Namonuito and not Pulusuk. (Perhaps I will eventually discover that historical
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documents refer to two Carolinian groups—one from Namonuito and the other from
Pulusuk.)
That it was islanders from Namonuito, and the islet of Onoun (Ulul) in particular,
is the position that the Talaabog speakers today living in Tanapag hold to. Their position
is given support by the fact that some older people were involved in the 1993 trip to
Namonuito and they reported to me that there was very little difference between the two
languages; that they had no difficulty in communication whatsoever unless a Chamorro
word slipped into the conversation on the part of the Talaabog visitors. And, as I pointed
out in the introduction (Table 2.4.3), my own language intelligibility testing on Onoun a
few weeks after that event in 1993 demonstrates a high level of intelligibility between the
two groups. Talaabog speakers scored 95% intelligibility with Pollapese, the closest
island to Onoun, and Namonuito speakers on Onoun scored 90% intelligibility with
Talaabog. (They only scored 47% with southern SpnCRL)
Since it seems clear that at least one large group of Carolinian islanders moved to
Saipan from Tinian in either 1870 or 1889 (or both), the question is, what kind of impact
did they have on the Carolinian speech forms already being spoken on Saipan before their
respective arrivals?
In regards to any from Tinian of Namonuito descent, I doubt it made much
difference at all on what was being spoken among the southern Saipan Carolinian groups.
As already mentioned, the Namonuito islanders that moved from Tinian made their
homes on the beach five or so miles north of Garapan in the village of Tanapag.
Apparently there was not a lot of intermarriage on the part of Tanapag with the Garapan
Carolinians, but there was significant intermarriage on the part of Tanapag with
Chamorros who also lived either in or near Tanapag. 69
In regards to any from Tinian of Pulusukese descent, however, they would
certainly have made some impact on the form of speech on Saipan at that time because, if
69

Over the next 100 years there was almost a complete language shift in Tanapag from Carolinian speech
to Chamorro speech. By the time I began my own research on Saipan in the early 1990s, it was already
becoming difficult to find confident Carolinian speakers in Tanapag—even among the oldest generation—
since the dominate language in Tanapag by that time was clearly Chamorro
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D’ Arcy’s figures are correct (D’Arcy 200p162), there were only 331 Carolinians on
Saipan in the year 1869. Particularly if there were 230 Pulusukese that moved to Saipan
and integrated into the one existing Carolinian village in Garapan, it’s hard to imagine
that their integration made no affect on what was being spoken before their arrival. (The
village of Oleai did not receive people from Tinian because, if Spoehr (1954:121) is right,
there was no Oleai village until 1947.) The nature of any impact they would have made
is something I discuss in section 4.6.
With the question of the Namonuitos and Pulusukese on Tinian tended to, one
more question remains. It is not clear from Spanish records which specific populations
Johnson may have moved to Guam and Rota in 1865. It seems to me that it would be
mostly those from Pulusuk (and perhaps Pollap) that went to Guam and Rota, although,
as implied from the above discussion, perhaps Johnson placed certain numbers of
Namonuito speakers on Guam and Rota, as well (although I find no evidence of that in
the literature beyond my discussion above).
The story found in Driver and Brunal-Perry (1996), from pages 17-33, makes it
clear that a Spanish governor, Pazos (governor on Guam for a few months in 1884), set
up a separate village for Carolinians living in Agaña (and elsewhere on Guam) which he
established in 1884 on Tumon Bay. The village, Barrio de Maria Cristina, was
established with twenty houses, a school, and a government building and the governor
had plans for more houses to accommodate all the Carolinians comfortably (Driver and
Brunal-Perry 1996:20). Assuming even a conservative figure of five residents per house
the eventual population in that village should have been well over 100.
The next governor (Olive, 1884-1887) recommended in 1885 that the Carolinians
of Maria Cristina village and also those on Rota would be better served by moving them
to Saipan, where there was “an abundance of fertile lands.”
Apparently, this did not take place. This is indicated by the fact that a following
governor on Guam (Santos, 1891-1892), wrote a letter of complaint to authorities in the
Philippines about the Carolinians living in the Maria Cristina village. Governor Santas
was apparently appalled by the living conditions, values, and lack of initiative on the part
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of the Carolinians in Maria Cristina and he wanted to move them all back to Agana so
that they could more quickly become assimilated. He said they were composed of “a
certain number of Carolinians from the Central Islands” and that “When they first
arrived, they lived in their own separate barrio (independent district) but later, their
houses were interspersed among those of the general populace” (p.23). Santos gives no
indication which islands in the Carolines they are from other than that the islands are
central. Perhaps this at least indicates they were neither from Ulithi nor Chuuk Lagoon.
He goes on to say:
If they were the same people who arrived many years ago, their lifestyle would
demand that they be returned to the islands from whence they came, but few of
the early group remain and these of today are their descendants.
Consequently, if they are not granted land on which to live, they will be poorly
received and enslaved by the people of the islands where they go, as has been
customary.
These Carolinians could have been the offspring of those that Johnson placed on
Guam in 1865. It seems unlikely that they were composed of descendants from those that
had accumulated on Guam after the re-activated Metawal Wool trade in 1804. That
group, as mentioned earlier, probably moved to Saipan in 1843. Thus, the residents of
Maria Cristina in 1891 would likely have originated from somewhere between Pulusuk
and Namonuito. Whether the former or the latter, Santos reported that only a few of that
earlier group remained and that those who presently lived at Maria Cristina were their
descendants.
When the Americans took over Guam in 1898 the Carolinians of the Maria
Cristina village were apparently still on Guam somewhere. Records show that the
Americans tried to require the Guam Carolinians to give up their traditional dress. That
was not received well and resulted in them migrating to Saipan shortly thereafter. Spoehr
(1953:78) writes:
The migration from Guam included some 100 Carolinians. The new American
administration on Guam made a misguided effort to induce the Carolinian colony
on Guam to adopt Western clothing and customs; the colony accordingly moved
north and joined its fellow Carolinians on Saipan.
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I can only assume that if Johnson had stationed any Namonuito islanders on
Guam, those still there in 1898/1899, including any of their descendants—that is,
Namonuito speakers on Guam still speaking Namonuito—would have settled into
Tanapag where their clan connections would still have been very much alive.
And if among the 100 Carolinians that moved from Guam had originally come
from Pulusuk and Pollap, I can only assume that they and their descendants integrated
into existing southern Saipan villages. The southern Saipan Carolinians already living on
Saipan in 1898/1899, as brought out earlier, were to a large percentage, populated by
descendents of earlier migrants from atolls that included Pulusuk and Tamatam. The
impact of this migration from Guam would not have been insignificant since it would
have represented one new person for every six already living on Saipan at that time (621
Carolinians by 1902). Again, it is very unlikely that any Guam-based Carolinians
speaking a Puluwat-area dialect would have settled in the north Saipan village of
Tanapag, since that was already populated by Namonuito descendents.
Carolinians were not the only ones adding numbers to Saipan and (to a limited
degree) to the islands north of Saipan. D’Arcy writes about Chamorros from Guam
trickling into Saipan starting in the late 1860s and becoming quite a flood around the turn
of the century as the German administration began controlling activities in Micronesia
(largely due to the fact that the Germans opened up a significant amount of homestead
land on Saipan):
By 1902 Chamorro outnumbered Carolinians in the northern isles.
Saipan’s population consisted of 967 Chamorro, 621 Carolinians, and 43
‘foreigners’, while only 750 of the 2,264 people living north of Guam were
Carolinians. Falawasch remained distinct, but their unique character
began to fade as links with the home isles weakened.
The next era where large numbers of people were added to Saipan (but only
temporarily) is a few years later in the German colonial period. Spoehr speaks of the
typhoons in 1905 and 1907 which “necessitated the removal of groups of islanders from
the Oleai and Mortlock (Nomoi) groups, and from Pingelap and Sonsorol, to Saipan.
Most of these people were later returned” (p. 295).
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Spenneman (2007) gives a clear account of the impact of the Good Friday 1907
typhoon on Saipan’s population. The German administrator on Saipan, who was also in
charge of islands west of Chuuk, was Georg Fritz. In a letter written on June 23, 1907
Fritz stated that he “wished to move 200-300 of the formerly 1000-strong population of
Oleai [Woleai] to Saipan” (p.11,24) Other records (p.12) show 286 Woleaians and
possibly a large number of Ulithians were relocated to Saipan in 1907. There were also
44 from the Mortlockese island of Lukunor that were relocated to Saipan in late 1907 that
joined a group of Mortlockese of an unknown number that had been moved there in mid1907.
One hundred and fifty-two people from Oleai and 74 people from Mogemog on
Ulithi had been settled in a ‘closed’ village on the road to Laulan. Fritz comments
that they had settled in well, while the 45 Mortlockese, who had come earlier, had
more problems because they were culturally and linguistically very different from
the others. (Spenneman 2007:16)
The Germans didn’t stop there. For economic and political reasons there was the desire
on their part to depopulated most of the outer island Chuukic continuum and move the
islanders to Saipan and Palau. (p.17):
Even though some of the evacuees on Saipan had clearly expressed a desire to
return to their home atolls, the German government was not interested in such
representations. Fritz, for example, consoled the people of Oleai by telling them
that the remainder of the people would also be resettled on Saipan in the near
future!
Although I find no indication that any more Woleaians were moved to Saipan,
Fritz did succeed in moving an additional 600 Mortlockese to Saipan in January of 1909.
(When Spenneman uses the term “Oleai” he is referring to Woleai Island, not Oleai
village on Saipan since that was apparently established only two years after WWII.)

Note that these relocations to Saipan didn’t turn out well for various reasons.
“...the atoll people settled on Saipan were not at all happy... and... By the end of 1910 and
early 1911 the majority of the Carolinians was shipped back to their home atolls.” (p.19)
This fact is reflected in the following population figures recorded during the German
administration (Spoehr 1953:78; source given is German Gov't., 1900 01; 1903-04; 1911[313]

12). (The following figures are higher than what I just quoted from D’Arcy because they
include all the northern islands, not just Saipan.)
Year:
Chamorros
Carolinians

1901

1904

1912

1,330

1,686

1,920

772

897

1,109

These figures confirm the fact that Chamorros were clearly in the majority from 1901 on.
But the figures also show that while 356 Carolinians were added to Saipan (or at least
Saipan and islands north thereof) between the three years of 1902 and 1904, a lesser
figure of only 234 Carolinians were added during the next eight years, 1904 to 1912.
What happened to the hundreds that were relocated to Saipan during those years,
particularly 1905-1909? Already stated is that perhaps a couple hundred Pulusukese and
Pollapese (and/or other Carolinians, as discussed earlier) moved from Guam to Saipan
around 1899. Considering the number of children born to each of those two Carolinian
groups, that leaves very little left of that 234 population increase figure between 1904 and
1912 to have been filled by the populations relocated to Saipan after the typhoons. The
1912 population figures, then, make it clear that of the hundreds of Carolinians relocated
by the Germans to Saipan during 1905 and 1907 (coming from Sonsorol, the Mortlocks
and most places in between), precious few of them remained on Saipan by 1912. 70 The
vast majority succeeded in getting returned to their own islands.
No other large permanent movements from the outer islands to Saipan occurred
during the period from Fritz’ time to modern times. So by the time 1911 came along,
almost all of the migrations that resulted in populating the Carolinian community on
Saipan had taken place. My use of the year 1911 is arbitrary; it is that year that Georg
70

A Carolinian population count of “approximately 2,000” is given for Saipan and other Northern
Marianas by Fritz in the introduction to his 1911 work. That is almost twice the Carolinian population on
the Northern Marianas reported in German government documents for 1912. Apparently it was after Fritz’
1911 work arrived at the printers that the hundreds of outer-island Carolinians who had been relocated to
undeveloped locations on Saipan succeeded in “re-relocating” themselves back to their home atolls.
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Fritz published his Grammatik, Übungen und Wörterbuch. That document is the first
indication of what the new SpnCRL language was like; it is particularly valuable for its
extensive wordlist on the Saipan Carolinian language. It is quite fortunate that Fritz
carried out his work at this time. It is a time when the Saipan Carolinian population in
well-established villages is finally settled and their readjusted way of life and social
structures were firmly in place. Even after a hundred years on Saipan their way of life, in
many ways, was much like it had always been. They dressed much the same as they
always had and probably carried out many of their age-old traditions. 71 They had also
avoided taking on the German mindset and avoided integration with the Chamorro,
whose population was getting close to twice that of the Carolinians. This situation is well
illustrated by a German government report that Spoehr quotes and then comments on
(1953:80):
The first government report states (German Gov’t., 1899 1900, p. 1006): “Our
task as regards the education of the natives is clear . . . [they] must be trained
to work; they must be encouraged to earn and to save money.” In another
place, the report states: “Unfortunately, the desire to earn and to save money is
not very strong in either of the two groups [Chamorros and Carolinians], and
this . . . hampers their development. Natural resources supply them with
everything they need for their very simple way of living, so that very little work
is needed; a great deal of the work, it should be mentioned, is performed by
women.”
What was the effect of these attitudes of members of the controlling power on
the Chamorros and Carolinians? First, so far as one can tell, the Carolinians
were much less affected than the Chamorros. The marked social and cultural
differences between the two groups continued, and though skills such as canoebuilding and navigation seem to have declined among the Carolinians, and
though cultural change occurred among them, they appear to have remained
attached to their own way of life.

71

I am indebted to Byron Bender (p.c.) for pointing out that while many of their age-old traditions could
indeed have remained in place, many other of their age-old traditions and associated vocabulary could not
have remained in place—especially for 2nd generation residents. I.e., individuals living on Saipan who had
never resided on their home atoll probably could not have survived in that environment, because atoll
survival requires an immense amount of specialized knowledge and expertise. That specialization was not
required on the high island of Saipan where a different variety of resources were in abundance.
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There have been later migrations and significant population influxes from the
FSM—particularly from Chuuk State—ever since the Covenant was put into effect in
1978. But apart from offering additional lexical items to SpnCRL these have had little
affect on the language since, again, SpnCRL was already well established early on in the
century.
4.5.5 Saipan Carolinian population discrepancies in the 1800s
Up to this point in Saipan migration history the impression is given that there
were many hundreds of Carolinians from many different atolls having migrated to Saipan
and integrated with the existing communities already established there. But there is a
very significant point brought out by D’Arcy (2006) which makes it clear that there is
another part to the story. He carries on summarizing what happened after the devastating
1849 tsunami event (p161-2):
In August three more canoe loads of asylum seekers arrived from Satawal and
Lamotrek. ...Once they had recovered their strength, the refugees intended to sail
back to their home islands, collect the other survivors, and abandon their islands
forever and settle on Saipan. The majority of the population of the low islands
did not relocate, however. In 1851 there were only 267 people on Saipan.
Tallying up the recorded figures, then, the above indicate that over 300
Carolinians had migrated to Saipan during the 1815-1818 period alone. It can be
assumed that a few hundred more Carolinians migrated to Saipan between 1819 and
1849, both from outer islands and from Guam. It is not beyond imagination that perhaps
a thousand Carolinians had migrated to Saipan by 1850. A very conservative figure
would be half as many, around 500 Carolinians. And yet D’Arcy, citing a secure source
(Spoehr 1954) gives the surprisingly low figure of 267 Carolinians living on Saipan by
1851. What happened to the 250-500 other Carolinians that migrated to Saipan?
Of course, some Carolinians would have died on Saipan between 1815 and 1851,
but there certainly would have been a significant number of children that were born there,
as well, before 1851. Farrell says that by 1865 there were 424 Carolinians living in
Garapan (p.214) and that the majority of a total population of 686 in 1870 was made up
of “Carolinian descendants of the earlier migrations” (p.218). The figure of 424 in 1865
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is interesting since D’Arcy says that four years later in 1869 the Carolinians numbered
only 331 (2006:162).
In 1868 Arabwal was devastated by a powerful typhoon. Most of the buildings
were destroyed as storm waves nearly 3 meters high washed over the village.
With the luxury of high island resources, the community quickly recovered and
Arabwal was rebuilt in the same location.116 By 1869 the population of Saipan
consisted of 331 Carolinians.
Why did the Carolinian population drop from 424 in 1865 to only 331 in 1869? Perhaps
the 1868 Arabwal typhoon caused some Carolinians to re-migrate back to their home
islands. The above quote, however, gives the impression that the population wasn’t fazed
by the typhoon.
Bowers (1953:39) gives a figure of 621 Carolinians living on Saipan by the end of
the Spanish period, i.e., 1898 when the islands became colonies under Germany. If
Farrell’s above population figure of 686 Carolinians applies to all those living on Saipan
in 1870, that would mean the population in 1898 of 621 Carolinians would indicate a
drop — not a gain — of sixty-five from the population of 686 recorded twenty-eight
years earlier in 1870. Why did the Carolinian population on Saipan seem to make big
jumps but also big drops all through the 1800s? There is no record of warfare or disease
on Saipan. In my thinking, that leaves only one factor to account for the radical swings
in population on Saipan — the sailing canoe.
A Carolinian canoe that is sailed to Saipan is under no obligation to stay there;
that is clear from the historic record. Canoes obviously traveled in both directions. And
anyone familiar with Carolinians will know that open spots on canoes returning to the
home islands would be filled with people wanting to either visit their home island or to
stay there for some years, at least. From my experience in Micronesia it is rare to find
someone not eager to take a free trip to another island. A good example comes from
Chamisso (in Levesque 2001 v18:340).
Several Carolinians who have received baptism have settled at Guahon; we found
but a few of them there at the time. Some had obtained permission from the
Governor to visit their friends in their island, and had gone there in the preceding
year, with the fleet from Lamutrek.
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There is good evidence that migrations to Saipan were not just a one-way street.
Populations, for example, were allowed to go back to their original islands after recovery
from typhoons. I include this interesting side note found in a letter of a Spanish official
(Driver and Brunal-Perry 1996):
As soon as attempts are made to make them work, the same thing will happen as
happened in 1823, when, after they had settled on Saipan and had been baptized,
some islanders of both sexes from the Islands to the South sailed back to their
islands…
This tendency to migrate back and forth from Saipan has huge implications for
language use. It is likely that there was never a stable population on Saipan—and thus
never a stable form of SpnCRL—until such time as sailing-canoe voyages diminished
and then stopped altogether during the early 1900s. (McCoy (1976) states that “interisland voyaging was discouraged by the foreign administrations... ..first the Germans
[1898-1914] and then the Japanese [1914-1945].”) That suggests to me that from the
period of early migration all the way through to the end of the century, every time a large
group of migrants arrived on Saipan the language situation changed.
4.5.6 Political influences upon Saipan CRL language evolution
As stated previously, if there were a large number of Lamotrekese and other
islanders (almost 900) that were lost en route to resettlement on Saipan (D’Arcy
2006:159) in 1815, that event could have had significant political consequences in the
Carolinian world. It could have effected social dominance within the central Carolinians
and, hence, on Saipan as well. From what was said by Moac in 1708 the number of
people under a chief determines his status and authority (Levesque Vol 10:604):
When asked if there was some paramount chief over all the chiefs, he only said
that the power of each chief was according to the number of people under him,
that in his island of Fais there were ten chiefs, three of them were head chiefs,
and that he was one of the latter. When asked how many people he had under
him, he said twenty.
In line with this D’Arcy seems to think that big depletions in population could
have big socio-political consequences (p159):
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According to Arago, over nine hundred people gathered at Lamotrek and set sail
in 120 canoes. Most of the fleet was lost in another terrible storm. The impact of
this loss on inter-island relations is hard to gauge. It is uncertain whether the
influence of the Yapese storm magicians was enhanced by two destructive
typhoons in successive years. It is also unclear if this was seen as a signal that
Yapese or Yongelap were unhappy with the new relationships being forged
outside of the sawei.
(I should interject, here, that for those making successful migration to the high
island of Saipan, they become released from the Yapese power to harm them because
they can fairly easily survive the effects of a typhoon. Thus, the basis for the whole
sawei system, as explained by Petrosian-Husa (2004) and quoted in section 4.1 above, is
wiped away. An entrenched social hierarchy, however, regardless of its original basis, is
something that takes time to also wipe away.)
D’Arcy (p160) continues:
What does appear certain is that the people of Lamotrek suffered significant
casualties, and perhaps erosion of status. A few years later Chamisso [voyage of
1815-1818] commented that Woleai seemed to have risen past Lamotrek to become
the dominant island in the region:
In Cantova’s time [1718 until his death in 1731] , the islands comprising his
Second Province were divided between the two states of Ulea [Woleai] and
Lamureck [Lamotrek]. Today however those islands recognize the tamon
[tamol] or prince of Ulea as their exclusive ruler. This chief, whose name is
Toua, is also recognized in several other, more easterly islands.

Woleai enhanced its position by embracing trade opportunities with Guam. Kadu
claimed that the status of Woleai was particularly acknowledged in Chuuk.
Chuukese desired iron and Woleai people traded proa for iron on Guam. Toua
himself came to Guam in 1817 [sic, 1807, see below] to seek iron. Chuukese did
not participate in the annual trading fleets to Guam, but traded cloth for iron with
Woleai seafarers visiting Chuuk. Torres believed that the ascendancy of Woleai
was temporary, and would not last beyond the death of Toua. His prediction
proved to be correct.
By saying “His prediction proved to be correct,” D’Arcy is likely referring to the fact that
Saipan was to become a major center of focus for the outer islanders, which in turn would
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lessen the status of Woleai since, I assume, Woleai’s eastern neighbors would feel they
had another option as to where to seek provision of needs. D’Arcy p162:
Chiefs such as Agrub of Satawal, Toua of Woleai, and Jämút of Puluwat had
seized upon the myriad opportunities offered through contacts with the northern
isles to advance themselves, but old patterns persisted. The links forged with the
Marianas added to existing relationships, rather than replaced them.
Kramer’s Zentral Karolinische (1937) is likely one source shaping D’Arcy’s thoughts on
Woleai. Note from the following by Kramer (p195) that the year of Toua’s Saipan visit
is 1807 (not 1817). This has implications for Woleai’s possible impact on the form of
early speech which eventually resulted in the language now called SpnCRL. Woleai resettlers seemed to have gotten to Saipan around the same time that Lamotrek and Satawal
did, and at a time when they still had a considerable status advantage.
In 1807 the high chief had visited Saipan (Seypan) and was received so warmly
that in due course a colony of natives settled there, who all visited every year
their old home. They took care of trading with the Spaniards all the way to Truk.
Their language is supposed to be quite different from the one on Eap and Truk.
Specific dates for the “in due course” in the quote above would be most helpful in
determining the potential impact of Woleaians on the earliest form of speech that was in
use during the earliest days on Saipan. There is no documentation referring to a
Woleaian colony before the 1815-1818 period. One of two things can therefore be
assumed. Either this group of Woleaians was part of the 1815 and/or 1818 voyages or
they made up a separate voyage that occurred a few years later. The big question that
remains is whether these Woleaians were part of the young Garapan settlement or if they
are somehow responsible for founding Oleai village in the current San Jose parish,
located just a couple miles south of Garapan.
One more ingredient that may have contributed to the language scene in the early
years were the significant number of Carolinians that were already living on the southernmost Marianas Island, Guam, for several years before the first migrations to Saipan.
Although it would not be until perhaps 1843 that many Guam-based Carolinians (also, in
1839, at least eighteen Carolinians, Driver & Brunel Perry 1996:7) moved to Saipan, they
nonetheless would have had a significant amount of contact with their Saipan brethren
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during all the between years (i.e., from 1815 to 1843). Regular sailing-canoe
transportation between the two islands was part of the deal agreed to between the Spanish
authorities and the Saipan migrants. Having some understanding of the wander-lust
nature in nearly every Carolinian I have met through the years, I can’t imagine that there
was anything less than an extensive amount of visitation between the Carolinians on
Guam and Saipan during those years. As quoted from D’Arcy (p161) earlier,
“Carolinians visited Guam as they pleased, while the Spanish only established a presence
on Saipan in 1835.” [emphasis mine]
The Guam settlement was established indirectly as a result of the voyage of Chief
Luito from Lamotrek who first came to Guam in 1787. If there remained a small number
of Carolinians on Guam, that number was bolstered in 1804, and every year thereafter for
many years due to the annual trading visits. This seems to indicate that Lamotrekese was
the dominant form of speech among Guam Carolinians during that, although, it is
certainly the case that speech forms from some other islands were also represented. The
following from one of Kotzebue’s (1821) quotes given earlier suggests that canoes from
surrounding islands assembled at the island-group of Lamotrek...not just canoes from
Lamotrek’s atoll.
....eighteen canoes assemble every year at the island-group of Lamureck ... and
then the fleet sails in three days to Guahon.
While the political influence of Lamotrek waned in the early 1800s, another
player in the political fabric of the outer islands apparently began to emerge—Polowat.
Migrations to Saipan after 1850, particularly those that were indirectly brought about by
the 1,500 Carolinians which Johnston relocated to Guam, Rota, and Tinian, suggest that
Saipan’s population growth in the latter part of the 1800s was due indirectly to the raising
dominance of Polowat. D’Arcy (p162) feels that there could have been a political
motivation for the large numbers who were willing to leave their home islands to work in
a foreign location. (D’Arcy 2001:174-5):
Puluwat, in particular, began to play an increasingly dominant role in the
western isles from the middle of the 19th century. In the era of chief Jamut,
Puluwat launched a number of attacks on its neighbours. The inhabitants of
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Namonuito seem particularly to have incurred the wrath of the Puluwatese. Wars
against Namonuito ended when Puluwat inflicted a heavy defeat and peace was
restored. Soon Puluwat dominated most of the western isles. ... The Puluwatese
received tribute from Pulusuk, Pulap, Tametam and Namonuito, and also
intervened in Chuukese disputes to assist their allies. ... H. Damm noted that:
The natives of Polowat have always had a reputation among the Central Carolinians of
being a particularly martial people. They consider themselves masters of quite a number
of the Central Caroline Islands (as far as Onoun) and received tribute from some of them
as late as 1910.

D’Arcy 2001:180:
Puluwat’s rising prominence during the reign of Jämut may have been due in part
to the weakening of Lamotrek’s influence after losses caused by storm devastation
and outmigration to the north.
A summary of my own views about early language use is taken up in the following
section.

4.6 Language Use on Saipan from 1815 to 1911.
The previous section 4.5 has been centered around the history of Carolinians on
Saipan from the first migrations up until about 1911. As pointed out above, that year is
significant because it is the year of the first published grammar and lexicon of the new
Carolinian language, which is known today as Saipan Carolinian. It can be assumed that
it was by this year that the SpnCRL language had consolidated the linguistic features that
are unique to it and that, for the most part, have lasted up until present times. That
assumption is based on the fact that long-distance sailing canoe voyaging had come to an
end by that time. The era of sailing-canoe transportation ended sometime during the first
decade of the 1900s (evidence for that will be given shortly). Language use among
Carolinians on Saipan had by then gone through many stages. In 1815 there existed no
SpnCRL language, at least not one that was distinct from either Satawalese or
Lamotrekese. About a hundred years later, if those two languages or any of the other
founding languages were still heard on Saipan, those languages would have become
overwhelmed by the newly established language of SpnCRL. During those hundred
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years, what were the stages that language use passed through on Saipan en route to its
status as a unique language within the Carolinian continuum?
Let’s imagine that a microphone had been planted on all the migrants upon their
arrival to Saipan from 1815 to 1911 and that their speech had somehow been archived
over the years. What would those archives reveal? Based on the information provided so
far in this chapter (especially 4.5.2), one can surmise that the first language heard would
have been Satawalese. That is surmised since indications are that Chief Agharubw and
some of his kin are first to set up camp on Saipan. However, that may not have been the
only language heard. Should oral traditions be accurate the Elato language (today
considered speakers of WOL) would also have been heard on Saipan during this time
since that is the island of Chief Ngúschúl who is said to have arrived about the same time
as Agharubw.
A significant change in what could be heard on Saipan would have happened in
1818, and possibly earlier (if assumptions are accurate that some from the atolls survived
the supposedly 900-strong flotilla tragedy in 1815 and added their number to the new
Saipan settlement). 1818 was the year a significant number of Lamotrekese, perhaps 100,
did succeed in their migration to Saipan. Since the intelligibility between Satawalese and
Lamotrekese (and probably the Elato speech) would have been high I would surmise that
the two (or three) populations would have continued speaking their own form of
Carolinian. Pertaining to within a few years of 1815, there is also mention of inhabitants
of Olimaru (between Lamotrek and Woleai) having migrated to the northern Marianas;
and as well, inhabitants possibly from Tamatam (south islet of Pollap atoll). These
groups would already have been very familiar with the nuances of the other groups’
speech due to their extensive contact throughout Carolinian history. And it’s likely that
‘language bending’ assisted where intelligibility was weak. It is by this time, however,
that social factors would have begun to make some impact on language use since those
from Lamotrek and neighboring islands (all of which, except Satawal, are today
considered speakers of WOL) would have had higher status over those from Satawal, and
especially over any from Tamatam (PLP). That Woleaians and islanders very nearby
were certainly among those trading with the Marianas during this time comes from quote
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previously given in section 4.4) attributed to Chamisso (of the 1817 Kotzebue voyage).
As recorded in Levesque (v18:383, 392):
The natives of Ulea, and of the islands in its vicinity, are the most skilful
navigators....We have spoken, in another place, of the trade with Guahon, where
the people of Ulea principally sell boats for iron. Those of Feis, Eap, and
Mogemug go to Ulea to purchase boats, in exchange for curcuma powder.
Following along with the chronology presented in 4.5.4, the next year when there
was known to be further migrations was 1839. A typhoon resulted in more migrants—
assumedly also from Satawal and Lamotrek and others near them—landing on Saipan.
That event would not have changed much what was being spoken on Saipan since the
demography of the new-comers was essentially the same as what was already there. In
1943, however, we read that a group who had been living on Guam since 1939 moved to
Saipan. My impression is that this would have been largely Lamotrekese, Woleaians and
neighboring speakers since it was they who were documented to have arrived on Guam at
different times during the 1700s. And as was pointed out in section 4.5.6 (Political...)
any dominance that Lamotrek enjoyed over Woleaian was gone by this time. Thus, in
view of there apparently being a large number of migrants from Lamotrek on Saipan at
that time, the hypothetical sound recorder would have recorded a dominance of not just
Lamotrekese features but also Woleaian in the speech of settlers on Saipan. It must be
kept in mind, however, that from research by Quackenbush 1968 and others we know that
Lamotrek speech is much more like Woleaian speech than it is to Satawalese (although
Lamotrek in earlier times must have been less like Woleaian than it is today). It’s
impossible to say with any certainty whether Lamotrekese linguistic features dominated
language use by virtue of greater Lamotrekese population numbers, or if in fact it was
Woleaian features that dominated language use by virtue of the Woleaian’s higher social
status over the Lamotrekese. Either way, it is not a big factor in the equation of language
use because Lamotrekese was close in form to Woleaian.
The next influx upon Saipan’s population, as previously quoted by D’Arcy
(p161), happened through a succession of some six typhoons between 1847 and 1849.
Again, the record points to Satawal and Lamotrek, and those living close by, as being the
main contributors of migrants. Thus, the proportions of migrants would have remained
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largely unchanged up through 1849. The constant movement of people going both to and
coming back from Saipan during these years (as brought out in section 4.5.4) meant that
the population at times was relatively small and at other times was relatively large. I find
no indication, however, that the composition of islanders was altered. The proportions of
Lamotrekese, Satawalese, and those from other atolls probably remained fairly constant.
Thus, the language-use equation was probably also fairly constant. Our imaginary
microphones, then, would continue to be recording linguistic features that leaned a little
more toward Lamotrekese et al in terms of language use. (Keep in mind that I am not
addressing which domains of linguistic features are in play at this point; I’m only
referring to linguistic features in general. I’ll be getting more specific in that regard
shortly)
The main languages, then, in use on Saipan during the mid 1800s (apart from
whatever numbers of Chamorro speakers resided there by that time) would have been
sourced from Lamotrek, Satawal, and various other atolls in the Woleai area. In view of
the similarity of languages and the tool of language bending being available when
needed—not to mention the continuous movements back and forth of Carolinians
between Saipan and outer islands--there is no reason the languages would have had to
have melded into one language by that date. At the same time, there would certainly
have been a lot of intermingling of the languages on Saipan due to the fact that nearly
everyone lived in Garapan....they didn’t move to separate locations on the island. The
language didn’t have a chance to diversify on island by virtue of there being separate
village locations based on different origins of speakers. This is clearly inferred from
Spoehr (1953:73):
... though the two groups of Chamorros and Carolinians preserved their
separateness, they both lived on one island, in one principal town — Garapan
(and later a small subsidiary village, Tanapag) —and formed a single Saipan
community.
District 4 in Chalan Kanoa, located three or four miles south of Garapan, is today
largely populated by Carolinians. But no mention is made of Carolinians living there
before mid-century. In fact, it isn’t until nearly a century later that Garapan ceases to be
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the major population center for Carolinians — handing the torch to Chalan Kanoa due to
the war (the events of which will be covered in section 4.8)
It is not clear exactly when the original Saipan settlements would have
experienced significant speech impact from the many Pulusukese and Pollapese (and
other atolls nearby) that were moved to the Marianas around 1865. What is known, as I
have discussed in section 4.5.3, is that at least by 1899 the majority of those Pulusukese
and Pollapese migrants, perhaps numbering a few hundred, were settled on Saipan in the
village of Garapan. The year 1898 or 1899 would have seen the last major migration of
outer islanders to Saipan; i.e., the last major move of people planning to make a new life
on Saipan (as opposed to those who were expecting to return home after some
devastating typhoon). So it is important to assess what impact these migrants of the latter
half of the century would have had on the speech forms that were already in use on
Saipan by those established there in the early half of the century.
First, it can be assumed that the speech forms on Saipan would have been
dominated by the languages west of and including Satawalese when the newcomers
arrived, as has been supported by information so far given. It can also be assumed that
new, or at least diverse, dialects had not emerged on Saipan by the time that the
newcomers arrived. That is supported by information such as that from D’Arcy in his
saying that “By 1869 the population of Saipan consisted of 331 Carolinians.” These 300plus Carolinians would have been concentrated in two adjacent villages in the one
location, Garapan. Tanapag was still not established by that time. Therefore, hardly a
day would go by where a person would not be exposed to whatever speech variations
existed in what was basically one southern Carolinian community. Granted, there must
have been plenty of dialectal variation heard in Garapan at this time, but that would have
been a product of the many different atolls that migrants had come from. But it is
unlikely that there would have been great differences in the speech among the Saipan
Carolinians at that time for reasons just given.
The 265 Pulusuk and possibly Pollap islanders that Johnson in 1865 moved
mainly to Guam, initially, with some amount of that number being further located to Rota
and eventually Tinian for plantation work, would have had relatives and clan members
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already established in Garapan. Sometime after Johnson died in 1875 some of these
people probably either headed back home or relocated to Saipan, along with whatever
number of children born in the intervening ten years. If indeed there was a Pulusuk
community also on Tinian shortly after 1865, it is clear from my earlier discussion that
they would have moved to Saipan, also, by at least 1889/1890. And in either 1898 or
1899 the remaining number from Johnson’s original Pulusuk workers, around 100 of
them, anyway (as earlier cited from Spoehr 1953:78), also shifted to Saipan—to avoid the
western dress code exerted on them by the Americans (Spoehr 1953:26)—thus creating
another significant influx of people to Saipan at that time. I assume that this combined
large group of new migrants, arriving between 1875 and the end of the century, would
have assimilated and intermarried among the Carolinians already there. I find nothing in
historical documentation that suggests the new Pulusukese (and any Pollapese) went
about setting up a new village on Saipan or even a “suburb” village of the large Arabwal
village. Historical documents already discussed seem, in fact, to suggest the opposite—
they integrated.
How might this have changed the nature of language use that one might hear
spoken on Saipan toward the end of the 1800s? First, I believe a large, blended lexicon
would have already been in place built by speakers from Woleai to Satawal and every
atoll in between. Then I believe that that lexicon would have expanded much further due
to an extensive number of lexical additions from the Polowat-area descendants 72 that
settled on Saipan in the final decades of the 1800s. However, apart from the addition of
Polowatese words to the lexicon I suspect that the Woleaian-Lamotrekese influence on
the SpnCRL speech did not get reduced much leading up to the end of century—for two
reasons. First, the influence of the social pecking order brought about by the sawei
system in earlier generations would still have had some influence on Saipan: Woleai
over Lamotrek, Lamotrek over Satawal, Satawal over Polowat, and Polowat over
Pulusuk, Pollap, Tamatam, and Namonuito. Since we know that sailing-canoe travel
between Saipan and the outer islands was still strong by 1898 the influence of social
72

While the majority of these had roots in Pulusuk, not Polowat, the difference between the two dialects is
so slight that Quackenbush listed them both as speakers of the same language (as explained in chapter 2).
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order existing in the outer islands would continue to be felt on Saipan. (In spite of my
earlier point in the previous subsection on how the Carolinians on Saipan began being
less and less affected by the sawei system throughout the 1800s, there would have to have
been a degree of remaining impact.....as is still the case today). Even though there was a
rise in political domination by the outer island of Polowat after mid-century (see section
4.5.6 Political...) the “higher stature” of Woleaian, Lamotrekese, and Satawalese
language use would likely have remained.
There is also a second factor that could have had a very significant affect on
language use during the century of Saipan migration. In current literature there is a
phenomenon described by Zuckermann (2009)—which he calls the “Founder
Principle”—in which the first language in use in a newly settled frontier maintains a
significant impact over succeeding languages arriving at the frontier. The course of
events on Saipan qualifies it for falling under the “Founder Principle.” Zuckermann
points to Zelinsky (1973:13) as giving a good description of the principle (in terms of
cultural geography):
Whenever an empty territory undergoes settlement … the specific characteristics
of the first group able to effect a viable self perpetuating society are of crucial
significance to the later social and cultural geography of the area, no matter how
tiny the initial band of settlers may have been... 73
Zuckermann (2009:47) goes on to suggest Yiddish as a good example of the Founder
Principle:
I propose the following application of the Founder Principle in the context of
Israeli: Yiddish is a primary contributor to Israeli because it was the mother
tongue of the vast majority of revivalists and first pioneers in Eretz Yisrael at the
crucial period of the beginning of Israeli.
If Zuckermann is right, then it can be expected that certain linguistic features particularly
from Woleai-Lamotrek speech would be maintained in the Saipan community even in the
face of a subsequently greater population contribution from the outer islands around
Polowat, directly east of Satawal; i.e., Pulusuk, Tamatam and Pollap.
73

I will discuss this quote more fully in the Conclusion chapter, Section 5.5.2.
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In short, my discussion above suggests that migrations to Saipan before 1850
were contributed mostly from Woleaian, Lamotrekese, and Satawalese speech
communities, while migrations that occurred after 1850 were responsible for adding
speech communities from Polowat-area languages. Probably about half of the residents
in Garapan at the time of the 1901 census had their roots in outer atolls from Satawal
west and the other half had their roots in outer atolls from Polowat east. A tantalizing
question can be drawn from this. Could there be within the SpnCRL linguistic code that
is still spoken on Saipan today some indications of that population overlay and the
sequential timing of that overlay?
Besides providing a chronology of 19th century Saipan Carolinian history there is
a reason why the information in this and preceding sections is important. It is important
because it provides an explanation for the valuable findings in chapter 5 showing that
today’s SpnCRL has a phoneme inventory that most closely matches WOL while at the
same time having a lexicon that most closely matches POL--two languages that are for all
practical purposes, unintelligible with each other.

4.7 Language Use on Saipan from 1911 leading up to WWII.
In this section I want to show that the SpnCRL language entered a new stage
around 1911 due to events that occurred during the first decade of the German
administration. It was during these years that the large continuous movements of
islanders, traveling back and forth between the various outer atolls and Saipan using their
traditional sailing canoes, began to wane and then stop altogether. McCoy (1976)
includes the following in his footnote 1 and 6 (p356-7):
Dr Benusto Kaipat has interviewed many of his fellow Carolinians through the
years on Saipan, and believes that the last canoes to voyage to Saipan from the
Central Carolines probably reached there during the first decade of the twentieth
century
Lewis (1972a: 32)... states that the last voyage between the Carolines and Saipan
took place in the first decade of this century. The oldest living man on Satawal,
Yakow, does not remember the time the last Satawal canoe set sail for Saipan. He
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would have been a very young boy in 1905, but remembers the Germans moving
people to Saipan from Woleai about that time when a typhoon devastated their
islands. Thus, it is safe to assume that no Satawal canoes have sailed to Saipan
from Satawal after the first decade of this century.
Records indicate that by 1950 no memory existed of any voyages after about 1905.
D’Arcy (2001:181, referencing Alkire 1965 & 1978, Krämer 1935, and Lewis 1978)
explains in the following quote why the age-old dependence on the sailing canoe
declined.
By 1902, all the Western Carolines were under colonial rule. Germany ruled until
1914 when Japan seized the islands. The Japanese forbade long-distance canoe
travel in the name of safety. The sawei system was the main casualty of this
policy, although ‘tribute’ was occasionally sent to Yap on trading vessels. The
development of regular inter-island shipping services reduced low islanders’
reliance on kin for disaster relief. German and Japanese colonial authorities used
government vessels to ferry supplies to storm ravaged areas or to evacuate
refugees.
Colonial prohibitions on inter-island canoe travel were widespread across the
Pacific. Arbitrary colonial boundaries divided the ocean into spheres of
European interest, while policies eroded Islanders’ means of independent travel.
The above suggests that the always-changing kaleidoscope of various forms of Carolinian
speech both landing upon and departing from Saipan started to stabilize in the earliest
years of 1900. This, in turn, would bring about sociolinguistic conditions whereby a
more standard form of speech could begin to take root. 74 It was during this time, I
surmise, that the linguistic features unique to SpnCRL as a language in common were
finally allowed to start solidifying. The children of the Refaluwasch living in the first
decade or two of the 20th century—regardless of whatever distinct variation of Carolinian
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It needs to be said at this point that slight dialect variation probably persisted among the southern Saipan
Carolinians for many, many years—as suggested by a few variations mixed throughout the southern group
today, as I have described in the Introduction chapter. Dialect distinctions attributable to one’s island of
heritage could have been clearly noticeable and perhaps even intentionally maintained up until the war
years.
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speech used by the parents—would now be speaking a language called (or in time to be
called) Refaluwasch. 75
I should briefly mention, though, that the end of sailing-canoe migration was not
the end of large movements of people. Particularly, it was during 1905 and 1907 that
perhaps the biggest influx of outer-island Carolinians to Saipan came about. These are
the years, especially 1907, when German ships were used to move hundreds of
Mortlockese and other atoll dwellers to Saipan due to the typhoon devastation on the
outer islands. But as I explained earlier, this large influx of outer islanders had no
significant impact on the linguistic features that the SpnCRL language was adopting.
This is due to the fact that these “migrations” were mostly directed into areas of Saipan
away from the established villages. And, more importantly, the vast majority of islanders
returned to their original island homes as soon as the crop on the outer islands could
recover from the 1907 typhoon. Only a scattered few people from these forced
migrations remained on Saipan. And they were apparently integrated into established
villages. Spoehr (1954:327) describes it well:
During the German period, the devastation caused by the typhoons of 1905 and
1907 in the Carolines necessitated the removal of groups of islanders from the
Oleai and Mortlock (Nomoi) groups, and from Pingelap and Sonsorol, to Saipan.
Most of these people were later returned. However, on Saipan there are a few
individuals who, though incorporated into the main body of Carolinians, trace
their ancestry, or themselves came, from the following islands: Truk, Yap, Palau,
Ifalik, Ulithi, Faroulep, Oleai, Sorol, Ngulu, Mortlock (Nomoi), Sonsorol, and
Ponape.
My conclusion, then, about the infant SpnCRL is that it did not begin crystallizing
into its modern-day shape until after the German colonization took root at the beginning
of the 20th century. Up to that point there had been continuous linguistic impact from
many outer atolls. Lessa (1962:320) summarizes the scene on Saipan in the later part of
the 19th century:
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I have Yuko Otsuka to thank for pointing out that this new language spoken by the children was thus a
type of creole; an “abrupt creole” because no pidgin form of the language preceded it. But it certainly
wasn’t characterized by the typical super- and substrata of the “usual” creole.
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“Probably the Marianas were the greatest single source of transculturative
influence. The Carolinian colony there consisted of natives from Pulusuk,
Puluwat, Pulap, Satawal, Woleai, Olimarao, and Lamotrek. Travel between the
Marianas and the home islands was frequent.”
I further conclude that SpnCRL was well on its way to settling into its current form
around the time Fritz published his SpnCRL language data in 1911. Saipan children who
had been born into the families of the 1911 parents would probably have begun speaking
a common language that, while being blended from several languages, was nonetheless
more than a swirl of dialects, it was a language with an identifiable phonology and
lexicon that distinguished it from any other Chuukic language.
As just pointed out, travel between Saipan and the atolls of the founding
Carolinian languages was basically constant throughout the 1800s; that is clear. Thus,
any attempts to establish a common dialect unique to Saipan would have been constantly
disrupted. The beginnings of any language crystallization could not last long during the
first century of the Saipan migrations. There are a couple factors that contribute to this
reasoning. First, during this whole time, there was no overlay of a colonial language—
i.e., Spanish—upon the Carolinians, for reasons I pointed to earlier (such as Carolinian
resistance to integrate with other speech communities). Neither Chamorro nor a colonial
language became a lingua franca in the southern villages during the 1800s. Only in
Tanapag did the Chamorro language begin to take hold. Furthermore, and very
significantly so, speakers from the various central Carolinian languages were not forced
to learn another language in order to communicate with other Carolinians. It’s true that
speech of the various languages of the migrants did have reciprocal affects upon one
another, especially in the sense of everybody’s vocabulary becoming expanded. But still,
there was no new language born during this time. People could essentially use their own
language to communicate effectively—albeit that their “own” language would have
included the capacity to “bend” toward someone else’s language, i.e., for the speaker to
take on linguistic patterns of the hearer. Thus, assuming the phenomenon of “language
bending” was just as alive as it is today, it would be the case that Saipan Carolinians
would be able to adequately communicate with a boat-load of newcomers regardless of
where in the central Carolines they came from. That would lessen the need to actually
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learn another’s language fluently. And one could also avoid, for the most part, the
inconvenience of an intermediary translator.
In the early 1900’s, however, that sociolinguistic setting changed when canoes
stopped appearing on Saipan (as required by the German and Japanese travel restrictions
already discussed). At that point there would have been an advantage to learn or perhaps,
rather, integrate the language of the other migrants into one’s own language for the twofold purpose of unencumbered communication and to build a sense of ‘local’ identity.
This transformation to a common language would have happened fairly quickly, I
suspect, due to the extreme similarity of grammar. The product was a language
combination that would become known as Saipan Carolinian—a speech system that I
would label as the “traditional” version of SpnCRL that is still spoken today by older
speakers.
I further believe that the language of today’s remnant of traditional SpnCRL
speakers is not significantly different from what it was toward the end of the German
administration. But one must keep in mind that “today’s” traditional SpnCRL is the
form of standard speech spoken between, say, 30 and 40 years ago. It is that form of
SpnCRL which is described and recorded in the primary documents used for this study:
from Quackenbush 1968 through Jackson 1983. There is only a span of some sixty years
between the emergence of the infant SpnCRL of the German era and the matured
SpnCRL recorded by Quackenbush. It is therefore possible that the very young speakers
of 1911 could have been the grandparents of SpnCRL speakers that were young during
the relatively recent Quackenbush-Jackson era.
Since there are no recent published grammars of SpnCRL—only brief grammar
sketches produced over the last 100 years—I am making my comparison of early vs. late
SpnCRL based on the differences that exist between Fritz’ lexical entries and today’s
corresponding lexical entries. (Making comparisons based on grammar is probably
immaterial since, as I discussed in the previous chapter, there are few notable grammar
differences among Chuukic languages in the continuum). Fritz’ SpnCRL wordlist (1911)
consists of well over 2,000 entries. Following is a selection of entries which I believe
represents the kind of differences that exist between old and new SpnCRL. One must
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keep in mind, however, that Fritz, although a capable and thorough researcher, was not a
trained linguist (as far as I know). And it is not clear from his 1911 text whether he
elicited words from only long-time Saipan residents or if he also involved new arrivals in
the project. Nonetheless, in spite of any inadequacies in Fritz’ elicitation procedures the
obvious similarity between the two is noteworthy.
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TABLE 4-4. THE FIRST THIRTY ENTRIES IN FRITZ’ 1911 GERMAN – CAROLINIAN
WORDLIST

1911 German

English
(translation of
1911 German)
freshwater eel; eel

1911 Carolinian
(in italics)

Current SpnCRL

English gloss of
SpnCRL

́ [Flussaal;
tikĭtol
sóufang Meeraal]

tighittol

freshwater_eel

Aas

carrion, rotting
stuff;

măsch, fítigon
masch

? masch/mmasch,
fitúgh
masch/mmasch

to stink, smell bad

Abend

evening; from 5-7
o'clock; towards
8;around 10

lätǟf von 5-7 Uhr;
lätǟf rosch gegn 8;
lätǟf māu gegen 10

leefááf; leefááf
rosch; ?

evening, dusk

aber
abfahren

ngē
ā́lă̊

nge
Aa ló

but, and
(He did) go, depart

alügǚ' pag
gŭ́pi

alúghúppagh
ghopi-

cliff, precipice
cut down

ablehnen
Ablehnung

but, however
to depart (with
transport, not on
foot)
slope, hillside
to cut down, chop
off
to decline, refuse
refusal, denial

muīg
límuig, mắlemuig

ablȯsen
Ablösung
Abort

to detach; relieve
relay, relief
toilet, loo

līuel līueli
“
īmuénepă

-limwugh,
málemwugh
liiwel, liiweli
“
imwal paa

-person who does
not grow normally
change, trade

abreisen
Abreisender, ein

(he did) go, leave
sail away

āĺ ă̊
schā̊ilă̊

Aa ló
sááy (ló)

abschaffen
Abschied
nehmen
abschlagen,
eine Bitte

to abolish
agree, learn

̊ ă̊
amām
ā̊bung, kă̊bung

to refuse

muīg

amáámááy
abwung,
akkabwung
mmweigh

Abschließen

lock; finalise treaty

abschneiden

to cut off

́ ̊ (v.span.
iapīlă
llave) Tür ȧtī́elā̊;
Vertrag kontrā́ta
ulǟlă̊

Aal

Abhang
abhauen
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house-of
excrement
he did go
to sail, make a
voyage
wish s.o. dead
bring about
agreement
to be stingy

ttii(ló)

close, shut, or
secure something

ulee ló

good-bye (lit. you
about to leave)

abschreiben

kṓpia

"copy"

--

absenden

to transcribe, copy
out
to send off

afangā́lă̊

afangaló

Absicht

intention

méngemeng

mángimáng

absondern
abspringen
absteigen

to separate, cut off
jump down
comedown (Ger.
downsize)
divide(of_food),
portion_food

lemṓülă̊
tórotiu, llŭ́setiu
tōtiu

llimalaw
ttorotiw , llusutiw
tootiw

́ , áinet
inĕti

ileti, áilet

s.t. that is given or
sent away
remembering;
thought
to kill, murder
jump down
coming, arriving
down
divide into
*portions (esp.
food)
be lost, dead

abteilen
abtreiben

abtrocknen
abwesend
Achselhȯhle

to drift (boat; abort (im Boot) mā̊nelă;̊
a baby (lit. fruit of
(die Leibesfrucht)
body)
pungelă̊: schā̊bot
epu̇ngelă̊ ūbuan
die Frau hat ihre L.
abgetrieben
dry up, wipe
ắtogu
being absent
ĕś enō
armpit
fǡnepei (fȧne
unter, pei mein
Arm)

?maalaló;
ppwunguló

?
faal paay

--under my arm

There was no significant language change during the first few generations of
SpnCRL speech spoken in common by southern Saipan Carolinians. This is so because,
as just pointed out, the primary instigators of language shift were not operating: the
Chamorro language was not dominating the SpnCRL language, nor were the Colonial
languages. Topping (1985:108-9) has this to say about the colonizers in the first part of
the 1900s: 76
Under the German administration, Micronesia never quite made it as a colonial
enterprise. The indigenous people and their languages were pretty much left
alone. ... Aside from one series of linguistic descriptions in the 1920s by Tanaka

76

Rehg (p.c.) notes that while this quote may well charaterize what happened in the Marianas, it doesn’t
characterize the nature of German administration involvement in some other areas of Micronesia.
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and Matsuoka (and a later one by Izui), the Japanese showed no recognition of
Micronesian languages.
Thus, as I reported elsewhere (4.5.4 Secondary waves of migration...), the Saipan
Carolinians succeeded in maintaining a traditional society that was fairly insulated from
the dominating societies up until WWII. In addition, during that period between the early
1900s and the war, the languages of the outer islands were not a significant influence on
SpnCRL; human contact with the homeland had virtually stopped. Thus, Saipan
Carolinians eventually lost touch completely with their ancestral islands of origin. Only
at the dawn of restored canoe navigation from the outer islands, in the 1970s, would the
history of SpnCRL speakers become important to them again.

4.8 Saipan Carolinians and their language from WWII to today
Several major events have come into play between WWII and today that have
radically impacted Saipan Carolinian society and have set the SpnCRL language on a
course of fundamental change. The first major event, of course, was the war itself; which
is described well by Spoehr in his 1954 work (p.90-94). Spoehr explains that the initial
impact on the Saipan Carolinians was when Garapan was turned into a military
installation by the Japanese early in 1944. Thus the Carolinians there and elsewhere on
the island were removed to farm areas. Garapan was totally destroyed in the war while
Chalan Kanoa was largely spared. After fighting ended all the Carolinians were collected
together into a cramped internment camp in Chalan Kanoa. They were not free to move
from the camp to rebuild their lives and villages until the spring of 1946—almost two
years later. Thus, the pre-war distribution of the Carolinian population was greatly
disrupted. By 1950 most Carolinians had (re-) established themselves along the ocean
front; still in Chalan Kanoa. The remainder re-established themselves mainly in Oleai.
Those from Tanapag village returned there. Garapan never recovered its prominence as
the main Carolinian village on island although some Carolinians did resettle there. The
following map (Figure 4-10) indicates the location and relative size of villages in 1950
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(Spoehr 1954). Thirty-four years later, according to Alkire (1984:274), little had changed
from the following map in terms of Carolinian village locations. He writes:
Garapan was destroyed during World War II, and Chalan Kanoa became the
main residential area of Saipan. Since then, Carolinians have been concentrated
in three areas of the island: in District 4 of Chalan Kanoa, on the southwestern
side of the village; in Oleai, north of Chalan Kanoa; and in Tanapag (still
populated primarily by descendants of migrants from Namonuito).
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FIGURE 4-10. POST-WAR VILLAGE LOCATIONS (MAP EXTRACTED FROM SPOEHR
1954:109)
Today, as can be expected, both southern and northern Saipan Carolinians have
spread throughout populated areas of Saipan, including the relatively new Kagman
homestead areas established by the goverment on the eastern shore, on the jut of land
connecting Laulau Katan Pt. and Hangman (Kagman) Pt, above.
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There remains today, however, (as I expect it will be for some time to come) a
concentration of Carolinians in villages that continue to be more Carolinian than they are
Chamorro; those being Oleai Village and what’s called district 4 in Chalan Kanoa, for
southern Saipan Carolinians, and Tanapag Village for northern Saipan Carolinians.
4.8.1 War impact on southern SpnCRL dialects
It is not exactly known how the war impacted the state of the Saipan Carolinian
dialects as I have described them in the introductory chapter. Whether the war disrupted
the demography of dialects or helped to establish them as they have been described by
various researchers in post-war years is uncertain. I suspect both happened. Carolinians,
who are anything but antisocial, would have mingled with other SpnCRL dialect
communities in the internment camp regardless of their pre-war village locations and
boundaries. And after nearly two years of living there together with people from all
SpnCRL dialects (including Talaabog) it would certainly have had an impact on
everyone’s speech. Perhaps the various dialects, i.e., the various southern Carolinian
dialects, were much more pronounced before the war than they are today. That is,
perhaps a Chalan Kanoa dialect was obviously distinctive from an Oleaian dialect and
each was very distinct from a Garapan dialect. Today that is not the case. True, there is
great variation among the population of SpnCRL speakers in some of the consonants and
nearly all of the vowels. But trying to pin all the linguistic features of a given dialect to a
certain sector of people on island is impossible. The exception to that is the use of [l] vs.
[n]. It is for that reason that the names of today’s purported dialects are based on whether
a speaker uses an [l] or an [n] or both. Those three dialect names, as described in Jackson
and Marck 1991, are Elle, Enne, and Elle-Enne (everyone agrees that the Talaabog
speakers in Tanapag belong to the Enne camp, but there is little consensus on the
situation regarding who else are speakers of the Enne dialect). If the war altered the
dialect domains among the southern Carolinians, it probably also established the path that
the dialects would ultimately follow into recent times, where the phonemic and
allophonic distinctions between [l] and [n] would be all that is left to distinguish among
southern SpnCRL speech groups which were once so distinct in form that speakers could
be identified as coming from a specific island, or even atoll—from any point along the
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Carolinian language continuum from which they originated. There are no records (that I
am aware of) that would allow a comparison of the pre- and post-war dialect scene.
4.8.2 War impact on Saipan Languages
Leaving the subject of dialect distinctions behind, the SpnCRL language as a
whole was to enter a new era of language impact after the war. American culture and the
English language launched onto a track of indigenous language impact that has never let
up—to the greater extent applying to Chamorro, but certainly also applying to SpnCRL.
The first major event after the war that had big implications for indigenous
language use in Micronesia was the establishment of the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands (TTPI), which encompassed all Micronesian island peoples north of the equator—
barring Guam, which was already a US Territory.
Shortly after the war, in 1947, Micronesia became a “Trust Territory” (TT) of the
United States, as sanctioned by the United Nations. Topping (1985:110) describes the
direction the US administration would take with their language use policy.
Immediately after the surrender of Japan, the United States Navy became the first
American administrative organ for Micronesia under the United Nations
Trusteeship Agreement in 1947. One of the Navy’s first moves was to set up an
interpreter's school on Guam, to which it sent young men who had been identified
one way or another as being “linguistically gifted," meaning they had shown an
eagerness to "get ahead” and some ability to learn English.
One outcome of this policy was that it meant Micronesians, from all districts in
the TT, with good English skills had the prospect of becoming socially elite, whether or
not they already were among the socially elite (based on traditional measures) before the
war. And that, of course made it very important for one’s child to learn good English.
However, even though English would of course replace the previous role of
Japanese, the Navy administration wanted to maintain, as well, the importance and use of
local languages. Trifonovitch (1971:1081):
The American administration realized the importance of the local languages of
Micronesia to the inhabitants and have never suppressed their use. In fact, as
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early as 1951 the administration made several attempts at standardizing the
existing orthographies. Many of these orthographies had been devised by
missionaries, and most of them were not based on sound linguistic principles.
During the military administration in 1945 to 1951, Isidore Dyen, Arthur Capell,
Samuel Elbert and Paulino Cantero suggested orthographies for Yapese,
Palauan, Trukese, Marshallese and Ponapean. These linguists [including Alfred
Smith, Paul Garvin, Byron Bender and others] were extremely interested in the
preservation of the local languages.
The Navy administration had the position that, “early childhood education should
be in the child's first 1anguage, and that English would be taught as a subject of study...”
(Topping 1985:111). Still, that was not an easy policy to enforce since, among other
things, so few Micronesians were trained in education. The policy had mixed results.
Trifonovitch 1971:1082 explains how it played out in reality among the various TT
districts.
While some districts were de-emphasizing the use of the local languages, other
districts continued their efforts in achieving a reasonable balance. In 1953
several American personnel in the Marshall Islands realized the need for learning
the local language and began to learn Marshallese using lesson material
developed by Bender...
Nevertheless, with all these attempts, Americans and Micronesians continued to
emphasize the English language program at the expense of the local languages.
A few years later, though, the “English plus vernacular languages” policy was dealt a
blow; as described by Topping (1985:114):
This policy was abruptly halted in the early 1960s when it was determined by the
TTPI headquarters, on orders from Washington, that schools should follow an
"English only" policy..
.
Apparently, this came about because (p116):
The pressures for an English-only curriculum did not subside. Parents wanted it.
Micronesian leaders wanted it. Most of the Trust Territory administrators wanted
it, and so did Washington officials who were more concerned with the political
aspects of the education program than with sound educational practices or the
preservation of cultures.
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This policy, however—which was part of the attempt to Americanize Micronesia—was
also impossible to enforce since, despite the US administration’s best attempts, there was
a woefully inadequate number of teachers who could teach in the medium of English, let
alone teach from English curriculum materials. The problem was soon to be addressed,
to a large extent, in the new era of the Peace Corps.
4.8.3 Impact of the Peace Corps and PALI on Micronesian languages.
The next significant event to affect the language situation in Micronesia was the
launch of the Peace Corps. Peace Corps volunteers were seen as the solution for
supplying the large number of English teachers that were needed. Topping (1885) reports
that “by the end of 1966, more than 600 Peace Corps volunteers are scattered from one
end of Micronesia to the other, the great majority of them hastily-trained teachers of
English.”
It is noteworthy that while these 600 volunteers greatly increased the level of
English use—as required by Federal policy at the time—the Peace Corps program had, at
the same time, another affect. Trifonovitch (1971:1082) writes:
Then, in l966, a new interest began to develop. ....the local languages were
taught to the Peace Corps volunteers. ... Many of them are proficient in the local
language and use it exclusively in their daily communication. As a result, the
Micronesians are retaining, or regaining, an overt pride in their mother tongues
and are demanding that the Government establish a standard orthography for
each language.
Topping describes the resulting impact (p120-1):
No doubt, the Peace Corps language experience marked the beginning of the
changes in attitudes of Micronesians toward their own languages. Thus, when the
educational programs in Micronesian languages, provided by the United States
Bilingual Education Act, were made available in the later 1970s, they were all
well received by the population at large, and by government leaders. ... By 1975
there was at least one such bilingual education program in every district of the
TTPI.
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Many Peace Corps members carried on even after their terms of service to
promote maintenance of island culture and indigenous languages. In 1965 a language
research center was established in conjunction with the University of Hawaii Department
of Linguistics which was shortly thereafter called PALI (Pacific and Asian Linguistics
Institute) (Grace 2007). Grace (2007) indicates that PALI was established to promote
language research at the University and also to fostered research funding and archival of
language materials, and was responsible for a huge amount of linguistic and language
activity that involved academics and Micronesians themselves. Grace writes (p.6):
An initial project with the Peace Corps was followed by several others funded in
part by the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands that involved the production of
reference grammars, bilingual dictionaries, and standard orthographies for a
number of Micronesian languages as well as the training of Micronesian teachers
and linguists.
The Micronesian projects together brought in some five million dollars and
provided financial support, research opportunities, and doctoral dissertations to
a large number of UH faculty and students. They produced substantial amounts
of vernacular language teaching materials as well as training over a hundred
Micronesian educators for vernacular education.
Several former Peace Corps members entered graduate programs in the University of
Hawaii Department of Linguistics and in the course of their studies helped to carry out
the three Micronesian projects sponsored by PALI. The three are briefly described in
Rehg (2004), who was among those former Peace Corps members that had entered
graduate programs under PALI sponsorship.
(1) The Pacific Languages Development Project (1970-1974), which developing

standard orthographies, produced grammars and dictionaries (responsible for
nearly all those listed in the previous chapter under section 3.3.1), and trained
sixteen Micronesians themselves in principles of linguistics to help them foster
language development in their own languages.
(2) The Bilingual education Program for Micronesia (1974-1983); which trained
over 100 Micronesian educators to carry out bilingual programs aimed at giving
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Micronesian children literary competence in their indigenous languages along
side English.
(3) The Pacific Area Language Materials Development Project (1975-1983),
which during those years produced about 1,400 booklets in Micronesia languages
for use in their respective bilingual education programs.
The mission of the many interrelated language projects carried out by PALI and
others in the 70s and 80s was the safeguarding of Micronesian vernacular language use
into the future. But while the orthographies, materials, education, and training were of
the highest standards the mission has not been realized as hoped for, at least not so far.
The realities of what was socially and economically important in the Micronesian
mindset, generally speaking, did not supply the necessary conditions for the extensive
language efforts to take root and to yield the fruit of self-sustaining and vigorous
language development. These realities are well identified in Rehg’s 2004 article.
English along with the indigenous languages have not proceeded along a parallel path
towards proficiency. However, I suspect that island forms of both English and evolved
forms of vernacular languages will proceed along a path of social pragmatism far into the
future. And the materials produced in the 70s and 80s, most of which have now been
digitized, will continue to afford for future studies a foundation that will never be
discarded. The current study is an example of one that would not have been possible
without free access to that foundation.
4.8.4 Impact of US Commonwealth status upon Saipan languages
All that was happening elsewhere in the Trust Territory, in terms of both language
development and barriers to language development, was also happening on Saipan all
during this time. While the Mariana Islands are geographically far from other
Micronesian archipelagos, Saipan itself was at the center of Micronesia since it had been
the seat of government for the TTPI since 1962. In 1971, though, a majority of the
Northern Mariana Islands legislature decided they wanted to leave the Trust Territory and
to petition the federal government for a separate political arrangement with the US, apart
from the rest of the Trust Territory (a situation I will describe as I proceed through this
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section). The first Constitutional Convention was held in 1975. But it was not until 1986
that the TTPI ceased to exist and US officials started handing out American passports.

The bilingual education effort became part of the education system in the
Northern Marianas in 1972 (C N M I P u bl i c Sc h o o l Sy s t em St u d en t s
F i r s t , Apr i l 2011:3), and built into a significant movement within the education
sector in the years that followed. All during this time, however, the role of English in
education became further entrenched. In spite of the enthusiasm and energy put into
bilingual education activities, the program did not become an official entity for many
years. The above Students First magazine article goes on to say:
However, the bilingual program was only mandated in 1985 during the Second
Constitutional Convention that created a CNMI Public School System, pursuant
to Article 15, Amendment 38 that made it only effective on Jan. 11, 1988.
By the time the program was finally mandated it was already losing steam.
Nonetheless, the bilingual education programs on Saipan, and the money they
generated—and other well-funded Micronesia-wide projects like PALI and PALM—
were products of the change in attitude towards indigenous language and culture that
emerged during the years leading up to and including the 1970s. As I will point out
below, it was during that time that the Saipan Carolinian community became acutely
aware of the importance of their past. Ever since the early days of the German
administration when sailing canoes stopped visiting Saipan, the Saipan Carolinians began
to slowly lose interest in their outer island connections. They never lost the memory of
their roots and they never lost the belief that outer island Carolinians had the knowledge
and capacity to sail to Saipan using their traditional canoes (McCoy 1976:356). But by
the time the American administration had become entrenched, the Saipan Carolinians had
already lost touch with their atoll cousins. Although family and kin relationships were
(and are today) still highly valued by the Carolinians, the strength of their lineage and the
nature of it had been altered significantly. Spoehr (1953:370) explains the cultural
change from an anthropological perspective that occurred between the end of the Spanish
administration and the beginning of the American administration:
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...there is little doubt that in the last half century the Carolinians have gradually
become more like the Chamorros. In this process, the most striking feature of
change in Carolinian social organization is the gradual diminution in importance
of the lineage principle. ... A common feature of the acculturation process in
societies where kinship provides a broad base for the organization of social
relations is the decline in the social importance of descent groups, such as clans
and lineages, a retraction in the range of the kinship system, a breakdown of
extended families as residence groups, and a relative strengthening of the
elementary or nuclear family. Among the Saipan Carolinians there has indeed
been a decline in the social importance of clan and lineage, as expressed in
political organization, in land tenure, in the matrilocal extended family, and in
marriage and crisis rites. Maternal clan and maternal lineage both appear to be
going the way of functionless groups, and lineage as an organizing principle
seems to be of less and less significance.
On my first visit to Saipan in 1988 (as a part of my Micronesian-wide language
intelligibility studies, detailed in my Chapter 2), I found a situation I didn’t at all expect.
The southern Saipan Carolinians had to a large extent lost their ability to comprehend the
outer island Carolinian languages of their ancestors. Among adults, my testing revealed
that they only understood about 50% of what they heard in Satawalese as it is spoken on
Satawal Island (see section 2.4.3). Their intelligibility level was significantly higher with
Polowat/Pollap: 88%. And they scored much less with the other languages of the
Carolinian continuum, including Woleaian: 11%. On one testing occasion after I had
tried to play my recordings of outer island languages—including each of the founding
languages of SpnCRL—to a 6th grade Carolinian child, I got this response, “I’m sorry sir,
I don’t understand any of these languages” and he proceeded to lay the headphones down
assuming the testing session was over. Like other kids his age, he seemed to have little
connection or little interest in his distinctive heritage. Such was the state of things,
especially among children, in spite of the reawakened desire among the Carolinian
community on Saipan, in the 1970s, to re-identify with their traditional culture and
languages. 77
77

Flinn (Olopai and Flinn 2005:3) tells how this reawakening became realized in a concrete way in 1974
when the first Saipan Carolinian in modern times, Lino Olopai, gathered up his courage and joined on as a
crew member for a sailing canoe return-voyage to Satawal. The whole adventure is well described in the
book just cited, entitled: The Rope of Tradition.
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Meanwhile, life went on in the outer islands similar in many ways to how it always had
been. The fact that sailing canoes stopped arriving on Saipan during the German and
Japanese administrations meant by no means that there was an end to sailing canoe travel
in the outer atolls. For example, Gladwin’s 1970 book, East is a big bird, is an excellent
account of sailing activity among all atolls west of Chuuk Lagoon, including Satawal, in
the late 1960s. On Polowat atoll alone, as Gladwin documents in 1967, there were fifteen
ocean-going sailing canoes traveling throughout that region many times per year,
including trips to Chuuk Lagoon. There were many master navigators on Polowat and
neighboring atolls and many more training, or at least aspiring, to become navigators at
that time.
Two events in the 1970s started the process on Saipan whereby the Saipan
Carolinians began to re-connect with their outer island roots. The first one actually
originated back in 1969 when after a lapse of sixty or seventy years a navigator made a
voyage from the outer islands to Saipan. I will leave it to McCoy (1976) to describe that
event and the importance of it, as follows.
... the use of inter-island steamers capable of carrying passengers and cargo did
much to discourage the long-distance voyages that had been undertaken during
the nineteenth century to trade for iron tools and other modern commodities.
Fortunately, however, the knowledge of star courses to Saipan was handed down
from father to son, even though the long and arduous journey itself was not
undertaken. Then, in 1969, David Lewis visited the Central Carolinian island of
Puluwat in his auxiliary ketch, the Isbjorn, while investigating ongoing systems of
navigation throughout Oceania. Lewis had heard that the navigators of Puluwat
possessed the knowledge to sail the 900-mile round-trip to Saipan, and upon
arrival there asked one of the navigators, Hipour, to accompany him on the
Isbjorn and navigate the vessel to Saipan and return. It was understood that only
the indigenous knowledge that had been taught Hipour by the navigators of
Puluwat would be used. The successful completion of this voyage, plus other
factors, has led to a renaissance in Carolinian-Marianas voyaging and
strengthened ties between Carolinians and their cousins on Saipan.
Shortly after Lewis and Hipour successfully completed their Saipan journey word
was received in Yap of another event in the Carolines which was also to have
profound consequences upon further voyaging. Martin Raiuk, the paramount
chief of Satawal, a small island 600 miles east of Yap, was reported very sick and
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a government vessel in the area stopped to transfer him to the hospital in Saipan.
Arriving in Saipan just a few months after the Isbjorn had left, the chief
recovered, and talked about further voyages with Dr Benusto Kaipat, one of the
leaders of the Carolinian community of Saipan. Because of the recent discussion
of the possibility of reintegration of the Marianas with Guam, the paramount
chief of Satawal was asked by the Saipanese to reiterate their claim to Saipan.
Realising that authorities might not recognise their claim, and that the
Chamorros have long since returned from Guam and reclaimed much of the
island, Raiuk and the other chiefs of Satawal decided to dramatise their claim by
sending a canoe to Saipan on a voyage identical with the ones made by their
ancestors.
To the best of anyone's knowledge on Satawal no Satawal canoe had sailed to
Saipan during this century. Yet the training of the navigators has traditionally
included sailing directions to the Marianas as well as to distant islands in the
Carolines. Two competent and highly regarded navigators, Repunglug and
Repunglap, chose to make the voyage in 1970. They are half-brothers, cousins of
the paramount chief, and thus would be adequate messengers for all the chiefs of
Satawal. The chiefs entrusted them with messages for the Carolinian people on
Saipan and for the High Commissioner of the Trust Territory.
The proof of outer-island Carolinian ability to navigate between the atolls and
Saipan, as portrayed in the above quote, was something that would come in very useful
for Saipan Carolinians in the political tumult that lie ahead (as explained shortly). That
ancient sailing canoe route, the Metawal, between the atolls and Saipan was not the only
one that got reactivated. In 1976, one Satawalese navigator, Mau Piailug, agreed to teach
Hawaiians the ancient secrets of open-ocean navigation. Aboard the traditionally-built
(to a large extent) Hawaiian vessel, Hōkūleʻa, Pialug’s task was to lead the Hawaiians
from Hawaii to Tahiti; an arduous journey that Pialug had never physically made.
Instead, he spent time in the planetarium at Honolulu and memorized the path he should
take. And through his remarkable memory and capacity to navigate by stars and currents
he successfully executed the trip and hit the bulls-eye in Tahiti. This event opened the
eyes of the world on what navigators from the founding islands of the Saipan Carolinians
could almost superhumanly accomplish. Since that time, and up until his recent death,
Piailug has led or participated on several sailing canoe trips to Saipan, and many other
places between Hawaii and the Caroline Islands. That has been a source of pride for the
Saipan Carolinians. Several Saipan Carolinians have, in recent years, made the canoe trip
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between Saipan their ancestral home islands; particularly Satawal, the home island of
Chief Agharubw. On April 7, 2000 one involving six traditional sailing canoes from both
Polowat and Satawal completed the long trip to Saipan.
The other 70s event (described by Alkire 1984:270-283) centered around events
leading up to the first Constitutional Convention, already mentioned at the outset of this
section. Events leading up to that convention startled the Saipan Carolinians into
activating their latent outer-island connections. The day of reckoning came when the
Northern Marianas district of the TTPI decided to initiate their own political deal with the
US in 1971 and leave the rest of Micronesia to fend for themselves. The Chamorros in
the Northern Marianas were the force behind wanting a separate political status with the
US. The Saipan Carolinians, however, were very alarmed about the prospects of the new
political reality because they made up a clear minority. There were perhaps 3,000 Saipan
Carolinians at this time and the Chamorro population was four times that big. Those
Saipan Carolinians who had been happy with their relatively insular society suddenly saw
the need to stop viewing themselves as a unique and separate society from the rest of the
world.
Evidence to this effect is given by Alkire (1984:279) when he writes, “Until this
time, it should be noted, the Saipan Carolinians had paid little attention to such
‘homeland’ peoples; at time, in fact, they had downplayed the connection between
themselves and their ‘more primitive’ homeland.” As a single political entity the Trust
Territory had a fairly balanced population in terms of large numbers of both Chamorro
people and those from or with origins in the Carolines. But as just noted, the prospect of
a new political entity composed of only the northern Mariana Islands meant that the
Saipan Carolinians would become a distinct minority to the Chamorros with
correspondingly less political status. Their rights would be threatened and perhaps
ignored. They therefore began emphasizing that they were the only truly indigenous
people of Saipan. Their authentic relationship with the outer islands and their languages
were proof of that, and they should therefore be granted a greater political position—not
to mention an authentic claim to land on Saipan—than would be determined merely by a
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census count. To this effect Alkire includes the following comment in a footnote
(1984:281):
In the area of popular culture, two stenciled T-shirts were for sale on Saipan in
1982 that reflect these beliefs. One had the following phrases emblazoned across
the front: “100% Pure Carolinian, no additives, no artificial culture, just home
grown.” The Chamorro T-shirt counterpart included phraseology that referred to
“additives and 100% artificial culture.”
In spite of the strong dissent of the Carolinian community the Northern Mariana
Islands became the CNMI (Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands) in 1978.
The Carolinians’ concerns were addressed by the establishment of the Carolinian Affairs
Office headed by an administrative assistant directly under the governor.
So now, after over 300 years of foreign administration, indigenous peoples of the
Northern Marianas became self-governing. The CNMI now existed as a largely
autonomous possession of the United States. Having a secure and stable link to the US,
in terms of political policy and economic power, was something that was immediately
attractive to business entrepreneurs. Thus the tourist industry and commercial
development were almost immediately launched and the decade of 1980 saw Saipan
revolutionized from a sleepy rural island to a major tourist destination with huge hotel
resorts positioned along the lagoon from one end of the island almost to the other.
Islanders, both Chamorro and Carolinian, who were beach-front land owners and had
accepted long-term leases became fabulously rich overnight.
What this new political reality meant for the Carolinians, was that the Saipan
Carolinians were now in the overpowering current of US and global influence. The
steady impact of radio, printed matter, and the addition of TVs, video-players, video
games (and eventually DVDs, computers and the internet) to nearly every SpnCRL home
would insure that the current would never subside. While it is true that a certain amount
of authentic and entrenched aspects of Carolinian language and culture would persist far
into the future, the new arrangement would have a massive impact—especially on the
language. I don’t know the number of language symposiums I and many others have
organized in the last twenty years where the opinions were adamant about saving the
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local languages on Saipan. True, there was and still is genuine interest in preserving the
local languages. But the reality is different from what is desired. Topping (1985:130)
sums up well the attitudes about language that had already been established as the war
years become a memory.
Everyone, is supportive of the idea of preserving, respecting, and promoting the
use of Micronesian languages. However, aside from those education programs,
supported by federal Bilingual Education Act funds, the Micronesian languages
are being ignored.
4.8.5 The current state of affairs regarding language use on Saipan.
As is the case throughout the world, while language preservation is important,
access to new jobs, modernization, and access to new forms of entertainment is
something that all too often trumps language and cultural interests. Over the years that I
have intermittently spent on Saipan, through the 1990s and 2000s, I have found—
especially so in regards to the Chamorro community in general—that the drive to get
ahead economically and socially ends up leaving language-use issues far behind,
regardless of any genuine desire for language maintenance. I don’t know how many
times while working with the Bilingual Education efforts on Saipan I heard this or similar
reasoning, particularly among the Chamorro, “We speak English at home so our kids will
have an advantage in school and in their working career; they can learn the vernacular
from their playmates and the Bilingual Ed Program.” But the Carolinian community, as
well, has not been left unaffected by the force of modernization. And one result of that
attitude is that children become surrounding with a non-standard form of English. That
attitude further results in few children who are truly capable of expressing themselves in
their rich indigenous languages. A document prepared for the CNMI State Education
Agency Program (Buckley 1991) arrived at the conclusion that many indigenous children
on Saipan were, or were soon becoming, “semi-lingual”—they were not fluent in any
language. Buckley wrote regarding data from a “recent Chamorro and Carolinian census
language proficiency assessment” that “The tentative conclusion is that their English is
not becoming more proficient while these original languages are declining.”
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The actual case, I think, is that children are—perhaps not intentionally—choosing
to speak a language that is neither standard English nor the language their parents and/or
grandparents are fluent in. The following year I suggested in a research proposal to the
Public School System (Ellis 1992) that Saipan children were not “semi-lingual.” Rather,
they were speaking a “transitional” form of Chamorro or SpnCRL moving towards either
“a contemporary form of Chamorro/Carolinian” or “a localized style of English,” and
sometimes both. One indication of this “transition” in speech among children came from
the fact that (as explained to me by Jesus Elameto, p.c.) children were starting to have
real difficulty communicating with their grandparents in the medium of SpnCRL. And
there was also a serious loss among children in their command of “respect language.”
It must be said, though, that this “new speech” of Saipan Carolinian school-aged
children—a range of transitional speech forms using what some would call a “diluted” or
even “bad” form of SpnCRL (and English)—came into being for reasons beyond the fact
that a lot parents either decided or resigned themselves to speaking with their children in
English. One was that during the 80s on Saipan, Saipan children became exposed to
people that neither spoke the local languages nor English fluently. This included an
influx of children in the school system from other countries, a consequence of rapid
commercial development and the demand for foreign contract workers. These factors
were brought out in a report by Brown and Donahue (1997), specialists from the
Honolulu office of PREL (which at that time stood for Pacific Resources for Education
and Learning). They wrote that PSS Bilingual Education teachers were having to
accommodate children from other countries in their bilingual education classes that had
no Carolinian or Chamorro background. That meant that indigenous Saipan children
were continually being fed just the beginning and basic levels of instruction in their own
languages. Another concern they reported on is that children faced “difficulty in
maintaining the native language when both parents work and immigrant housekeepers
spend many more hours with their children.”
Another thing I noticed is that young Carolinian kids, even those with the benefit
of hearing SpnCRL spoken at home and in family gatherings, would often respond in
English; with that English being, however, a “localized” style of English influenced
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significantly by SpnCRL prosody and grammar. For instance, I often heard the present
tense form of verbs where in standard English the past tense forms are required. And I
typically heard phrases such as “it really pain, my arm” and “Off the light!” or “On the
video!” I decided to carry out a little research along with my Bilingual Ed colleagues to
try and nail down commonalities in the new forms of children’s and young people’s
speech. We found that there had not yet emerged a pidgin or creole form of speech. Nor
was there a new variety of SpnCRL; there was not a children’s language spoken in
common that was radically different from the SpnCRL spoken by their parents.
Preliminary analysis of the transcribed speech did, however, revealed a substantial
amount of English code mixing, a surprisingly small amount of code switching, some
phoneme replacement, some suffix elimination, and a few grammatical differences.
4.8.6 Speculations on the future of SpnCRL
Some fifteen years after my initial research, during 2009, I returned to Saipan for
a few weeks. Now there was a new generation of Saipan Carolinian kids. While I
carried out no testing during my 2009 visit, I nonetheless noticed that it was difficult to
catch any SpnCRL from the mouths of young Carolinian children, whether they were
from a family who typically used SpnCRL or not.
Does this mean that SpnCRL is dead? Not necessarily. But it does mean that
when older speakers are gone, the standard form of SpnCRL that I worked with in the
late 80s and early 90s will have been replaced by some form of neo-SpnCRL that has
been greatly altered in terms of its syntax, morphophonemics, and lexicon. Hand in hand
with this neo-SpnCRL I fully expect Carolinian music, dancing, and other customs to
remain alive and enjoyed well into the future. The untrained ear may not even be aware
that the language may not be anything other than Carolinian. But the neo-SpnCRL will
may become changed to the extent that it can no longer be considered part of the
Carolinian continuum. Perhaps it will be a variety of SpnCRL that has more in common
with English than it does with other Chuukic languages—in the same way that Hawai’ian
Pijin is so English-based that it cannot be considered a Polynesian language. Whatever it
becomes, I expect that it will fill roles and functions in society as being “the language of
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the Saipan Carolinians”; similarly to how the “Saipan Carolinian language of the past”
filled roles and functions in society from the time of Fritz in 1911 to more recent times.
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5. CONCLUSION
I have attempted to accomplish four overall tasks in this study: introduce the
language called Saipan Carolinian (SpnCRL) and its sociolinguistic context in
Micronesia, demonstrate that it is indeed a blend of several other Carolinian languages,
identify just how the language is blending from the primary source languages, and
explore what happened in human history to bring about the blended form of the language.
Each of those four tasks received its own chapter in this study. I will start this
Conclusion chapter by summarizing the essence of each of the four chapters. Then I will
draw attention to some characteristics of SpnCRL that perhaps exist in other similarly
blended languages in the world.
One interesting characteristic of SpnCRL that has emerged from this study is that
it is more than a combination of its founding languages. SpnCRL tends to be a compiled
combination or, rather, an amalgamation of its source languages. That will be explained
in Subsection 5.5.1 below. Another very interesting characteristic of the language is that
the order of human migration to Saipan seems to be reflected in the linguistic code of the
language. That will be explained in Subsection 5.5.2.
The Conclusion chapter will end with a prognosis for Saipan Carolinian. How
healthy is it? What is its future?

5.1 The language called Saipan Carolinian (SpnCRL)
There are differing opinions on just who is included when one refers to the
speakers of Saipan Carolinian. For some, the speakers are composed of descendents
from any of the atolls that contributed migrants to Saipan in the 1800s. That mainly
includes descendants from Woleai, Namonuito, and every single atoll in-between those
two (see previous chapter for atoll locations). Others split the speakers of SpnCRL into
northern SpnCRL and southern SpnCRL. The former are based in the village of Tanapag
which is in the northern part of Saipan, and the latter based in several villages in the south
and in the middle of Saipan. There is good reason for making that distinction since, as
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explained in Chapter 4, the two groups have separate histories—the northern coming
from Namonuito and surrounding islands starting in 1865, and the southern coming from
Satawal and its neighboring islands starting much earlier in 1815. The northern group
speaks one dialect, but the southern group speaks three slightly different dialects—
distinguished most prominently by whether one uses the phoneme /n/, or /n/ and /l/, or
only /l/.
I have a slightly different opinion on how to divide SpnCRL. As a result of my
language intelligibility studies (laid out in Section 1.4), I treat the northern “dialect” as a
distinct language from that of the south. And I use their preferred name of the language,
Talaabog. All of the other dialects I combine into southern SpnCRL. However, the
majority of those speakers are of the “Elle dialect.” Thus, whenever I use the term
“southern SpnCRL,” I am mostly referring to the “Elle” group. In actuality, there is so
much intermarriage between the various dialect groups that it is no longer possible to
identify the linguistic boundaries between them. In view of that, I combine all three
together as being “southern Saipan Carolinians” and the language they speak is what I
refer to by Saipan Carolinian (SpnCRL).
Most anyone on Saipan will say the Talaabog group hails from Namonuito and
the SpnCRL group hails from Satawal. Others know that some of Saipan Carolinian
ancestors also come from other atolls like Lamotrek and Elato and Pulusuk. It is because
of that variance in origin that people will say SpnCRL is basically the same language as
SAT but with a mixture of other atoll languages. Quackenbush (1968:11) refers to the
language as a “hybrid language,” one which is an “accommodation” of several outerisland Carolinian languages. Some SpnCRL speakers refer to their language as a “chop
suey” language. That is a fair picture of the language except in one respect. The
vegetables in chop suey are easily identifiable and distinguishable one from another.
That is not the picture of how SpnCRL is composed. SpnCRL is a case where the
vegetables are often puréed, and it can often be difficult to identify how a given vegetable
is the source of anything in the chop suey. Up until this study, no one has attempted to
systematically sort out what parts of the soup come from which vegetables. That, to put
it metaphorically, has been the mission of this study.
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My first challenge in that mission was to try to understand something about the
source languages in the outer Carolines. I learned from the work of Quackenbush (1968)
that it is impossible to divide those speech systems into distinct language groups.
Quackenbush discovered that there was a continuum of speech systems, or, as he put it, a
continuous dialect chain (with some twenty links of varying distances). This I refer to
throughout this study as either the Carolinian continuum or the Chuukic dialect chain—
both terms being an equal description of the whole Chuukic language family. I also
found, however, that the term “continuum” or “dialect chain” explains very little about
the kind of differences, and the span of difference between links in the chain.
The best way to grasp the comparative distances among Chuukic languages and
dialects was to find the level of language intelligibility (called “mutual intelligibility” in
earlier days) that connected or separated any two speech systems in the continuum.
Discovering those levels of intelligibility was something I had already done long before
the present study; I carried out language intelligibility testing throughout the Carolinian
continuum in 1988-89. How I conducted that earlier study, and the results it yielded, are
spelled out in Section 1.4.
I found that the distance between some members of the continuum clearly made
them different languages from each other; others I found to be merely slight dialects of
each other. To distinguish between a “language” and a “dialect” I prescribed a certain
threshold of intelligibility between any two speech communities in the continuum: Those
communities that achieved a level of intelligibility above that threshold would be
considered dialects of a common language, and those with a level of intelligibility below
the threshold would be considered two different languages from each other. The
threshold was roughly 85%. Thus, in respect to SpnCRL’s primary source languages
(WOL-LAM, SAT, and POL-PLP), I found that WOL and POL-PLP scored an average
of 38% with each—well below the threshold, thus clearly qualifying them as two separate
languages. Between POL and PLP, however, the score was 100%--thus confirming them
to be slightly different dialects of each other. (See Table 5-1 below for languages
abbreviations and numbering.)
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In view of that extreme range of scores between languages one wonders how
those source language groups could have participated together in ancient institutions like
the sawei (described in my Chapter 4). And how could they have worked together to
quickly build a community on Saipan 200 years ago? The answer I suggested for that
question was found in the phenomenon of “language bending,” which I described in
Section 1.5. There I explained that two people from different languages, with almost no
previous contact, could easily carry on a successful conversation. I explained that both
parties had an ability to “bend” their own speech enough to become enough like the
speech of the hearer for communication to take place.

5.2 Saipan Carolinian, a blend of several other Carolinian languages
My Chapter 2 started out (Section 2.1) with a history of research on the Chuukic
languages showing that the group has long been seen as an integrated family. The first
confirmation that the family made up a classic dialect chain was from the work of
Quackenbush 1968 (which I briefly covered in Section 2.2). In that 1968 work,
Quackenbush made it clear that the continuum was made up of speech communities. The
level of comprehension between two adjacent communities was proven to be high; but as
distance between communities increased, comprehension levels steadily lessened until
comprehension was either low or non-existent. Quackenbush’s massive collection of
lexical items at seventeen points along the continuum is what his studies were based
upon. That collection has also been used for a number of follow-up studies on the
Chuukic dialect chain, including the present one.
Quackenbush’s analysis provided some insight into the protohistory of the
Chuukic language family. But it wasn’t until Jackson’s 1983 work (described in my
Section 2.4) that the historical developments of Chuukic languages were clarified. He
established twenty-two phonological rules to build a divergent tree model for the family
(and for the family’s place within Proto Micronesia (see Figure 1(5) below). Jackson
came to the conclusion that either ULI or SON-TOB was the first language to split off
from the Proto-Chuukic stock. Succeeding branches split off successively, one-by-one
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moving from west to east: WOL, then SAT, then POL, and then MRT, leaving CHU as
the furthest branch to the east. (See Table 5-1 below for language names.)

PMC

PCMC

PWMC

PTK-PP

PTK
(PSTK)
PNTK
PCTK

(PWTK)

PPP

PETK

ULI

PUA (MAP) WOL

STW-CRL PUL TRK MRT

PON

MOK

MRS

KIR

KSR

FIGURE 5-1. JACKSON’S (1983 AND 1986) CONCLUSIONS ON THE INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL HISTORICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF TRUKIC (CHUUKIC) LANGUAGES

(WITH DOTTED LINES INDICATING ALTERNATE POSSIBILITIES)
Jackson’s work served to demonstrate that phonemes could be retained in what
appeared to be a non-continuous progression through time from Proto-Chuukic to modern
Chuukic languages. That is, certain phonemes, like n~l or sh~rh seemed to have
switched places two or three times in terms of phonetic realization through time (see
Subsection 2.4.1). He also demonstrated that innovations could appear anywhere within
the historical tree and spread in a variety of directions.
Jackson’s twenty-two rules were constructed from his analysis of Chuukic
consonants. I used that as a basis to demonstrate two things. First, the Chuukic nest from
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which SpnCRL was born was a very dynamic and complex place linguistically. The
mixture of linguistic features in SpnCRL reflects a historical context among its parent
languages, whereby linguistic influence moved in various directions continuously. My
Section 2.4 was devoted to displaying Jackson’s historical linguistic study, and to give
the reader a sense of the active linguistic milieu from which SpnCRL emerged.
Trying to fit SpnCRL into a reasonable spot within the Chuukic tree must have
been a challenge for Jackson. Based in large part on his belief that Saipan Carolinians
came primarily from Satawal, Jackson made a branch at the SAT node and extended
SpnCRL from that. I argued against that way to illustrate SpnCRL’s position within the
tree in my Section 2.5. I first showed, from Jackson’s own data, that there is evidence for
considering multiple Carolinian languages as possible sources for SpnCRL; including
ULI, WOL, LAM, SAT, POL, PLP and MRT. I then pointed to wordlists of these
languages, collected in the 1800s, to show that both WOL and LAM could have played a
major role in the linguistic make-up of SpnCRL. Other evidence, later given in my
Chapter 3, made it clear that POL (most likely the Puluwat dialect) also had a major role
on forming SpnCRL. The following figure shows how I altered Jackson’s tree to fit the
evidence regarding
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PMRT-TRK

PSTW-CRL

ULI

PUA

WOL, esp. LAM

STW

ULI

SON-TOB

MRT

TRK

MRT

CHU

?

?

Current
Languages:

PUL

WOL (& dialects)

Spn CRL

SAT

POL

FIGURE 5-2. THE MULTIPLE PATHWAYS OF SPNCRL’S LINGUISTIC INHERITANCE
Using Jackson’s historical evidence to show that there were multiple source
languages of SpnCRL, I then proceeded, in Chapter 3, to carry out a thorough analysis of
SpnCRL and its founding languages, in order to understand just how SpnCRL is pieced
together from its source languages. I also found patterns showing that SpnCRL reflects
from one language the features from one linguistic domain and reflects from another
language the features from another linguistic domain.

5.3 Evidence showing how SpnCRL is a blend of other Carolinian
languages
The information from Chapter 2 served to confirm that SpnCRL is a blend of
different languages and dialects in the Carolinian continuum. The candidates were
demonstrated to be, potentially, ULI, WOL, LAM, SAT, POL/PLP and MRT. The task
of Chapter 3 was to home in on the source languages of SpnCRL from among the
candidate list, and to demonstrate that the main players are indeed WOL-LAM, SAT, and
PUL-POL. Apart from previous studies on Chuukic (Quackenbush 1968 and
Jackson1983) the main lexical sources that I had to work with were the dictionaries (of
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greatly varying lengths) of ULI, WOL, SAT, POL, CHU, and SpnCRL.

It was also my

task in Chapter 3 to show the linguistic elements of those primary source languages that
make a corresponding match with SpnCRL.
I then set about to investigate each of the source languages, in terms of
phonology, syntax, and lexicon, looking for similarities between individual source
languages and SpnCRL. I first found that the domain of syntax would be of not much
help at all in identifying source languages, due to the fact that there are few essential
syntactic differences among any of the Chuukic languages. 78 What I did find to be of
great use to my task were the two domains of phoneme inventory and lexical inventory.
And the remainder of the chapter was devoted to an exploration of those two domains.
5.3.1 Finding matches between SpnCRL and source languages based on phoneme
inventories
As to the phoneme inventory investigation, I first described each of the phonemes
and their significant allophones and displayed them in a separate phoneme table for each
language: WOL, SAT, POL, and SpnCRL. I then compiled the complete union of all the
phonemes into one big table so that it would be possible to see both the similarities and
the differences that exist among all the phonemes of the four languages. I further listed
and described each unique phoneme on the basis of point and manner of articulation. I
then tabulated the number of phoneme matches that SpnCRL made with each respective
source language.
My investigation of consonants showed that for the most part, all four languages
share from a common pool of consonants. But there were some phonemes where
exclusive matches could be made with SpnCRL. The tally revealed three consonants that
were exclusively shared between WOL and SpnCRL: /ʂ/ (a retroflexed fricative), /ʈʂ͡:j/ (a
retroflexed-palatal affricate), and /x/ (a velar fricative). It also revealed that /l/ (single)
and /l:/ (geminate) were shared exclusively between POL and SpnCRL. But,
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I also pointed out that the domain of prosody would most likely be an excellent place to find differences
among Chuukic languages; but that a serious effort to record and analyze prosodic data would have to wait
for a later study.
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surprisingly, there were no phonemes that were shared exclusively between SAT and
SpnCRL. The result was a surprise since SAT, one of the primary source languages—
and the one located between the other two—did not offer any exclusively shared
phonemes with SpnCRL.
I also compared the vowel inventories of the above three languages and SpnCRL.
However, as I pointed out, finding vowel matches between SpnCRL and its source
languages is generally less informative than the consonant matches. This is because
speakers, particularly on Saipan, have such a range of tongue positions for most vowels,
that speakers are often not confident themselves of exactly which vowel they are
pronouncing in terms of those vowels that are adjacent on the their phoneme chart. Thus,
there are sometimes four different spellings of words in the dictionary. (This variation
could stem from sound segments, like [l] vs. [n], that are still remnants of the distinct
dialect differences that SpnCRL had at one time.) That being said, I found, by
interpreting vowel descriptions in source material as precisely as possible, that while
WOL and SpnCRL exclusively share the phonetic realization of /ʉ:/, POL and SpnCRL
seems to exclusively share the vowel phonemes /e/, /e:/, / æ:/, and /ɵ/ (a central rounded
vowel). Again, there seems to be no exclusive vowel matches between SAT and
SpnCRL. I noted that a contributing factor is that while WOL has fifteen total long and
short vowel phonemes, and while SAT has fourteen, POL shares all eighteen total long
and short vowel phonemes with SpnCRL.
These findings do not mean that SAT is a minor source language for SpnCRL.
All four languages share most consonant and vowels in common. It does suggest,
however, that WOL had the greater influence on SpnCRL’s consonants while POL may
have had the greater influence on SpnCRL’s vowels.
5.3.2 Finding matches between SpnCRL and source languages based on lexical
inventories
The other linguistic domain that received extensive attention in Chapter 3 was that
of lexical inventories. This was particularly productive since the lexicons of the source
languages exhibit a great number of differences among themselves. My aim was to find
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overall lexical matches, and exclusive lexical matches, connecting SpnCRL with specific
source languages. From the results of that I was able to confirm that indeed WOL, SAT,
and POL are the primary founding languages. But I also found that SpnCRL had much in
common with all the continuum members, particularly for CHU (for reasons given in
Chapter 3).
For this task I drew upon Quackenbush’s extensive study of shared lexical items
among the seventeen different speech communities along the Chuukic dialect chain.
Quackenbush’s “600-word” database was based on 585 lexical items, elicited from
indigenous speakers representing the seventeen Chuukic dialects (but with SpnCRL being
only partially represented for certain reasons). From Quackenbush’s list I selected the
first 300 lexical items for my own lexical study. I then searched the SpnCRL dictionary
for as many synonyms of the 300 lexical items as I could find. I ended up with several
hundred synonyms--beyond the Quackenbush 300--that I could use. Selecting 252
synonyms that were particularly useful, I had a database of 552 items from which I
generated my results and conclusions.
The best way to summarize the process I followed in the above task is through an
example, such as Quackenbush’s lexical item #96 “thin.” Quackenbush did not include
SpnCRL’s word for “thin” in his results but he did for the other sixteen dialects. My task
was to identify how Saipan Carolinians say “thin” and then try to determine which other
language(s) had the same word for “thin” as in SpnCRL. Quackenbush assigned the
following numbers to the dialects he studied.
TABLE 5-1.

LANGUAGE NAMES, ABBREVIATIONS, AND NUMBERS

1

2

(TOB)

(SON)

Tobi

Sonsorol

3/4

Ulithi
(two
dia lects)
(ULI)

5/6

7

(WOL
and
Ifalik,
incl.
LAM)

(SAT)

Woleai

Satawal

8

Saipan
CRL
(Spn
CRL)

9-11

Polowat
(POL 9),
Pulusuk
(PUL 10),
Pollap
(PLP 11)

12

13

14/15

(NAM)

(PAA)

Mortlocks
lower(15)

Chuuk
Lagoon
(west &
east
dialects)

(MRT)

(CHU)

Namon
uito

Following is what Quackenbush elicited for #96 “thin (object)”:
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Halls
(Paafang)

Mortlocks
upper(14)

16/17

1
2
3
4
5
6

marifI
marifirif
málifilif
“
málif
“

7
máleng
8
9/10 máneng
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

reccáák
céccáák
“
seseerish
sasaaric
céccáák
“

From the above, one can see among the seventeen that there are three sets of
words with forms that that are clearly “cognate” with each: set 1-6, set 7-10, and set 1117. The nature of the continuum (that I fully described in Chapter 2), however, is such
that there are various reasons why lexical items are similar, not just that they are truly
cognate with each other. For that reason I used the term “form-meaning set” instead of
“cognate.” Thus, the above example shows three form-meaning sets for the word “thin”
used in the continuum. A form-meaning set matching malif is used in the west part of the
continuum, while a form-meaning set máleng/máneng is used in the center, and a third
form-meaning set, of which céccáák is a part, is used in the east. The next question was,
what would be the lexical item used in SpnCRL for “thin,” and which of the three formmeaning sets would SpnCRL then match with? The benefit of an answer to that question
would be one piece of evidence along the road toward finding the source language(s) of
SpnCRL.
A search of the dictionary shows that SpnCRL has the word máling, meaning “to
be thin.” This bit of information shows that SpnCRL shares the same form-meaning set
as that used for SAT and POL. SpnCRL matches the central group in this instance.
However, SpnCRL also has the word málifilif, meaning “thin.” Therefore, SpnCRL also
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has a form-meaning set match in common with the western group in the continuum. In
fact, SpnCRL also has another word making up a form-meaning set, aischigh, meaning
“to be thin.” That form-meaning set has a number of regular phoneme correspondences
with the form-meaning set used in the eastern group. In this instance, however, even
though the two form-meaning sets may in the distant past be cognate with each other,
they are nonetheless so different now that I considered the SpnCRL aischigh to be a nonmatch with the eastern continuum form-meaning set.
That the SpnCRL lexicon contains more than one of the form-meaning sets
represented in the continuum proved to be very common. This phenomenon was given
the term “amalgamation” in Chapter 3 and that is a phenomenon I will return to in
Subsection 5.5.1 below.
In terms of the word “thin,” in SpnCRL’s case, the meaning of that single lexical
item is contained in three different form-meaning sets: two of the form-meaning sets
elicited by Quackenbush in the outer-islands (malif and máleng) and the additional formmeaning set of SpnCRL (aischigh). By following the same process for each of the 300
lexical items I was able to identify 252 additional form-meaning sets that I could use for
my study (many of the form-meaning word sets in Carolinian did not meet the
requirement of having a match with at least one other continuum language, and could
therefore not be included). The database that I ended up with, as mentioned above, had a
total of 552 different form-meaning sets.
What I wanted to accomplish with these 552 form-meaning sets was to answer the
question posed above; which language or languages are the primary source of SpnCRL’s
lexicon?
Again using the “thin” example, this is how I determined which of the outerisland languages is the likely source(s) of the three form-meaning sets found in SpnCRL.
Quackenbush didn’t have the benefit of any of the current dictionaries. But since I did, I
wanted to go another step beyond what Quackenbush accomplished. I scoured each one
of the published dictionaries (WOL, POL, and CHU) and the two extensive word lists in
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print (ULI and SAT), in addition to the first 300 items of Quackenbush. This is what I
found in regards to “thin.”
The SpnCRL form-meaning set, málif, also occurs in SON, ULI, and WOL. The
SpnCRL form-meaning set, máling, also occurs in SAT and POL. And I also found that
the SpnCRL form-meaning set, aischigh, is clearly not an innovation of SpnCRL; that
form-meaning set also occurs in WOL, SAT, and POL. What my procedures
accomplished in the case of “thin,” then, is to identify regions of the continuum that were
the likely source of SpnCRL’s three form-meaning sets. But it didn’t identify one
language in particular that was the likely source of any of the three form-meaning sets.
Although there are instances where one language alone has a f-m match with SpnCRL
(shown in figures I will present shortly), in the vast majority of cases I found more than
one language that participated in a form-meaning set match with SpnCRL. (In fact, there
are eighty-nine instances where all languages, together with SpnCRL, all make a f-m type
match in common.) By carrying out the above procedure 552 times I was able to build an
overall profile of results showing how often SpnCRL makes a match with each of the
other languages. The chart showing that profile from Chapter 3 is repeated here (from
Subsection 3.3.5.1).
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Number and percentage of base forms for each
language that match SpnCRL cognate

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

Chuuk

Mortlocks

Namonuito

Pollap

Polowat

Satawal

Wolei

Sonsorol

0%

Ulithi

10%

I also tabulated number of occasions where SpnCRL made an exclusive match
with a an outer-island language—that being a more direct indicator of SpnCRL’s source
language(s). What I found, is that it is quite rare to find exclusive matches between
SpnCRL and another language. Of course, that merely serves to show the extensive
lexical inter-linking which characterizes the Chuukic dialect chain. The instances where
SpnCRL makes unique matches are shown below. And the profile of those results
follows (extracted from Chapter 3, Subsection 3.3.5.3).
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Number and percentage of exclusively shared form-meaning set matches.
Sonsorol
Ulithi
Woleai
Satawal
Polowat
Pollap
Namonuito
Mortlockese
Chuuk

1
2½
10
8½
17
2
0
½
7½

0.2%
0.5%
1.8%
1.5%
3.1%
0.4%
0.0%
0.1%
1.4%

Percentage of unique matches with
SpnCRL for each language
3.5%
3.0%
2.5%
2.0%
1.5%
1.0%
0.5%
0.0%

These results lent weight to the fact that WOL, SAT, and POL, are indeed the
primary source languages of SpnCRL. (Again, CHU also shows a relatively high
correlation with SpnCRL for reasons discussed in Chapter 3—not the least of which is
that there are no historical indications that CHU speakers were involved in the migrations
to Saipan in the 1800s. Thus, I do not include CHU as a primary source language.)
Having found the three languages that are the primary source languages for
SpnCRL, I then wanted to find out what the profile would be when I considered the data
having to do only with WOL, SAT, and POL (i.e., disregarding the results pertaining to
other languages). The result was the following (extracted from Chapter 3, Subsection
3.3.5.3).
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Languages

Matches with SpnCRL
# of times

only WOL matches SpnCRL 31.5
only SAT matches SpnCRL 17.5
only POL matches SpnCRL 60

% of times
5.7%
3.2%
10.8%

Percentage of unique cognate matches
with SpnCRL for each language or language
pair (considering only Woleai, Satawal, and
Polowat languages)
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%

In the above figures POL leads the way in exclusive matches with SpnCRL. It
shares sixty form-meaning sets with SpnCRL. Having only sixty matches may seem
inconclusive. However, the 552 items in my database represent about 10% of the average
dictionary size. Thus we can expect there to be around 600 lexical items in POL that
exclusively match those of SpnCRL.
POL, then, has double the exclusive matches with SpnCRL that WOL has. And
POL has close to quadruple the exclusive matches that SAT has. Even if one takes into
account that the SAT dictionary is currently half the size of POL, the results still put POL
way ahead of SAT in terms of exclusive matches.
These results augur well, in my view, for the POL language clearly having the
greatest influence on the lexicon that eventually emerged for SpnCRL. This result, like
that of the Phoneme Inventories section of Chapter 3, was again somewhat of a surprise.
It was a surprise because the extensive work of Jackson 1983 showed that SAT, having
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95% lexical similarity with SpnCRL, had the greatest influence on the SpnCRL lexicon
(with the POL percentage being 88%). However, I also provided reasons for the
difference in results between that of my study and that of Jackson (and Quackenbush).
To squeeze the reasons into one sentence, the purpose of Jackson’s study was to
determine ancient relationships within the Chuukic family, while the purpose of my study
was to determine the linguistic consequences of a series of migrations to Saipan from the
outer-islands over the course of one century, the 1800s.
With that in mind, I will now summarize the results of my Carolinian human
history chapter, Chapter 4, which will help to explain why SpnCRL’s linguistic features
match those of the outer-island languages the way they do.

5.4 An exploration of events throughout the history of the Carolinians
leading to the new language of SpnCRL
The purpose of the chapter on Carolinian human history, Chapter 4, was to
explore why SpnCRL emerged as a blend of several languages in the Carolinian
continuum, primarily WOL, SAT, and POL. It also provides hints as to how the final
form of SpnCRL, with its phoneme inventory being more influenced by WOL, and its
lexical inventory being more influenced by POL, came to be that way.
[Note to self: I could put off until here to explain that the source languages of SpnCRL
are, by human historical record, WOL/LAM, SAT, and POL/PLP; because it was not
until the history chapter that LAM and PLP also played a significant role in the migration
and, hence, the ultimate form of SpnCRL.]
Quite a bit of material was covered to expose the sociolinguistic nature of the
Carolinian continuum as a whole and the inter-relationships between its members, long
before there were any thoughts of Carolinian islanders someday migrating to Saipan and
building a new Carolinian community that created the language of SpnCRL. One could
ask, why was it not the case that one particular outer-island Carolinian community
dominated other the other migrant groups, or even excluded them for getting established
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on Saipan? Why was it that so many different Carolinian language communities could so
successfully create a single new community? Why is there no record of fighting for the
sole right to re-settle or control Saipan?
Chapter 4 revealed that these different language communities were already a
single community. The sea highways and the need for physical and social reciprocity
insured that the Carolinian continuum was, essentially, one big community. It was
therefore everyone’s right to settle Saipan once the Spanish gave official approval to do
so.
Another question, though, also emerges. In spite of the willingness on the part of
physically diverse islanders to join together on such an enterprise, how could a single
settlement be successful in view of differences between languages—differences that
hindered or even blocked inter-intelligibility? And the answer was that the diverse
Carolinian islanders already had a means to successfully communicate upon arrival to
Saipan. That means was “language bending” (and was described in the Introduction).
All these factors meant not only that it was possible to create a language blended from
many others, it meant that a blended language was the likely outcome.
Chapter 4 provided insights on how a new community of speakers created a new
Chuukic language. But it also explained another part of the story. All the different
Carolinian speech communities did not arrive on Saipan as one large integrated group.
The arrival of migrants spread over the range of 100 years. And the sequence of those
arrivals had a helter-skelter order.
While it was likely that a Satawalese chief was the one who initiated the idea of
Saipan migration, and who was responsible for establishing the first settlement, the
Satawalese as a group did not play the major role in carrying out the migration in the
earlier years. Chapter 4 reveals that the Lamotrekese were the most prominent in
numbers during that time along with a likely contingent of Woleaians. More and more
Satawalese joined the settlement as the years wore on. But it was another group who
played the major role in adding to the southern Saipan Carolinian community during the
later years. These were islanders from the Polowat area—primarily Pulusukese and
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Pollapese. I believe the order of these arrivals impacted the way in which SpnCRL was
to become linguistically blended from its source languages. This is something I will
discuss further in Subsection 5.5.2 below.
Information also included in Chapter 4 was that the end of the age of migration,
brought about by the Germans early in the 1900s, and later enforced by the Japanese in
1914, also brought the end of the constant alterations of forms of speech that were
instigated with each new load of migrants. It was at that time that SpnCRL became
solidified in terms of its linguistic form, and thus added itself as a unique member of the
Chuukic family of languages.
Chapter 4 also explains why the language of SpnCRL is in another way unique
from the other languages. Its community of speakers was dominated on the island by a
bigger and more influential language group, the Chamorros, and it further lay in the
shadow of one international power after another, each with their own language: Spanish,
German, Japanese, and, after WWII, English. This has resulted through the years in a
language which is not only blended from several Chuukic languages, it has also extended
its lexicon to take on forms from Chamorro and all four colonial languages.

5.5 Marked characteristics of this particular blended language:
SpnCRL
5.5.1 Amalgamation
One of the attributes of this blended language, SpnCRL, that is particularly
interesting is the many instances of “amalgamation.” At several points throughout the
previous chapters I paused at certain places where SpnCRL seemed to demonstrate that,
rather than adopting a specific linguistic feature from either one language or another, it
ended up adopting the features from both languages at the same time—or, rather, from
many languages at the same time. Nowhere is this more obvious that at the level of the
lexical inventory. In a great many instances, SpnCRL’s primary source languages
(WOL, SAT, and POL) had their own form-meaning word type for one given sememe; in
other words, each had a different word to express the same concept. (The example and
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comments I provided in Subsection 5.3.2 above for the word, or sememe, “thin,” is a
good example of SpnCRL lexical amalgamation.) I thus found that Georg Fritz (1911)
appeared to be right when he observed that the descendants of migrants to Saipan from
the center of the continuum controlled more synonyms than others. Following is that
observation as explained in Spoehr 1954.
Fritz (1911, p. 7) noted that the Saipan Carolinian language contained a wealth
of synonymous words and found that Saipan Carolinian interpreters, using the
Saipan dialect, were possessed of a better medium of communication in the atolls
west of Truk than were individuals from single atolls in this group.
Wanting to get a precise translation of the Fritz (1911:7) text, I sought the help of
a colleague (D. Cheeseman, p.c.), who does a lot of translating of German into English.
His translation follows:
The difference in origin also explains the wealth of words related in meaning,
which in turn makes the language of the Saipan Carolinians a more suitable
means of communication than one of the other Carolinian dialects.
In the following Table 5-2, there are four examples of how SpnCRL has
amalgamated lexical items sourced from different points along the continuum. The
reader should refer back to Subsection 5.3.2 above to understand the process I followed
to get the results exemplified below.
In the first line of form-meaning sets below there is nothing for SpnCRL to
amalgamate, since there is only one form-meaning set stretching from one end of the
continuum to the other.
In the second group there are two form-meaning sets used throughout the
continuum. Every language except SpnCRL contains one or the other form-meaning set.
SpnCRL is the only language that contains both form-meaning sets.
In the third group there are four different form-meaning sets that are used
throughout the continuum. The lexicons of most languages contain only one or two of
the four form-meaning sets. CHU stands out in that it contains three of the four form-
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meaning sets. But the lexicon of SpnCRL has more than one, two, or even three of the
form-meaning sets. It has all four of them.
The fourth group is similar to the third. Here, none of the lexicons have more
than two of the five form-meaning sets. SpnCRL’s lexicon, however, has four of the five
form-meaning sets.
In the last group there are eight different form-meaning sets used among the
members of the continuum. Here again, the lexicons of all outer-language Chukkic
languages have one or two of the eight form-meaning sets, while the lexicon of SpnCRL
has three.
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TABLE 5-2.

EXAMPLES OF SINGLE TO MULTIPLE FORM-MEANING SET COMBINATIONS ACROSS THE LANGUAGE CONTINUUM

Number of
different formmeaning sets
utilized across
continuum
One formmeaning set in
common for
“skin”
Two different
form-meaning
sets for“belch”
Four different
form-meaning
sets for “hole”
Five different
form-meaning
sets for “suck”
(Q82)
Eight formmeaning sets
for “hungry”
(Q97)

SON/TOB

ULI

WOL

SAT

POL

PLP

NAM

MRT

TRK

SpnCRL

giirI/ giin

giil

giil

giil

kiil

kiil

kiil

kiil

siin

ghiil

gyrélY/
gygég

kylér/
kulér

xurér

kyrér

kyrér

méky

ghérér
maghú

riibwA

liibw

liibw

niipw

liibw
naah
naah
naas
laas
ngaat
ngaat
ngaat
ngaat
pwaang pwaang pwang
mowur
mowur
amwoora
soromi
kuumi
ghumw
yóttumw yattum
yammyt yottumw attumw

ngat
ngaat
(biyangi)
thothol(?)

sosor

gaamit
thuungA/s suung/
uung
kkológ

syssor

pilat

kel?

sossor

pecchaai

yárik
killiló
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maky

mwóór

maky

yárhik
killiló

kyrér

yashyk

echik

petchay
áschigh

fiyon

fiyol

In Table 5-2 above I selected the five examples because they illustrate well the
way in which SpnCRL tends to amalgamate its lexical items from many different outerisland languages. The instances of amalgamation in the SpnCRL lexicons surely
overwhelms instances of amalgamation in any of the other languages. A question was
posed above in relation to this: If there are languages in other parts of the world that have
been blended from multiple languages, do they also exhibit this characteristic of
amalgamation?
5.5.2 SpnCRL’s path of development - a parallel between the linguistic evidence
and the historical evidence
In the previous chapter on human history, Section 4.6, I made this observation and
following question, “Migrations to Saipan before 1850 were contributed mostly from
Woleaian, Lamotrekese, and Satawalese speech communities, while migrations that
occurred after 1850 were responsible for adding speech communities from Polowat-area
languages. Probably about half of the residents in Garapan at the time of the 1901 census
had their roots in outer atolls from Satawal west and the other half had their roots in outer
atolls from Polowat east. A tantalizing question can be drawn from this. Could there be
within the SpnCRL linguistic code that is still spoken on Saipan today, some indications
of that population overlay and the sequential timing of that overlay?
The historical record indicates that Woleai, Elato, Lamotrek, and Satawal were
the atolls that provided the first waves of migrants to Saipan. There are also indications
that there were migrants from a number of other atolls during that time. The record
mentions Olimaaro, Ifalik, and Pollap, for instance (see Subsection 4.5.2). Nonetheless,
it seems quite clear that the center of linguistic gravity on Saipan was LAM, and this
situation persisted up until about 1865 (see Subsection 4.5.4). Of course, SAT was also
well represented on Saipan during those decades. Language use on the island must have
been a blend of various dialects. It also seems apparent that the form of speech heard on
Saipan was continually in a state of flux (due to constant arrivals and departures of large
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numbers of well-manned sailing canoes, as I indicated earlier). Overall, though, the
language must have been most similar to LAM.
Today, LAM and every other dialect on surrounding atolls, apart from SAT, are
all considered variations on the language of WOL. And existing linguistic resources are
primarily based on the dialects in the Woleai atoll. Therefore, the closest description we
have today of LAM is in the published Woleaian lexicon and grammar. For that reason
the best way to look for remnants of LAM speech in the SpnCRL language is to look for
the kind of linguistic matches that SpnCRL has with WOL. It is just that search that has
been carried out in the course of this study and the result is shown to be this: The domain
where WOL has its strongest influence on SpnCRL is in its phoneme inventory (as was
concluded in Section 3.2). WOL has also, along with SAT, left a significant lexical
influence on SpnCRL; but it is not the source of greatest lexical influence. That greatest
lexical influence was shown to be without doubt the POL language (as verified in Section
3.3). This is something that is supported by the language intelligibility results that I
reported on in the introductory chapter (Section 1.4), where it was demonstrated that
Saipan Carolinians’ intelligibility with POL is higher than that of SAT and much higher
than that of WOL. Could it be that the significant overlay of population starting in 1865
from, specifically, PUL and PLP (both as which I refer to as slight dialects of POL), is
responsible for the greater representation of POL in the SpnCRL lexicon? And if so, why
is it not also POL’s lexeme inventory that is more represented in SpnCRL, instead of
WOL?
In view of the above discussion, the question can be asked, what is it that suggests
the human history of SpnCRL is reflected in its modern-day linguistic code? This is
where my discussion of the “Founder Principle” comes into play (Section 4.6). There I
gave the following quote from Zelinsky (1973:13-14) which is expanded here.
Whenever an empty territory undergoes settlement, or an earlier population is
dislodged by invaders, the specific characteristics of the first group able to effect
a viable self perpetuating society are of crucial significance to the later social
and cultural geography of the area, no matter how tiny the initial band of settlers
may have been... . ... in terms of lasting impact, the activities of a few hundred,
or even a few score, initial colonizers can mean much more for the cultural
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geography of a place than the contributions of tens of thousands of new
immigrants generations later.
Saipan at the outset of the migration era certainly qualified as an ‘empty territory.’
It also underwent settlement. The settlement was dominated by LAM, which, as I noted
above, is considered by most as only a dialect of WOL. These are the people who
affected a viable self perpetuating society on Saipan. And while Zelinsky is referring
more to ethnography (I presume) than linguistic structure, perhaps the “Founder
Principle” helps to explain why the phonemes of the Lamotrek area continue to be more
dominant than those of the Satawal and Polowat areas. Zuckermann (2009:47), for one,
as I pointed out in Section 4.6, certainly believes that the Founders Principle explains
why Yiddish influence on modern-day Hebrew has persisted. Zuckermann states that,
“Yiddish is a primary contributor to Israeli because it was the mother tongue of the vast
majority of revivalists and first pioneers in Eretz Yisrael at the crucial period of the
beginning of Israeli.”
If the Founder Principle is correct, then, why is SpnCRL much more similar to
POL than it is WOL in terms of lexicon? It must be said, though, that that should be no
surprise. After all, in 1865, the population of the Saipan settlement was expanded by
two-thirds by migrants from Pulusuk alone. And as I also pointed out in Subsection 4.5.4
there were likely many more Pulusukese and Pollapese migrants who were added to the
settlement at the very end of the century. What was the result of this large percentage of
newcomers on the SpnCRL language? Most likely the lexicon of the earlier group
expanded to absorb much of the lexicon of POL. (And by the same token, the POL
migrants would have had their lexicon expanded by the already established WOL-LAM
and SAT speakers.) But it seems the expansion of the SpnCRL lexicon was the main
contribution of the POL speakers, and not their POL phoneme inventory. The main
contribution to the final form of SpnCRL on the part of WOL has stayed in place. The
phoneme inventory of SpnCRL, apart from the some of the vowels, is clearly more
similar to WOL than to any other continuum member.
Like the previous subsection, there is a question that may be worthwhile asking in
view of this subsection. Do other languages in the world having a similar genesis to
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SpnCRL also harbor a broad outline of the sequence of migration in their linguistic
codes?

5.6 A prognosis for the future of Saipan Carolinian
The original title I had for this study was “The lifecycle of Traditional Saipan
Carolinian.” The idea I had was to show how the language originated, how it developed
and thrived, and then how it declined and “died,” all within the span of one or two
centuries. In the course of working on that study however, I became fascinated with the
pattern in which SpnCRL had been composed from its several founding languages: how
the majority of SpnCRL’s linguistic features matched a large common pool of features
shared also by WOL, SAT, and POL, but how certain parts of the language match WOL
in particular, and other parts match POL in particular. My investigation into the
interesting pattern of how the linguistic features of SpnCRL match up with the features
found in other Chuukic languages soon grew into the dominating subject of this
dissertation.
I also had in mind to say that even a language whose presence here on earth is so
brief as to remind one of a mist that is here today and gone tomorrow, even a language
like that is so very worth documenting, for it has left us insights on how language
works—insights that perhaps are not to be found in any other language.
But this brings up a question, “Is SpnCRL really dying?” And my response to
that would be “no.” But it is certainly facing such enormous changes in this generation
that it will be something quite different in the next generation. I say that in part because
with every visit I’ve made to Saipan over the last two decades, I find it harder and harder
to hear Carolinian being spoken among kids at play. 79 And even for those older kids, the
79

Just before submitting my final version of this work, I was informed by Cameron Fruit (p.c.) that it is
getting more and more difficult for Carolinian young people to find mates that are not already somehow
related (this was related to him by SpnCRLs whom he works closely with). Thus, they must search for
mates among other peoples on Saipan; which means, typically, that the offspring must share their linguistic
loyalties with other speech communities besides SpnCRL. Accordingly these young parents can easily
default to speaking English as the dominate language of the family.
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young people of today, their Carolinian language has already left behind many features of
the traditional Saipan Carolinian. One feature is the language of respect, where certain
words are used for one’s peers but where certain synonyms of those words must be used
for those with whom one has a respect-relationship with. Another feature is the
appropriate use of grammatical morphemes (such as leaving off the transitivizing affix –li
on predicate nouns). Another feature is the rich range of vocabulary used in specialized
skills that are disappearing, such as traditional medicine.
And yet there are some aspects of Carolinian that will be retained on Saipan. It is
not an uncommon thing for young people to (re-) acquire vocabulary and other linguistic
features that crop up when it is time to identify with one group or another of older adults.
Furthermore, I don’t expect nuances of speech that mark one as Carolinian will soon
disappear. Nonetheless, the language of the new generation may eventually have more in
common with English than it does traditional Saipan Carolinian. But whatever
transformations of SpnCRL take place, what remains will still be Carolinian and the
speech of its speakers will still be called Saipan Carolinian.
Certainly, it is not for outsiders like me to determine what form of SpnCRL is best
for Saipan Carolinians. It is they who will either enjoy the benefits or suffer the
consequences, or more likely both, of whatever path they end up following. Perhaps
SpnCRL will go the way of many languages and become just a token of some distinctive
culture that thrived at some point in the past. Or, perhaps it will go the way of Hawaiian
and make a determined and a remarkable return from being virtually moribund. My
preference, of course, would be the latter.

********************************************************************
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APPENDIX
552 Form-Meaning Sets
(Matching Lexical Items in the Carolinian Continuum)
[tables for Appendix here]
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Q # Quackenbush Gloss
1 body

# of
unique
formsmeanings
used
Q'bush SCRL Word

SCRL Word 1

English Gloss

2

jilig -il

ilighi-

body/hull

2 hand

1

gumwysh -yl

ghumwusch

wrist

3 left

5

peegishóóbwut

peighischóóbwut

left side

4 right

5

peegimwáál

peighimwáál

right side

5 arm

1

paaj

paay

arm and hand

6 elbow

1

jápilipaj

pilipilil paay

7 finger

1

jajytt

8 finger-toe nail

1

9 leg

West of
WOL
s=SON
u= ULI

su

WOL-SATPOL
(w5 = w
½point)

East of POL
l=PLP
n=NAM
m=MRT
t =CHU
SCRL Word 2

p

t

wsp

lnmt

w5sp5

l5n5

w5sp5

l5n5m5t5

su

wsp

lnmt

elbow

su

wsp

lnmt

ayútt

finger

su

wsp

lnmt

jykk

kkú / úkk

human nails

su

wsp

lnmt

3

pishe pishel

pische

leg

wsp

lnmt

10 foot

1

pishe

pische

leg

wsp

11 ankle-bone

3

gurubw

ghurubw

ankle bone

wsp

lm

12 knee

2

puguw [Ifalik =
mangol]

bwughúwal
pesche

kneecap

s5u5

w5s5p5

l5n5m5t5

13 thigh

2

---

schepil pesche

thigh

s5u

14 buttocks

2

jáp

ááp

buttocks/keel

su

wsp

lnt

15 bark (of a tree)

1

gil

ghiil

skin

su

wsp

lnmt

bark

"bark"

16 skin
17 blood

1

cca

tcha

blood

su

wsp

lnmt

18 body hair
to remove hair,
19 feathers

1

jilajil

ileila-

*fur, *body *hair

su

wsp

lnmt

2

terajili

teraili

remove

w

l

20 hair (of the head)

2

jililishimw -ál

álischiimw

hair

su

ws

21 pubic hair

1

gor -ol

ghoor

pubic hair

su

wsp

22 feather

2

'body hair'

ileila-

feather

23 beard

2

jálys -ál

alús

beard

jálys -ál

sideburns

"sideburns

24 sideburns

spnt

EnglishGloss

West of WOL-SATPOL
POL

East of POL

paliya-

*side (e.g., of a
hill)

p5

l5n5m5t5

paliya-

*side (e.g., of a
hill)

p5

l5n5m5t5

bwughúwal
paay

elbow protrution

s

taang

upper inner thigh

l5n5t5

aibwiibw

foot

c only

liiwet

*anus, anal area

p

nt

metetteril
móghur

strands of head
*hair

p

lnmt

bwóó

bird> tail
*feather|s

w(Ifalik)

lnmt

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

West WOLEast of
of POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 3

English Gloss

lemóól-

elbow joint

p

ilias

head hair

c only

1 body
2 hand
3 left
4 right
5 arm
6 elbow
7 finger
8 finger-toe nail
9 leg
10 foot
11 ankle-bone
12 knee
13 thigh
14 buttocks
15 bark (of a tree)
16 skin
17 blood
18 body hair
to remove hair,
19 feathers
20 hair (of the head)
21 pubic hair
22 feather
23 beard
24 sideburns

SCRL Word 4

English Gloss

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 5

English Gloss

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

# of
unique
formsmeanings
used
Q'bush SCRL Word

25 wattles

wool -ál

(ool)

English Gloss
(wattles (skin
flap))

26 comb (chicken)

wool -ál

olal malúgh

rooster comb

---

?

?

3

27 top-not

SCRL Word 1

West of
WOL
s=SON
u= ULI

WOL-SATPOL
(w5 = w
½point)

East of POL
l=PLP
n=NAM
m=MRT
t =CHU
SCRL Word 2

EnglishGloss

West of WOL-SATPOL
POL

nmt
w

lnmt

28 vein

1

wa wál

waa

veins

su

wsp

lnmt

29 head

3

shiimw -el

schiimw

head(and hair)

su

ws

t

móghur

head

p

úúw

neck/jaw

lnmt

sórof

neck

p

ófong

nose

sp

30 neck

2

* jiwál

31 nose

2

bwoot bwootyl

bwoot

noses

su

wsp

lnmt

32 mouth

1

jaaw jáwál

aaw

mouth

su

wsp

lnmt

33 tooth

1

ngii -l

ngii

tooth

su

wsp

lnmt

34 tongue

sp

nmt

schééghéla-

tongues

lnmt5

schiyor

choke

su

wsp

3

* shyygylál

schéél aaw

tongue in mouth

35 lip

1

---

túlaaw

lips

36 throat

3

wóróng -ál

orong

throat

su

ws

37 forehead

2

mong -ól

mwóóng

forehead

su

ws

38 ear

1

seleing -ál

sáling

ear

su

wsp

lnmt

(bworóus

ar/news

39 eye

1

maas mesál

maas

eye/face

su

wsp

lnmt

(sabweil

eye

40 eyebrow

1

faat -yl

faat

eyebrow

su

wsp

lnmt

1

jappal (yl mass)

metetteril maas

eyelashes

su

wsp

lnmt

eye/face

su

wsp

lnmt

(tóusa-

face respectfully

uubw

abdomen

41 eyelashes
42 face

2

maas

(wóól) maas
(common)

43 cheek

1

jawysap jawysepál

ausap

cheek

su

wsp

lnmt

áát

chin

44 chin

East of POL

1

jáát -el

su

wsp

lnmt

45 back

1

sagyr -yl

saghúr

back

su

wsp

lnmt

46 shoulder

1

* jajifarál

aifar

shoulder

su

wsp

lnmt

47 chest

2

---

ayúng

chest

sp

lnmt

48 rib

1

raara -al

raara (Sat raara) ribs

wsp

lnmt

49 belly, abdomen

2

* wubwál

uubw

abdomen

wsp

lnt

50 pubic area

3

taang -ál

bwaar

pubic area

51 navel

2

bwuug -ol

bwuugh

navel

w5sp

lnmt

u

w

c only

s5u5

w5

lnmt

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

SCRL Word 3

English Gloss

West WOLEast of
of POL SAT-POL POL

25 wattles
26 comb (chicken)
27 top-not
28 vein
29 head
30 neck
31 nose
32 mouth
33 tooth
34 tongue
35 lip
36 throat

wúúw

37 forehead
38 ear
39 eye
40 eyebrow
41 eyelashes
42 face
43 cheek
44 chin
45 back
46 shoulder
47 chest
48 rib
49 belly, abdomen
50 pubic area
51 navel

wóówó

countenance

t

SCRL Word 4

English Gloss

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 5

English Gloss

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

52 bald

# of
unique
formsmeanings
used
Q'bush SCRL Word

3

53 brain

2

54 bone

1
2

55 viscera
56 stomach

gurufash

SCRL Word 1

English Gloss

schimwoffasch

have bald head

West of
WOL
s=SON
u= ULI

WOL-SATPOL
(w5 = w
½point)

East of POL
l=PLP
n=NAM
m=MRT
t =CHU
SCRL Word 2

w5

m5t5

fóóbwiyóbw

brain

s5u5

ws

shyy -l

schúú

bone

su

wsp

lnmt

taa táál

taa

intestines

s

wsp

lnmt

wuubw -ál

uubw

abdomen

57 gall bladder

1

* játil

áát

gall bladder

su

wsp

lnmt

58 liver

1

* jásen

áse-

liver

su

wsp

lnmt

59 lungs

2

farewa farewáál

fárewa

lung

su

wsp

lnm

bwull

heart/center

60 heart

2

bwull -ol

u

wsp

61 to breathe

1

nganngas

nngas

breathe

su

wsp

lnmt

62 (female) breast

1

tyyt ttyl

útt

breast/teat

su

wsp

lnmt

63 milk

1

shalilityyt

letsi (via Ch<Sp)

milk

su

wsp

lnmt5

loo

a boil

u

wp

ln

su

wsp

lnmt

64 boil (n.)

EnglishGloss

West of WOL-SATPOL
POL

ghúrúffasch

(shave head
bald)

s5

tuubwuwal
schiimw

skull (brain)

p

ws

East of POL

lnmt

3

---

65 scar

1

bwaat bwatál

bwaat

scar

66 leprosy

2

---

ppwatúr

leprosy

67 to smell it

2

tyyngy

ngúúrú

smell something

s5u5

wsp5

l5n5m5

68 to hear

1

rong

rong

hear

su

wsp

lnmt

weri

see

wsp

lnm

sp

lnm

ffas

laugh

lighááschi

cry (#2)

t

lnt

69 to see it

w

1

wuri

70 to laugh

4

gykkaj

ghekkáy

laugh

71 to cry

2

sááng -il

sáng

cry

su

wsp

lnm

72 tear

1

shalylysáng

schalúl maas

tears

su

wsp

lnmt

73 spittle

1

jattuf

óttuf

saliva

su

wsp

lnmt

74 to vomit

1

mmwus

mmwus

vomit

su

wsp

lnmt

75 to belch

2

gyrér

ghérér

belch

su

wsp

m5t5

maghú

(burp up milk)

76 to hiccup

ssigh

hiccough sound

2

mátér

matér

hiccough

s

wsp

ln

77 blow on it

1

wuguuw

ughuuw

to whistle

su

wsp

lnmt

78 to cough

2

llaw

llaw (lallaw)

cough

sp

lnmt

p

mt

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

52 bald

SCRL Word 3

English Gloss

West WOLEast of
of POL SAT-POL POL

mmwor

*fall out (of
leaves,
seeds, hair

u5

mmál

to *smile

w5

53 brain
54 bone
55 viscera
56 stomach
57 gall bladder
58 liver
59 lungs
60 heart
61 to breathe
62 (female) breast
63 milk
64 boil (n.)
65 scar
66 leprosy
67 to smell it
68 to hear
69 to see it
70 to laugh
71 to cry
72 tear
73 spittle
74 to vomit
75 to belch
76 to hiccup
77 blow on it
78 to cough

w5

SCRL Word 4

English Gloss

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 5

English Gloss

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

# of
unique
formsmeanings
used
Q'bush SCRL Word

SCRL Word 1

English Gloss

West of
WOL
s=SON
u= ULI

WOL-SATPOL
(w5 = w
½point)

East of POL
l=PLP
n=NAM
m=MRT
t =CHU
SCRL Word 2

79 to drink

1

jyyl

úúl

drinking, smoking su

wsp

lnmt

80 to eat

1

mwongó // jangi

mwongo

eat

su

wsp

lnmt

81 to bite it

1

gyyw

ghúúw

bite

su

wsp

lnmt

82 to suck

4

sossor

amwoora

siphon

p

n

83 to swallow it

1

wurumi

urumi

swallow

wsp

nlmt

84 perspiration

4

móljól

mwóóliyol

perspire

s

sp

85 anus

3

matalejááp

liiwet

anus

u

86 excrement

4

paa páál

paa

feces/excrement

87 penis

3

see -l

see

88 testicles

2

syyl sylyl

89 urine

3

siir

eat it

soromi

to *siphon liquid

t

witch

sweat

p

p

lmt

ngaat

*rectum

ws

su

wsp

lnmt

alloow

feces

penis

su

wsp

lnmt

gháyi-

penis

fayúl mwáál

testicles

u5

w

súlú-

penis man

siir

urine(common)

amiaw

w5sp

lnmt

4

tingij -al

tingi

female genitals

91 to break wind

2

sing

sing

pass wind

su

wsp

lnt

92 fat (adj.)

3

bwutáj

bwutááy

be obese

su

wsp

l

93 thin (not fat)

4

shykkyr

schúúschú

be_skinny

sp

lnmt

2

mááljél

maaliyél

thick (object)all

wsp

lnmt

w5

l

95 thick (liquid)

4

meshejshej

mascheischey

slimy, *slippery
substance, such
as mucus

96 thin (object)

4

---

málifilif

thin

97 hungry

5

peccaaj (CHU loan) petchaay

being hungry

4

móór

be thirsty

98 thirsty

West of WOL-SATPOL
POL

angi

90 vagina

94 thick (object)

EnglishGloss

mwóór

wsp

su

u

ws

lnm

nm

sp

lnmt

urine(resp.)

p

nm

mwáá

expression
referring to
femalegenitals

l

ppwir

to *pass wind

wp

t

w

t

schúúgheráng *skinny

s

ngút

to be *congested
(of the nose)

w

máling

to be *thin, thinly
sliced
weak from

sp

s

áschigh

hunger

p

sp

palakka

dry/empty

nmt

East of POL

l5m5t5

nmt

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

SCRL Word 3

English Gloss

(mamma)

(eat/consume
)

West WOLEast of
of POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 4

English Gloss

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

(yááyá)

(eating
something)

c only

ghumw

to sip or suck up
a mouthful of
something

ws

(mwáálil)

(penis/
manliness)

c only

be famished

c only

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 5

English Gloss

(uscheey)

(eat raw or
uncooked food)

c only

pwóughuugh

to be *hungry

c only

79 to drink

80 to eat

c only

81 to bite it

82 to suck

attumw

purse lips

p5

mwi

to be *panting

w5

bwuse

feces

p

t

taa

penis small
boy

p

t

88 testicles

(mwáálil)

(penis/
manliness)

89 urine

alé

urine
(respect)

90 vagina

(ffo-)

(vagina)

ppwas

*wither|ed

w5p5

96 thin (object)

aischigh

to be *thin (of
a branch,
tree, person,

wsp

97 hungry

fiyol

be hungry

98 thirsty

ppwas

to be dried up u5

l5m5t5

t

83 to swallow it
84 perspiration
85 anus
86 excrement
87 penis

su

w

91 to break wind
92 fat (adj.)
93 thin (not fat)

(ghul)

94 thick (object)

95 thick (liquid)

t
w5

kkiif

Q # Quackenbush Gloss
99 full (stomach)

# of
unique
formsmeanings
used
Q'bush SCRL Word

SCRL Word 1

English Gloss

West of
WOL
s=SON
u= ULI

matér

be satisfied

WOL-SATPOL
(w5 = w
½point)

East of POL
l=PLP
n=NAM
m=MRT
t =CHU
SCRL Word 2
lnmt

1

mat

su

wsp

100 full (box)

2

ssog

ssogh

be full

u

ws

101 empty

1

péé

pé

be empty

su

wsp

lnmt

102 blind

2

pash

masapasch

wsp

lnm

1

pyng

sálingappwúng

be hearing
blocked/blind
be
impaired

u

103 deaf

s5u5

sp

104 sleepy

3

jatél

atél

be sleepy

su

105 taste (n.)

1

llal lallal

lallal

have certain flavor su

106 bitter

3

maras

maras

bitter tasting

107 sour

1

mwáll

mwáll

be tart

108 sweet

4

mám

mám

sweet talk/taste

s

109 wet

3

ccog

tchogh

saturating

ws

110 dry

2

pel

become dry

111 small

6

pál
gitigiit/ laccel,
mwittig

ghitighiit

be little

112 big

lnmt

rongotchów

deaf

wsp

lnm

tchów

be heavy/ tired

wsp

lnmt

(máálágh)

(tasteful)

su

wsp

lnmt

ttig

be spicy

s5p5

su

wsp

lnmt
llé

be delicious

w5sp

ppwas

be dried up

lissil

be small

likkáp

be big

p

t

kkáy

be prompt [fast]

sp

lnt

tchów

be heavy/tired

wp5

l5n5t5

ws

ppwasch

to be *old and
wrinkled (of
people)

su

ws
sp

mt

témwog

1

mwosh

tomwógh
mwoschomwoosc be big
h
be short

su

wsp

lnmt

114 long

2

lálááj

aláálááy

be very long

su

wsp

lnmt

115 narrow

2

shéégit

schééghit

be narrow

s5u5

wsp

ln5mt5

116 wide

1

shééláp

schéélap

be broad

su

wsp

lnm5t

117 straight

1

wuwél

wwel

be straight

su

wsp

lnmt

2

ppwór

ppwór

be bent

wsp

lnt

5

mwatamwat/langala
ng/ssit
mwetemwet

be fast

w5sp

mt

4

mwetémmway

be slow

120 slow

121 old

mwetemmwaay

East of POL

fill up

7

119 fast

West of WOL-SATPOL
POL

óura-

113 short

118 crooked

EnglishGloss

s

u

s

s5u5

p

lnmt

w5s5p5

l5n5m5t5

p

p
u5

4

tuufáj

tuufey

to be *old

122 new

1

ffé

ffé

be new

wsp5

l5n5m5t

all

123 good

4

gacc

ghatch

good

wsp

lnm

wetigh

be good

p

124 bad

4

nngaw

nngaw

be bad

wsp

allew

have trouble

p

125 ancient

2

lóómw

lóómw

old times

wsp

mweiwe

the past/ Once
upon

s5u5

lnmt

s

su

lnmt

w

w5s5

ws

t

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

SCRL Word 3

English Gloss

111 small

schigh

small, little

112 big

daiwatte (men's
talk)
be huge

West WOLEast of
of POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 4

English Gloss

ghufiti-

small amount

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 5

English Gloss

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

99 full (stomach)
100 full (box)
101 empty
102 blind
103 deaf
104 sleepy
105 taste (n.)
106 bitter
107 sour
108 sweet
109 wet
110 dry
p

t

lm

(mwittig) not

t5

p

113 short
114 long
115 narrow

w(wooki [Jap]

116 wide
117 straight
118 crooked
119 fast

ssit

be rapid

w5

bwut

to be *bad,
*undesirable

nt

schingesching

120 slow

121 old
122 new
123 good
124 bad
125 ancient

t

be exceptionally
*fast,

p

ghutchuuw

very quickly

p

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

# of
unique
formsmeanings
used
Q'bush SCRL Word

SCRL Word 1

English Gloss

maamaaw

be strong

mangúsch

immature

West of
WOL
s=SON
u= ULI

WOL-SATPOL
(w5 = w
½point)

East of POL
l=PLP
n=NAM
m=MRT
t =CHU
SCRL Word 2

wsp

lt

EnglishGloss

West of WOL-SATPOL
POL

East of POL

fayúscho

to be *muscular,
*strong

mááwi

weak

t5

tchúghúl

hard, *solid, *firm

mt

áirágh

bored with it

rangarang

yellow

patapat

be cold

sp

lnmt

wsp

layúlay

bear child

wsp

mt

p

lnmt

malawatá

start of life

u5

wsp

lnmt

wsp

lnmt

ws

fetál

walk around

s5u5

ws

ssá

to have *run off

126 strong

3

127 weak

5

mamaw
piránngaw//
pisánngaw

128 hard

4

ccémaaw/ nngyt

tchemaawa

*stubborn, *hard

sp

n

129 soft

4

meshéccóór

meschótchór

be soft

sp

n

130 difficult

1

cców/ wájiras

weires

hardship

u

wsp

lnmt

131 easy

1

ppál

mescherágh

be easy

u

wsp

lnmt

132 boredom

3

kkáshig

ngusch

be *bored

su

ws

133 color

3

kélood

alúl

color

134 blue, green

1

jarawaraw

arawaraw

blue

wsp

lnmt

135 black

2

shól/ shóccél

schól

be dark

wsp

lnmt

136 red

2

par

par

red

sp

nmt

137 white

1

pwesh

bwesch

white

su

wsp

lnmt

138 (coral) lime

1

bweesh

bweesch

lime [coral]

su

wsp

lnmt

139 yellow

2

jóljól

yóleyól

light color

p

lnmt

140 smooth (wood)

2

fiino

schall

be smooth

wsp

lnm

141 rough

2

marangarang

mwengerenger

be rough

wp

lnmt

142 light

1

ppál

ppel

*light in weight

su

wsp

lnmt

143 heavy

1

cców

tchów

heavy in weight

su

wsp

lnmt

144 hot

1

kkér// bwishikkar

bweschikkar

be hot

su

wsp

lnmt

145 cold

2

patapat/ fééj

ffooy

feel cold

su

wsp

lnmt

146 to die

1

má

má

die

su

wsp

lnmt

147 to kill it

1

lii-ló

lli

slaughter or kill

su

wsp

lnmt

148 to live (reside)

1

lo/ kello

lollo

reside

wsp

lnmt

149 to give birth

4

makky-ló

makk

deliver child

150 to be born

3

melawlaw

ubwutiw

be *born

151 alive

1

melaw

malaw

be alive

u

152 to exist

1

jor

yoor

exist/have

su

153 to walk

4

fááreg/ mwet

fáárágh

walk

154 to run

5

fáttabw

fattabw

run

s5u5

p

t5

p

p
su

u5

ws

ws

l5n5m5t5
s5p5

lnt

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

SCRL Word 3

English Gloss

West WOLEast of
of POL SAT-POL POL

126 strong

tchúghúl

hard, *solid,
*firm

u5

ul

boring

149 to give birth

malawaló

to give *birth

u5

150 to be born

fas

to *sprout

u5

mwet

to *go away

s5p5

t5

Mwet, mwet!

run, get away
from here

ws5p5

t5

p5

SCRL Word 4

English Gloss

l5n5m5t5 bwágh / bwááng to be *strong

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

p

127 weak
128 hard
129 soft
130 difficult
131 easy
132 boredom

w

áiláng

bored with it

c only

layili

be born

c only

ssú

to *run away

p

133 color
134 blue, green
135 black
136 red
137 white
138 (coral) lime
139 yellow
140 smooth (wood)
141 rough
142 light
143 heavy
144 hot
145 cold
146 to die
147 to kill it
148 to live (reside)
w

151 alive
152 to exist
153 to walk
154 to run

m

SCRL Word 5

English Gloss

schoo-

strong

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

t

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

# of
unique
formsmeanings
used
Q'bush SCRL Word

WOL-SATPOL
(w5 = w
½point)

East of POL
l=PLP
n=NAM
m=MRT
t =CHU
SCRL Word 2
lnmt

SCRL Word 1

English Gloss

West of
WOL
s=SON
u= ULI

áf

swim

su

wsp

yál

fly

su

ws

155 to swim

1

jáf

156 to fly

3

jáás

157 to play

2

wurumwét// wokkur ur

recreation

wsp

lnmt

158 to sing

5

kkéél

kkéél

song/sing

s5

lnmt

159 dance (n.)

3

bwaaj bwaajyn
[CHAM]

bwaay

dance

wsp

160 to lie down

3

wolo (-tiw)

wol

lie down

su

wsp

ln

161 to sit

1

móót

mwóót, móót

sit

su

wsp

lnmt

162 to stand

1

jykky/ jyy

úú-

stand

su

wsp

lnmt

4

majyr/ gilam

mayúr

be asleep

su

wsp

5

mmas/ jamwy-tá
[Vi]

mmas [ughutá] /snifang, tipaefirh /pmahaatá, pwak,
tipááfir /tféngúféng, nnebe awake

165 awaken, Vt

2

fangali /s-amas /pyamahaaló,
yapwakú /tánnenóóy,
jammásá-tá/fangalii- épwpwékú,
wake up
tá[Vt]
féngúni
somebody

166 to dream

1

ttal

ttal

dream

su

167 to know (facts)

1

gulej

ghule

know

168 to think

5

mángymáng

máng

169 to remember

3

mánge-to

163 to sleep

164 to wake up

EnglishGloss

West of WOL-SATPOL
POL

East of POL

sú

to *fly

p

bwaay

dance

sp

bwarúgh

to dance

lnmt

annut

sleep

wsp

ln

miyááf

be awake

ws

w

t

mmasatá

wake up

s5p5

wsp

lnmt

su

wsp

lnmt

thought

s

sp

ághiyágh

think

wp

lnmt

mángiiy

remember

s

ws

lnt

schetchemeli

ponder,
*remember

p

mt

wsp

lnmt

wsp

lm
meleitey

read

170 to forget

1

mállyg

mallégh

be forgetful, to
habitually *forget su

171 to count, Vt

2

páángi

páángi

count

172 to count, Vi

3

páápá

páápá

173 to read

3

melejitej

árághárágh

counting
be_reading/thinkin u
g
s

u

ws
wsp

su

w

lnmt

t

t

m

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

West WOLEast of
of POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 3

English Gloss

ppwó

to join in a
*dance or
song session

w5sp

ur

recreation
(including
*dance|s)

ws

SCRL Word 4

English Gloss

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 5

155 to swim
156 to fly
157 to play

158 to sing

159 dance (n.)

t

160 to lie down
161 to sit

song/sing

162 to stand
163 to sleep

asseipasch

fall asleep

164 to wake up

schimwetá

to *awake|n

u

lúghúlúgh

*believe,
*think

u5

iisch

write

wp

atél

to be sleepy

ws5p5

t5

lifang

awaken

s

t5

rághirágh

be *think|ing
about

sp

t

aghikkill

mark, *write

165 awaken, Vt
166 to dream
167 to know (facts)
168 to think

w5s5

169 to remember
170 to forget
171 to count, Vt
172 to count, Vi
173 to read

English Gloss

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

# of
unique
formsmeanings
used
Q'bush SCRL Word

SCRL Word 1

English Gloss

su

wsp

lnt

lúw

frightened

wp

s

wsp

lnmt

be crazy [respect] su

wsp

lnt

mmang

be crazy

wsp

soong

be angry

wsp

lnmt

bwárigh

be.mad

yásch

argue

angiingi

quarrel

s

wp

angiingi

? quarrel

bwángiiy

overpower
someone in a
wrestling match

s

w5p5

bwárigh

to be *itch|y

s5

wp

sóóghu

be sick(flu)

to *tattoo, *write

175 to fear

2

mesag -yl

mesagh

have fear

176 pain

2

metag

metágh

pain

177 craziness

3

mmang -al

bwusch

178 anger

1

soong

5

jásh
"to quarrel"

su
s

3

fiijow

fiiyoow

fight

182 war

1

mawul -ul

móówul

su

183 itchy

4

géét

kkéét

war
be_scratchy,
*itch|y
to *scratch

184 to scratch

1

gereger

gheri

something,

185 sick

1

semwaaj

semwaay

be sick

186 to swell

1

bwo

bwo

187 to dig

3

kkel

188 a hole

4

liibw -el
kapasal falywash

190 to say

jira

191 to speak

West of WOL-SATPOL
POL

iisch

mákk

189 word for ´language'

EnglishGloss

lnmt

jiish

181 to fight

East of POL
l=PLP
n=NAM
m=MRT
t =CHU
SCRL Word 2

p

2

180 to argue

WOL-SATPOL
(w5 = w
½point)

manner of
*writing|s, *script,
*calligraphy

174 to write

179 to quarrel [/argue]

West of
WOL
s=SON
u= ULI

sp

wsp

lnmt

wsp

lnmt

wsp

lnmt

su

wsp

lnmt

u

wsp

lnmt

be swollen

su

wsp

lnmt

kkel POC *keli

dig hole

su

wsp

l

liibw

hole/grave

su

ws

ira

say something

su

ws

mt

lnmt

nmt

c only

ghelingi POC
*kali
to *dig something

wp

n

laas

pit

w5p

t

m

apasa
(respect)

talk, to *say
something

p

lnmt

wsp

n

fóós [noted
Chu]

talk2

sp

lnmt
(akk)abwas

shout

2

kapas

kkapas

speak

192 to moan

2

ngyyngy

ngúúngú

moan

193 to scream

4

jakkabwas

érúló

scream

194 to call

4

faffaj

ffay

beckon, to *call

sp

195 to call him

5

fajingi

ffaingi

to *call to

sp

su

p

East of POL

lnm5t5

mt

s

wsp

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

SCRL Word 3

English Gloss

175 to fear

laang

be afraid

176 pain

lifólo

have pain/
swelling

(llingár)

seething

ngaat

hole

á-

say/speak

mweyir

shout out loud

West WOLEast of
of POL SAT-POL POL

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 4

English Gloss

parang

afraid, worried

(sanngaw)

be enraged
(men's talk)

(c only)

pwang

holes

w5

174 to write

177 craziness
178 anger
179 to quarrel [/argue]
180 to argue

181 to fight
182 war
183 itchy
184 to scratch
185 sick
186 to swell
187 to dig
188 a hole

wsp

lnt

w

l

189 word for ´language'
190 to say
191 to speak
192 to moan
193 to scream
194 to call
195 to call him

SCRL Word 5

English Gloss

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

# of
unique
formsmeanings
used
Q'bush SCRL Word

West of
WOL
s=SON
u= ULI

WOL-SATPOL
(w5 = w
½point)

East of POL
l=PLP
n=NAM
m=MRT
t =CHU
SCRL Word 2

SCRL Word 1

English Gloss

aiyegh

ask

sp

lnmt

t

196 to ask

2

jájijeg

197 voice

4

leefal

leiwa-

voice, the sound
of the voice

s5

198 truth

3

llet

elleta-

truth

199 a lie

6

miis

misimis

liar, *lie<#1>

200 lose something

EnglishGloss

West of WOL-SATPOL
POL

mangul,
mangúl

voice

w5s5p5

nt

wsp

bwung

be *right, *correct

p

lnmt

wsp

mwaghel

tell lies

n

pááyeti

(miss someone)
see, perceive

nt

3

pungu (-ló)

ppwunguló

be lost

201 to find

2

shuungi

schuungi

encounter/find

wsp

t

weri

202 to search

3

gyyt

ghutt

search/look for

wsp

lnmt

amwuri

to search for

u

203 to buy

2

kkamé

kkamé/mééli

to buy

sp

lnmt

2

jamejowu (-ló)

akkamééló,
ameewló

sell it

sp

lnmt

205 to steal

3

mwósho

mwóscho

steal

sp

nt

púraf

steal

su

206 to do

1

féér

féér

do

su

wsp

lnmt

207 to work

1

jangaang

angaang

work

u

wsp

lnmt

208 to show

204 to sell

su

wsp

s

p

nmt

w5s5p5

nmt

w

3

jabwáári

aweriingeli

show

w5s5p5

(a)bwáári

show/admit

wsp

209 to want

2

mwushel/ tipeli

mwuschel

want

p

tipáli

want it

wsp

210 to choose

2

ffil

ffil

choose

wsp

wiliwil

to *choose, *select
fruit for picking

211 knife (butcher)

2

saar

saar

knife

ghopoghop

knife/machete

c only

paasch

handle

wp

sápekkáng

sword

c only

wóógh

spear

u

4

sapysap

sapasap

machete

213 pocket knife

6

saar

?

(no pocketknife)

214 adze (small)

3

siles

sele

adze

s

215 adze handle

5

---

bwúúng

handle on tool

s

216 sword

2

sabwule

sabwule

217 spear for fighting

4

sword
traditional
*weapon|ry, esp.
spear

212 machete

silás

East of POL

wsp

lnmt

w

m

sp

nm5
m

c only

p

lnmt

lnmt

lm

mt

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

West WOLEast of
of POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 3

English Gloss

ttigh

high-pitched
(..esp. of a
voice or the
sound of
birds)

wsp

rut

tell_lie

ws

piipi (common
form)

search

c only

soolá

be_thief

p5

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 4

English Gloss

ngiingi

pronunciation,
*dialect

wsp

tilifi

hunt something

c only

SCRL Word 5

English Gloss

lughul pische
(respect)

looking for

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

196 to ask

197 voice

t

t

198 truth
199 a lie
200 lose something
201 to find
202 to search
203 to buy
204 to sell
205 to steal
206 to do
207 to work
208 to show
209 to want

210 to choose
211 knife (butcher)
212 machete
213 pocket knife
214 adze (small)
215 adze handle
216 sword

217 spear for fighting

l5m5t5

c only?

Q # Quackenbush Gloss
218 spear for fishing

# of
unique
formsmeanings
used
Q'bush SCRL Word
pacingko/ fisiga
[CHAM]
4

West of
WOL
s=SON
u= ULI

WOL-SATPOL
(w5 = w
½point)

East of POL
l=PLP
n=NAM
m=MRT
t =CHU
SCRL Word 2
lnt

SCRL Word 1

English Gloss

lighappisch

speargun <*fishing>

s

yuumi

bow and arrow

s
ws

219 bow

5

---

220 arrow

5

---

yuumi

bow and arrow

221 to cut

2

gup

ghupiiy

cut something

u5

ws

222 to split

3

tilingi

tilingi

split in half

s5u5

w5sp

223 to slice

7

wulekkitiij (Vt)

uleey

slice it

224 to saw

EnglishGloss

fiisigha [CHAM] fishing spear

West of WOL-SATPOL
POL

East of POL

u

wp

t

lnmt

pagh

to be *cut, *split

wp

nmt

ásáttipa

split object

c only

t

pikkakkiti

slice something

2

reere

reere

saw wood

su

wsp

m

225 sharp

1

kkáng

kkáng

be sharp

su

wsp

lnmt

meschew

sharp thing

226 to sharpen it

2

sejimi

seimi

sharpen object

u

p

lnm

akkángi

make s.t. sharp

p

227 dull

2

kkópw

kkóbw

be dull, blunt

sp

lnmt

228 box

2

kagun/ bwóór

bwóór

box

s

p

lnmt

229 to jump

c only

mt

2

llys

llus

jump

su

wsp

n

ttor

jump

230 to climb

1

téé

téété

climbing

su

wsp

lnmt

tééghi

climb up

231 to fall

5

pungu-tiw

ppwúng

fall

u

w

toroppúng

falling

232 to topple

3

mwaccé-ló

mwótch

fall down, topple

w

nt

drop

233 to drop (Vt)

taráá-tiw

[no cogs listed]

234 to throw

p

lm

akkesch

throw/spend

wischiiy

to *club, *strike

wetil

break/crack

t

l

4

tattar

aschey

throw object

235 to beat

5

liij

lli

hit/beat

ws

236 to break

4

pyllyw

bwullúúw

break something

wsp

nmt

237 to hit (Vi)

2

tuug

ttugh

hit (with fist)

u

wsp

nt

237 to hit (Vt)

2

tuguuw

tughuuw

punch it

u

wsp

nt

238 to shoot

3

pákk

pákk

shoot

u

wsp

nmt

fischi

shoot at s.o./t.
arrow

239 to stab

4

ttow

ttow

spear/inject

su

wp

nm

ffót

stab/plant

240 person

2

jaramas

aramas

person

su

wsp

lnmt

miil

person

241 man, male

1

máwl -yl

mwáál

man/male

su

wsp

lnmt

olo-

man/guy

2

shóbwut

schóóbwut

female

wsp

nmt

242 woman

l5t

u

pnt
p

s

t

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

SCRL Word 3

English Gloss

fischi

cut something

uloul

slicing (Vi)

mmwor

to *fall out or
down

West WOLEast of
of POL SAT-POL POL

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 4

English Gloss

mwótch

fall down

ws

ripiiy

break

wp

218 spear for fishing
219 bow
220 arrow
221 to cut
222 to split
223 to slice
224 to saw
225 sharp
226 to sharpen it
227 dull
228 box
229 to jump
230 to climb
231 to fall

p

232 to topple
233 to drop (Vt)
234 to throw
235 to beat
236 to break

ghop

237 to hit (Vi)

llésch

break
spank, *hit,
*strike

240 person

malle

person

241 man, male

male

u

s
c only

237 to hit (Vt)
238 to shoot
239 to stab

242 woman

s

mt

t

SCRL Word 5

English Gloss

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

# of
unique
formsmeanings
used
Q'bush SCRL Word

SCRL Word 1

WOL-SATPOL
(w5 = w
½point)

East of POL
l=PLP
n=NAM
m=MRT
t =CHU
SCRL Word 2

lm5

olighát

ghóóghó/maleghól baby

sp

lnmt

ughów

baby boy

w

jatamwáál

ate mwáál

boy

p5

l5n5m5t5

4

jatashóóbwut

ate schóóbwut

girl

w5s5

faabwul

small *girl|s

p

2

bwii

bwii

sibling

w5s5p5

tafa-

relative

c only

schóóliimw

spouse

p

bwúlúwa-

spouse

s

failiáá-

sweetheart

c only

naana

mom

ját/ wolygát

áát

244 baby

3

malygól

245 boy

3

246 girl
247 relative

child

4

shóólimw -ál

249 sweetheart

2

---

amware-

sweetheart

su

wsp

l

250 father

1

saam semál

saam

father

su

wsp

lnmt

251 mother

1

jiil [(y)ill]

iil

mother

su

wsp

lmnt

252 sibling (same sex)

1

bwiibwi bwiil

bwii

sibling

su

wsp

lmnt

253 sibling (opp. sex)

su

wsp

lmnt

1

* mwangejál

mwengeya-

sibling opposite

254 wash

2

wubwuubw

ubwuuw

255 to clean, to tidy up

4

jagasagas

limeti

wash clothes
to *beautify,
*arrange,
*straighten

ln

nmt

p

lmnt

ammwel

to *clean things up

c only

atchúng

wipe

c only

tóótó

*rub gently

waa-(to)

to *carry,
*transport, *bring

p

lnmt

sor

morning

w5p5

nm

sp

fááf

evening/dinner

wsp

leebwong

nighttime

7

talú

wash off

u5

w5

l

257 to rub briskly

3

géré-tiw

fáighas

u5

p

nmt

258 to rub gently

2

tóóf tóófi

tóófi

to *rub or *scrub
to *pet, *rub,
*stroke

s5u

p

lnmt

259 to bathe

1

tyyty

túútú

bathing

su

wsp

lnmt

260 to bring

5

bwugi (-to)

bwughi (-to)

to bring, transport,
carry

261 to hold it

4

jamwashy

amwuschú

hold

s

p

lnmt

262 morning

3

lessor

leesor

morning

u

wp

lmt

5

---

leefááf

evening

1

bwoong -il

bwoong

night

264 night

s

East of POL

wsp

tóófi

263 evening

West of WOL-SATPOL
POL

p

6

256 to wipe

EnglishGloss
group of *children,
may occasionally
be used for a single
child

243 child

248 spouse

English Gloss

West of
WOL
s=SON
u= ULI

w

su

lnm

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

SCRL Word 3

English Gloss

lighów

baby girl

lipisch

single mother

West WOLEast of
of POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 4

English Gloss

óurásiiy

wash someone

243 child
244 baby

w

245 boy
246 girl
247 relative
248 spouse
249 sweetheart
250 father
251 mother
252 sibling (same sex)
253 sibling (opp. sex)
254 wash

255 to clean, to tidy up
256 to wipe
257 to rub briskly
258 to rub gently

mwuliti

rub back and
forth

c only

bweibwogh

bring

c only

259 to bathe

260 to bring
261 to hold it
262 morning
263 evening
264 night

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 5

English Gloss

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

Q # Quackenbush Gloss
265 day
266 today

# of
unique
formsmeanings
used
Q'bush SCRL Word

SCRL Word 1

English Gloss

West of
WOL
s=SON
u= ULI
su

WOL-SATPOL
(w5 = w
½point)

East of POL
l=PLP
n=NAM
m=MRT
t =CHU
SCRL Word 2

2

ráál rályl

ráál

day

wsp

lnmt

ighila

today

2

jigila// fááfilijej

sp

lnmt

267 tomorrow

3

lajy

laayú

tomorrow

wsp

lm

268 day after tomorrow

7

sapalal lajy

sópúlaal

day after tomorrow

c only

269 yesterday
day before
270 yesterday

1

lálew

lalew

yesterday

su

wsp

lnmt

ráállewe

?

271 daytime

2

leerál

leeráál

daytime

su

w5sp

lnmt

272 age, year

2

rág -il

ráágh

year

u

wsp

l

273 to come

2

jit-to

itto

to come

s5u5

w5sp

274 to go

1

ló

ló

depart

su

2

sefál

sefáál

return

u

275 to return

276 to turn around, Vt

3

sorej

soreey

277 to turn around, Vi
to turn (change
278 direction)

2

togul

2

279 turn over (it)

tóghul

turn opp. dir/steer
*turn all the way
around

sor

ssor

turn

4

sorej

welighi

280 pull it

5

jityrypa

tayú

281 pull hand over hand

3

tajy

282 to pluck

2

283 push it
284 rope, canoe rope

EnglishGloss

West of WOL-SATPOL
POL

mmasatá

tomorrow

lnmt

sáp

come

wsp

lnmt

schéé-

go, move in a dir

wsp

ln

atóghuluuw

*turn it all the way
around (as the
hands of a clock
u

s

lnmt

u

wp5

l5n5m5t5

u5

w5

righ

to be *turn|ing

turn over

p

wegheti

flip something
over

su

ws

l

w

úrú/úrútúpa

*drag something,
*pull it

u

wsp

t

áfiiy

pull something
to *pull it in
<*fishing>

tayú

pull something

w

wiij

wi

pull up or *uproot

2

thiingi

tiingi

push something

seighi

push it

c only

2

sáál sálilwaa

sáál

rope

su

p

lnmt

ws

lnmt

su

wsp

lnt

su

wsp

lnmt

wp5

East of POL

n5

n5m5t5

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

SCRL Word 3

English Gloss

mwet

go away

279 turn over (it)

aschappa

turn something
over

280 pull it

attágháli

281 pull hand over hand

sáli

West WOLEast of
of POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 4

English Gloss

asáláánga

turn it over

áfiiy

to *pull it in, of a
line of fish

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 5

English Gloss

West
East
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WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

265 day
266 today
267 tomorrow
268 day after tomorrow
269 yesterday
day before
270 yesterday
271 daytime
272 age, year
273 to come
274 to go
275 to return

276 to turn around, Vt
277 to turn around, Vi
to turn (change
278 direction)

282 to pluck
283 push it
284 rope, canoe rope

to pull, drag
along
play out or play
in rope

lm

s

c only

su

lnmt túrúpa

to *drag, *pull a
heavy object

c only

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

# of
unique
formsmeanings
used
Q'bush SCRL Word

SCRL Word 1

English Gloss

West of
WOL
s=SON
u= ULI

WOL-SATPOL
(w5 = w
½point)

East of POL
l=PLP
n=NAM
m=MRT
t =CHU
SCRL Word 2

EnglishGloss
to *tie something
tightly

285 to tie

7

pwug

ghééghé

tie

su

ws

286 a knot

3

bwuug

bwughobwugh

knot

su

wsp

lnmt

287 wrap it

3

tygymi

tughumi

to *wrap something
into a *bundle
s

wsp

lnmt

limi

288 to burn, Vi

3

ppul

ppwul

burn

wsp

l

ghú

*roll it up
to be *alight, to
*smolder, to be
*burning

289 to burn, Vt

4

fiigi// mwush

fiighi

*burn something,

s

nm

aghúúw

burn something

peyas

grave; ashes as in
"ashes to ashes,
dust to dust"

bwurat

smoke heavy

ááng

*wind, *breeze

filifil

to be *breezy, as
when the
tradewinds are
*blowing

wel

to be *correct

arughuló

be misplaced

290 ashes

2

félang

falang

*ashes

291 fire

3

jángat// ppul

anget

fire

292 smoke

su

ghéélú

wsp

lnt

sp

ln

3

bwurat// bwurókk

bwurókk

heavy smoke

su

wsp

293 water

3

shal

schaal

water

su

wsp

lnmt

294 the sea

1

sáát -il

sáát

sea

su

wsp

lnmt

295 ocean

1

metaw

metaw

ocean

su

wsp

lnmt

296 salt

2

gasiig

asiigha

salt

u

wsp

297 wind

2

jáng

asoppwáál

wind

u

s

298 to blow (wind)

3

jángijáng

yángi-

to *blow (of wind or
breeze)
u

wsp

299 correct

4

wel/ llet

bwung

be_correct

wsp

1

"not correct"

tammwel

incorrect, wrong

2

jar-

arap

near

300 incorrect
301 near

su

su

wsp

nmt

lnmt

lnmt

West of WOL-SATPOL
POL

East of POL

l

u

w

s

w
wp

m5

c only

su

wsp

w
s

s

n

West WOLEast of
of POL SAT-POL POL

Q # Quackenbush Gloss

SCRL Word 3

English Gloss

285 to tie

bwughééy

tie knot

p

lufiti

wrap/tie up s.t.

c only

290 ashes

mwuli

ashes from
which you
came and from
which you will
return

c only

291 fire

ammweli

292 smoke

ppwóós

fire (Vt)
have smoke in
eyes

s5

mwoor

strong *wind,

298 to blow (wind)

ughuuw

to *blow air (of
a person or of
the wind)

ws

299 correct

ellet

*true, *correct

sp

286 a knot

287 wrap it

288 to burn, Vi
289 to burn, Vt

293 water
294 the sea
295 ocean
296 salt
297 wind

300 incorrect
301 near

SCRL Word 4

English Gloss

West
East
of
WOLof
POL SAT-POL POL

SCRL Word 5

English Gloss
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